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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY
1/
A FEW

~

LI~ES

only are necessary to explain the object

with which these volumes are put forth.

At the time

when the Badmi~ton Library was started no modern
encyclopoedia existed to which the inexperienced man,
who sought guidance in the practice of the various
British Sports and Pastimes, could turn for information.
Some books there were on Hunting, some on Racing,
some on La,,;n Tennis, some on Fishing, and so on; but
one Library, or succession of volumes, which treated of
the Sports and Pastimes indulged in by Englishmenand women-was wanting.

The Badminton Library

was produced to supply the want.

Of the imperfections
0;

lyGoogle
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which must be found in the execution of such a design
we are conscious.

Experts often differ.

But this we

may say, that those who are seeking for knowledge on
any of the subjects dealt with will find the results of
many years' experience written by men who are in every
case adepts at the Sport or Pastime of which they write.
It is to point the way to success to those who are
ignorant of the sciences they aspire to master, and who
have no friend to help or coach them, that these volumes
are written.
To those who have worked hard to place simply and
clearly before the reader that which he will find within,
the best'thanks of the Edit~rare due.

That it has been

no slight labour to supervise all that has been written he
must acknowledge; but it has been a labour of love,
and very much lightened by the courtesy ofthe Publisher,
by the unflinching, indefatigable assistance of the SubEditor, and by the intelligent and able arrangement
of each subject by the various writers, who are so
thoroughly masters of the subjects of which they treat.
The reward we all hope to reap is that our work may
prove useful to this and future generations.
BEAC'FORT.

... ... .. .. .
...
~

"

~

PREFACE
I N a history of the ongm and compilation of the
BADMINTON

LIBRARY

.

prefaced to 'The Po.etry of

Sport,' I wrote, 'With this volume, the twenty-eighth
of the series, the BADMIIliTON LIllRARY comes to an

end, at least so far as is at present contemplated';
but noting how, since the issue of' Hunting' in 1885,
Golf and Cycling had attained such extraordinary prominence and p::>pularity, I added, 'Who can say what
sport may not spring up and take the public fancy?
If any such does arise, a volume about it will doubtless

be written.'

Motoring-for the verb wiII have to be

accepted and recognised- is such a sport, or, if the
description be not admitted on all hands, is at any
rate, for reasons set forth in the following chapters, sufficiently near to sport to require inclusion; and therefore
no excuse seems necessary for this book.

That auto-

mobilism is by no means a new idea the Marquis de
Chasse1oup-Laubat shows in his contribution; indeed,

viii
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he traces the origin of the movement to the y(;ar 1769,
"and gives a picture of a steam coach which ran daily
from Paddington to Harrow as long- ago as 1833.

It is

only within the last two or three years, however, that
any sustained attempt has been made to introduce
motor-cars into this country, and to employ them extensively as pleasure vehicles and for practical purposes.
The movement was exhibiting such vigour that a
Badminton book became inevitable; but it could scarcely
have appeared so soon had it not been for the initiative
and energy of an enthusiast, Mr. Alfred Harmsworth.
one of the leading pioneers of automobilism in England, for whose invaluable assistance the Editor' and
Publi!'hers cannot make sufficient acknowledgment.
He is to a great extent responsible for the present
volume, of the completeness of which it is not for us
to speak, though we confidently anticipate the verdict
of critics and of readers.

The heartiest recognition

must also be given to the untiring aid of Mr. Claude
Johnson, Secretary of the Automobile Club, who has
probably clone more than any other man towards
helping to rescue what must assuredly become a great
British industry from foreign hands.

Mr. Harmsworth

and Mr. J ohnson were fortunately able to secure the
hearty co· operation of the Automobile Club.

The

J

PREFACE
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various chapters' have been read before and exhaustively
discussed by the members, to whom are due the thanks
of the compilers and likewise of all who may benefit by
.the varied contents of the work; nor must an expression
of gratitude be omitted to the designers and makers of
cars, English and foreign, who have so kindly furnished
particulars, photographs and drawings.
As far as possible an endeavour has been made to
avoid mentioning the names of particular constructors;
where such mention was unavoidable, it should not be
understood as suggesting that in the opinion of the
writer the cars manufactured by them are necessarily
the best; nor, on the other hand, must it be supposed
that because various cars are not included, anything in
the nature of adverse criticism is implied.

The industry

is being pursued with such great activity that to discuss
every notable make and invention was impossible within
the prescribed limits of the volume.
ALFRED
AprilIC)02

E. T. W ATSON.
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CHAPTER I
A SHORT

By

HISTORY

OF THE

MOTOR-CAR

THE MARQUIS DE CHASSEI.OUp-LAUBAT

WHEN I was first invited to write a brief History of the MotorCar, I at once realised that I could not do so without repeating much which was contained in an article entitled 'Recent
Progress 'of Automobilism in France,' which I wrote for the
'North American Review' in September 1899.1
It is more than a century since, in 1769, automobilism was
born in France, with the steam carriage of Cugnot. This
vehicle. was of a crude, rudimentary, and incomplete construcThe ideas of Cugnot were an entire century in advance
tion.
of the mechanical means by which they could be realised.
The attempt led to no satisfactory results. Everything was
defective-motive-power, steering, control. Nevertheless, the
carriage ran, and ran so well, they say, that it broke down
the enclosure of the ground on which it was tried. It is an
incontestable fact that Cugnot is the inventor of automobile
locomotion, and that the honour of first having imagined
and realised a new method of transport, destined to play an
important part in the welfare of many lands, belongs to him.
1 The proprietors of that publication have been good enough to consent
to my making use of portions of my article, and J take this opportunity of
eltpressing my appreciation of their courtesy.

B
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At the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the great wars of American Independence,
of the First Republic, and of the First Empire turned the spirit
of France aside from new effort in the way of any kind of
locomotion.
It was in England, towards the third decade of the nineteenth
century, that we saw the idea of Cugnot reappear. The same
impulse which moved English engineers to build railroads III

Ele"alion and Plan

of~.

J.

Cugnol's Steam Car, '770

order to free the great industrial centres from the economic
tyranny of those who constructed canals, urged them to study
methods of automobile locomotion on highways. That is to
say, in its inception, automobile locomotion was considered. as
an auxiliary to the railroad, which it really is.
Unfortunately, the promoters of new railway lines did not
at all understand the respective spheres of action of the machine
on the rail and the machine on the road. They took umbrage
at automobile locomotion, and, since they had much capital
t'd

Google
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and influence at their disposal, they secured a law from the
English Parliament which effectually killed automobile locomotion. It ordained that a man carrying a red flag by day, or a
red lantern by night, must be kept a hundred yards in advance
of every automobile vehicle.
The report of the Select Committee of the House of
Commons which was published in 1831 is extremely instructive, and contains the following remarkable paragraphs :-These inquiries have led the Committee to believe that the
substitution of inanimate for animal power, in draught on common

Hancock's Steam Coach' Era: 1833

roads, is one of the most important improvements in the means of
internal communication ever introduced, Its practicability they
consider to have been fully established; its general adoption will
take place more or less rapidly, in proportion as the attention of
scientific men shall be drawn by public encouragement to further
improvements.
Many circumstances, however, must retard the general introduction of steam as a substitute for horse-power on roads. One
very formidable obstacle will arise from the prejudices which
always beset a new invention, especially one which will at first
appear detrimental to the interests of so many individuals.
Tolls to an amount which would utterly prohi/c>it they i!il\9 'e
IlZ
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tion of steam-carriages have been imposed on some roads; on
others, the trustees have adopted modes of apportioning the
charge, which would be found, if !\ot absolutely prohibitory, at
least to place such carriages in a \'ery unfair position as compared
with ordinary coaches.
It appears from the e\·idencc that the first extensive trial of
steam as an agent in draught on common roads was that by Mr.
Gurney, in 1829, who travelled from London to Bath and back in
his steam-carriage.' He states that, although a part of the
machinery which brings both the propelling wheels into action,
when the full power of the engine is required, was broken at the
onset, yet that on his return he performed the last eighty-four
miles, from l\!elksham to Cranford Bridge, in tcn hours, including
stoppages.
The committee havc also examined l\lessrs. Summers and
Ogle; Mr. Hancock, and Mr. Stone, whose steam carriages ha\'e
been in daily use for some months past on common roads.
Besides the carriages already. described, Mr. Gurney has been
informed that from twenty to forty others are being built by
different persons, all of which have been occasioned by his decided
journey in 1829.
~Iuch, of course, must remain to be done in improving their
efficiency ; yet 1\1 r. Gurney states that he has kept up steadily
the rate of twelve miles per hour; that the extreme rate at
which he has run is between twenty and thirty miles per hour.
Mr. Hancock reckons that with his carriage he could keep
up a speed of ten miles per hour, without injury to the machine.
Mr. Ogle states: 'That his experimental carriage went from
London to Southampton in some places at a velocity of from
thirty-two to thirty-five miles per hour.
'That they have ascended a hill rising one in six at sixteen
and a half miles per hour, and four miles of the London Road at
the rate of twenty-four miles and a half per hour, loaded with
people.
'That his engine is capable of carrying three tons weight in
addition to its own.'
Mr. Summers adds: 'That they have travelled in the carriage
The Gurney steam coach was extremely interesting.
It possessed:
A water tube boiler analogous to the Thorneycroft boiler, in which the
circulation was remarkahle. (2) The pressure was cons;dcrable (s kilos per
sq. centimetre).
I

(1)
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at the rate of fifteen miles per hour, with nineteen persons on the
carriage up a hill one in twelve.
'That he has continued for four hours and a half to travel at
the rate of thirty miles per hour.
• That he has found no difficulty in travelling over the worst
and most hilly roads.'
~fr. James Stone states that 'thirty-six persons have been
carried on one steam-carriage.
'That the engin"e drew five times its own weight nearly, at the
rate of from five to six miles per hour, partly up an inclination.'

ScJuire and Macerone Steam Coach, 1833
Ran daily from Paddington to Jo:<lgwarc: nnd Harrow. Average ~pced, fourteen mile~
per hour. Speed on level, twenty miles per hour. Cost of coke, )d. to 4d. per mile.

They have annexed a list ot those local acts in which tolls
have been placed on steam, or mechanically propelled carriages.
1\1 r. Gurney has given the following specimens of the oppressive rates of tolls adopted in se\"eral of these acts. On the Liverpool and Prescot Road, ~tr. Gurney's carriage would be charged
2/. Ss., while a loaded stage coach would pay only 4S. On the
Bathgate Road the same carriage would be chargcd 1/. 7S. Id.,
while a coach drawn by four horses would pay Ss. On the Ashburnham and Totncs Road, :-,rr. Gurncy would ha\"e tQ:' pay 2/' L
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while a coach drawn by four horses would be charged only 3s. On
the Teignmouth and Dawlish Roads the proponion is 12S. to 2S.
The trustees of the Liverpool and Prescot Road have already
obtained the sanction of th~ legislature to charge the monstrous
toll of IS. 6d. per 'horse-power,' as if it were a national object to
prevent the possibility of such engines being used.
Sufficient evidence has been adduced to convince your
Committee :I. That carriages can be propelled by steam on common roads
at an average rate of ten miles per hour.
2. That at this rate they have conveyed upwards of fourteen
passengers.
3. That their weight, induding engine, fuel, water, and attendants, may be under three tons.
4. That they can ascend and descend hills of considerable
inclination with facility and safety.
5. That they are perfectly safe for passengers.
6. That they are not (or need not be, if properly constructed)
nuisances to the public.
7. That they will become a speedier and cheaper mode of
conveyance than carriages drawn by horses.
8. That, as they admit of greater breadth of tyre than other
carriages, and as the roads are not acted on so injuriously as by
the feet of horses in common draught, such carriages will cause
less wear of Toads than coaches drawn by horses.
9. That rates of toll have been imposed on steam carriages
which would prohibit their being used on several lines of road,
were such charges permitted to remain unaltered.

The Committee of 1831 made recommendations as to a
Bill to regulate the tolls to be charged for mechanical
vehicles and to prevent the imposition of exaggerated tolls.
The recommendations, however, were not adopted, and the
use of steam vehicles. on the road consequently became
practically impossible, although Hancock had considerably
improved on (iurney's carriage, and up to 1836 was running
highly successful vehicles on the road. After 1836 inventors
from time to time came forward with improved road carriages, but owing to restrictive legislation they could not be
put to any practical use.
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The consequences of this legislation were not long delayed.
Automobile locomotion disappeared. Yet English builders of
that period had already realised some excellent mechanical
features. Certain among them had striking and remarkable
schemes in regard to boilers, and had conceived extremely
interesting' water-tube boilers.' The boilers which my friends
Normand and Thorneycroft to-day place on their torpedoboats and torpedo-boat destroyers possess all the theoretical
characteristics of certain apparatus conceived half a century
ago.
Mr. Onesime Pecqueur, manager of the works connected
\\;th the Conservatoire for Arts and Inventions in France,
designed in 1827 two very remarkable devices:
(a) The application of a differential gear to drivingwheels.
(b) The abolition of a forecarriage for steering-wheels
replaced by the introduction of an axle fitted with two
vertical pivots; the wheels pivoting separately on each, and
being kept parallel with one another by a connecting-rod.
It is impossible not to notice how very much this invention
has controlled the fundamental principles in the construction
of automobiles.
It is no exaggeration to say that without these two very
important devices, the automobile would not, at the present
time, occupy the very prominent and progressive position it
does.
In 1873 the firm of Leon Bollee commenced the construction of their vehicles, which attracted so much attention at
the Universal Exhibition of 1878 in Paris.
At this period one of the most remarkable carriages was a
Victoria weighing approximately 3~ tons, including its complement of 8 passengers, 390 litres of water, and 300 kilos of coal.
The effectual horse-power varied from 8 to 20 h.-p.; "the
greatest speed obtainable was about 40 kilometres per hour.
The design of the vehicle was well proportioned and carried
out. The transmission to the driving-wheels was effected by
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two chains and an intermediary shaft. The steering of the car
was obtained by the revolving of the front wheels on two
pivots set at an angle, giving a dish to the wheels.
The Bollee company constructed about this period many
equally interesting cars possessing speed-changing devices.
Since then the firm have built very many interesting cars of
various designs, but a full description of these 'Would take up
too much time and space. Suffice it to say, however, these
cars were as well constructed as designed, and that many firms
have between then and now constructed cars far inferior to
those of Leon Bollee.
In France, about 1885, the automobile vehicle was again
in evidence, and attracted attention. At that time the Comte
de Dion, at Paris, also constructed steam vehicles which ran
in a satisfactory way.
Then Serpollet devised his instantaneous vaporisation boilers, which reduce to a minimum the
chances of danger, so far as steam engines are concerned.
After that time, automobile locomotion became a subject
of talk, but the appearance in 1889 of a petroleum motor,
with quaternary explosion features, gave matters an impulse
which promises continuance.
In 1894, the' Petit Journal' asked M. Pierre Giffard to
organise the first meeting of automobile vehicles. It took place
between Paris and Rouen, with a stop at Mantes. Although
the design of the promoters was not that the vehicles should
be run with a view to testing speed, the e\'ent from the very
outset took on the character of a race. The Dion and Bouton
steam carriage won the race, making the run at a mean velocity
of about twelve miles an hour.
This was a sturdy little four-wheeler, on the back of which
rested the pole-bolt of an ordinary carriage, the fore-part of
which had been removed. This constituted a six-wheeled
affair, remarkably supple and manageable, in spite of its length.
The vehicle, empty, weighed 1'4 ton; loaded 2'25 tons, and
could develop fifteen horse-power. The two front wheels,
steering-wheels, were rubber-tyred j the rear wheels, driving-
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wheels, iron-tyred. This motor had the interesting arrangement<;
of the Dion carriage- that is, the use of a Cardan joint a<; a
substitute for the Galle chain, and the movement of the wheel
by means of a drilled nave.
Almost all the other ~'ehicles were driven by Daimler
petroleum motors. The vehicles of the firm Panhard and
Levassor, which controls the Daimler patents in France, had
at that time the same principal characteristics as they present

EcksJt.'j,,'s Bil).f"'"phl:J;du·y V('rlag,
Brrli"

to· day, which have been generally adopted. The motor
maintained a fairly constant velocity of 750 revolutions j it
acted on the drive-wheels situated at the back by means of a
friction cone, a series of variable gears, a differential and a
Galle chain.: the steering-wheels were in front. The fourseated carriage weighed about a ton.
These carriages, as also the Peugeot petroleum vehicles,
the motors of which were built by l'unhard and ~ .~. "f'
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worked with remarkable regularity, which, on the whole, demonstrated to those familiar with mechanics what a future
there is in store for the petroleum carriage.
Though this first effort was attended with considerable
success, the promoters of new methods of locomotion knew
that much more remained to be accomplished. On November
18th, 1894, a most important meeting was-held at the residence

Daimler Quadric)'cle, 1889, with Wilhdm :'vfa)'bach alld Paul Daimler

of M. de Dion, one which marked the beginning of an era of
great development of automobiles in France. Those present
at the meeting were Messrs. Baron de ZuyJen, the Count de
Dion, the Marquis de Chasseloup-Laubat, the Count de
Chasseloup-Laubat, P. Gauthier, Ravenez, Peugeot, Levassor,
Serpollet, Dufayel, LavaJlette, Recoppe, Roger, Menier, de
Place, 1~iffard, Emile Gauthier, Meillan, Nansouty and M- reau.
Di

'y
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It was decided at this meeting that, in the month of June of
the follo\\;ng year, there should be a great race from Paris
to Bordeaux and back (732 miles) j that the carriages were to
perform the whole distance in one trip j and that repairs were
to be made only by such means as could be carried. The
contestants, according to the formula adopted, were to procure
en route nothing but 'entertainment for man and machine.'
This was, therefore, a race and nothing but a race.
In a test of this kind it was, as a matter of course,
extremely difficult to establish a method of compding which
should be at all logical and satisfactory. The elements entering into an appreciation of the merits and faults of automobile
carriages are so complex, that up to the present time the most
competent specialists consider it almost impossible to establish
a general formula for the classification of contestants. It was
hence resolved to adhere to the course, since a test of speed,
so long and so hard, would of itself eliminate any vehicle
presenting the slightest flaw or insufficiency of construction.
These provisions have been completely realised, and to-day
a very long and a very hard course is the most assured means
of testing a vehicle.
During several months the committee did considerable
work j for it was not only necessary to collect funds, but also
to elaborate a set of regulations, and to obtain from the
proper authorities the permission to make such trials of speed
on the various sections of the route. In this arduous task
the committee was most efficiently assisted by M. Marcel
Desprez, Member of the Institute j M. Georges Berger, Deputy
of the Seine j and especially by M. Michel Levy, Engineerin Chief of Bridges and Roads. Thanks to the efforts of
the Committee, the whole matter was organised in spite of a
multiplicity of difficulties. Numerous participants arrived j
among -them it gives me pleasure to note two AmericansMr. Gordon Bennett and Mr. Vanderbilt.
During the early part of June, when all was ready, the
vehicles were for sl:veral days placed on view in a pcrmanl:nt
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public exhibition, which attracted muc~ notice. On the 11th
of June, at nine o'clock, all the .contestants were gathered
in Paris, about the Arc de Triomphe. They started in procession, with no attempt at speed, toward Versailles, where
the test was to begin. About eleven o'clock all the carriages lined up on the Place d'Armes at Versailles in front
of the great chateau, according to their order of starting, as
determined by lot. I verified rapidly all the marks which I
had made during the exhibition by means of the stamp with
which the Committee had entrusted me. I stamped also all
the spare movables carried by the vehicles. Finally, at 12.5
noon, I gave the signals for starting, two minutes apart.
This race, favoured by splendid weather, was a success and
created much sensation.
Thanks to the co-operation of local authorities, of the
Touring Club of France, of the Bicycle Association, and the
instructions prepared by },L Varennes, there was not the least
accident to any of the riders; all went well. The registration,
both at fixed points and moving with the race, worked perfectly;
and, on the other hand, the minute verifications of the mark,s
of my stamp showed accurately that the contestants had really
accomplished the task 'hy their own means.'
M. Levassor returned to Paris, Porte Maillot, June '13,
1895, at 12.57.30, thus accomplishing the formidahle course of
732 miles (Versailles-Bordeaux-Versailles-Paris) in 48 hours
and 48 minutes. He supervised the machine himself constantly, except when ascending an occasional incline, when the
rate of speed was comparatively slow, and then he had entrusted
the lever to his mechanic. M. Levassor remained on his
machine about fifty-three hours, and nearly forty-nine of these
on the run. Yet he did not appear to be over-fatigued; he
wrote his signature at the finish with a firm hand; we lunched
together at Gillet's, at the Porte Maillot ; he was quite calm; he
took with great relish a cup of bouillon, a couple of poached
eggs, and two glasses of champagne; but he said that racing
at night was dangerous, adding that having W~JIl he had the
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right to say such a race was not to be run another time at
night.
The general mean of his velocity was 14'91 miles an hour;
the maximum was eighteen and a half miles an hour, between
Orleans and Tours.
The vehicle which had accomplished this marvellous record
without a single break-down or any stops (except those
required to take in water and petroleum and one stop for
cleaning, of about a quarter of an hour, near Bordeaux),
weighed 1 ('87 cwt. without supplies or the weight of the two

, :'\0. 5.'

\Vinner of the Paris-Bordeaux Race, ,895. driven hy

~1.

LC\"<lssor

(Four h.-p. Panhard and Levassor)

men riding. It had three speeds, six, twelve and a half, and
eighteen and a half miles an hour, the normal number of revolutions being 750. The motor, a new type of 'Phccnix'
built by M. Levassor, was a Daimler, modified and much
perfected: The Levassor carriage, like all the swift carriages
engaged in this race, was mounted on solid ruhher tyres.
A steam carriage, by Dion and Bouton, of about fifteen
horse-power, which had been making betwetn thirty and thirtyeight miles an hour on test, kept the lead to near Vouvray,
on the banks of the Loire, where a break-down in t e~shafti u
008
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threw it out of the race. At that moment, in spite of losses of
time, occasioned by the cleaning of gratings and the defective
organisation of relays, where water and coke had to be taken
on, this vehicle was a score of minutes ahead of M. Levassor's
carriage. The first steam road-carriage of M. de Dion was
probably, until quite recently, the most rapid in existence.
After having undergone some modifications and improvements,
it was purchased by M. Michelin, a large manufacturer of
pneumatics, and it continued for some time one of the swiftest
and most stable in the maintenance of velocity. It weighs
a little less than two tons, and with its twelve to fifteen
horse-power easily and without strain makes thirty to thirtyeight miles an hour on thE level.
Other carriages of Panhard and Levassor and of Peugeot
likewise made good records.
The characteristic feature of the race of 1895 is the
triumph of petroleum over steam. I gave the signal for
departure at Versailles to fifteen petroleum and to six steam
vehicles j we noted the return to Paris of eight petroleum
vehicles and of one solitary steam carriage. This latter was
the heavy omnibus by Bollee, constructed and run by those able
engineers of Mans, who covered the course in spite' of numerous break-downs, thanks to extraordinary physical endurance,
and to a mechanical skill worthy of their excellent reputation.
The only electric vehicle entered in this race was constructed by M. Jeantaud, the eminent builder, who has since
then made a speciality of electric carriages. It was a remarkable piece of machinery, especially for that epoch. But owing
to the warping of the axle of one of the front wheels, due to a
shock, he could not cover the route swiftly enough to utilise
the relays of storage batteries which he held in readiness along
the line.
After having distributed the prizes, and made its report as
a whole, the committee of the Paris-Bordeaux race, on my
proposition, declared itself a permanent organisation, designed
to give to the automobile industry a rallying centre and
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encouragement based on conditions of competency and Impartiality.
Some months later, MM. de Dion and de Zuylen took the
initiative in changing the permanent commission into a subcommittee, adjunct of a society for the encouragement of automobile locomotion; thus the Automobile Club was born,
which, in three years and a half, had grown, as to the number of
its members, from about fifty to nearly two thousand; and now
(January 1902) has over two thousand members. This Club,
by reason of its large pecuniary resources, and also of the
liberal and scientific spirit which animates the encouragement
it gives in every way to the new industry, is certainly to-day
one of the most useful and commendable institutions in France.
The Automobile Club of France, for which we have selected
the ·abbreviation 'A. C. F.,' resolved to organise a race from
Paris to Marseilles and back for September 24, 1896. This
course, 1,061 miles in length, could certainly have been covered
in a single trip by machines with relays of men; but the incontestable danger which a night run at full speed involves, -led
the committee to adopt the principle, which has since been
followed, of a test by stages, so regulated that vehicles shall
not be obliged to run by night save in cases of long delays due
to breakdowns on the road.
It was decided that the start should be made at Versailles,
and that the course should be divided into ten stages: Auxerre,
Dijon, Lyon~, Avignon, Marseilles, Avignon, Lyons, Dijon,
Sens, Paris. In each of these towns the vehicles were to be
put up in a park under surveillance j the replacing of broken
parts was prohibited, but ordinary repairs could be made by
whatever means came to hand. Of the thirty-two vehicles
ranged about the Arc de Triomphe de l'Etoile on September 24 at nine o'clock in the morning, which began their run
to Versailles on the same day towards noon, twenty-nine returned to Paris. The three which broke down were the only
steam vehicles. Another triumph for the petroleum carriage.
This race was again won by a Panhard and Levassor
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clrriagc, which co....ered the entire course in 67 hours 42
minutes and 58 seconds, equi....alent to a mean velocity of 15'65
miles an hour. This carriage was followed closely by other
vehicles of the same house. The greatest speed during a
single stage was about eighteen miles an hour.
The Peugeot carriages also did good work. The firm
Delahaye of Tours made its reputation on this occasion by one
of its vehicles, which came in a good fourth.
But the most prominent event of this test was the extra-

• :'\0. 6.'

\\'illllcr of the I'''ris·:-larsl'illes and back mce.
driven uy :-1. :-Iayard

1896.

Thi. was the first four'cylinder carTia!:e built. (Eight h.-I'. Panhard and Levauor.)
Af'erwards I'urcha.ed by 'he Hon. C. S. Rolls.

ordinary power of resistance displayed by the new petroleum
tricycles constructed by the firm Dion and Bouton. Contrary
to all prognostications, these diminuti\'e vehicles, the weight of
which is hardly more than that of the man who mounts them,
covered the immense course almost as fast as the carriages, in
spite of horrible weather and a n.:ritable equinoctial cyclone
during the second and third days-from Thursday, the 24th,
at midnight, to Friday, the 25th, at noon, the barometer fell
about xi inch.
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As to the three steam vehicles, they could not accomplish the course. The Dion carriage, which had run the
Paris-Bordeaux course, and which was driven by M. Bouton,
stopped at Suresnes, even before the start was made, in consequence of a rupture in its large new pneumatic tyres, which
M. Michelin had fitted to it without having studied and
perfected them sufficiently.
The two other steam vehicles were almost identical brakes,
especially constructed for this race, weighing about three tons
when made ready for the trip, deVeloping about eighteen
horse-power when run in compound, and probably a little more
than thirty when run by direct action from the large cylinder.
Of these two powerful machines, one, in charge of M. de Dion
himself, could not go further than Montereau, about eighty
kilometres from Paris. l The other, of which my brother and I
had taken charge, with a fireman and two machinists, took
eighty-five hours to reach Lyons. During this long trip (we
had only twelve hours' rest, from Friday midnight till Saturday
noon), we spent forty-seven hours on repairs, on the open road
-part of the time, and that the greater part of it (the night of
Thursday to Friday, and of Saturday to Sunday), in a drenching rain. It goes without saying that, at the end of a dozen
hours so lost, we made not the least pretence of catching up
with our more fortunate competitors, but we wished to make a
fight for thl:: honour of the steam-principle by at least finishing
the run, a purpose which Wl:: did not relinquish until the
machine was entirely crippled at Lyons.
Almost every part of the mechanism was out of working
ordl::r, and we had every break-down conceivable, except an
absolute explosion of the boiler. We had even carried away
a piece of the frame, which we replaced by means of an iron
bar, forged by ourselves in a village.
I shall not attempt to give here complete details of this
eve'ntful journey, of which, however, I made most careful notes
at the time. Exhaustive enumeration of all that happened to us
I

An illustration of this s:ar is inch..dcd in the chapter on Steam Cars.
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would prove too lengthy. Suffice it to say, that we ran down
a dog, overturned two carts (whose drivers, frightened at the
si3ht of our enormous machine, turned to the left at the very
last moment), upset a cow, and finally broke down a fence in
trying to make a turn on soft and hcavy soil. As for ourselves,
in spite of our rubber hats, vests, and trousers, and the provisions of all kinds which we carried with us, we were in a
condition which I prefer not to describe. My brother and I
have been over some pretty rough ground in travelling-notably
in India, in Japan, in Central Asia, and in the Saharabut never were we so utterly tired out and so devoid of every
similitude of humanity as when we reached Lyons.
In spite of all that, this carriage is a good vehicle. The
accidents that happened to us were due to the fact that the
machine had started without sufficient preparation and test.
The proof of this is that, a few months later, in January
1897, the same carriage, in charge of my brother, after some
modification and improvement, won in a brilliant manner
the Marseilles-Nice-Turbie race, covering the 145 miles in
7 hours 45 minutes 9 seconds, a mean velocity of about
eighteen miles an hour. This result is still more satisfactory
if the exceptionally uneven and sinuous nature of the road
is considered, as also the stops necessary to take in water
and coke, and in fact that, without facing certain death, one
dared not let the hea\'y vchide coast on any of the heaviest
down-gradcs.
It was on one of those down-grades that Charron, who was
running a l'anhard petroleum carriage, and who wanted to
catch up with us at any cost, was upset at a turn. Charron
and his machinist were thrown out, though they were not hurt
at all, but the vehicle turned a complete somersault, and
landed on its wheels- -as was demonstrated in an undoubted
way by the traces of gravcl on the upper part of the carriage.
It sustained no serious injury, except the destruction of the
steering bar, which Charron repaired with a bit of wood. It
returned to Fn!jus without a stoppage of the motor.
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The tests of Paris- Bordeaux and Paris- Marseilles had
shown that automobile carriages can cover long distances on
ordinary roads; Marseilles-Nice-Turbie went to show their
practical value, by proving that they could get over the heaviest
down-grades.
It was also on this last occasion that really considerable
velocities were attained for the first time. Between Ollioules
and Toulon we made five kilometres (3'1 miles) in less than
five minutes; between Cannes and Nice, the speed officially
registered for Michelin was about thirty-one miles an hour;
ours was a little greater than that, since Michelin had left
Cannes on his steam brake "five minutes after us, and we were
stopped for eight minutes on the outskirts of Nice by an overheated axle, during which time he ran by us like an express
train. The second prize was won by a Peugeot petroleum
carriage; for, in the first part of the rUrl; Michelin had lost
considerable time by the rupturing of his pneumatic tyres, which
he had not yet been able to bring to the highest degree of
perfection.
In 1899, I wrote :-' This race was the only one ever won
by a steam carriage, and it will probably be the last, in view
of the incessant progress made to-day in the construction
'of petroleum motors, making it possible for them, other things
being equal, to develop power superior to that of steam
apparatus, as far as now known.
'Of course the petroleum motor has not the elasticity of a
steam motor, but it has a peculiar steadiness and a wonderful
power of endurance. It has but one weak point, its cylinder,
and but one delicate structure, its carburetter; while the steam
engine has numberless sources of injury in its boiler, its tubings, its pumps, its cylinder-heads, &c., which are simul.
taneously subjected to extreme pressures, due both to the
steam and to violent jolts on rough roads. Besides, to make
a one-horse-power hour with a petroleum motor requires about
0'750 kilo of oil, and since the invention of the radiator or
surface-condenser, the same water can be used indefinitely
c.,
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for cooling the cylinder. On the other hand, the steam motor
requires for the horse-power hour about one kilo of fuel and
ten kil05 of water. The stops necessary to replenish are,
therefore, much more frequent with the second of these systems than with the first.'
Since these events speed in races has constantly increased.
In the Paris-Dieppe race in July 1897, a small Bollee carriage,
a sort of tricycle with rear driving-wheels, made the run at a
mean speed of about twenty-six miles an hour. Almost the
same record was made by the first contestants taking part in
the Paris-Trouville race, 105 miles, in August J897. In the
great race, Paris-Amsterdam-Paris, in July 1898, made in
several stages, Charron, running a Panhard two-seated carriage,
attained a mean velocity of 27'77 miles. Finally, in the Versailles-Bordeaux race of 1899, one stage without stop, the
mean velocity attained by the winner, Charron, on the total
run of 351 miles, was 33'30 miles. On certain quite lengthy
stretches of the course, the mean speed passed thirty-eight,
and at some points reached forty-five to fifty miles an hour.
This carriage, from the establishment of l'anhardand Levassor,
weighs about a ton, and carries an equipoise motor of from
twelve to fifteen horse-power.
Having traced the history as far as this interesting event, I
must refer the reader for further information to the chapters
dealing with the work of the automobil~ clubs and the records
of races and trials.
It would not be out of place for me to make a few remarks
concerning those all-important factors which go to make the
sport of automobilism a success.
J)'rcs,-It is impossible to refer to pneumatic tyres without
recalling the firm of Michelin et Cie. With iron-tyred wheels
it is impracticable to drive quickly without de~troying, in a
very short space of time, first the wheels and then the
carriage.
With solid rubber tyres slightly more speed is obtainable, but
the pneumatic is the only one with which, at present, it is possible
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to attain high speeds with a measure of safety, and without
causing the wheels to collapse, and damaging the transmission
gear of the car, not to mention springs, frames and motor.
The part played by the pneumatic tyre at high speed is
enormous: to quote Mr. Michelin's remark, 'it absorbs every
obstacle' ; it acts as a cushion and a spring, and reduces to
minimum the very formidable objection of vibration.

•

The first Petrol Car lntroduc"d into England-the Hon. Evel)'n Ellis's
4 h.·p. Panhard and Lemssor Car

The revival of interest in mechanical road locomotion in
the United Kingdom which followed the extraordinary performance.of the carriages of 1895 in France was at first very
gradual. The Hon. Evelyn Ellis introduced a four-horsepower car into England in the June of 1895, having used
it in France for some time. Mr. J. A. Koosen on November 21, 1895, imported a Lutzmann car. Sir David S 10
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gave a demonstration of motor vehicles at Tunbridge
Wells on October 15, 1895, at which members of Parliament and other prominent people to the number of fully ten
thousand were present. In the meantime, a financier had purchased from Mr. F. R. Simms the rights for the United Kingdom in the Daimler patents. An exhibition of motor vehicles
was held at the Imperial Institute, London, in 1896.. At
the same time companies having prodigious capitals were

The Hon. E\'t'!YII Elli,', original 4 h. -po I'.,"hard Car com'erted into
a I:ire.cngilll'.

floated, and when, on November 14, 1896, motor vehicles
were allowed to run on the roads, Jlopular enthusiasm had
been thoroughly aroused, and the start of what was virtually
a race from London to Brighton on that day was witnessed
by an enormous crowd.
It is only right that it should be recorded here that Mr.
ElIis took up the motor mon:ment from patriotic,motiv,es, and

Goose
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supported some of the pioneer companies from his private
purse to the tune of probably 20,000/. Sir David Salomons,
although not financially interested in the industry, worked with
great zeal and energy "'ith a view to making the running of
motor vehicles on the road permissible, and spent very many
hours in advising the Government officials as to what the law
should be. Mr. Shaw Lefevre, as President of the Local
Government Board, was about to introduce a Bill when in 1895
the Government went out, with the result that the honour of
bringing before Parliament the Light Locomotives Act fell to

The first car huilt by the Daimler Company at Conmtry

his successor, Mr. Henry Chaplil). Mr. Henry Sturmey, who
had long been associated with the cycle press, was quick to
recognise that the motor-car movement was to attain pro·
digious proportions, and on November 2, 1895, he produced the
first number of a newspaper called 'The Autocar.' This he
wrote and edited personally himself, unaided, for over a year,
and continued the editorship of the paper until 1901. The
'Automotor and Horse1ess Vehicle Journal,' 'The MotorCar Journal,' and other journals followed, but the honour of
Di
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being first in the field belongs to Mr. Sturmey, who also did
much to illustrate in this country the practical utility of the
automobile by making a journey from Land's End to John 0'
Groat's in Octobe r 1897.
Mr. T. R. B. Elliot (who. on December 27, 1898, was
the first to drive a motor vehicle, a three-and-a-half horsepower Panhard , in Scotland, and dro\"e 1,250 miles before the
Act was passed), and the Hon. C. S. Rolls, who acquire d a
. three-an d-a-half horse-power l'eugeot in December 1896, are
amongs t others who followed the lead given by Mr. ElIis and
Sir David Salomons, by driving motor vehicles on the English
roads before the law of 1896 came into operation.
The later history of automobilism in the United Kingdo m
and other countries will be found in the chapters on the work
of the various Automo bile Clubs and on Records.

CHAPTER II
THE UTILITY OF MOTOR VEHICLES

By

THE HON. JOHN ScOrr.;\fONTAGl1,

M .1'.

IT is now admitted by most people that the motor-car has
passed the limits of mere experiment, and that it has hecome a
practical vehide. Motoring has already entered, and will in
the future enter yet more largely, into· our social life, though we
may still be far from the time when the horse-drawn vehicle will
be a rarity upon country roads and London has begun to save
fifty thousand pounds a year now spent in road scavengering.
The utility of the motor is endless. At whatever distance
you may live from your station in the country, the motor is bound
to shorten the time occupied on the journey to and fro, and
houses six miles from a railway become as accessible as houses
three miles distant are to-day with horses. Whether you consider the motor from the town or country station point of view,
the fact that there are no horses to get tired, and that the motor
will run, providing it is efficiently handled, for any hour or all
hours during the twenty-bur, makes it inevitable that every
country.house of any dimensions,· and nearly every private
carriage-owner in London, will have a motor-car of some sort
or kind in coming years. The difficulty at first is always the
same in any new movement of this kind: the would-be buyer
and future owner most probably knows nothing about the
machine of which he is to be the possessor, and to get a
trustworthy and capable driver and mechanician is even harder
than the selection of the motor in the first instance.
I am inclined to think that for town work electricity and
steam will be the main propulsive agents. The delightful
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smoothness. of either method, and the fact that, in the case of
electricity, re-charging can be done so easily from any electric
light system, are advantages not to be denied; and again, as
broughams and landaus are largely used for night work, the
same power that produces the motion will produce also a most
brilliant light for your lamps, light your cigarette, and heat your
foot-warmer. If it were not that there is yet no really satisfactory
form of accumulator for traction work on the market, the electric
motor-car would long ago have won a complete victory. At present an electric car may be classed as a charming but expensive
vehicle, almost as costly as horseflesh. The expense of running
an electric carriage, including stabling, electricity, tyres, batteries
and insurance, is 1801. per annum. The steam car has been
more favoured of late, but here again you have the danger
which must necessarily come from a live flame in connection
with petroleum or petroleum spirit-always called amongst
motorists' petrol '-and most of the steam vehicles now upon
the market are extremely expensive to run, in fact nearly three
times as expensive as an internal combustion engine producing
the same power. I fed convinced that we must have a great
improvement in steam vehicles before they will come into
general use for light town work, and electricity ought certainly
to hold the field, so far as one can see, for some years in this
department.
Of course I am Ilot discussing the question of heavier
traction, the vehicles for which have been much more perfected
than those for the lighter class of work. The Liverpool trials
last summer, and the military trials at Aldershot in December,
proved that we can buy vehicles of undoubtedly great carrying
power, and of 'extra-normal J capacity, able to tackle not only
heavy roads and stiff hills, but even to make a fair show across
country. There is probably nothing safer in the streets of
Londort to-day than a well-driven electric or steam motor;
there are no horses to fall down when the streets are slippery,
and there is brake power available far in excess of any that can
possibly be exercised by the horse with his four iron-shod feet
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on a frequently treacherous surface. When your driver is
careful and competent, has learnt the danger of skidding, and
is content to take you round corners at a reasonable speed when
the wood pavement or the asphalte is wet, you should be able
to enjoy your newspaper or talk to your companion as you go

A Station Omnibus
(Eight h.·p. Panhard and Levassor)

along with as much serenity as if you were sitting In your
favourite chair at home.
To turn for a moment to station work in the country.
There is no doubt that the internal-combustion engine driven
by , petrol' is still the most practical of all the various types.
Whether you have a Panhard or a Mors made in France, or a
Daimler or a Napier made in England, on ninety-ni ~ days,out
008
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of a hundred the vehicle will perform its work up to time, and,
so far as I can speak from my own experience, you ought
never to miss your train or your appointment if the car is
efficiently superintended. One thinks a good deal in the
country of going by train to one's station, say a hundred
miles from London, in about two hours, and you naturally
remark on the excellence of the railway service, but from
there to your house, a distanct: of. perhaps, six miles, often takes
you an hour in tht: country fly. The first part of your journey
was completed at the rate of fifty miles an hour, the final
average from door to door works out at a little oyer thirty. If
the train service from your station is quickened to any centre
which you are using by ten minutes in two hours, you think it
is an extraordinary improvement and everybody praises the
railway company; but with a motor you may save thirty
minutes in every hour over the horse-drawll vehicle even in
ordinary weather, and when it comes to snow and frost and
slippery roads the saving might easily amount to far more.
And when you are in your country house what an added joy
to your daily lift: ~ Perhaps you are surrounded by a few near
neigh hours of whom you have seen almost too much, and
beyo~d them a wider circle of friends from ten to twenty miles
off, or even more, whom, without previous arrangement as to
change of horses, you cannot conveniently reach. These now
become quite accessible, and a shoot twenty miles from home
can be undertaken, or you can lunch with your neighbour fiveand-twenty miles ofT as easily in 1902 as in 1892 you could
meet your friend \i\'ing seven miles from your door. All this
makes for an improvement of the social conditions of country
life, a widening of its opportunities, a better knowledge of
your county, and less boredom with your parish. But beware
of the local Bench in the matter of speed. They may be
sensible, and the policeman kind or blind, but all are not so.
The poetry of pace generally leads to a payment before the
prejudiced. Above all be a gentleman on the road as well as
off it. It pays.
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Then, again, as to the station work: your t:xpected friend, we

will imagine, misses the train; but there is no horst: to catch
cold waiting at the railway, followed by an intimation from
your groom next morning that the horse cannot be used for
three or four days owing to a bad chill. Altogether the motorcar must revolutionise our social life in the country, and let us
hope before long will lead to the bettering of our cross-country
roads. The horse, poor beast, has never been able to tell us
what he endures from bad roads, and the pace of a horsedrawn vehicle has been too slow for even the springs to suffer
much; but if you get into a motor-car going five-and-twenty
miles an hour over a road which yo'u have hitherto deemed
good, the engine and car will very Soon tell you the difference
between what the road surveyor's work has been and what it
ought to be.
For station work in the country I would rather recommend
-and I am supposing myself writing for those who have now a
stable of some half a dozen horses-a covered as well as an
open motor, or perhaps a motor which can have a top fitted on
to it when the weather is bad. Ladies do not like arriving at
tea-time with their fringes out of curl, or the feathers in their
hats drooping or facing the wrong way; but always remember
that the driver should be quite free, and that nothing is more
dangerous on a misty day, and especially at night, than a glass
frame on which the rain will fall and eventually almost obscure
the road from his gaze. The man who drives the motor must
always have the best possible view of the road, just as on the
footplate of a locomotive every driver knows that in times of
mist or rain the difficulty of seeing through the windows of the
cab is immensely increased, and careful drivers prefer to have
their heads round the edge.
For hunting work you must bear in mind the susceptibilities
of the district. I am glad here to be able to put on recordfor it will seem curious a few years hence-that a Master of
one of the Midland packs has asked the members of his hunt
to avoid using motor-cars for the purpose of coming to meets,
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and generally to discourage tneir use, on the ground that the
farmer will be deprived of part of his income owing to the
diminution of the demand for forage, by which hunting will be
prejudiced. It is notable that similar arguments were used in
the years 1838 to 1845 during the construction of the early
railways; and yet the horse is with us still. It would be rash
to say that the farmer will lose by the introduction of these
new vehicles, but if he loses in the amount of corn or hay sold
for a few covert hacks or carriage horse'>, he may gain by the
fact that many more people will hunt if they have facilities for

.\ Covered Carriage llUilt hy
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attending distant meets, and that the farm produce itself will
probably be conveyed at a much cheaper ratc thim is possible
now either by horse· haulage or rail. There are notable
Masters in the Shires who already employ motor-cars to take
them to their more distant meets, and as I write I have the
names of se\"eral gentlemen in my head who would be recognised throughout the hunting world to be as good sportsmen and as straight riders as any in England. The use of
a motor for every kind of social appuintment is bound to
increase, and I am afraid some ofthl:: Midland farmers are
Di
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more like Mrs. Partington than they could be persuaded to
believe.•
To come to other country pursuits, both for shooting and
fishing, rapidity of transport will do wonders. You have often,
for instance, in Scotland a lodge near your forest where the
staiking is good, and possibly a few brown trout in the burn
below. But ten miles away, perhaps over a good road, there is
an excellent sea trout or salmon river which is only accessible
after a good deal of organisation, and if the road is hilly, the
expenditure of an hour or an hour and a half of time. The new
mode of locomotion will make river, loch, and forest accessible
from the same centre. Moreover, many places in Scotland which
are beyond ordinary driving distance from the station, thirty or
forty miles away, will not be so cut off from the outer world as
at present, and your' Times' will be only one day instead of
three days late. On precipitous roads, if your horse backs you
have frequently a very nasty moment or two; but motor-cars
do not shy, neither do they back unless you wish them to do
so. Proverbially, once more, there is nothing so uncertain as
fishing. You may have a good day and wish to stay till the
very latest moment, or the water may be out of order, the
fish not on the rise, and you may find it desirable to alter your
whole day's plans. If you have driven a long distance the
horses must have rest, and very often have been put up at a
farm some way from the water, whereas the motor is left on the
road at the spot nearest the stream, and should you decide in
favour of some other kind of sport, or a return home, you can
change the rod for the gun, or rejoin your wife, go back to
your garden, or possibly to 'bridge' or 'ping-pong.'
For ordinary partridge- and pheasant-shooting in England
motors have already taken their place as practical vehicles; and
I may here remark that it is all-important that we .should not
lead motor manufacturers to imagine their cars are only to
be used in the summer-time, when the roads are good and
when you can arrive at the end of your journey with your paint
showing in all its glory. For country work the car ought to be

•
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able to run all the year round, and whether it is smothered
in mud, or almost obliterated by snow, to be of practical use
you should not spare the car in the winter-time
You will
find out more weak points and need for alterations in one day
in December than in a dozen days in June. Have, say, a sixor a twelve-horse-power car for the loaders, a good roomy
wagonette with a low gear and plenty of floor- space, let them
start a quarter of an hour earlier than you, and follow them in
your flyer, on a twelve- or twenty-horse-power machine with
your guests. Many a last beat of a good shoot has been spoilt
because one of the party was not called in time, or was eating
his breakfast when the party ought to have been starting. You
can now allow a wider margin. The beats which, if you left
home at ten, were finished with difficulty, can by the aid of a
car be so accelerated that at the end of the day you will probably have a quarter of an hour in hand.
And there are other forms of shooting which can now be
enjoyed and which formerly were impossible. I will suppose
that your shoot has many natural advantages, and that there
are duck pits and snipe marshes at certain places on the
property. With two good motor-cars such as I have
described you can take four or five guns and loaders; you
can visit all of these places in the day, and make a total"
of wildfowl and snipe which the Game Book will tell constitutes a record.
I have myself worked on this system for
three or four years past with great success, and a hundred
wildfowl a day shot out of small lakes and pools, added to a
few snipe and' oddments,' will make your day one to which
you need not disdain to ask your best shots and your
cheeriest friends.
Twenty to live-and-twenty miles like this
can easily be covered by your motor, and you will hardly
realise the distance you ha,'e been oYer by the time you return
home. To ask any pair of horses, or even a four-in-hand
brake, to cover the same mileage, with the roads bad as they
generally are in the wirrter, muddy and soft, with, probably, five
guns in the one brake and five loaders in the other, and perhaps
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an extra keeper and a dog or two thrown in, is such a serious
business that you will find four pairs of horses can barely do
the work, and next day they will very likely be unworkable.
Let me give one word of advice as to motoring to your
shoot Always wear spectacles, and have a pair or two for your
guests who sit on the front seat with you. The keen air of a
frosty morning, or driving rain at top speed, will not increase
the accuracy of your aim, let alone the chance in the early
autumn of a gnat in your eye, than which nothing can sometimes be more painful, or, later on in the year, a speck of
gravel which may cut you like a knife.
As to wildfowling, you can go to your punt more rapidly
in the morning, and an extra ten minutes in bed will be welcomed by anyone who has had experience of early punting. You
can also, when the opportunity presents itself, shoot your
Golden Plover from the motor-car without any chance of your
horse suddenly bolting at the discharge, and wood-pigeons
and cock partridges later in the season can be brought down
from the road after a little practice with the greatest ease, without rising from your seat Rabbits and hares at night will run
sometimes for a quarter of a mile before your acetylene lamps,
and you can pick them off in the same way with your gun j
oftentimes with your car y.ou will unintentionally run over
panicked rabbits or hares who dash frantically under your wheel.
It is always worth while stopping to see whether you have
secured your quarry; and although the mode of killing may
result in the hare being more fit for soup than for roast, at
times you will be lucky, as I have been, and a head that its
mother would not know is the only damage done.
For household purposes, if you live at a distance from your
country town, you will find a motor car of great use for parcels,
for sending away your game, and for bringing your supplies j and
let me also mention that your servants, should you care to give
them a day's outing in the summer, will enjoy a motor-car drive
and a picnic in the woods with a zest which they never knew
in the days of the horse-drawn vehicle.
D
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Now I come to the last section of my chapter, the use' of
motors for farming and estate work. And here one must go from
the point of view of convenience to that of economic and practi.
cal use. Whether the rates charged by railways to-day are jus·
tifiable, having regard to the capital of those railways, or whether
they are excessive with regard to the low rates charged on corn·
petitive foreign produce, the cheaper and swifter locomotion
becomes, the better must it be for the British farmer; and incidentally I must strongly advocate some form of co-operation
where it is possible. At Tunbridge Wells a system has been
started, whereby the farmers of the district, tired-and no
wonder-of the vagaries of the South-Eastern and Chatham,
have organised a motor service to take their goods direct to
Covent Garden and other markets in London.
And just
think for one moment of the advantages gained There is no
handling from the farmer's cart into the truck, with all its
attendant risks to perishable articles; and there is no handling
at the London terminus, with the risk of crushing in the carrier's
or railway comp3.ny's van. The motor-car takes the fruit, or
whatever produce is desired, to the market, and thus there are
two handlings as against four handlings. Not only this, but the
vehicle can return from London, or the town you may chance
to be near, with nitrate of potash,. bone meal, linseed cake, or
whatever you are buying from the outside for consumption or
distribution on your farm; and as every merchant in the world
will tell you, the secret of paying freight is that the vehicle or
ship should be full both ways. What an advantage it would be
to London, and what a saving would result, if you could have
fresh eggs gathercd from fivc to sevcn in the morning and
delivered to you at your door at eight or nine o'clock for
breakfast!
Nowadays only milk and cat's-meat are taken
to your house, both moderately fresh, but the London egg
is neither moderate in price nor is it generally new-laid. The
cry of 'eat's m-e-e-a-a-at!' may bring but few householders of
the better class to the door, but we may live to hear a longdrawn-out cry of 'c-g-g-s !' which will tempt every housekeeper
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with her pennies in her hand to get the early morning egg fresh
for breakfast. There is also the fresh fruit and vegetables which
in future days, perhaps, a fatherly or grandmotherly municipality
will distribute in their cars to you.
The use of motors for market and farm work is yet in its
infancy, but I can see no reason why the distribution of perishable goods from a moving centre should not be one of the
improvements of coming years. Take, again, the instance of
thousands of acres of land in this country which are from six to
ten miles from a railway station, with perhaps a rail journey
of another ten to the county or market town.
By a little
arrangement and organisation tenants farming this land could,
three days a week, send their produce to market, and, moreover, if it is not sold at satisfactory prices, the articles could
come back at no greater expense than t.hat which it would
cost to run the car, which in any case would have to return,
and is not likely always to have a full load. The grip of the
provincial salesman on the farmer lie's in the fact that if the
latter takes his produce to market he must sell it before the
end of the day, for to bring it back by rail, and to have a cart
to meet it at the other end, would be financially suicidal. The
farmer, therefore, is always at a disadvantage, and the middleman
takes a bigg~r proportion out of the agriculturist than perhaps
in any other trade.
For estate work, where there is a staff of builders or
carpenters, a motor-car will prove a great saving. When once
the capital outlay is faced, scattered cottages and farmhouses
can be more easily and economically examined and attended
to, and perhaps repaired even in the hours between sunrise
and sunset. If your carpenter or bricklayer has to walk five
miles to his work, in the winter, he will certainly not begin
much bef~re nine o'clock, and he will walk back in your time
and not in his. Small blame to the man for that. The
absolutely efficient hours of labour are thus reduced by nearly
thirty-three per cent., and the work will cost you correspo~d
ingly more. In the case of the breaking down of a bridge,
D2
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or the falling in of a roof, or the choking of a drain, you can
concentrate, by means of a motor that will carry ten to twelve
persons in it, a large force and meet the emergency, and
perhaps save the situation before any very great damage is
done. I should recommend for estate work a good rough
wagonette which can take materials as well as persons, with
plenty of engine power, say, not less than twelve-horse,
and a low gear which will make a load of bricks or half a
dozen hags of cement a possible freight. And, above all,
have electric ignition, and only use tube ignition, if you have
it, in cases of emergency or breakdown in your electrical
arrangements. Otherwise a flare-up and a charred car is a
daily possibility.
It is necessary that an agent on a large estate should be as
independent of time and distance as possible. Give him a
light motor-car, and let him get one of his stable-boys or farmhands properly instructed in its care and use at one of the
centres of the automobile industry. His work will be more
efficient and his control of his staff more complete.
Although I may be accused of prejudice, I personally favour
an English-built car for these purposes. The work in them is.
I believe, better, the material is certainly stronger, and as strength
and durability are more essential for practical work than paint
and artistic lines, I should recommend my readers to go to
the well-known English firms for their vehicles.
For golfing, yachting, and in fact for every pursuit where
you have to go from home to begin your day's amusement, the
saving of time will grow upon you, and give you more leisure
moments and more hours of amusement. The \Var Office,
who have of late become more practical in these matters, are
genuinely taking efficient steps to perfect mechanical traction
for the army. The one department-the Post Office-which
has especially to cover long distances, and to whom the saving
of time ought to be, but apparently is not, of the utmost importance, appears stolidly indifferent. Just as for years after the
introduction of railways the Post Office fought shy of the use of
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them for mails, there are still provincial towns near London 10
which a seedy pair of horses and a broken-down-looking driver
convey His Majesty's mail every day or night. We have
no chance at present of seeing a saving of time in the matter of
the rural postmen or the provincial mail-cart. Why should
there not, for instance, be a late motor-mail service from
London, leaving about two A.M. after all the main-line railway services have ceased, to convey letters, perhaps posted
with a late-fee stamp, up to midnight for the country, and
deliverable in towns within a hundred miles of London by
the first post next morning? I am confident that were an
experiment of this kind started the number of letters so
posted would very soon make the demand for motor-cars a
very large one on behalf of the Post Office, and the convenience to the public would be undoubted. From eight o'clock
in the evening until eight o'clock the next morning you cannot
telegraph to most country towns, and after eight o'clock, unless
you send to the mail train at the terminus, correspondence by
letter is impossible. There must be thousands of people every
night in London, and in every provincial centre, who would
gladly pay an extra penny, or even twopence, if they knew that
by so doing a letter would be delivered next morning by the
ordinary first post. A motor-car also enables one to send a
written message to a telephone station night or day.
That the motor-car has come to stay is a commonplace, bUl
few can foresee what a change it will make in our economic,
political, and social life. I believe that the revolution workL:d
by railways is a small thing compared with the revolution to ue
produced by the motor-car.
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CHAPTER III
THE CHOICE OF A 1II0TOR

By

AI.FRED

C.

HARMSWORTH

FEW undertakings require more care and caution than the
choice of a motor-car. Of the three or four hundred types
and varieties now in existence, many are of no practical use,
some are extremely complicated, not a few dangerous, and
many more or less faulty in construction. The difficulty of the
choice is increased by the fact that almost every enthusiast
recommends the particular kind of carriage he himself possesses, and in addition every manufacturer claims, and possibly
believes, that his is the only possible automobile.
My own experience, though not nearly so extensive as that
of such veterans as Mr. Rolls and many others, is, I venture to
believe, as varied as that of most chauffeurs, and I think I can
claim to be free from prejudice. I am running at present four
cars of French construction, two of American, two of English,
and some others which are practically English: Three are
driven by petrol, three by steam, and two by electricity.
I shall speak quite frankly of each method of propulsIon. To-day my own experience teaches me that in the year
1902 a good petrol engine is infinitely the best for all-round
work. That is to say, if one intend~ to own a single motor-car
only, and desires occasionally to travel for long journeys, there
can in my judgment be no doubt that a petrol engine, with a
Daimler or some similar type of motor, is the wisest purchase.
The point is a contentious one; but I selected this type of
engine as the best for use five years ago, and since thcn time
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has brought almost every motor manufacturer to my side. One
after another the Continental makers have copied the shape
and design of the Panhard carriages, which are in most respects
sImilar to those of the English and German Daimlers. Among
the many advantages of this type of engine is that it is easy to
get at, is simple in construction, understood by more mechanics
than any other engine except perhaps the De Dion in France,
and so lasting in quality that Mr. Eve1yn ElIis, who brought
the first four-horse motor to this country in 1894, stilI has it,
though it now does duty as a fire-engine.' My own six-horse
Panhard. which was one of the earliest of that type, is as good

The English Daimler Company's

22

h.-p, Car»

to-day as it was in 1896, and my six-horse Daimler, though
only two years old, has done an enormous amount of rough
work, and is in every respect as good as on the day it was
made. My steam-engines have given me some trouble, though
improvements are being devised with great rapidity; but in the
smaller types the necessity of taking water, nominally every
fifty miles but in reality much oftener than that, their fragility
of construction and difficulty of management in a high wind,
render them at present only useful to those who thoroughly
enjoy a mechanical task.
See the illustration ill Chapter I.
The illustrations in this chapter are given simply to represent some of
the: types of cars nOW~ill use.
I
f
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Quite the most perfect cars are my two electric carriages,
one a Columbia phaeton, and the other a small brougham
supplied by the City and Suburban Electric Carriage Company;
but-and it is a big but-they are limited to a range of fifty miles,
and though there are constant improvements in battt:ries, and
electric charging stations are springing up all over the country.
I can only at present recommend them for a twenty-mile radius
round a house in town or country - for that work they are not
to be excelled. Only those who have suffered the experience
of seeing a valuable pair of horses losing their step and style

..\ Hell'

can realise what a help to a stable it is to have one electric
carriage on the premises. For shopping, theatre and station
work, an electric carriage is an inestimable boon.
In considering the purchase of a motor-car I will assume
that the reader desires only onc, and that it will be required to
do all kinds of work. This involves, then, that such a carriage
must be either closed or else so made that a top can be fixed to
it. Altogether insufficient attention has been paid to the quesDi
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tion of covered carriages in England, but not so in France. One
of the most noticeable features of the Exhibition of December
1901 was a recognition of the fact that a motor is not a mere
fine-weather phaeton, but a carriage to be used at all seasons.
Assuming, again, that the reader has decided on a petrol car,
the matter becomes a question of cost. We have been told for
a number of years that the motor-car would soon be very much
cheaper, but so far this is only partially true. The day of
fancy prices caused by the demand of very rich people for
something of which the output is very limited is almost gone,
but it is difficult to suppose that one will ever be able to buy a
well-built carriage, drawn by a complicated and beautifully

Eight h.-p. P"ugeot (1<)02).

\ constructed piece of machinery, for anything approaching the
\ price of a mere brougham or victoria. Yet that is what many
people are expecting, forgetful of the fact that a motor-car
. is a horse and carriage in one, that its stable bill is of the
\ smallest, that it ceases to consume oil or spirit immediately
'it is at rest, and that although its tyre bill, and accounts for
\x:casional repairs, may be high, it is not subject to half the
l,'oubles that worry the owner of even the best-conducted horse
stables.
.
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LIGHT CARRIAGES AND VOITURETTES

De Dions, Decauvilles, Darracqs-their name is legion.
The owners of large cars are sometimes apt to despise the little

The Oarraeq Light Car

cars, as thl: driver of the four-in-hand disregards the ponychaisl:. Some of these little cars are somewhat trying to people

EIght h.-I'. Dc Oiol1 Light Car

with sensitive nerves. They have big single-cylindered motors
which run at hIgh speeds, and their clatter is intense. But
Di
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they are frequently swift and easy to manage. The H:ry light
,·oiturette is giving way to the light car. Perhaps the most
perfect model of the newer type is the 7 h.-p. Panhard. The
'turn-turn-turn' of its double-cylindered motor is by many
considered a little objectionable, but otherwise the car is
delightful. It may be said to be the direct outcon\e of racing.

Five h.-p. Renaull \-oilurcltl'

Its top speed is thirty miles an hour, and it will average
twenty miles an hour in any country_ But far cheaper vehicles
can be purchased which are sound and serviceable carriages.
One costing 2501. ran without a hitch through the Automobile
Club's Glasgow trial of 535 miles, and climbed the hills at
good speeds. I cannot do bdtcr than refer readers to the

Google
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results of that trial, some of which will be found in the chapter
on Records, and to the results of the club trials generally,

Delahaye Light Car

which may be obtained by the public by writing to the Automobile Club, London.
Light carriages known as 1'oilurelles can be purchased for
120/. upwards, and many of them are good of their kind.

s..'\"en h.-p. :"cw Orleans Car

Assuming that the purchaser has 500/. to layout, for that sum
he can get a six or seven horse-power carriage with the Daimler
type of engine, capable of carrying four people including the
Di "
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driver, with a covered top for wet weather. Nay, if he is satisfied
with a light and frail open carriage he could obtain one of much
higher horse-power, and a speed up to between thirty and
forty miles an hour; but this is a mere racing machine for those
who desire to travel speedily without any protection against the
weather.
If the purchaser intends to run his car on economical lines
let me advise mixed tyres, that is, solid tyres on the back wheels
and pneumatic on the front Although the speed is considerably reduced, a great ~ource of expenditure is avoided. I
am inclined to think. that the pneumatic tyre craze has been

The 40 h.-p. Panhard and Levassor Racing Car which was driven by Mr. C.
)arrolt in the Paris-Rerlin race of 190t, and finished eighth

altogether overdone by motor-car owners. At the present
time I am using solid tyres entirely on one car, on another
mixed tyres, and on another, an American one, single-tube
tyres (very excellent these); on yet another pneumatic tyres
shod with metal, excellent for town use, and on a large and
fast car, pneumatic tyres all through. The pneumatic tyres are
undoubtedly the most comfortable of all, they are beyond
question more speedy, but they are very costly-my own
tyre bill last year was over 500L They are also very liable
to puncture in hot weather, more prone to cause side-slip,
and in other ways a luxury that has to be paid for.
I
advance these points to prevent the purchaser from efinitel,y
Di
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committing himself to pneumatic tyres because other people use
them. I admit that the Micht:lin tyre is a beautiful piece of
constructive work, still for some time past I have been gradually
increasing the proportion of solid tyres in my stable.
In referring to horse-power, though I do not wish to
encroach on the mechanical portion of this book, I would
point out that to the lay mind the term is very misleading.
It was thus that the earlier motor-cars were greatly underpowered. The average man imagined that a one-horse engine
was equal to one horse, that therefore a six-horse was equal to
six horses, and that a carriage propelled by six horses was good
enough for anyone. The term horse-power is open to much
misconstruction, it is very loosely used by manufacturers in their
advertisements, and, as to. advertisements generally, I advise
considerable caution in accepting their statements. No manufacturer would decry his wares, and the statements of the leading
firms of makers may, as a rule, be received; nevertheless, any
person who has carefully considered the pages of advertisements
in the motor-car papers will long ago have come to the conclusion
that for ways that are dark the motor-car agent is, in some cases,
a long way in advance of the horse-dealer.
A good motor carriage, of course, requires constant care
and attention and skill. I was talking recently to the owner of
several very good cars on which he had spent some thousands of
pounds. They had been turned over to the care of a coachman, with the result that, though the poor fellow did his best,
the vehicles began to be regarded as a mere nuisance. One
would not dream of putting a coachman in charge of a printing
machine, a steam launch, or a cathedral organ; yet each of
these exquisite pieces of mechanism is as little associated
with a stable and a coachman as a motor-car. Coachmen can
be taught to drive motor-cars, but there is a great difference
between mere driving and a mechanical comprehension of the
machinery. In the case of the electric carriage, a shrewd coachman or groom can easily be trained to take complete charge.
A good many people interested in motor-car matters are
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prone to the assumption that the motor-car question is a very
simple one. To the horror of a good many of my enthusiastic
friends I h3,ve always been bold enough to make two statements, first, that in unskilled hands the motor-car is very
dangerous to its O\vner, its passengers, and others j and secondly,
that the motor-car is as complicated as the horse. In skilled
hands undoubtedly the motor-car has no compee'r; it is a safer
means of travel even than the railway. The chief danger is
'side-slip,' and in an article which I had the pleasure of contributing to the I Badminton Magazine' I made the following
remarks ;.
Personally I regard a twelve-horse power automobile as almost
as dangerous as a four-in-hand. I object to driving behind a

Baron de Zuylen's six-seated 20 h,-p. Panhard and Lc\'assor Car, which ran
in tht" Tourist Section of the l>Uris-Berlin race of 19"1

spirited team unless in proper hands. I refuse to drive in a
motor-car unless I know the abilities of the driver. The automobile is free from the dangers that follow shying, bolting, rearing
and running away, but it has an equally dangerous enemy in sideslip. Nearly every motor accident one reads of is an exaggerated
account of a side-slip; and yet nearly every side-slip is avoidable.
Side-slip amounts to this, that one cannot rapidly apply the brakes
on greasy wood, asphalte, oolite, macadam, or stone blocks. The
result of such application is invariably unpleasant, sometimes
dangerous. There are patent tyres which minimise the danger,
but let every person who purchases a motor-car recognise that it
is a danger, and one that cannot be avoided by the most skilful
driver unless he proceeds slowly on dangerous road mate(ial.
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The causes of side-slip are discussed by other writers in this
book, but one cannot be too careful in touring, in mountain
country especially, to watch the road material as one gOeli
along, and to be ready at any time for very careful driving.
There are certain conditions of some kinds of roads when it is
almost impossible to drive a motor-car with safety even with
non-slipping tyres.
An extremely bad piece of road on a very wet day, for
example, is that into Cannes. Coming into Cannes from Marseilles there is a slight declivity just outside the Hotel Beausite.
I have driven up and down that piece of road many scores of
times, but on one bad day I found it practically impossible to
steer properly. Some of those roads in Kent and other parts
of England in which the chalk surface has become exposed
require careful negotiation. But the most dangerous road of
all is during a partial thaw after a heavy frost. I can offer no
suggestion for driving under these conditions. In the course
of a winter tour during which one goes in a few minutes
from green plains into half-frozen mountain roads, it is difficult
to know how to continue one's journey. Mr. Mayhew, one of
the best drivers in England, lately described in the gazette of
the Automobile Club an experience in which he came rapidly
backwards down a hill during a wintry run unable to exercise
any. control over his car. Fortunately, however, these incidents
very rarely occur. I have made a three-thousand-mile journey
in France without any occurrence of the kind; on the other
. hand, I have had a week of travelling on snowy and wet roads
on which one had to fight against side-slip all day long.
Of the safety tyres it is yet too early for me to speak as
regards their winter use. I have given them a trial on a heavy
carriage, and the only objection I found is that they make a
little noise when travelling over stone sets, and that they skid
on snow. They certainly, however, enable one to stop instantly
on surfaces where it would be impossible to check speed with
pneumatic tyres. For this particular travelling-carriage I am
describing, in the course of the description of which I have

GEORGES RICHARD IQ·H.-P. CAR
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intentionally wandered to side issues, I have three sets of
tyres, ordinary pneumatic, steel-shod safety, and solid. Each
has its advantages. The pneumatic are obviously the most
comfortable and the speediest, but they puncture easily and
are prone to side-slip. The solid are much heavier and slower,
but they do not puncture and are less liable to side-slip. The
Gallus tyres are, I think, heavy, and do not look as though they
would stand very long journeys at high speed, but they are very
much safer, if costly. Still, I presume that those who are able
to indulge in the somewhat expensive amusement of land
yachting, which is, however, economical by comparison with
the humblest kind of ocean yachting, will not hesitate at a few
pounds in order to secure the comfort of safety. On such a
tour stringent economies are not wise, though it is not necessary
to be extravagant.
It would be grossly unfair to many excellent makers if I
attempted only to support the Daimler and De Dion types of
engines. Other good ones are in existence, and the next few
years will doubtless see further developments. The danger
to be faced by beginners is that they should be over-persuaded
by enthusiastic inventors and makers to purchase a machine
the description of which reads excellently on paper, which
makes a very good trial trip, but which is of no real practical
use. For this reason I would always urge that the actual
purchase of a motor-car should be deferred until the last possible
moment, until by experience and by enquiry real knowledge
has been gained. For this purpose membership of the Automobile Club of Great Britain is a practical economy. Many
automobilists have saved their entrance fee and subscription
again and again by the opportunities offered by the Club of
gleaning information.
Other practical advantages of membership· are pointed out elsewhere in this work, but I consider that in the present chrysalis state of the movement the
ulJportunity of receiving unbiassed information such as is
ungrudgingly accorded by one member of the Club to another
is of the greatest possible assistance. Among its enormous
E
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membership will he found owners of almost every known
make.
To a man of leisure who is also of a mechanical turn of
mind the management of a motor·car is doubtless a pleasure,
but a very considerable amount of time is required for keeping
the engine in order.
For some years I have made long Continental journeys in
motor·cars, and have hitherto be~n exceptionally fortunate in
avoiding breakdowns of any kind. My friends have been
surprised at the punctuality with which we start in the morn·
ing and·arrive at our :destination, some two hundred miles off,

T\\cnty h.• p. Wolseley Car

in the evening. They are unaware that my engineers ha~'e
spent at least an hour on each car hefore starting in the
m.orning. Such care may not be necessary, but it is c~rtainly
wIse.
One need not run to the other extreme of constantly
tinkering with the machinery, a very common. fault with
amateurs. The desire to 'take the thing to pieces, put it
together again,' and say afterwards that one has done so is very
great.
The numerous difficulties of cars, the little things that
happen, are ably dealt with in the other portions of this work,
which should be carefully read by everyone before purchasing a
Di
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motor. My own experience is that a long run on a wet day in
hilly country will, as a rule, find out what is wrong.
One must not on the other hand be too critical. In showing off a horse or a motor-car it not seldom, unfortunately,
happens that neither is seen at its best. I remember in the
summer of 1901 going for five months without a puncture of
any kind in a certain twelve-horse car. I was punished for a
little bragging by the occurrence of no fewer than three punctures
one afternoon, while conveying a friend, to whom I had been
congratulating myself, on a comparatively short journey.
Hardly any class of motor-car is so generally useful for
country-house work as an omnibus. Wishing for something
more speedy than an eight-horse Panhard, I purchased-a twelve,
and converted myoId friend into an omnibus, which has proved
eminently satisfactory for station work. Carrying four "inside and
one beside the driver, with ample room for luggage, it is a
great relief to a horse stable in very hot or very wintry weather.
It is geared down to twelve miles an hour, and pneumatic tyres
have given way to solid. Were I ordering a new omnibus, I
should not do so without at least a twelve-horse engine and seating capacity for-ten, with luggage; and for heavy work in hilly"
country an even higher horse-power would be very desirable.
My carriage was converted by an ordinary firm of London
carriage- builders, who made no pretence of building lightly,
and who were not aware that long journeys at twelve miles an
hour will in time cause the windows to shake. These, however,
llre the only defects we have discovered in the converted"
carriage, which has frequently made journeys of a hundred
miles a day with passengers and luggage. The form, of
course, is not suited for long distances, as sitting sideways all
day becomes very fatiguing.
There are now so many forms of covered vehicles that it is
difficult to recommend one particular shape in preference to
another. One form, however, possesses a danger with which
I should like to deal. I refer to those carriages which are
entered by raising the front seat, which have no other means of
£2
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entrance or exit, and in which the passengers are in a trap;
but it is difficult at present with the Daimler type of engine
to have a satisfactory carriage by which one enters from the
sides.
The most comfortable motor-car, and in many ways the
most satisfactory, with which I am acquainted is my own
Serpollet, modelled on the lines of the travelling-carriages of
our grandfathers. It was specially designed for me by M.
Kellner, senior, of the well-known firm of Kellner, Paris, who
is old enough to have travelled across Europe in a genuine
Berlin. I have made m:my long journeys OIl the Continent

Napier Car
It There is room for an engineer and valet in front and
four passengers inside, though for long-distance travelling
it is much more comfortable with only two passengers. Tht::
drivcr is protectcd from wind, rain, and snow by a glass in
front, which may be raised if necessary, and by two side
curtains. These front glasses have the disadvantage that
they may become obscured hy heavy rain, frost, or dust, and
for this reason, under certain conditions of weather, they
must be constantly rubbed over from the outside, as it is
essential that the driver should be able to see distinctly. The
In
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side curtains, too, have the effect of keeping out sound, which
.is a slight disadvantage, though considering that a motor-car is
the most rapidly travelling vehicle on the road, the danger is
not so much to be feared from behind as from something within
sight Over the dri'ler's head is a wire luggage basket which
conveys the heavier impedimenta of the tourists. Under the
two back seats are locked drawers for valuables and anything
that may be wanted en route. Under the front seat inside
the carriage are electric batteries for the lamps with which
the interior is lighted. The front seat can be let down if
necessary, and its place taken by a net into which it is convenient to throw such things as books, cameras, a sponge-bag
(containing materials for a hasty toilet on the road), maps,
newspapers, fruit, and the hundred and one odds and ends one
collects in a day's travel.
The material with which the interior of the carriage is lined
is that pale buff cloth familiar to travellers in French first-class
railway carriages.
I feared that it would easily soil, but M.
Kellner assured me that experience has proved it to be the best
material, and he was entirely right; the carriage has now been
running a year, it has been all over France and England, and
it looks as good as new. The sides are a mass of pockets in
which we stow all manner of unconsidered trifles. It is remarkable, indeed, what can be got in and upon a carriage of this
sort; for, in addition to the personal belongings of the tourists,
there are the engineer's and servant's spare clothes, and always
a certain amount of special lubricating oil.
As the Serpollet boiler is heated by ordinary paraffin, we
have not the petrol difficulty, for paraffin, or, as it is called in
France, pe/role ordt"naire, is procurable everywhere in almost
any civilised or uncivilised country; indeed, it is as easy to obtain
as water, which is, however, occasionally not so readily found as
one might think-on the great plains of central France one may
occasionally travel for an hour or two without being able to
replenish one's water supply. My advice to travellers generally
by steam automobiles is to take in water whenever they can,
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and, so far as the Serpollet is concerned, the cleanest water they
can get
One of the electric lamps for lighting the interior of a
travelling motor-carriage should be movable and have a long
wire, so that it can be placed behind one for reading purposes,
and be used for searching in drawers. 1 never allow the
mechanical portion of the motor-car to interfere with the
interior of the carriage, a rule which experience has taught me
to be very necessary. Your motor-car engineer as a rule gives
but little heed to the carriage part of his vehicle; to him the
engine is all in all, and he will not hesitate to thrust some of
his oily belongings into the interior of one's vehicle unless
such a rule as that which 1 have made is strictly laid down and
sternly kept So far as the outside of the car is concerned, on
a long journey I do not go in for appearances, but 1 will not
permit the inside to -be disfigured with oily waste or black
finger-marks.
The heating of such a carriage is not at all difficult to
achieve by steam, but a very convenient warmer is known as
the'lnstra.' It is, I believe, the invention of Lord Dundonald.
It will be very well known to many readers as a small portable
foot or hand warmer, consuming some form of charcoal. An
ordinary carriage hot-water tin, however, does very well
Technically my carriage is known as a landaulet, and I am
acquainted with no more delightful way of travelling in hot
weather or indeed in winter. The advantage of such a carriage
is that one is oblivious of the weather, and its only drawback
(I do not refer to the Serpollet engine-that is dealt with elsewhere) is risk of side-slip.
As to touring, if one has a party it is pleasant to take two cars,
one faster than the other. The fast one can be sent on ahead so
that dinner and rooms for the night may be ordered.. It is never
wise on such a journey to attempt too great distances in the course
of a day; personally, I am quite satisfied with a minimum of 120
miles, and in the short days of winter less is enough. To try a
greater distance means very early rising or proceeding in the
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dusk on strange roads-always an unwise thing to do. My
Serpollet can travel very easily twenty-five miles an hour on an
ordinary givt:-and-take road, even when fully loaded. Faster
than that is not comfortable and is not necessary. Averaging
twenty miles an hour and allowing two hours for meals, exercise
and sight-seeing, one finds that eight hours of a winter's day
are gone wi'len one's 120 miles are finished. In the summer,
when touring is of course pleasanter, one can travel two hundred
miles a day with the greatest ease and without discomfort.
A very useful form of motor-car is a beaters' or luggage-car,
that is to say, a long wagonette.
Mr. John Scott-Montagu
has pointed out, in his interesting contribution to this book, the
great utility of a car for conveying beaters or loaders. I would
remark that such a carriage can also be used for conveying
heavy goods and guests' luggage. It would not be difficult to
get one made with an omnibus top for use if necessary.
There seems to be an impression that motor-cars should
all be of a certain shape. The Tonneau body is at present the
most popular. As a matter of fact one can get almost any shape
one wishes, but experience has proved that forms of carriage
which are suitable for horse-driven vehicles are not always
equally suited to motor-cars. With certain kinds of engines,
too, it is difficult to adopt any other form of car than the
Tonneau, or for the wet weather the Limousine. Some kind
of carriage bodies are obviously heavier than others, and,
therefore, take away from speed, but I regard the suppression
of mere open carriages for use in warm weather only as a
matter of the very near future.
Though I am the possessor of one of the most powerful
motor-can; in England,·I am not at all an admirer of them·for
ordinary use. Even with what is known as the 'throttle'
system of governor, by which one can reduce the speed as
much as one wishes, I consider that these heavy and powerful
road engines are a mere passing freak of the hour. Their weight
makes them comfortable on rough roads, but the amount of
petrol required to drive them is a serious item of expense. So
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far as this country is concerned, there are very few roads on
which they can, so to speak, be let loose. On the long.
straight roads of France, it is pleasant to indulge in a sixty
miles an hour spin now and then, but when one considers the
rapidity with which these monsters consume tyres, the fact
that they are not at all suited for the conveyance of ladies,
and are most uncomfortable on wet, windy, or dusty days, I
am inclined to think that a few years will see their disappearance.
Quite the most important point on which a purchaser
should be satisfied is the hill-climbing power of the motor
vehicle submitted to him. It is not only necessary that a car
should take its full load up a steep hill, but it is essential for
satisfactory touring that it should take its load up the steep
hill at a good speed.
Many of the earlier cars were so under-powered (the
engine-power being insufficient in relation to the weight of
the carriage body and load) that on an incline of any steepness they could not pull their load at a speed of more than
four miles an hour.
This matter is of urgent importance, and I propose to
illustrate it very fully by showing the average speeds arrived at
by one of these elrlier cars and by a modern car respectively,
over a distance of two miles, consisting of one mile up-hill and
one mile down-hill.
If the old-fashioned car mounts the hill at four miles an
hour and descends it at thirty miles an hour, its average speed
for the two miles would be, in spite of the illegal and breakneck rush down hill, only a shade over seven miles per hour.
If, on the other hand, the modern car goes up the hill at ten
miles an hour and comes down at thirty miles an hour its
average for the two miles will be fifteen miles an hour. At the
foot of the descent the modern car would be nine minutes
ahead of the old-fashioned car.
One may easily calculate what this difference would represent
in a long day's run.
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It is surprising to find that if a man who has been used to
driving cars which go slowly up-hill changes to a high-powered
car the temptation to rush down-hill vanishes. One's view of
the road is reversed. Whereas in the under-powered car the
temptation to rush down-hill came on one as a relief from the
monotony of grinding and groaning up-hill, and consequently
up-hills were dreaded and down-hills welcomed, with the high~"'ered modeJ:a.L;ar one pines for up-hills on account of the
pleasure of annihilating them, and having arrived at the top
the car is allowed to meander leisurely down the other side.
Horses, bicycles, railway trains go slowly on up-grades. The
modern motor appears to disregard the laws of gravity and to
fly up-hill. The sense of conquest is glorious. The temptation to 'scorch' down-hill is gone. Undoubtedly the highpowered motor removes the temptation to excessive speed
down-hill, and consequently removes a great danger. This
is illustrated by referring again to our example. Supposing
that the driver of the modern car wished to descend yery
cautiously, he could do so at six miles an hour and yet arrive
at the foot of the hill a minute in advance of the old-fashioned
car which ascended at four and descended at a speed of thirty
miles an hour.
These illustrations will, I hope, bring home to buyers the
necessity of purchasing a car which will ascend hills at a good
speed, and of not being carried away by statements that a car
will ascend' one in four' without first ascertaining at what speed
it will ascend 'one in ten.'
If a buyer finds that the car he is inspecting has not been
submitted to the Automobile Club's 100 miles trial in which
the speeds on hills are ascertained, he should insist on the
seller carrying out a hill-climbing test in his presence.
Near London he cannot find a better ascent for this
purpose than Petersham Hill, which leads from the Star and
Garter Hotel at Richmond down to Petersham Road. The
motor-car with its full complement of passengers should be
timed from opposite the Dysart Arms in the Petersham Road,
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Petersham Hill, Richmond
A. Junction with Queen's Rood.

It Opposile main entrance to Star and Gnrt':T Hote). C. Junction with Pelcnhaffi Road.
b. Oppoeite Fountain, Petenh"m Road. E. Oppot'ite Dyurl Arm., Peter-ham Road.
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and the time should be taken again at the main entrance to the
Star and Garter Hotel. This is a distance of 1,800 feet, having
a total rise of one in fifteen, but at parts the gradient is as
steep as 1 in 9~. The following are the times taken by cars
travelling at average speeds of from four to twelve miles an
hour respectively between the Dysart Arms and the Star
and Garter On Petersham Hill: 5 min. 7 secs. = 4 miles per
hour: 4 min. 5 secs. = 5 miles per hour: 3 min. 24 secs. =
6 miles per hour: 2 min. 55 secs. = 7 miles per hour: 2 min.
33 secs. = 8 miles per hour: 2 min. 16 secs. = 9 miles per
hour: 2 min. 2 secs. = 10 miles per hour: I min. 51 secs.
= 11 miles per hour: I min. 42 secs. = 12 miles per hour.
As a matter of fact, the following results were. obtained by
experiments made during the winter when the roads were heavy
between the Dysart Arms and Star and Garter entrance, with
flying start:
A car costing 240/. and carrying 2 persons ascended at 8·8 miles p. h.
290 / .

4

328/.
3801.
450/.

4

4

7'8
9'8
10,8

2

15'7

1,150~

4

16·8

1,150/•

4"

18'5

"

A contour of Petersham Hill is illustrated opposite.
Purchasers who live in hilly countries often ascertain from
local surveyors what are the stiffest gradients on surrounding
hills. They then go to London to purchase a car and ask the
makers if it will ascend I in 81. An agent has been known to
say 'yes,' and, in proof of this statement, the purchaser has been
driven up to Savoy Street and has been told it is I in 8~. In
order to assist purchasers, the engineer of the City of Westminster has kindly supplied a correct contour of Savoy Street which
is published (p. 60), and from this it will be seen that the average gradient is I in 13'4 and the steepest is I in 11 '24. Another
hill, a really steep one, has also been specially surveyed for the
purpose of this book, and the contour is published (p. 61).
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This contour and the following particulars should be of considerable ser"Qce to the purchaser from Devonshire or other
hilly districts, and also to the maker of a good car, as the
latter can prove by demonstration not only whether the car
will go up a hill of known gradients but -a very important consideration-at what speed it wiII go lip the hill.
The ascent to which I refer is situated in Richmond Park,
and is usually known as the 'Test (or Broomfield) Hill.' On
entering the Robin Hood Gate, the first turning to the left
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should be taken. A gradual and winding ascent leads to the
foot of the steep portion. Time should be taken on passing
the second of two oak trees on the right, I the branches of which
completely overhang the road. Time should also be taken at
the last oak tree on the nght at the top. The difference of
altitude between these two trees is 75'03 feet. The average
gradient is I in 11"3; and there are 72 feet having an average
gradient of I in 7"8.
The following table shows the times taken by cars travelling
1 ~Iarked
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at average speeds of from four to twelve miles an hour
respectively between the two oak trees above-named on the
Test Hill in Richmond Park;2 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.

25
55
36
22
12

4
57
52
48

4 miles per hour.
secs.
secs.
5
6
secs.
"
secs.
7
secs.
8
secs.
9
secs. = 10
secs. =11
secs. =12

The following speeds were attained in experiments held on
the above-mentioned portion of this hill during the winter.
The cars had flying starts :A car costing 290/. carrying
"
380/.
4501.
I, 150/.

2

persons ascended at 8'5 miles per hour.

1

10'9

2

14'4

4

15 '2

..

Another hill \yhich is fairly convenient to London, and
is often used to test cars, is Netherhall Gardens, leading
out of Fitzjohn's Avenue, near Swiss Cottage Station. This
hill has been specially surveyed for the purpose of this book,
and a contour is shown opposite.
PARAFFIN MOTORS

Many readers of the 'Badminton Library' will desire to
know of cars which can be used where petrol is unobtainable.
Messrs. Roots and Venables in England, Koch and others on
the Continent, have for a long time studied the problem of the
paraffin internal combustion engine. The advantages of motorcars fitted with these engines for use in hot climates and places
where petrol cannot be purchased are obvious. Ordinary lampparaffin can be found in almost any part of the globe.
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A. Line of Forecourt fence east side of Finchley Roa<l. B. Drain·gratillll in the middle of bend. C. Opposite first lamp'post (L.P.).
D. Danger lamp in the middle of lhe road. E. Grating. L. A point III centre of road opposite the party fence on the len between
Xos. 57 andl59. N. The kerh-line on the west side of Fitzjohn's Aveoue. P.L.B. Pillar letter·box. L.P. Lamp-post.
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MOTOR·CARS FOR DOCTORS

Motor-cars will before long be used by all doctors whose
practices involve much road travel. The question of cost is
the important one. Space does not permit of this being dealt
with here, but the question was very fully discussed in a ninepage article which appeared in the 'Autocar' of October 7,
1899, p. 888, and to a smaller degree in the same issue on
p. 9°7; also in the' Autocar' of October 14, 1899, P' 921,
and December 8, 1900, p. 1189.
Many doctors who use motors have joined the Automobile
Club, and these are always \\;lling to give information to their
fellow-members.
SECOND-I1A:\D CARS

I do not advise the purchase of a second-hand car, but if
it is considered necessary to effect a very doubtful economy
.
I urge attention to the following points :(I) Pay no attention to paint, varnish, and upholstery.
These things cost a few pounds only, and often hide a multitude of defects.
(2) Insist on a whole day's trial on a hilly road.
(3) Let the engine be taken to pieces after the trial, to
ascertain condition of cylinders, gear, and bearings. Should
the cylinders prove to have been heated on any occasion drop
the idea of purchasing the car. Cylinders are often covered
with aluminium paint to hide this fatal defect.
(4) See that the axles are straight and that the four wheels
run true and parallel.
(5) Ascertain number and type of engine, and write to
manufacturers for real date of issue.
(6) In buying a second-hand ekctric car look carefully to
the state of the batteries. Batteries, like petrol engines, can
be 'faked.' Let batteries be 'discharged through a recording
voltmeter and amperemeter, and see that the amperage of
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discharge is equal to the force required for running the car
on a level road See that the commutator is not worn.
(7) Second-hand steam cars of American make are worth
little. Beware of them. Second-hand Serpollets are probably
out of date. There are many about, and my experience proves
them to be worthless. In the new type (issued since September 1901) see that the boiler tubes are in good order, and
have not been scraped for effect. See also that there is no
play on the bearings of the cam shaft.
(7) Generally speaking, approach second-hand cars with
grave suspicion. My remarks will be unpalatable to dealers
therein, but this book is not written for them.' It would be
grossly unfair to a respectable body of tradesmen to stigmatise
them as dishonest, but there are unfortunately many black
sheep in the fold.
MOTOR ENGINEERS

A prime difficulty of the establishment of a motor-car is the
chauffeur or engineer.
The perfect motor servant should be a combination of
gentleman and engineer. He is a new type of man, and will
require the wages of other engineers. I do not think that a
competent, cool-headed, skilfu~ well-mannered engineer will
ever be obtainable for 30s. a week. On the other hand, the
simplification of the motor engine and the establishment of
garages will render the employment of highly educated engineers unnecessary in private establishments. As to public
garages, some are well managed, others are not. Beware of
those which offer to house your car very cheaply. They will
make up the deficiency by overcharging you for repairs.

F
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CHAPTER IV
DR~:SS

FOR MOTORINl;

I. DRESS

FOR LADIES

By LADY JEU="E

My simple task in this volume is to discuss that side of the
question which affects women very deeply: how to dress and
equip themselves so as to be warmly and comfortably clad
with as little disfigurement as possible. The fact that women
should motor-if a verb may be employed-and care for it as
much as they do is a great tribute to their lack of personal
vanity, for, try as hard as they can, it is almost impossible to
make the dress they have to wear a becoming one. In most
of the sports and pastimes of women the dress they assume
is arranged with a view to adding to their charms, and in nearly
every case it can be both pretty and serviceable. In croquet,
lawn tennis, skating, hunting, driving, or bicycling, the dress
worn by women may be excessively becoming, as it can be
made to show off the figure, and the hat or headgear is generally a delightful frame to the face-indeed, the fact that the
athletic costumes of women are so picturesque is possibly one
of the reasons which have made out-door Iiports so popular
among them.
In the case of motor driving or riding there are two things
only to be considered: how a woman can keep herself warm
in winter and not be suffocated by the dust in summer without making herself very unattractive. Dress must be regulated
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to a great extent by the speed at which she travels, and it is
quite possible to wear a smart hat and pretty clothes if the
pace is a comparatively slow one, such as is usual in the
Park or in the streets of London. This chapter, however, has
to deal with the more serious side of the question, how a

A long Coat showing Leather
\Vaistcoat

The sa Illl' buttoned up

woman should dress who goes on long journeys in every
kind of weather, and at a high rate of speed.
The first consideration must be to keep warm, and the
second - a no less important one-what head-gear must be worn
... 2
Di (,'od

lyGoogle
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that will keep on the head, and not be blown off by the first
gust of wind. The question of warmth must be considered
from every point of view, and plenty of suitable clothing is
absolutely essential. A warm gown should be adopted, made
of a material that will not catch the dust, and it is also important to wear warm clothing under the gown; for unless such
jerseys and bodices are worn, the wind penetrates, and it is
quite impossible to avoid feeling chilled during a long day.
The fatigue which is inseparable from many hours in the open
air, and is also intensified by the rapid speed at which one
travels, becomes greater as the day passes; with the increase
of that fatigue a feeling of cold arises, so that unless a sufficient
amount of warm clothing is worn the sense of exhaustion
becomes very trying.
The best material for excluding the cold is leather, kid,
or chamois leather; the latter may be recommended for lining
the coat, and kid for the outside covering. This has, how-_
ever, the disadvantage of being heavy and stiff, while chamois
leather is softer and gives the figure more laxity. A coat lined
with chamois leather and fur is the most successful of any,
and the outside cover can be made in any pretty waterproof
material.
The best coats that I have seen for motor-car driving
are some which come from Vienna, and are both cheap and
comfortable. The fur employed for the lining is opossum,
which is both light and thick; they are to be had of any length,
they button up the front, are double-breasted, and have two
warm pockets placed crossways in front. The coat of which
an illustration is given is excellent for the purpose, but it is
more elaborate. It has, however, the leather waistcoat or
undercoat attached to it, and is extremely comfortable. It
can be made in any cloth or material. It has heavy fur which,
while it looks smart, is a sure means of catching and retaining
dust, and the great object to be aimed at in motor travelling is
to find something which will not collect dust, for if coats, rugs,
&c. get dusty it is almost impossible to get rid of it. The
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longer a coat is the better, for it is round the extremities that
the cold is felt as much as anywhere. Therefore a coat should
be made loose enough to wrap round the figure and fold well
over the knees. It is quite impossible to keep warm in a
rapid motor journey except by using fur rugs, and they should
be backed with leather, which mitigates the trouble of beating
the dust out ofthem at the end of the day.

Difficult as it is, however, to keep warm and fairly clean as
regards the clothes which should be worn, the real problem is
how to keep a hat on. The head must be warmly covered and
the hat small, for anything large or wide offers too much resistance to the wind, and gets quickly blown off. After many
~xperiments I am satisfied that the picture given above shows
the best head-dress for the motor-car. It is a bltte Gle)~ a
SIc
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cap pinned in one or two places to break the hard, straight
outline, and to give a little height to it. It is light and warm,
and with a long gauze veil, which covers not only the hat but
comes over the ears, the wearer is as comfortable as possible.
The veil can be varied from gauze in summer to a long
grey Shetland cloud in winter. Grey is the best colour, as it
shows th<: dust less than any other. The illustration shows

The Veil co\'ering the Fnce

the veil covering the face, and protecting it if the \\;nd is too
strong and cold. The material for makin!{ the veil must be
not less than two yards long, and three-quarters of a yard wide.
It should be drawn well up in front, and pinned to the bonnet,
then pulled down over the ears, and crossed behind, bringing the
ends to the front, where they can he fastened in a bow under
the chin; two or three pins should he put i ~~'n~to kt:ep
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in its place, and it will, if properly pinned, remain perfectly
tidy all day. It is necessary to have the veil sufficiently wide,
so that there should be enough to fall down over the face if it
is wanted. A long grey Shetland cloud is the best and most
comfortable veil to wear in winter. The yachting cap has some
advantages, but it is hard and heavy to the head. The best
gloves to wear are white knitted worsted. These are warm
and easy to wash.
There is one point interesting to every woman on which
a few words are necessary, and that is what the effect of
long days in the open, and the rapid passage through the
air, must have on the complexion. It certainly does not
improve it, but there is not much use in trying anything,
except wearing a veil, to mitigate its evils. Many people use
powder and grease to prevent the skin from getting red
and hard.
Alas! if women are going to motor, and motor seriouslythat is to say, use it as a means of locomotion-they must relinquish the hope of keeping their soft peach-like bloom. The
best remedy is cold water and a rough towel, and that not
used sparingly, in the morning before they start. There
is one other, the last, but perhaps the hardest concession
a woman can make if she is going to motor, and that is that
she must wear glasses-not small dainty glasses, but veritable
goggles. They are absolutely necessary both for comfort
and the preservation of the eyesight j they are not becoming,
but then, as I have tried to point out, appearance must be
sacrificed if motor-driving is to be thoroughly enjoyed. Those
who fear any detriment to their good looks had best content
themselves with a quiet drive in the Park, leaving to the more
ardent motorist the enchanting sensation of flying along the
lanes and roads of our lovely country.
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II. DRESS FOR MEN
BY BARON DK ZUYLI':,N DE NYEVKLT

President

of the

Automobile CluIJ de France

WHEN I asked why I had been invited to write on this matter
I was told that it was because I had toured on my motorcarriage in many parts of the Continent, had met automobilists
from many countries, and thus had had peculiar opportunities
of picking up hints as to dress. It was added that in addition
to this, as I am in the habit of spending a part 'of every year in
England, I was in a position to know what would and what
would not be acceptable to British gentlemen.
The dress worn by many motorists has been the subjee"t
of much irreverent ribaldry, and it must be conceded that, in
many cases, the chaff has been merited It is difficult to
imagine anything more grotesque than the appearance of some
whose enthusiasm makes them forgetful of their appearance.
However, in order to drive with safety to the health in an open
automobile, special garments are necessary. Clothes which
may be quite suitable for a drive in a dog-cart are altogether
unsuitable for use in an open motor.
When driving at twenty miles an hour the wind will actually
pass through tweed overcoats and cloth garments; the air will
be felt whistling round the ribs, and coats become distended
behind like balloons. Speaking generally, therefore, the first
requirement of motor clothes is that the stuff of which they are
made should be air-proof, and the second that they should be
so contrived as to prevent the wind from getting under them.
A leather jacket and leather trousers are objectionable because
the moisture from the body cannot escape, with the result that
underclothing becomes dangerously moist and disagreeable.
Leather may, however, be used as a lining to cloth clothes,
provided that it is bored with many small holes through which

J
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the moisture of the body may evaporate. A suit of cloth lined
with punctured chamois leather will be found agreeable for both
winter and summer. As most men like their clothes to be so
fashioned that there may be nothing remarkable about them if
they call on a friend, I filld that men frequently have their
motor suits cut in the ordinary way, Norfolk jacket or short
coat with trousers or breeches and stockings; but the coats
have one unnoticeable but very important provision, viz. they
are so made as to button tightly round the wrist. Unless this
precaution is take~ it will be found that the cold air will blow
up the sleeves, with the result that the hands, arms, and even
body generally, will be made very cold. If the automobilist
does not use a thick rug to protect his legs, gaiters should be
worn with knickerbockers, and, if -trousers are worn, they
should be bound tightly round the ankles when driving. As
regards underclothing it should be borne in mind that silk is
perhaps the best material for retaining the warmth of the body.
We have next to consider the matter of overcoats. On
the Continent a coat made of rough fur is worn, with the fur
outside. It is found that, in addition to the heat-retaining
qualities of the fur, such coats have the advantage of readily
shooting off rain and of drying very quickly after a shower.
They are provided with very high collars, which in cold weather
are turned up, and almost surround the head. These coats
have been a source of very considerable amusement to onlookers and small boys in England, and it is a question whether
they will be generally adopted j Englishmen appear to prefer
a coat of Melton cloth lined with fur inside and fitted with
a high fur-lined collar. Probably this garment fulfils all the
purposes of the coat in which the fur is worn outside, and
at the same time is less conspicuous. Moreover, it is held
that the fur being interposed between the ordinary coat and
the great-<:oat, permits of a certain amount of healthy ventilation.
In the summer, when the weather is very hot, provided
that a thick suit of clothes be worn, a great-coat is sometimes
unnecessary, except as a protection from dust. A light dust-
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coat, made of a dust-coloured material and fitted with a high
collar, will then be found useful, as after a dusty drive it may
be taken off, and the ordinary clothes are left unsOlled. A
light silk handkerchief tucked in over the collar is necessary
to prevent the dust from working in around the linen collar
and marking it.
Capes should be avoided, as more than one bad accident
has arisen from a cape blowing up in a driver's face and thus
temporarily blinding him, with the result that he has driven
his car into the ditch. At the same time it is recognised that
. the best garment for protection from rain is that which most
closely approximates to a bell tent. A coat is apt to let in
water at points where the fabric is stretched; for instance, at
the elbow. A tent-shaped coat on the other hand is not
stretched at any point; consequently the water runs off it
An English firm has made a clever adaptation of this bellshaped garment by turning out a coat made of waterproof
Melton cloth, which is in the form of a long cape reaching
down below the knees, and very full in the skirt. It is fitted
in the front with short sleeves, through which the hands are
placed, and in which the wrists rest; so that the hands are
.free to deal with the steering-wheel and speed-levers, at the
same time the arms and elbows are thoroughly protected, and
the cape-shape is maintained.
Many drivers object to using rugs, for fear that, inadvertently, the tail of the rug may work underneath the clutch or
brake pedal. An automobilist will recognise at once that very
dire disaster might result if he were suddenly to find himself
unable to release his clutch.
A Parisian tailor who has specially studied motor clothes,
recognising this danger, has designed a very ingenious rug,
which is split in two, the two halves being so devised that
each wraps round the leg, and is fastened at the bottom so as
to form a fairly tight outer covering to the leg, with a rug-like
wrapping round the body.
A London tailor has also recently made an excellent
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and efficient rug which may be used with safety for motordriving.
A Piccadilly tailor, again, is building a special motor-coat,
which obviates the necessity for a rug by being cut very wide
in the skirt and buttons at the side. The garment is of good
appearance, and somewhat resembles a German officer's greatcoat. The motorist, therefore, has a choice of serviceable
attire. One of the disagreeables of a long drive through
rain is that the water is apt to accumulate on the seat of
the carriage, so that its occupants are virtually sitting in a
small bath. I was amused to see some correspondence on
this matter in the 'Automobile Club Notes and Notices'
of February 4, 1901, No. 32, p. 197. Mr. T. G. Carew. Gibson there gave the. following amusing account of a device
in common use in the back country of Australia by coachdrivers and others :It consists of a flat, circular, leather-covered cushion about J 5
inches diameter, by, say, 2~ inches thick, having a hole 2 inches or
3 inches diameter right through the centre. In fine weather you
sit on the cushion, which-the coefficient of friction between
trousers and cushion being greater than that between the cushion
and coach seat--does all the sliding about (K. B.-the coaches are
hung on thorotraces instead of springs), and saves both person and
garments from considerable wear and tear.
In wet weather you put the cushion inside your coat before
sitting down, and thus preserve a dry seat. Should' you at any
time leave the cushion exposed to rain, the water will not form a
pool in the centre and saturate it, but will run away at once through
the hole.
Just after the break-Up of the 1888 drought, I, one day, struck
the salubrious township of Booligal, in the Riverina District of
New South \-Vales, and about 4 A.M. next morning, in a nice steady
rain, issued forth from the 'hotel' to take my seat on the coach
bound for Hay.
A minute later out came an old bagman who had also camped
there, and seeing the driver standing dripping under the verandah,
whilst the five Jean and drought-stricken horses were being yoked
up, asked him to wait a minute whilst he went across to the store.
He shortly returned and climbed up beside us on the box, having
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under his arm a cheap American cloth table-cover, of a brilliant
orange hue, and omamented with a chaste design in bright pink
flowers, and also a large gridiron, a fine specimen of the kind which
sta,nds on four short legs and has a long handle. He first proceeded to break off the handle of the gridiron, and remarking that
he always liked to keep a certain portion of his anatomy dry, placed
it on the seat and sat down on it: then borrowing my knife, he
dexterously cut a slit in the exact middle of the table cover, through
which he passed his head, observing that now he didn't care a
- ' - when we got to Hay.

One of the principal waterproofers in the City of London
has devised a kilt made of strong indiarubber material which
is absolutely waterproof. This kilt is worn high round the
waist, buttons down the side, and reaches below the knees.
It is intended to be worn with gaiters, and under a great-coat
If the driver's seat becomes a pool of water the wearer of this
kilt remains in blissful ignorance of .the fact. Furthennore,
the draining of water from the front openings of the coatwhich is apt to take place at the point where the legs bend
from the body-is shot off by means of this kilt. It has
this advantage also, that in very cold weather if it be found
necessary to alight from the carriage to make some adjustment,
the hot envelope of air is still retained under it. On the other
hand, if the driver be using a rug, he finds it necessary to
throw it on one side, and to expose his warm legs to the
cold air.
Snow Boots-viz. boots having indiarubber soles and
cloth sides, which are made to slip on over other boots-will be
found invaluable for motor-driving in cold weather.
Ha/s.-As to the matter of head-dress, it must be at once
admitted that the peaked cap which has found so much favour
amongst the chauffeurs on the Continent is not adopted, and, I
think, never will be adopted, by British gentlemen for motordriving. The Englishman appears to have a horror of anything approaching a uniform; or, in fact, of wearing anything
which would draw the eyes of people upon him. Officers in
the army and navy never wear their uniforms except when
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they are compelled to do so, and after levees it is amusing to
see the Briton crouching down at the back of his carriage,
and driving to the nearest club, in order to get into mufti
at the earliest possible moment. Almost the only time at
which. he indulges in a uniform is when he is on his private
yacht, and free from the gaze of the crowd. He then wears a
distinctive dress, with which the peaked cap is associated,
but, so far as the roads are concerned, the peaked cap is only
seen on the heads of the drivers and conductors of electric
tram-cars, &c. The consequence is that the peaked cap is
becoming recognised as the proper head-dress for a motor
servant. The motor owner, on the other hand, as a rule wears
precisely the same hat as he would wear for shooting, golfing,
fishing, and other outdoor sports-viz. the cloth cap, or soft
felt hat.
GIOfJes.-For driving in cold weather, it should always be
borne in mind that the gloves should be very large, so that
when the hand is bent to grasp the steering-wheel the circulation may not be impaired by the veins being partially closed
owing to the tightness of the coverings~ Furthermore, a loose
glove allows of a cushion of warm air to be formed between the
hand and the outer cover of the glove.
Gauntlets are worn by some motorists in order to prevent
the wind from getting up the sleeves of a coat.
Goggles.- The goggles, or glasses surrounded by silk or
some other material, which are worn by motorists are, as a
matter of fact, almost indispensable. In the winter, driving in
the cold with the eyes unprotected is apt to cause inflammation.
~n the summer, the dust arising from other vehicles is a source
of considerable danger to the eye, and has been known to
bring about granular disease of the eyelids. Furthermore,
when driving at high speeds the blow of a small fly, let alone a
bee or a cockchafer, on the eyeball is enough to cause temporary blindness. Silk or other material is attached to the
glasses in order to prevent particles of dust, small insects, &c.,
from drifting in under the glasses. In winter it is found
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desirable that the material attache~ to the glasses should hang
down as low as the mouth, and thoroughly cover the temples
and cheeks if the motorist should be inclined to neuralgia.
Generally speaking, there appears to be no reason why,
apart from the goggles, a motor owner cannot dress in such a
manner as thoroughly to protect himself from cold and at the
same time retain so ordinary an appearance as to avoid public
attention.
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CHAPTER V
MOTOR-CARS AS)) HEALTH

By

SIR HENRY THOMI'SON, BART.,

F.R.C.S.,

l\1.B.LOND., &C.

IT gives me particular pleasure to contribute to a book on
automobilism, inasmuch as I am old enough to remember the
steam coaches which were running in London in the third and
fourth decades of the last century, and, at the age of nearly
eighty-two, I am taking part in the revival of automobilism,
and am in the habit of making journeys almost daily in my
automobile.
I am asked to write concerning the relation of driving
motor vehicles to health. Personally, I have found my drives
to improve my general health. The easy jolting which occurs
when a motor-car is driven at a fair speed over the highway
conduces to a healthy agitation; it 'acts on the liver,' to use a
popular phrase, which means only that it aids the peristaltic
movements of the bowels and promotes the performance of
their functions j thus accomplishing the good in this respect
which arises from riding on horseback.
Horse-riding has,
however, the advantage of necessitating exercise of the muscles
of the legs. This is one of the disadvantages of motoring, but
I have found that it may be to some extent overcome by
alighting at the end of a drive of twenty miles, and running
smartly for about two hundred or three hundred yards.
I make this a practice in relation to my motor drives.
Remaining seated in one position, with little or no opportunityof moving the lower limbs, renders them very liable to
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stiffness or cramp, especially in the case of elderly drivers, whose
joints are less mobile and flexible than those of the young. The
exhilaration which accompanies driving in a motor is particularly
helpful to people who are somewhat enervated. I have known
instances of ladies suffering from defective nerve power who
have derived great benefit from the invigorating and refreshing
effect of meeting a current of air caused by driving in an automobile. Veils of varying thickness, according to the temperature, should of course be worn by ladies, but much of the
benefit to nervous patients is caused by the air blowing on the
face. The facial nerves are acted upon with beneficial results
well known to have a restorative influence on weak and socalled 'nervous' individuals.
Furthermore, the action of the air on the face, and the
continual inspiration of fresh air, tend to promote sleep, and I
should have no hesitation, speaking generally, in regarding
daily exercise in a motor-car as aiding towards the prevention
of insomnia.
To dwellers in cities the automobile is of great benefit, as
it enables them in a short time to reach the fresher air of the
country. It is difficult to exaggerate the necessity for those
who live in the densely populated parts of cities and large
towns to take every possible opportunity of breathing the
purer air of the country. The air in towns is impregnated
with carbon (smoke, i.e. particles of unburnt fuel). It is also,
in dry weather, loaded with dust, a great part of which is
composed of dried and pulverised horse manure, In wet
weather, fluid manure from the same source is absorbed by
. and then exhaled from the road or wood pavement, with
similarly injurious effects. These impurities are practically
absent from the air of the country, and so access thereto is
one of the great benefits which may be derived from the use of
the automobile. I look forward to the day when Mr. Arthur
Balfour's hope may be fulfilled-viz. when the perfected
automobile will provide rapKl. and cheap transit for workers in
cities to healthy homes in the country.
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I have been told by men who are occupied long and
closely with brain-work, that the automobile has filled a great
want in their lives. They have found themselves too much
exhausted to be able to take a long bicycle ride into the country ;
while railway travelling excites their overwrought nerves, and
increases their sense of fatigue. The effort to catch a train
at a definite time is in itself irritating and wearing to an
over-worked system. No such effort is necessary to the owner
of a motor-car who has a trustworthy driver to relieve him
from the mental labour of watching the' road, since he need
have no fixed time for departure, but may call for his car
whenever he is ready, or feels inclined to start. A drive
behind a horse scarcely amounts to a recreation after the
turmoil and worry of his work.
In the automobile, however, he finds ample sources of
interest, amounting sometimes to a gentle and healthy excitement with complete rest and absence of fatigue from muscular
exertion; without the bustle, noise, and sense of confinement
which accompany railway travelling; together with the refreshment of novelty and suggested ideas occasioned by the contemplation of a continually changing panorama of scenery j at
the same time enjoying the recuperating effect of breathing the
fresh country air. One enormous advantage of automobilism
lies in the fact that it is so admirably qualified to supply
recreation for the modern worker.
Now let me give a few words of caution. The vigorous
man who has been used to take exercise on horseback, on his
bicycle, or on his legs, must beware lest the fascination of
motoring lead him to give up his physical exercise. Unless
he systematically maintains habits of muscular exertion he
may find that he is putting on flesh, becoming flabby, and
generally losing condition. Whether he possesses a motor or
not, he must use his muscles regularly and sufficiently if he
desires to preserve his health. The eyes also should be carefully protected by glasses with silk attached to them partially
covering the cheeks, whereby the small flies and dust which
G
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accompany road travel in the summer-time, and the cold
winds of winter, may be excluded. Dust may set up irritation
in the eyes and cause serious trouble, while driving in cold
weather with the eyes unprotected may lead to similar conditions. It is a very good plan on returning from a dusty drive
to wash the eyes by means of an appropriate eye-glass with a
weak solution of boracic acid. Any respectable chemist can
supply a solution of the proper strength to be used diluted
with warm water. I always have a solution at hand in my
dressing-room for the purpose.
Another chapter in this book deals with the question of
dress, but I should like to impress upon those who adopt the
luxury of motoring that it is better to be too warmly clad
than insufficiently clad. A drive when one feels cold and
fatigued may result in 'a chill,' which usually means a cold or
cough more or less severe. Those who are learning to drive
should be careful not to be out for long periods whilst they are
beginners, as the strain of driving may cause unnecessary
and harmful exhaustion. When, however, a driver becomes
familiar with his car and driving becomes automatic this
exhaustion entirely disappears. Of this, I must admit that I
have no experience, having invariably relegated all the management of my car to an experienced driver, and reserved to
myself the freedom of enjoying the incidents of the road and
the scenery-may I say, otium cum dignilale?

CHAPTER VI
THE MOTOR STABLE AND ITS MANAGEMENT
By Sill DAVID SAI-OMONS, BAIlT., M.A.

AT the present time probably not one per cent. of the owners
of motor-cars have a suitable coach-house for this new class of
vehicle. They are generally placed in sheds or outbuildings,
more often damp than dry, or in coach-houses built for horsedrawn carriages. Few recognise that the motor-car is a far
more delicate article than the horse-drawn carriage, most
people baving grown up in the common belief that anything
to do with machinery is strong, and will bear knocking about.
It is well, therefore, at once to disabuse the mind of such ideas.
The abode of the horseless carriage requires to be superior
in many respects to the shelter given to the machineless vehicle.
It must not only be perfectly dry, but must have a variety
of accessory arrangements for dealing with all parts of the
machinery-for cleaning, adjustment, and repairs. A water
supply, and a source of light safe in the presence of explosive
gases, are essential. The space must not be too cramped, and
plenty of light should be obtained through ample windows
during the day.
The machinery must, from time to time, be examined from
below. This can be effected in one of three methods :(J) By the attendant lying on his back under the carriage,
a proceeding which does not commend itself.
(2) By a specially arranged platform, wherewith the carriage
can be raised from the ground to enable a man to get below
the vehicle without discomfort.
(;2
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(3) By means of a pit sunk in the ground, by which a man
finds himself comfortably situated below the car. This pit may
be small, and the carriage gradually advanced in order to reach
all parts of the machinery, or, what is best, it may be a long
pit, so that the car can be examined throughout its length.
This method will be evident to all as the best
A well-built motor-house should cost nothing in the upkeep, beyond the painting of the doors occasionally. A
cheaply built motor-house implies an annual expenditure combined with vexation, and after a few years a patched-up place
is the result.
The writer has given great attention to motor stables.
It may not be out of place, therefore, if the methods adopted at Broomhil~ near Tunbridge Wells, are described in
detail.
The stabling consists of five long narrow rooms, one made
to contain three small cars, another two large ones, the third
two small or one very large car, the fourth room a small car, or
may be used as a cycle house; and the fifth room will accommodate two moderate-size vehicles, or can be used as a washinghouse in bad weather. One of these resting-places is somewhat modified to enable repairs to be carried out.
This Jatter house will be described, since, if only one
shelter existed, it should be so constructed. It is twenty-eight
feet long, ten feet six inches wide, walls eleven feet high.
The whole construction is fire-proof, with the exception of the
ceiling, which is tent-shaped and match-boarded, having a
long skylight on the north side in order that the direct sunlight may not enter. The skylight is Mellow's patent glazing,
which never leaks and does not require to be painted The
glass is one quarter of an inch thick to resist a hailstorm.
Some years ago a hailstorm of extraordinary violence occurred
around Tunbridge Wells, and glass to the extent of thousands
of pounds was broken throughout the district. Many of the
hailstones measured over an inch in diameter. The experience
at Broomhill was that all glass a quarter of an inch thick
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escaped, and this was a lesson learned for the future. The
skylight is barred, to keep out evil-disposed intruders, and a
tick blind can be pulled down to subdue the light when required. There is no special object in making the roof fireproof,
since the side walls are high. The entrance doors consist of
a pair, practically the whole width of the house. Collinge's
hinges are used, being, I think, the strongest.
The floor is made of Victoria stone laid on brick sleeper
walls, which are not built upon the ground, but upon a sixinch bed of concrete covering the whole of the bare ground.
Consequently the floor can be kept perfectly dry. The walls
are all double nine-inch brickwork, built in cement, with
two inches of air-space between; so that, however wet the
weather ma}C be, the interior wall is never damp; and they
are carried above gutter level so that any fire may not extend.
The bricks employed for the interior and exterior are neatly
pointed close-grained white brick having a texture the nature
of porcelain, and water-proof. For the interior, cemented walls
would have answered the purpose, but the pointed brickwork
looks better. The roof is boarded, felted and slated, while
below the rafters is a lining of matchboard. By this means
the roof is as damp-proof as the walls and floor. This method
of building is best adapted to keep out variations of heat and
cold, since stationary air is an excellent non-conductor. The
only escape for heat is through the skylight, but in very cold
weather it is only necessary to pull the blind down, and an
equal temperature can be maintained.
In the centre of the floor, and extending almost the whole
length of the house, is the pit, which is about eight feet deep.
This is made excessive in depth for a reason which will be
given in due course. The width of the pit is somewhat
narrower than the distance between any of the motor-car
wheels. The mouth of this pit is °a strong timber frame, the
wood being four by three inches, and rabbetted the whole
length of the two inner sides. Boards two inches thick and
two feet wide drop in the rabbetts, each board having sunk
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iron rings on. the surface. The ob1ect of this arrangement IS
that when all the boards are dropped into place the pit is
completely closed, and by means of the rings anyone or more
covers can be raised as required, in order to open the pit for
an observation from below.
The chief object to be attained by building several separate
motor·houses in the place of one large one is that wall space is
gained, which is a matter of no small importance when it is
remembered how many spares are required in connection with
motor-carriages. The walls of the motor-house under description are furnished in the following manner. Near the doors
on either side are ranges of small shelves upon which are
placed the most necessary tools and other small items which
are almost invariably required when a carriage is to go out.
The remainder of the wall is furnished with larger shelves to
carry testing apparatus, pumps, a variety of tools, and such
spare parts as are not carried in the vehicle, as well as oil, &c.
There are also brackets of metal or wood, in the shape of the
arc of a circle, upon which are hung spare covers and air tubes.
There also exists a small chest of drawers, each drawer being
divided, such as those used by watchmakers to contain small
parts in an orderly manner.
This house is prolonged beyond the space necessary to
stand the carriages, to the extent of about six feet.
This space is occupied by a work-bench, vice, and handdrilling machine, and upon the end wall arc racks for all the
tools necessary for making small repairs, and a complete set of
duplicate keys, so that when the adjustments are made it \\;11
not be necessary to turn out the contents of the car. There is
likewise apparatus suitable for soldering and brazing by gas or
by benzine lamps, the gas being used when there is no danger,
while in the other case the benzine lamp is employed outside
the motor-house so as to be in the open air.
In the corner, by the side of the bench, is an iron circular
staircase which leads down to a small basement, lighted by a
glass in the motor-house floor, where large spares are kept, and
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any special tools &c. which are rarely required, such, for
instance, as a grindstone, also large reservoirs of oil. This
basement has a door which leads into the pit. It will now
be seen why the pit is made so deep, since it can be entered
without obliging anyone to stoop, the doorway leading into it
being the usual height, viz. about six feet seven inches. In
order to reach the cars conveniently two trestles are provided
in the pit, across which are placed also some narrow planks, and
there is a small pair of steps for reaching this platform. There
are a spare set of trestles for a different height, in case the level
should require to be altered. At the entrance door a piece of
stone runs across the threshold, about two inches above the
floor line, to keep any water from flowing out. The concrete
bottom of the pit slopes towards a point where a gully is
situated. Consequently any water in the pit flows towards
this gully and drains off.
The floor of the motor-house itself requires no gully,
because it inclines slightly towards the entrance doors, so that
when it has to be washed down the water flows to the outside·
Of course the pit can be entered from above if desired.
Plans of the motor-houses at Broomhill are here shown to
scale, since it, will render the description clearer, and show
all the arrangements at a glance (see figs. I and 2). There is
also a picture of the motor-houses taken from a photograph
in fig. 3. The fifth house is not seen in this picture.
The motor-house is illuminated by means of electric light,
connectors are placed in the walls on either side, and also
in the pit, for portable electric lamps which are must necessary
for making examinations. One of the best forms of lamp and
lamp-holder which have ever been devised is that made by
the Edison and Swan Company, and intended for the examination of the interior of barrels. The shape of the lamp and the
nature of its protection are such that it can be inserted between
all parts of the machinery where a couple of inches of space
exists. -There are also the safety lamps using benzine
supplied by Messrs. Carless and Lees, which can be used
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if an examination has to be made in the absence of the electric
light when benzine vapour is likely to be about In the
motor-house there are three tanks which hold about six gallons
each with self-contained pumps. Two of these contain oil,
one being thick and the other more fluid. The third is a
seamless steel barrel which holds benzine. There is also a
large metal bottle with a screw top, in which is placed any old
benzine that is used for cleaning purposes. The main store
of petroleum spirit is at a considerable distance from all

Fig. 3.-The Motor·houses at Aroomhill. Tunbridge Wells

buildings. One of the neatest types of self-contained oil
reservoir and pump is that made by the Richter Oil Economising Company of Bradford.
Many other types are in
existence, but none of those with which I am acquainted is so
well finished.
The roof of the house is strengthened at certain pomts by
cross timbers which support two small H girders, and carry
iron frames to which are attached pulley blocks. These little
frames can be slid along the girders in the direction of the
length of the carriages below. By means of this. arrangement
LOOglC
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a carriage can be lifted off the ground, or any heavy portion of
the machinery raised from the car without difficulty. There is
also another use-viz. that with a dynamometer the weight of
a vehicle can very fairly be estimated by lifting first the fore
part and then the hind part just off the ground, and adding the
two weights together.
If a pit does not exist, such an arrangement can be made to
take its place, by raising the car to a convenient height above
the floor.
A zinc tray about four feet long and about six inches
narrower than the track of the car should be put under each
vehicle to catch the drip, and for placing dirty waste in.
In this manner clea~Iiness is cultivated. Wedges are also
required for placing before and behind the wheels of a car
when it is desired to keep them immovable.
It is money saved to have duplicate special tools in the
motor-car house, since a great deal of wear and tear to the cars
is avoided, due to the constant opening and shutting the drawers
and cupboards to obtain the tools therefrom. The tool cupboard in the motor-house should also contain a complete set
of all the spareS which are usually carried in the cars, apart
from other duplicate portions which it is usual to keep in stock;
or nothing is more annoying than for a driver to find himself miles from home when some little spring or other matter
may be required, and is found to be absent because it had
already been used and a new one had not been put back in
the carriage. In short, it is a good rule for the mechanic to
have strict orders never to use a tool or duplicate part in the
car except when on the road. .
The ventilation of a motor-car house has not so far been
referred to, for in reality it is almost unnecessary. The constant opening and shutting of the large doors give ample air,
and if the tanks and joints on the car are kept tight, as they
should be, no smell of benzine gas wiII be found at any time
present. At the same time it is desirable that ventilation
should exist, as it may be necessary to clean the cars with the
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doors closed in bad weather. Large brass gratings capable of
being closed should be placed in each of the upper portions
of the entrance doors, and these will be found sufficient
for the purpose.
It is also desirable to warm the motor-house. This is
done at Broomhill by means of hot water. In many cases
this method may appear difficult to carry out, and it is no uncommon practice to leave a gas-burner alight to keep out frost
or to warm the room for the attendant when the weather is cold.
Such a proceeding is clearly not desirable when there is a risk
at any time of the presence of an explosive gas. Very simple
heating arrangements by means of hot ":,ater can be purchased,
some using gas and others burning petroleum as the source of
heat. The little boiler in this case would be placed outside
the motor-car house in a small brick shelter, and the pipe'
carried through the wall to the coil or coils in the usual
manner. For a motor-house such as that which has been
described, the apparatus would not cost more than from Sl to
10/., according to the character of the one selected.
In every motor-car house there should be two or three
tinned-iron open boxes, of the nature of waste-paper baskets,
about one foot square and two feet high. One of these should
be kept filled with dry sand, and contain a small shovel.
This is useful in case any benzine should catch fire, to smother
the flames. The others are required to throw any waste substances into. Also on the wall there should hang two or three
pails, kept full of water, to be ready in case of fire. It must
always be borne in mind that water must not be poured on
burning benzine, since the spirit would float upon the water,
and in a burning state flow all over the place, thus increasing
the danger.
There are also important points to be attended to inside
the motor-house apart from the building. Always buy the
best waste. It costs but little more than the bad quality: and
lasts double the time, while it is generally free from dust
and grit, and if great saving is desired, it can be boiled down
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with soap and soda for use again. A common quality of
woolly waste should also be employed, simply for mopping up
oil, not for cleaning purposes. It is undesirable to store
a large quantity of oily waste for fear of spontaneous combustion. Sponge cloths are a desirable accessory for cleaning
and for polishing up. The panels of the carriage should be
cleaned with good chamois leather. Inferior qualities will
scratch the varnish. The various brushes, &c. required for
cleaning are much the same as with a horse-drawn carriage.
A great economy is effected by having a separate receptacle
for old dirty oil, to be ·used only for cleaning purposes. Care
must taken that oil does not fall on any part of the pneumatic or solid rubber tyres, as it soon destroys the rubber.
Boiled linseed oil is an excellent material for getting up the
varnish, and petroleum sold under the name of kerosene wiII
work wonders on varnish work and enamelled metal when all
other means fail.
To keep a carriage in good order continual touching up is
essential, not only where little chips of paint have been
broken off, but also on the engine to give it a respectable
appearance. No better material exists in the way of general
paints than the Griffiths' enamels, which dry almost immediately,
and are acid and heat proof and very hard. The .black enamel
is well suited for the over-heated portions of the engine, since
it keeps its colour, unless the metal is brought to a red heat.
Many kinds of alumi"nium paint have been tried for engines,
and the majority have been found wanting. The paint which
meets with perfect success in all respects is that made by
Messrs. Ripolin of Paris. It is expensive, but the material
goes a long way. The paint is used extensively abroad for the
purpose indicated, and for decoration. With aluminium paint
it is always desirable to give a final coat of Griffiths' transparent varnish. This will enable the owner to wash his engine
at any time without in any way altering its appearance from
that of being brand-new.
It is fatal to fold up the air-tubes: and covers of the
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pneumatics for any length of time, or to allow them to be
exposed to too great cold or heat. Therefore the air-tubes
and envelopes should be hung on the brackets on the wall,
and the air-tubes should be kept inflated to a small tension.
Since, as has been stated, no direct sunlight reaches the house,
danger from excessive heat is avoided. Besides, the heat of
the sun might burst the air-tubes on the vehicles standing in
the house, or even prove a source of danger to the benzine
reservoir by heating the liquid.
Money is not wasted if the owner of the car purchases
five jacks for every carriage, one to carry on the car itself,
and four to be used in lifting the wheels off the floor, no matter
whether the tyres are furnished with pneumatics or solid
rubber. Of course, this proceeding would not be resorted to
except when the carriage is left for some considerable time
without being used, and this practice will greatly prolong the
life of the tyres.
All tyres should be repaired at once, and not left for chance
moments.
It is usual to wash the horse-drawn carriage directly on
reaching the stable, because the mud can be more easily
removed when wet, and without the risk of scratching the
varnish. This process, however, cannot always be resorted to in
the case of a motor-car, on account of the machinery being hot.
It is therefore desirable to wet the mud well before removing it.
A large Turkey sponge is best for cleaning the body and wheels
of the car, and after washing, everything must be dried with
sponge-cloths or leathers, according to the nature of the parts to
be wiped. The engine itself, and any other working parts, are
better cleaned with damp sponge-cloths and finally wiped over
with oily waste. The bright parts are cleaned with selvyt,
leather, or other suitable material. In no event must water be
dashed over a car after the manner of cleaning ordinary
carriages, although a hose is convenient for washing, since the
water can be carefully directed to the required points.
It is almost the universal practice abroad to wet the clutc~
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and brakes. At times -the leather on the clutch (when it exists,
as it generally does) becomes very polished, and is apt to slip.
Sometimes dust or grit gains an entrance, and prevents it from
gripping. Water cleans, expands, and roughens the leather
without injuring it. Some owners clean their clutch with
benzine. This practice is, however, objectionable, because
the volatile portion of the benzine evaporates, and invariably
leaves behind traces of oily matter, since perfectly rectified
benzine would be too expensive to use, and would probably
mean that a shilling would be spent each time the clutch
was cleaned. It will be seen, therefore, that it is only a
question of time when the clutch will become lubricated.
However, if oil should by chance get into the clutch or on the
brakes, this must be removed with ordinary benzine; but the
occurrence should be rare if proper care is taken. By these
remarks it must not be supposed that the clutch and brakes.
should be wetted daily. Once a month, or less often, is
sufficient, even when a car is used constantly. On the road
also, if a clutch does not act, due to slip, a small dose of water
puts matters right at once if the mechanical portions are in
order. It is necessary to point out that neither water nor
moisture should come in contact with any of the electrical
portions when they exist, i.e. primary battery accumulator,
and magneto should be kept perfectly dry, also all conductors,
insulators, and other electrical apparatus. The moisture itself,
if the water is pure, will have practically no effect on the
working of the apparatus, because this liquid is a very good
non-conductor. Danger enters by the adhesion of dirt, due
to the moisture, which causes the current to leak.
Every car should have mackintosh rain-covcrs, neatly
made, so as not to be disfiguring, for use in wet weather;
also dust-covers, which are useful on many occasions. In damp
weather the carriage should be left entirely uncovcred when
standing in its house, sincc thc covers become moist, and the
carriage is enveloped in a wet cloth, when in a short time it will
be found that all the leather parts have become .mildewed. A
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thermometer must be placed in the motor-house, for observing
the temperature. In the one described it will be noticed that
the mercury will not fall, in the coldest winter, below fifty
degrees Fahr. or rise, in the hottest summer, above seventy
degrees Fahr.
It is of vital importance that frost should be kept away
from the motor-car, in order that the circulating water shall
not freeze, and possibly burst some part of the apparatus. To
empty the water daily in winter-time is a vexatious proceeding,
because when it is replaced there is often the difficulty of
restoring the circulation owing to air becoming lodged in the
pipes or elsewhere. Quite apart from this consideration it is
desirable to keep the same water as long as possible in the
circulation apparatus, thus to reduce deposit in the tubes
and not disturb any rust that may exist. If the water is
removed daily, various pipes and other portions made of iron,
'thin out,' on account of affecting so frequently the thin
layer of rust which forms. When the apparatus is in use the
circulation is not sufficiently violent to detach the oxide, and
the thin coat preserves the iron below, being insoluble in
water.
Thus it will be seen that the small expenditure on a hotwater system and the cost of running it is money saved in
the end, and many a breakdown owi~g to bad circulation
will be avoided. It may be desirable for the benefit of those
who do not know where such small heating apparatus may be
obtained, to give the names of two or three firms who supply
the requirements, viz., Messrs. Keith of Farringdon Avenue,
KC., Messrs. Crompton and Fawkes of Chelmsford, and Messrs.
Fletcher of Warrington.
It is very difficult to draw a line between stable management and motor management.
Probably apart from the
cleaning of the car; oiling the hearings and grinding the valves
come within the province of the stable attendant. The oiling arrangements are so straightforward that there is little
need to give special instructions under this head. It is, how-
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ever, important to count the exact number of oil holes and
grease cups existing in any car, and to have this painted in the
car somewhere out of sight, giving instructions to the attendant to count up as he oils round. In this way no place will
be forgotten.
When any difficulty occurs with a car many drivers at once
accuse the electric ignition, when it exists, and next the valves,
for the default. The unfortunate valve comes in for a great
deal more abuse than it deserves. The less grinding they are
given the better. When the operation is ne<;essary of course
it must be done. If the car is used daily, for say eight hours,
and the oiling of the cylinders has been properly adjusted and
not too profuse, it will be sufficient if the valves are removed
weekly, to be wiped over with an oily rag, and then cleaned
y,;th a little heavy petroleum or benzine. If it should be
observed that the bearing surfaces are pitted, then grinding
should be resorted to, but this will not often be the case with
experienced owners.
It is a very simple matter to grind the valve by adopting
the following process. To give an example, we will consider
the case of one valve, since it will apply equally to the
others. The valve itself must be rendered free by the removal
of all springs, and a little emery of the finest description,
almost like flour, should be mixed up into a paste with oil.
The bearing surface of the valve must then be coated with
a thin layer of this paste by means of the finger, and placed
It will be observed that there is a slot
upon its seating.
in the valve ready to receive the screw-driver.
This tool
is now employed in twisting the valve right and left, at the
same time pressing it down on its seat with moderate force,
turning always to an angle of say forty-five degrees to and fro.
Then turn the valve a little round, and continue the operation,
the object being not always to grind in the same place. When
this operation has been continued for the space of a minute, the
\'Ulve should be removed, and the rubbing surface on the valve
itself, as well as its seating, be examined to see whether the
H
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rubbing is equal at every point round, and that the pit marks
are now absent. Should this be the case, the operation is
concluded. If not, it must be continued, using a little more
of the emery paste until the desired result is obtained. Every
trace of emery must then be removed by means of rags or
waste wetted with petroleum or oil, and on no account should
any remain, for the reason that it might enter the cylinder,
bearings, or some other part of the machinery, and set up a
friction which is hard to remove, since emery particles will embed themselves in the hardest steel. The emery rags and
other things which may be employed for grinding valves
should be kept apart, to run no risk of emery dust entering
any rubbing parts of the motor.
It is desirable that all benzine which is placed in the car,
and all oil which is used, should be entered in a book, say
once a week, in order to prevent extravagance and waste, and
all storage tanks should have a gauge-glass marked in gallons
or litres, in order that their contents may be observed. These
gauge-glasses must of course have taps, or the breakage of a
tube would empty the contents. The owner should once a
mouth, 'Or at any other suitable times, see by the book how
much has been removed from the tanks, and by comparing this
with what remains he will be able to judge how matters go.
It is desirable that any repairs, small or great, should be
attended to at once. This is the only way to keep a car ready
at all times for use. Every car on being delivered possesses certain faults which the owner should remedy. It is true that the
faults are details, and consist of omissions by the makers on
account of expens~, in consequence of trade competition, which
would make their car appear more expensive than that of
some rival. The public as a rule would not appreciate the
little advantages for the extra expense incurred, though the
want of them is felt later on. It is impossible to detail the
whole of the· points, since every make of car varies to sonIC
extent, but the lines upon which the owner should proceed may
he indicated.
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Every portion of the machinery should be arranged, as far
as can be done, in such a manner that removal can be
effected upon the road without use of tools, or wit~ the least
number. To give a few examples :-If burners exist, in order
that the platinum tubes may be replaced without extinguishing
the burners, additional taps of more perfect make should be
pro,,;ded in lieu of many of those which do not cut off with
certainty, due to their construction. Extra taps in the course
of the benzine tubes should be added, so that the fluid may
be cut off at more than one point in case of fire. The nuts
should be changed as far as possible to certain gauges to
diminish the number of keys required. The locks of drawers
and cupboards throughout should be passed with one key.
Every nut on the car should have a spring washer placed
under it, and the end of all bolts and studs pinned where
possible. All break rods and clutch rods should be cut and
joined together by means of a right- and left-handed screw
coupler, with lock nuts on the rods, in order that adjustment
may be made on the road with despatch, and the best tensions
for these rods be obtained without trouble. All these details
and many others which suggest themselves, according to the
type of car, should be attended to, and they will repay the owner
in a very short time.
The careful storage of benzine is a very important matter.
No licence is requisite for the benzine carried on the car,
which must not exceed forty gallons. If all reasonable
precautions are followed, there will be no difficulty in
obtaining a licence for the general storage. The benzinestore at Broomhill is constructed in the following manner: It
is a lean-to house eight feet long, three feet wide, seven feet
high in front, and nine feet at the back. All the walls are of
nine-inch brickwork, and the bricks in the side walls are so
laid that the ends of them do not meet, in order to allow a free
current of air to pass through. The fourth side is filled in by
a pair of doors lined with iron. The roof consists of corrugated
iron laid on 'I' iron. The floor has a bed of concrete six inches
H 2
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thick. Tht sill is of such a height that if the tank or tankS'
were to leak, and let out the whole of the liquid, it would still
be retained within the house. In order that this sill should
not be inconveniently high the floor is sunk. In the case
refe'rred to the sill is about six inches high, and this floor tank,
so to speak, is almost filled with sand to act as an absorbent.
There are two closed tanks, each of which holds 300 gallons.
The inlets and outlets of each tank are arranged thus: a pipe
issues from the bottom of the tank with a stopcock, and is

Fig. 4.-Renzine HouSf'

only used for emptying the tank completely and removing the
dregs. Another tap is placed six inches from the bottom,
and is the one used to draw from. Another pipe \\;th a
stopcock is inserted three inches from the bottom and at the
side, to carry the gauge-tube. The gauge-glass has a scale
by the side of it marked off in gallons and litres. Close
to the top of the tank is a large hole with screwed plug: Into
this is screwed a pipe which carries a suitable funnel for filling.
There is also a small tap inserted at a suitable height, attached to
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which is a pipe which passes through the tank and upwards to
the top, where it is open, and is used as an air outlet when filling the tank. All the fittings are situated on the front side,
and when the doors are shut they come close to them so
that the person who attends to the tanks stands outside.
The tanks are painted in large letters with the words, 'Highly
Inflammable.' The building is situated a very considerable
distance from other structures, and kept locked. An illustration of the benzine-house is shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 5.- The Hon. Evelyn J,:lIis's

~-1olor-hollse

al Dalchel

The owner of a car must always remember that the best
master of the mechanism is himself, and he should therefore
take care to conquer all its intricacies and difficulties. Any
time and patience that he spends in this manner greatly increase his power, and they are not wasted on any particular car,
since nine points out of ten are common to all types of motorcarriages which are worked upon a similar system.
There is no need to deal with steam and electrically driven
cars specially under the head of 'Stable Management,' because

I
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all the above remarks apply, excepting those which have special
reference to cars carrying motors of the gas-engine type.
. Fig. 5 represents the stabling of thc well-known motor-car
owner, Mr. E\'elyn Ellis. He places his pit outside. Whcn
this is done a wooden or metal rail must run along each side
of thc pit as seen in the picture, to prevent a car from being
rolled in ; when the pit is in the motor-car house this precaution is u'nnecessary. The full-page illustration opposite
shows Mr. Alfred Harmsworth's motor stables.
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CHAPTER VII
THE PETROL ENGINE

By R.

J.

MECREDY, EDITOR OF THE' MOTOR NEWS'

EVERY motor-car owner, whether he can afford to keep a
mechanic or not, should make a point of studying and
thoroughly understanding his engine. It is not merely that
this will save him trouble and emancipate him from the tyranny
of the skilled mechanic, but it will very materially increase his
pleasure in the pastime, for the study of the engine affords
almost as keen enjoyment as the actual driving.
The man who is uninitiated is likely to regard with despair
the prospect of ever being able to understand the apparently complex machinery which propels his car. In reality it
is exceedingly simple. Very little study will enable him
thoroughly to grasp its principles, and after that the rest is
merely a matter of common sense. When he has once learned
how the engine works, and wherein it is likely to fail, he will
quickly diagnose troubles which would otherwise prove insurmountable.
Of course, if one can afford it, it is desirable to keep a
skilled mechanic, but it is an enormous advantage to feel that
one is independent of his services, and cannot be 'taken in,' as
is the ignorant novice. A mechanic, however, is by no means
necessary-an ordinary handy man can quickly be taught
to clean and lubricate, to keep the working parts thoroughly
adjusted, and even to diagnose the ordinary roadside troubles
which are bound to occur.
From this it will be seen that it is almost essential for every
motorist to know something of his car; and the purpose of this
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THE PETROL ENGINE

chapter is to give the novice a complete insight into the various
parts of a petrol engine, and their respective functions.
lVltat is a Pctrol Engine 7-' Petrol Engine' is a slang
term for an engine driven by a series of explosions of a mixture
of the vapour of a light spirit of petroleum with air.
'Gas engines' are similarly driven by explosions of a
mixture of coal gas and air.
Both are known as 'internal combustion engines.'
In order to explain the system, there is here taken as an
example a single-cylindered engine of the Daimler type.

HI

Fig.

I

Fig.

2

Fig. I represents a drawing of such a motor if it be cut in
half; fig. 2 the same motor cut in half the other way through.
P is a piston which accurately fits in a cylinder, and is free
to pass up and down the interior of same. The top of the piston
travels between the dotted lines at the top, T, and the dotted line
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at the bottom, H. The piston P is connected by the connecting
rod c to the crank er by means of which it turns the flywheel F.
Compared with the propulsion of the front wheel of the old
high-wheeled bicycle, the connecting-rod (c) represents the
rider's leg, the crank (er) the crank of. the bicycle, and the flywheel (F) the large wheel of the bicycle.
The force which drives the piston downward, and so operates the fly-wheel t·, is generated by the explosion of a mixture
of gas and air in the combustion chamber T. This mixture
reaches the combustion chamber through the induction pipe
1 P, and the induction or mlet valve I.
It is fired by an electric
spark occurring in the combustion chamber, or a red-hot
'platinum tube protruding into same, and the exploded charge is
ejected through the exhaust valve E, as will be hereafter explained.
THE SUCTION STROKE

Let it be supposed that the fly-wheel has been set rapidly
revolving, that the piston has been up at the top at T, and has
just descended to the bottom of its stroke (8). In doing this
it sucks down the valve I (called the inlet or induction valve),
which is otherwise held closed by a spring, and thus draws
through the valve from the induction pipe (I p) a mixture of
vapour of petrol and air.
When the piston is at the bottom (8) the cylinder is fully
charged ,,;th this explosive mixture.
The suction having stopped, the inlet valve is closed by
its spring, and the cylinder is then air- or rather gas-tight.
THE COMPRESSIOJX STROKE

The momentum of the fly-wheel then thrusts the piston up
to the top (T) again, and in doing so, as there is no escape, the
explosive mixture which had previously filled all the space in
the cylinder between its head (H) and B is compressed into
the very small space remaining hetween Hand T.
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This is what is known as compression. The explosive
mixture has to be thus compressed before it is fired.
THE EXPLOSIVE STROKE

At this point the explosive mixture is fired either by ~lcans
of an electric spark or by a heated tube. The systems of
firing arc dealt with in the chapter on Ignition (Chapter VIII.).
It is sufficient at present to note that the highly compresse<1
explosive mixture is fired, and as there is no outlet for the
suddenly expanded gases (for the force of the explosion only
tends to close tighter the inlet valve I and the outlet or exhaust
valve E, which are referred to later), the whole force of the
explosion goes to thmst down the piston from T to n. It is
this thrust which gives the fly-wheel its momentum, its swing;
it is this thrust, in fact, which makes the car move.
THE EXHAUST STROKE

At this point, when the piston is down at the bottom, at ",
another valve, the exhaust valve (E) is opened (by an arrangement which is explained hereafter), and is kept open during
the whole of this up-stroke from n to T, the consequence being
that the exploded mixture is thrust out through this exhaust
valve, which closes immediately the piston gets to the top
again (T).
A COMPLETE CYCLE

This is the whole operation :Fig. 3, Diagram A.-A spot is shown upon the fly-wheel
before the beginning of the operation.
Fig. 3, Diagram B, shows that during the suction stroke
the fly-wheel has made half a revolution.
Fig. 3, Diagram C, shows that during the compression
stroke a further half·revolution is made ami the spot has
returned to its starting-point.
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Fig. 3, Diagram 1>, shows that during th~ explosive stroke
a further half-revolution of the fly-wheel is made.

Fig. 3.-A complete Cycle

Fig. 3, Diagram E, shows that during the exhaust stroke
a fourth half-revolution is made. So for every explosion there
are two complete revolutions of the fly-wheel.
INDUCTION VALVES

In Fig. I it will be seen that the interior of the cylinder
is separated from the induction pipe I p by an inlet valve
marked J.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the induction valve in its place in the
wall of the cylinder, and closed so that no mixture can pass.
Fig. 4 (b) shows a section of the induction valve when
the valve is open leaving a free passage for the mixture in the
direction of the arrows.
The spring above the valve is of such a strength that it
keeps the valve closed, except when the power of suction is
exerted, when it opens and the explosive mixture is admitted
from the induction pipe through the aperture thus made.
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EXHAUST VALVE

In Fig. 1 it ",;1\ be noted that the exploded gases are
expelled by the rising piston from the cylinder through the
exhaust valve E and exhaust pipe E P.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the exhaust valve in its position in
the wall of the cylinder and closed against the escape of the
exhaust gases.

Fig. 4.-lnduclion Vah'c

Fig. 5 (b) shows a section of the valve when it is open,
leaving a free escape for the exhaust gases in the direction of
the arrow.
It will be noted that the valve is kept in its seat by means
of a spring, and it remains in this position throughout the suction, compression and explosion strokes. During the exhaust
stroke, however, when the explosive gases are expel\ed~from

G)
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the cylinder through the exhaust valve into the exhaust pipe,
the exhaust valve is held open by a mechanical contrivance.
TilE :\IECIIA!Io'ICAL LIFT OF THE EXHAUST VALVE

The simplest form of exhaust-valve mechanism is to be
found in engines of the He Dion type, as illustrated in fig. 6.

Fig. 5,- Exhaust Valve
A is the end of the crank-shaft (fiy-wheel shaft) on to which
the small gear wheel B is fixed. This wheel engages with another
wheel c, which revolves on the shaft D. The gear wheel c is
double the size of Il, consequently c only revolves once for every
two revolutions of the crank shaft. In the solid with wheel c is
mounted an eccentric cam ~:, which raises the exhaust valve H
against the pressure of the spiral spring G, thus allowing the
exploded gases to escape from the cylinder. The mode of working
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is very simple. When the cam E revolves so that the projecting part comes on top, it pushes up the plunger J. J in turn
pushes the spindle F, which carries on its top the exhaust valve
H, and the latter is consequently removed off its seating, and
permits the exhaust gases to escape. As E continues to revolve
the protruding' portion sinks from under J,
and the spring G pushes the exhaust valve 11
f
to it'> position on its seating. Needless to
say, the gear wheels Band c must be so set
that the cam E will open the exhaust valve H
at exactly the right moment
The action of the exhaust valves in the
two cylinder engines of the Daimler type is
described further on under the heading Governors. The principle is exactly the same.

CARBURETTER
The mixture, the ignition of which causes
the impulse which drives the engine, is formed
from the vapour which rises from petrol
or motor-ear spirit when mixed in proper
proportions with air-in other words, when
this air is carburetted. The chamber in
which this mixing takes place is consequently
called the carburetter. There are three types
of carburetter, which we will now describe.
(I) TIte Surface Carburetter, as used on
the De Dion Motor Cycle.-This carburetter is so designed as to give a considerable Fig. 6.-Exhallsl
Valve Lifler
surface of spirit, off which the vapour rises,
and together with a certain quantity of air is sucked into the
mixing chamber, which is commonly known as the twin tap.
In this mixing chamber the proper proportions of air and gas
are finally regulated so as' to give a perfect mixture. Fig. 7
explains the construction of the carburetter.
H is a pipe taken off the exhaust which carries a por ion of
008
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the exploded charge through, but not into the petrol, for the
purpose of warming it, and so assisting in its better vaporisation.
I is the air inlet,· and attached to its lower extremity is a
plate L. The suction of the piston through the induction
valve and supply pipe causes a rush of air down through I,
which mixes with the vapour rising from the petrol; and is
d~awn upwards into the twin tap, or mixing chamber on the
top of the carburdter. The plate L is to prevent the petrol

g'=:::;~!@
E

Fig. 7.-The D" Dioll Carburdter

from splashing upwards, and to diffuse the air Over the spirit,
and its position can be regulated by raising or lowering the
tube I, so that it will rest just above the surface of the petrol.
As will be seen, the plate L does not touch the sides of the
carburetter, and consequently the vapour forming by the
mixture of gas and air can rise round its sides into the upper
portion of carburetter c, in which the mixing process is con·
tinued. F' is a float with wire attached to indicate the height
of the petrol.
K is the twin tap in which the mixing is finally completed.
Di
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G' is the lever regulating the amount of air admitted to
the twin tap, and by means of which the quality of the mixture
is controlled. It is generally called the 'quality leyer,' as it
determines the quality of the mixture.
G is the leyer. regulating the aperture in the bottom of the
twin tap, by means of which the perfect mixture is admitted to

Fig. 8. -The Twin Tap or Mixing Chamllt'r

the combustion chamber of the engine through the pipe E-in
other words, it is a throttle lever. It is generally known as
the • quantity lever,' as it regulates the quantity of mixture
reaching the combustion chamber, and consequently the force
of the explosion.
Di l"odoy
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v is a slfety dumber of wire gauze to prevent the flame
from the combustion ch:tmber reaching the carburetter.
The construction of the twin tap will be seen fro~ fig. 8.
It consists of two concentric cylinders; the outer cylinder
is in one piece, but the inner one is separated into two
short cylinders, Rand R', which are manipulated inside the
outer one by the levers G and G'.
A is the upper part of the carburetter, corresponding
to c in fig. 7. R is the aperture through which the crude
vapour ascends into the twin tap, passing through the wire
gauze c en route. Il is an aperture on top of the twin tap,
through which the ordinary air enters. By the suction of
the engine this crude vapour and air are drawn into R', and,
mixing as they go, enter R, and so into the pipe E, and thence
are drawn into the combustion chamber of the engine. As
already mentioned, the lever (;' operates the cylinder R',
through which circular holes arc cut, to admit the crude
vapour and air. When the lever is in a certain position
nothing but crude vapour is admitted to R'. By operating
it, however, the air inlet D is gradually opened, and at the
same time the vapour inlet B is gradually shut, thus regulating the qUllity of the mixture, or in other words the rdative
proportions of air and crude vapour. Similarly the lever G,
operating the cylinder R, either opens or closes the aperture F,
thus regulating the quantity of mixture which passes from the
mixing chamber to the combustion chamber.
Elsewhere in this volume the importance of having the
mixture corrcct both in quality and quantity will be duly dealt
with.
The sectional view of that portion of the tap which governs
the quality of the mixture, shown in figs. 9 and 10, will perhaps
more clearly explain the way it works. In fig. 9 it will be seen
that the crude gas aperture B is almost wholly closed, while the
air aperture D is almost fully open. In fig. 10 B is half open
and !l half shut. It can be seen how the tap can be operated
so that B will be wholly closed and Il wholly open, or £'i«(
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is the gauze through which the crude gas and air

(2) The Benz Carburet/cr.-The second type combines
features of the first and third, inasmuch as the principle of
carburation is.the same a'i the first, i.e. surface type, and the
method of supplying petrol to the carburetter is on the same
principle as the third, float feed. The chief examples of this
type are to be found in the I Benz 'cus. The apparatus consists of a cylindrical vessel having a small compartment in the
bottom through which a portion of the exhaust gases passes.
The heat so derived assists in vaporising the petrol. A tube
reaching to a point just above the level of the spirit admits the

Fig. 9

Fig.

10

necessary air, which may be regulated by a cap covering the holes
through which the air is drawn. Another pipe projecting into
the vessel conveys the carburetted air to the combustion chamber
of the cylinder, into which it is drawn by the suction of the
piston. The petrol supply pipe enters the side ofthe carburetter,
and is bent downwards. On to the inside of the carhuretter a
lever is hinged, carrying a cap which closes the inlet pipe, when
the opposite end of the lever is raised by a float contained
within the carburetter. When the level of the petrol sinks, the
tIoat sinks with it, releasing the pressure from the end of the
lever, and so admitting a fresh supply of petrol.
12
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(3) TIte Spray Carouretler.- The carburetter fitted to the
Daimler two-cylinder engine is a good representative of this
class. It is depicted in fig. I I. The general principle is as
follows: The petrol enters the float chamber E through a pipe G.
It is then drawn by the suction of the engine along a circular
passage, and through the jet H, and impinges against the sloping
sides of the carburetter. At the same time air is drawn
though the air cylinder D and into the jet chamber through

Fig.
A,

11.-The

Daimler Carburetter

float spindle with valve admitting petrol to float chamber at end; B B, arms
actuating the valve" through the float c ; C, float actuated by rise and fall
of the petrol in the chamber E; D, air inlet to carburetter; E, float-feed
chamber; F, "alve which cuts off supply of petrol to the chamber E ; G,
petrol inlet; H, jet through which the petrol sprays; I, orifice through
which the air is drawn from u into the carburetter; J, carburetter; K, tap to
admit further supply of air; L and M, p.1ssages through which the mixture
passes on its way to the indu=tion valves; N, induction "alve, shown shut;
0, induction valve open; PI', p.1ssages through which the petrol pasS<..'S;
k, removable piece against which the spray is ejected; S, chamber through
which the air, entpring at n, passes on Its way to the carburetter.

the aperture I.
Here, rushing upward, it mixes with the
atomised petrol, and the two are thoroughly mingled in the
carburetter, and are thence drawn along the passages I. and M
to the induction valves, which in turn give admission to the
combustion chamber.
The supply of petrol is governed as follows: As it ascends
through pipe to into the float chamber E it raises the float c
until the petrol has reached a point in the float chamber almost
as high as the top of the jet. At this stage t.he u w rd moveDi
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ment of the float c actuates l1ol"o ann, Po, r.. _-hit h ar" atLlchctl to
the float spindle _.... and which depressc:s this float ,.pind~e until
the conical end of it blocks up the apc:rtun: throu~h which tht:
petrol ascends. Xo more pt:trol can thu.. re.lch the float
chamber until, by the depr~ion of the: float. thi, \d.h-e: "pindle
is allowed to rise. Brthis means tlk pc:trol is always kept at a
constant level i'1 the float chamber. At K thae: is a tap fitkd
by means of which a funher supply of air can be admittctl to
the carburetter to suit the condition of tht: atmosphere or the
,,-arying demands of tube or electric ignition. By screwing F
home into the socket p the supply of pc:trol is wholly stopped.
There are many ,-arieties of the: "pTa)- carbun:tter, such,
for example, as the well-known Longuemare and the carburetter used on the De Dion car (as distinguished from
the De Dion cycle), but in all the general principle is the same:.
In most of them a hand-worked len:r regulates the quality
of the mixture.
Two systems of feeding the spray carburetter arc used.
known respectively as pressure and gra\;ty. In the case of
the first named, the petrol tank is situated in the body of the
frame at a lower level than the carburetter.
Air is pumped
into this tank, the pressure afterwards being kept up by the
exhaust gases. The pressure of this air on the surface of the
petrol forces it upward through a pipe into the carburetter, and
where tube ignition is used, into the burners.
With the gravity-fed carburetter the tank is fitted in the
body of the car, either under the front seat, between the front
and back seats, or under the bonnet at a higher level than the
carburetter, and the petrol finds its way into the carburetter by
force of gravity.
Both systems have their adherents, but gravity is rapidly
ousting pressure. The former certainly can be claimed to be
the most simple and effective, but the latter is perhaps the
safest, because any leakage of petrol can immediately be stopped
by turning off the pressure cock.
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SILENCER

The exhaust pipe from the engine which conducts off the
exhaust gases after they have done their work in the cylinder
is connected to a peculiarly constructed chamber, called a
Silencer, attached to the frame of the car. The object of the
silencer is to deaden the noise of the escaping gases by : 1. Breaking up the body of gas into a number of fine
streams.
2. Allowing the gases to expand and cool.
3. Checking the velocity without putting back pressure on
the engine.
4. Reducing the pressure of the gases till they are as nearly
as possible the same as the atmosphere.
To do this, the chamber is divided up into a series of compartments, and the gases in their passage from one to the
other have to pass through baffle plates drilled with a number
of fine holes, the combined area of which must be considerably
in excess of the area of the exhaust pipe, to allow of a free
passage for the expanding gases. The flow is thus broken up
and subdivided into a number of fine streams of cool gas at
or near atmospheric pressure, which cause little or no noise on
their escape into the air. It is the sudden expansion of the
gases at a high pressure which causes the noise.
Figs. 12 and 13 depict two types of silencer which are very
largely used. Fig. 12 shows a sectional view of a silencer ~om
posed of three concentric cylinders, A, E, and c.
A is composed of a tube or inverted cylinder of sheet steel; E is the
second tube similarly constructed; while c is an extension
of the exhaust pipe from the engine. Two chambers, D and E,
are thus formed. The exhaust gases from the engine enter c,
and passing through a number of holes at the end of the pipe
at F, expand in the chamber 11. Passing from the chamber Il
through the holes at (;, the gases enter the chamber E, where
a further expansion takes place. Finally the exhaust is ejected
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to the atmosphere through the holes at H. The. construction
of the silencer can easily be followed from the illustration.
Fig. '13 depicts the second type of silencer, which almost
explains itself. I is a cylindrical steel body fixed to the end

Fig. 12.-Silencer
1~lates G and H.
This body contains the baffle plates A, 11,
e, D, E, and .'.
The exhaust gases art: seen entering the
silencer through the exhaust pipe. The direction which they
take through the baffle plates is shown by the arrows, and it

...

•
Q
D
Fig. 13.-SiJencer

will be seen that the pressure is reduced in each succeeding
compartment in the cylinder. The bolt J, passing through
the centre, serves tu hold the silencer together and to resist the
pressure of the gases.
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SYSTEMS OF GOVERr\Ir\G

To secure the greatest efficiency, durability, and ·power of
the engine, it is necessary, as can be easily understood, to be
able to control the speed-in other words, to regulate the
number of revolutions of the fly-wheel per minute-and there
are various devices for'accomplishing this object The range
of speed of different engines varies very considerably. With the
small single-cylinder engines it is necessary that the s~ed
should be very great in order to secure sufficient power, and also
to reduce vibration, while with the two- and four-cylinder engines this is not necessary, and consequently they are much
more durable.
As a rule the speed varies from about 750
rcvolutions pcr minutc for the latter class to 2,000 for the small
e~gines fitted to motor-cycles.
Therc are various successful methods of governing, which
we shall now procecd to enumerate and describe.
(I) Timing of ignition.
(2) Exhaust-valve lifter.
(3) Exhaust-valve closer.
(4) Regulating lift of induction valve.
(5) Mechanically govcrning exhaust valves.
(6) Throttle.
(7) Governing both exhaust and throttlc.
(8) Governing by variable induction and throttle valve.
(I) B)' Advancing or Retarding the Sparking.- This is the
method adopted for single-cylinder engines, and consists in
altering the time at which the spark occurs in the combustion
chamber by the manipUlation of a small lever. It will be easily
understood that if the full force of the explosion occurs in the
combustion chamber at the moment when the piston is at the
highest point, that its effect will be greatest. This is due to the
fact that the compression is thcn at its maximum, and the force
of the expanding gas has a longer timc to act on the piston.
The compression and duration of pressure on the piston can
ue reduced by altering the timing of thc spark, so that it occurs
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after the piston has begun to descend This system is the
simplest, but its effective use depends vcry largely on the skill
and experience of the driver. Where this system is adopted,
a throttle is also used, which enables the operator to regulate
the quantity uf mixture, and thus alter the power of the explosion. For example, when the maximum power is required,
the throttle is open to the fullest, and the sparking advanced
to the utmost that the engine will take.
(2) Exhaust- Vah'e Lifter.-This operates by preventing the
exhaust va~ve from closing after the exhaust gases have escaped.
When the exhaust valve is held fully up, no explosive charge is
taken into the cylinder. If, however, the exhaust valve is held
up to a very slight degree~ a reduced charge will be admItted,
and the force of the explosion consequently minimised.
In the case of cycles, an exhaust valve lifter is frequently
fitted, in order to enable the rider to effect an easy start.
(3) Exhaust- Vak'e Closer. -This system is adopted on
the De Dion voiturette, and consists in regulating the lift of
the exhaust valve, but does not prevent the valve from closing
in the usual course. It is also used in conjunction with the
sparking advance. When the maximum power is required, the
exhaust valve is not interfered with, and opens to its fullest
compass. When less power is required, the exhaust vah'e
Consequently
is prevented from opening to that extent.
the exhaust gases are not fully expelled, and as they partly
occupy the space in the combustion chamber, a full charge of
mixture cannot be admitted through the induction valve, and
the explosion is weakened.
(4) By Regulating the Lift of the Induction Valve.-By
operating a lever, the induction valve is prevented from opening to its fullest extent, and consequently the largest possible
charge is not admitted to the combustion chamber.
(5) By merhami:ally Grmerniflg the Exhaust Valve.r.-This
is effected by preventing the cam from raising the exhaust
valve after an explosion has taken place. This system is only
adopted on two- and four-cylinder engines, and is the one in
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most general use. The Daimler form is perhaps the most
typical, and consequently we will proceed to describe it by
means of diagrams. Briefly put, it consists in temporarily
preventing one or more exhaust valves from opening, and consequently for the time being a fresh charge cannot be admitted
into the combustion chamber, as the latter is charged to its
fullest capacity with the exhaust gases. As already explained,
the ordinary exhaust valve is opened by means of a plunger
actuated by a cam on the two-to-one shaft (see fig, 6).
Figs. 14 and IS show a side view of the mechanism which
operates the Daimler exhaust valve. Taking fig. 14 first :-K
corresponds to the stem of the exhaust valve marked .' in fig. 6,
while the shoulder F is the plunger, which, acting upwards,
pushes the valve lilpen and so allows the exhaust gases to escape.
R is a roller free to revolve on the spind.le 2.
B is the two-toone shaft marked D in fig. 6, and L is the cam on this shaft
corresponding to cam E in fig. 6. It is shown in dotted lines
because it is not visible when looked at from this aspect. It
will be seen, however, on shaft B in fig. IS.
Now, as shown in the illustration, the exhaust valve is
closed, but when the ('..am L revolves another half-turn, the
projection on it bears against rollt'r R, and so pushes upwards
the arm n, which is hinged on the spindle I. Needless to say,
the shoulder F is thereby raised, and in turn pushes upwards the
lifting rod or digger K, thus opening the exhaust valve.
We will now turn to fig. IS. This shows how the various
systems of levers in fig. 14 operate so as to prevent one or
more of the exhaust valves from opening, and so make the
engine cut out on one or more cylinders by preventing the
ingress of a fresh charge of mixture to the combustion chamber.
It will be seen that the eccentric portion of the cam L is now
uppermost, and is bearing against the roller R, so as to elevate
the arm D with its shoulder F. In fig. 14 the end of the
spindle K, which is commonly known as the digger, rests on
shoulder F, hut in fig. IS it will be observed that K has been
pushed outward by the arm J. so that the point of the digger
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misses F. Consequentl)" instead of the valve being raised, it
remains shut
We shall now explain how this is accomplished. The arm
H, commonly known as the hammer, is the direct medium
through which this change is effected. I t will be seen in fig. 14

A,

frame carrying the bearings for two-to-o~,' shaft 11; 11, two-to-onc shaft;
c, bracket forming portion of hammer H, and carrying connecting rod),
which operates the digger K; D, arm mounted on spllldle I; E, circular
collar on two-Io-one shaft; F, shoulder on arm D, la engage digg"r K;
G, eccentric cam on Iwo-to-one shaft; 11, hammer; I., cam operating
e"haust valve; R, roller actualed by cam L.

that it rests on a perfectly circular collar, E, whereas in fig. IS
it has mounted on to a cam, G, which is fixed eccentrically
on to the shaft H. This cam G is so mounted on shaft H,
that when the protruding portion of cam L is pushing up
the roller R, the hammer H rests on cam G, at the maximum
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distance from the centre of shaft B. As a result, the hammer H
is slightly depressed. Now H forms portion of the bracket c,
and, consequently, when I is depressed it moves the bracket c
slightly forward from the perpendicular, as seen in fig. 15.
This, in turn, pushes forward the spindle K, so that the digger
at the end of it misses the shoulder F, as shown in the diagram. A careful study of figs. 14 and IS side by side, and
the angles of the various arms and brackets, wiJl show distinctly
how their position is altered to accomplish the end in view.
Fig. 17 shows a perspective view of the tnechanism which will
further help the reader.

Fig. 16
11, hammer: E. circular collar, on which hamlller rests whell both cylinders
are working; 1', eccentric cam on which hamnler rests wh(~n one cylinder
is cutting out; (;, eccentric canl on which hanmler Tests when two cylinders
are cuttiUR out.

Fig. 16 wiJl assist the reader to understand the way in which
the hammer climbs from cam to cam. It represents the end
view of the two cams and the collar, with the hammer resting on
the largest one, G. It wiJl be noticed that their circumferences
coincide at one point, thus enabling H to slip from one to the
other with facility. E, the circular coJlar, is mounted truly on
shaft Il, whereas F and (; are mounted upon it eccentrically.
We have now to describe the mechanism that operates the
hammer H, and to show more clearly the cams on which it acts.
The mechanism which operates the hammer H is commonly
known as the governor, and is clearly shown in fig. 17. This
mechanism is attached to shaft H. I n figs. 14 and IS the
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Fig. 17
A. gear whecl shown in seclion; H, Iwo-Io-or", shafl upon which .~ is mounled;
c. sliding sleeve upon "; n, disc monnled on (', upon whkh Ihe arms
1.:. I.: acl; n', posilion of disc Il, when hOlh cylinders arc cUllin!: OUI; E,
circular collar upon which the hammcr 11 Tt'Sls when hOlh cylinrlcrs an'
working; F. eccentric cam upon which 11 reSls when onc cylinder is ,'u\ling
out; G, eccentric cam upon which 11 rcsls when holh cylindl'rs arc cUlling
out; E'. y', C' show the position of cams E. F. and (j when hoth cylilldt'rs
are cUlling out; H. posilion of hamnll'r wlll'n holh cylinders are working;
H' position of hamm..r wh"n bolh cylinders arc cUlling out; J, J. WI'ighls
allached to the arm K 1.:. which lIy oUl hy cl'll\rifugal forc.. and push c along
shaft B ; t. t, posilion of IhL"Sl' weighls when bolh cylind.,rs an' cUlling 0111 ;
K. K. arms carrying Ihe weights J.J. which ar.. pivoll-d al 1, and acl upon Il ;
K' K', position of arms K. K when both cylinders are CUlling' out; J., l'xhaust
valve cam. A coil spring conneels the weighls J, J. wilh Ihe objlTl of
offering resistance to ccnlrifugnl (lrCp, whi....h i" not shu\\ 11 in the diagTam.

by making the following simple exptrimcnt. Attach a wcight to
a length of string, and, holding thc cnd of the string, revolvc the
hand slowly in a circle. Thc ccntrifugal force will cause the

G)
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weight to fly outwards, describing a circle, and if the hand is
revolved rapidly, the weight will fly still further out until the
string forms a right angle with the perpendicular. Now A in
fig. 17 occupies the position of the hand. It is a gear wheel
attached to shaft B (the two-to-one shaft) and is operated by a
smaller gear wheel on the engine shaft J, J are two weights
pivoted at one of the extremities of the gear wheel, and which
of course are free to fly outwards when the gear is rapidly
rcvolving.
Now we would ask our readers for a moment to look at the
diagram irrespectivc of the dotted lines, as this represent~ the
position of affairs when the gear wheel A is at rest. It will be
observcd that there are two arms K, K, which carry the.weights
and are pivoted at 1. c c is a sleeve which is free to slide
upon the shaft R, and on this sleeve c c are two cams, F, G, and
a collar Jo:, the latter being a true circle, and the other two
eccentrics. H represents the cnd of the hammer as shown in
figs. 14, 15, and 16. Now, so long as H rests upon the circular
collar E, the exhaust valvcs open in regular scquence (sec
fig. 14), and neither cylinder is cut out.
We shall proceed to describe how the hammer H is Influenced to slip on to the eccentric cams F and G, and so
make one or both cylinders cut out..
Wc would now call special attention to the dotted lines
in the diagram. The weights J, J are connected by springs
regulated to the proper tension, but which, for clearness
sake, are not shown in the diagram. When the speed of
spur wheel A reaches the maximum pace at which the engine
has been set, the weights J, J fly out until they assume the
position l' l' as shown in the diagram. The ends of the
arms K, K are thus moved forward until they assume the
positions shown in K', K', and in moving push against D, and
consequently move the entire sleeve c c forward until D assumes
the position Il', and the collar and cams Jo;, F, and G, positions
E', F', and d. The hammer H, not being free to move laterally,
climbs in succession from collar ).: to cam F, and from cam F to
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cam G, until it occupies the position H', shown in the dotted
lines. This position is also illustrated in fig. 16, but of course
seen from a different aspect.
When the hammer H rests in this position on G, the arm J,
fig. 15, is pushed so far forward that the diggers of the two
cylinders both miss the shoulders F, F, and both exhaust valves
remain closed, the speed of the engine immediately begins to
slacken, and weights 1', 1', fig. 17, begin to return to their
position of rest at J. Thereupon the hammer H' slips back on
to the cam .", and allows one exhaust valve to open, and one
cylinder to come into action. If this is sufficient to run the
car and engine at their maximum speed, as for example when
descending a slight incline, the hammer remains there and
only one cylinder works. If it is not sufficient, the weights 1',
l' still further approxim:rte to J, and the hammer slips back
to the original position on the circular collar E, whereupon
both exhaust valves open in turn, and both cylinders work
at their full capacity.
1., shown further along shaft H, is the cam similarly lettered
in figs. 14 and IS, which be:usagainst roller R, and lifts arm D,
which in turn raises the exhaust valve.
In figs. 14 and IS we have only been able to show the way
the cut-out motion works in connection with one cylinder.
Fig. 18 depicts both, the lettering remaining the same.
As shown in this figure, H rests on the circular collar, and
consequently neither cylinder will cut out. When H shifts on
to the next cam, however, it is slightly depressed, as already
explained, and thereby the arm J is pushed forward, and the
digger at the end of K misses the shoulder F, whereupon the
inner cylinder cuts out.
Seeing that the bracket c is in one piece, and is actuated
by H, our readers will naturally wonder how it is that the
further cylinder does not tut out at the same time. If they
will examine the arm J1 in the second cylinder, thcy will
observe that it is divided into two parts, and that the outer
part, J~, telescopes into the inner. Consequcntly 10'1 cannot bc
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pushed forward until the two shoulders of )1 and )2 come
together. Now, when H mounts the third and largest cam, it
is depressed to such an extent that the bracket c is moved
forward until these two shoulders come in contact, and consequently both cylinders then cut out.

Vig. 18

A, frame carrying tbe hl'arings for two-to·onc shaft 11; H, two-to'one shaft ;
c, hracket forming portion of harnnwr 11, and carrying connl-eting rods J
and J 1, which operate th~ lliggers I' and 1'1; D, arm mountl'l! on spindle I;
F F, shoul,krs on artn D, to cnga/{e <Iiggt'rs I' "K ; 11, hammer; I., I .. cams
0pl'mting exhaust \,al\'('; Il, Il. rullcrs aetuatl~t hy cams I., I.; )', telescopi<rod sliding in J'. This nllows onc cylinder to cut out before the other.
",",otuntilth" shoulders of J' and J'eoml-tog-l·thl'l is the digger 1'1 operated
on; 5, s, joints which allow the arms J and J: free up and down mowment ;
I. shaft to which till' hammer H aud the hraeket car" fixed.

There is one other bit of mechanism in connection with
the governor which to prevent confusion we do not illustrate,
and that is the accelerator. It consists of a lever which presses
against the skevc c c, fig. 17. and so opposes the action of the

Google
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arm K towards pushing the sleeve c c outwards. Now, the
end of this lever is attached by means of a short coil spring,
and a chain, to a foot or hand applied lever in the body
of the car, by operating which the driver can increase or
reduce the pressure on c c, and can consequently regulate
the speed of the engine to any degree within the maximum
and minimum limits, and so alter the speed of the car without changing the gears. For example, when travelling on
a level road at top speed, if the driver wishes to slow down
to pass a vehicle, he does not necessarily change his
gear, but operates the accelerator, so as to alter the speed
of the engine. The car will then slow until the pressure
on sleeve c c is once more increased by means of the
lever.
Of course, in climbing steep hills, the engine, as a
rule, will require its maximum power, and the accelerator
must be operated to bring the greatest pressure possible
on cc.
(6) Governing by Throttle.-This system has come into
considerable vogue recently, and is now used on Panhard,
Napier, Daimler, and other cars. It consists in controlling the
speed of the engine by regulating the quantity of mixture
admitted to the combustion chamber. This is not done by
means of a hand lever, as described in (I) and (2), but is automatically worked by a governor, similar to that described in
fig. 17, but simpler. The system being the same, it is hardly
necessary to describe it at leng.th.
The action of the governor arms operates a lever which in
turn works a throttle valve situated in the supply pipe, close to
the carburetter. This valve takes the form of a hollow plunger
in which there are perforations, corresponding to similar
apertures in the plunger slide. When the engine is working at
its fullest power at maximum speed these apertures correspond,
and consequently the largest amount of mixture passes to the
combustion chamber. When, however, the work lightens and
the engine begins to race, the governor comes into operation,
and the holes in the plunger and plunger slide eclipse each
K
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other to a greater or lesser degree, according as a greater or
lesser quantity of explosive mixture is required.
The system is more economical of petrol, and gives
smoother running than governing the exhaust valves.
(7) Governing both by Exhaust and Thro//le.- This system is
a combination of (5) and (6). The exhaust valves are governed
as already described, but in addition a hand-worked throttle
valve is fitted, which regulates the quantity of mixture reaching
the combustion chamber. The valve generally takes the form
of a plug which turns inside the supply pipe and cuts off the
supply according as more or less is required. By means of
this throttle petrol can be economised, noise reduced, and the
smoothness of running increased.

MOTORS WITH MORE THAN ONE CYLINDER

Engines with two cylinders have the advantage of two impulses for every two revolutions of the fly-wheel, whereas a
single-cylindered engine only has one impulse for every two
revolutions of the fly-wheel. The timing of the firing stroke
depends upon the angle at which the cranks on the crankshaft are set. This angle may be either 180 or 360 degrees.
In the first, where the cranks are set at 180, though there are
two firing strokes for every two revolutions of the fly-wheel, the
two cylinders fire immediately after each other, so that during
one revolution there are two impulses and in the next no
impulse. If the cranks are set at 360, an impulse occurs every
revolution, but an engine with cranks set at this angle must be
balanced to counteract the extra vibration due to all the parts
moving in the same direction at the same time. The diagrams
will show the movements of two double-cylindered engines,
with cranks set at 180 and 360.
A four-cylindered engine gives four impulses for every two
revolutions of the fly-wheel, and runs even more smoothly than
the two-cyJindered one.
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In fig. 19 the sequence of events in the two cylinders.
whose pistons are connected to cranks set at an angle of 180
degrees, is shown. In the diagram the circle reprt'sents the
path of a crank-pin, and the piston is shown in its relative
position.
When at the top it is about to begin a downward movement, and an opposite movement when shown at
the bottom. It will be noticed that when the piston of the
~P1l1TOH

~PIITO"

$'

E)"

~

~

cB

~

CYCLE Of'

.
CRANKS AT 1ao'"

UT CYLINDEIl

CYCLE or aND CYL'"DCIl

Fig. '9

first cylinder is on its first downward stroke (I) the piston of the
second cylinder is on its upward stroke. Taking the sequence
of the first cylinder from A to B (I) a charge is d ra wn in ; from
B to C (2) it is compressed in the combustion chamber; from
c to D (3) the charge is ignited and a working stroke obtained;
while from J) to E (4) the burnt gases are expelled. In the
second cylinder it will be noticed that the sequence is directly
opposite to that in the first, and in order to make this clear
K 2
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without particular reference to the diagram, the cycle
out as follows :.-

IS

laid

Second Cylinder

First Cylinder

Exhaust
Suction
Compression
Firing

Suction
Compression
Firing.
Exhaust

From the above it will be seen that one working stroke
immediately follows the other, so that an even impulse is

~PlITOH

~PI.TON

1

CYCL.E or lIT

0' aND CYL.INDE"

Fig.

20

obtained once in every two revolutions of the crank shaft, the
other revolution being non-effective.
The second diagram, fig. 20, explains the cycle of events in
the cylinder when the cranks are set at an angle of 360 degrees.
It will be noticed that the two pistons J, I, are both about to
commence a downward stroke, and that they consequently
work together instead of opposite to each other, as in the

r
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previous diagram. After the explanation of the first diagram
it is unnecessary to go into the details of this figure, as the
lettering and numbering correspond. The sequence in this
case l S : First Cylinder

Second Cylinder

Suction
Compression
Firing
Exhaust

Firing
Exhaust
Suction
Compression

In this case half a revolution occurs between the two working strokes, or, as previously mentioned, a working stroke is
obtained every revolution.
WATER CIRCULATION

In the large motors, water is utilised to cool the engine, and
it is essential that this water should be made to circulate so
that the boiling water in the jacket will be displaced by cooler
water, and the former cooled in radiators, before it is again
used. There are two systems, viz. natural circulation and
forced circulation, which we shall now proceed to describe.
In natural circulation the fact that cold water is heavier
than hot water is availed of. A head of water is obtained by
fitting a tank above the level of the water-jacketed cylinder,
and as the water in the jacket is heated by the explosions, the
colder water from the tank flows in, forcing the heated water
in the tank to take its place, and thus an automatic circulation is set up. The connecting pipes must be so arranged
that they offer every facility for the free circulation of the water,
the cold leaving through a pipe at the bottom of the tank and
entering. at the lowest point of the cylinder, while the hot
leaves the top of the cylinder and enters the tank at the
top. The circulation, though automatic and certain, is slow,
and for this reason requires a larger body of water to produce
a given cooling effect than is the case with forced circulation.
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Still, the certainty and simplicity of this method have distmct
advantages.
In forced circulation a pump, either rotary or semi-rotary, is
used, the direction of the flow being such that the water passes
from pump to cylinder, thence to radiator, on to tank, and then
through pump again, thus completing its circuit. The water
in this way gets the maximum cooling effect from the radiator,
and the body of water in the tank is kept cool. On account
of the high spe~d of an oil engine and the comparatively small
amount of power required to circulate the water, centrifugal
pumps are becoming almost universal. As there are no valves
to get out of order, and high speed is obtainable without extra
gearing, this type of pump is very suitable. Semi-rotary pumps
are also used, but necessitate lower speeds, and consequently
extra parts to effect this. In the centrifugal pump the water is
kept in motion by a fan-wheel working in an enclosed space;
there being only just clearance for the fan, the centrifugal force
thus obtained is utilised to project the water into the outlet
pipe and up to the highest level of the system. In the semirotary pump a lifting force is obtained by means of the see-saw
motion of a plunger with two valves working alternately.
Another type of high-speed pump consists of two small gear
wheels in mesh with one another in an enclosed space, with
just sufficient space for their free revolution. The water is
lifted and forced upwards by the intermeshing teeth acting in
the enclosed as pistons.
RADIATORS

To enable the same water to be used continuously with
little loss from evaporation, it must be cooled by some means;
or in other words, the heat from the explosion in the cylinder
absorbed hy the water must be dissipated before that water
can be used again, and the more perfect this dissipation is,
the less body of water is required to carry on the car. To
dissipate heat quickly, it is necessary to provide a large surface
for the cooling medium to act on. As the air is the most con-
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venient cooling medium, a continuous coil or battery of piping
placed on the front of the car, where it is most exposed to
the current of air produced by the car in travelling. Through
this coil the heated water is forced by the pump, the heat being
carried off from the surface of the pipes by the air. In order
to increase the radiation from the pipes, the area of the surface
exposed to the air is increased by fitting flanges of thin metal
in intimate connection with the pipes, or by originally forming
the pipp.s with these flanges in the solid. Woven wire-work is
also used, soldered to the pipes, with the same object.
IS

THE CRANK CHAMBER

The crank chamber, or base chamber, as it IS usually
termed, forms the base of the cylinder. Its use for lubricating
purposes is very important. About half a pint of oil is kept at
the bottom of this chamber, into which the crank dips at every
revolution, thereby splashing up oil which lubricates the wristpin, gudgeon-pin, crank bearings, crank-shaft bearings, the
sides of the cylinder and the piston-rings. The lubrication of
the latter is, of course, assisted by special oilers, which will be
referred to later.
TIlE PISTO!\'

The piston used in motor-cars is generally known as the
trunk type. It is composed of an iron casting which is made
a good sliding fit in the cylinder; around its upper end three
or four square-bottomed grooves are cut, and in these the
piston-rings fit. The rings are made of cast iron, and the
. bore being eccentric to its outer diameter, there is a certain
amount of spring in them, and so a gentle pressure is kept
against the cylinder, preventing any of the expanding gases
passing the piston. The piston is mad.e to balance the crank.
Needless to say, the lubrication of the piston rings is of
very vital importance, for on that depends the free working
of the piston in cylinder. In single-cylinder engines, they
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require frequent attention, and paraffin should be squirted
down the compression tap at regular intervals. Occasionally,
too, the cylinder head should be taken off, and the rings
cleaned with a tooth-brush and paraffin. In double-cylinder
engines, this constant attention is not required, for in addition
to the splash system of lubrication, there are pipes running to
the sides of the cylinders, through which oil drops constantly,
and so keeps them lubricated. The speed of the engine, too.
being so much less, there is not such danger of the oil being
used up rapidly. Therefore it is as a rule sufficient to squirt
paraffin every few days on to the top of the piston. Failing
paraffin petrol is almost as effective.

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF INDUCTIOr\ AND EXHAUST
VALVES

It was the general practice until a short time ago, a practice
which is still in some cases continued, to place the exhaust
valve directly under the induction valve. By this arrangement
a simpler casting for the cylinder head is possible, as it only
necessitates one opening for both valves. This system has
now been improved upon by leaving the induction valves in
their former position and making a second opening in the
head for the exhaust valves. In the Daimler type of engine
this alteration had a distinct advantage, for it enabled the exhaust gases to be got rid of at once (instead of, as previously,
having to travel from one side to the other of the cylinder
head), thus keeping the head much cooler and the induction
valves free from the sudden and wide variations of temperature
through the exhaust gases passing under them. This second
opening in the head is also utilised to take the sparking plugs
when electric ignition is used, as in this position they are constantly subjected to the scouring action of the exhaust gases
which help to keep them clean and prevent any accumulation •
of carbonised oil to act as a short circuit.
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APPLIANCES FOR STARTIXG THE MOTOR

The almost universal method of starting the motor is by
means of a handle whereby the piston is operated and the
charge drawn into the combustion chamber. In the case of
cars with two or more cylinders various self-starters have also
been introduced, which, on touching a button,· explode the
charge which remains in one or other of the combustion
chambers, and so start the engine. These appliances, however,
are only effective for a few hours after the engine has been
running, as the charge escapes gradually.
VARIOUS TYPES OF E:'<IGINES

There are various types of petrol engines on the market,
but the main principles remain the same in all. The vertical
engine is the most popular; then comes the horizontal, and in
other cases engines worked at varying angles. Once, however,
the motorist has thoroughly grasped the principle of the petrol
engine, there is little difficulty in understanding these varieties.
The same series of operations take place in the small singlecylinder engine of the motor-bicycle as in each of the four
cylinders of the 60 h.-p. racing car.
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CHAPTER VIII
IGNITION IN PETROL ENGINES

My J.

ERNEST HUTTON.

A.LE-E.

IT has been explained in a previous chapter how the reciprocating piston takes in a charge of explosive mixture and compresses it. It is now necessary to ignite this compressed gas
in some manner, in order that an explosion may take place
and drive back the piston with great force.
There are two methods of accomplishing this in the
petroleum spirit motor, (a) by means of a hot platinum tube,
which is known as 'tube ignition' j (b) by an electric spark,
known as 'electrical ig-nition.'
TUBE IGNITIO:\'

Tlte Platillum Tube.-At a convenient place in the wall of
the explosion chamber a hole is drilled and means provided for
attaching about it a nut, in the course of which is drilled a
hole of sufficient size to take a platinum tube, closed at one
end and provided at the other extremity with a flange. This
flange must have a perfectly true face, and fit accurately against
the face of the hole in the explosion chamber. Between the
flange and the top of the nut is placed a thin asbestos washer;
the nut being screwed up, the flange on the platinum tube is
held tightly against the hole, so that any gas in the cylinder
may have free access the whole way up the platinum tube, but
nonc can escape at the joints.
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The position for this tube is defined by the manufacturer
so that at the time of greater compression the explosive
mixture is forced into the tube and ignited.
Th Burner.--To obtain satisfactory ignition, the platinum tube must be heated to a red heat. This is effected
by a small Bunsen burner placed directly underneath. The
burner consists of a small tube or 'stem' easily detachable
from the petrol supply, in which is inserted a wick, composed of cotton rolled up in'a sheath of fine brass gauze.
The upper extremity of the stem is provided with a removable nipple, in which is drilled a minute hole. The
burner is completed by a· cowl, with a slot at the top which
directs the flame on to the ignition tube. The burner is
on the well-known Bunsen system, taking in air through
holes at the foot of the cowl, the air being carried upwards
with the jet of petrol coming through the small hole in
the nipple.
Although there are numerous designs of burners on the
market, they differ little from one another save in small details
of appearance.
Petrol SUpply to Burners.- There are two methods of fceding the burners with petroleum spirit :(I) By allowing the spirit to flow by gravity from a small
tank fixed in an elevated position-this is known as 'gravity
feed.'
(2) By forcing up the spirit from a tank-frequently the
main supply-placed in a convenient position under the car
by means of artificial pressure. This system is known as
, pressure feed.'
The advantages of gravity feed are its greater safety and perfect reliability. A good system of gravity burners will run for
months without attention_ The flame from a burner should
be a bright blue, and directed lengthways on to the ignition
tube.
NOTE.-In small Panhard cars the flame should be across
the tube.
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Gas-tight .Joints.-Should a leakage of gas from the cylinder
occur at the joint between the tube and the cylinder wall, it
will greatly interfere with the working of the engine.
To detect if there be one, hold a match close against
the joint where the tube enters the cylinder, at the same
time turning the starting handle. As compression takes
place, gas will be forced through any leak, and will show itself
by blowing the flame of the match. If a little petrol be poured
into the cylinder and the same method of testing employed,
the leak will be defected by the escaping petrol becoming
ignited.
It is essential that. the nut which holds the platinum tube in
its place in the wall of the cylinder should be kept perfectly
tight, a special' box' spanner being required for this purpose
to give greater leverage.
Cracked Platinum Tubes.-It sometimes happens that
the platinum tube becomes c~cked, and thus allows the compressed gas to escape.
The same method as above may be employed to test this.
If the tube be cracked, a new tube must be inserted, with
a fresh asbestos washer. Never use the same washer twice.
Care must be taken that the new tube is of the same length
and quality as the old tube, to ensure accurate timing of the
ignition.
.
Soot inside Platinum 71tbe.-Faulty ignition is sometimes
caused by the interior of the tube becoming blackened by
sooty deposit, which prevents the gas becoming properly
ignited.
Take out the tube and clear the interior with petrol and
a little waste or rag. If deposit still remains, use a piece of
fine emery cloth wrapped round a small stick.
How to Light a Burner.-The burner must be thoroughly
heated in order to vaporise the petrol before it is allowed
to flow freely through it, and for this purpose small cups are
provided at the base in which methylated spirits can be
burnt. A small oil-can may be conveniently carried on
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hooks, provided for this purpose, inside the engine bonnet, to
hold the methylated spirit required. Some automobilists
dispense .....ith the use of methylated spirits for the preliminary
heating, and merely flood the burner with petrol allowed to
run through gently, and setting alight to it keep the flame
constant until the burner becomes heated. This method is to
be deprecated, as very liable to ruin the paint on the engine
bonnet.
Burners sometimes 'jump '-this usually happens when
first lit and not sufficiently heated. Time should be allowed
for them to become thoroughly heated before attempting to
start the car.
How to EXlin/(uish a Burner.-When putting out burners
blow them out with a length of rubber tube and allow them
to cool down until the petrol flows freely through them, then
turn off tap.
Faulty Burllers.-When the flame burn~ ydlow or on onc
side, it is because the burner is choked by some foreign
body lodging in the nipple, and preventing the spirit from
having free exit.
The best remedy is to put in a new burner at once, which
should always be carried ready for use; the old burner may then
be examined at leisure. When it is desired to remedy a faulty
burner, the wick should be w1thdrawn and a 'pricker run
down the stem and out at the hole in the nipple, care being
taken not to injure or enlarge the hole. Small particles of
soot and dust in petrol are causes of trouble in gravity burners.
When cold, and the petrol turned on for a moment, the jet
should leap up straight at the tube; if it quivers or is on
one side there is something lodged in the nipple.
The
nipple must be removed and cleaned. Tight wicks, so frequently supplied by manufacturers, prevent the free flow of
spirit; loose wicks are useless, as they are at once pushed up to
the end of the stem by the pressure of the petrol, amI stop the
hole; the wick should be a good fit, neither too tight nor too
loose.
l
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Leakage in Pressllre-fed Burners.-In pressure-fed burners,
trouble is sometimes caused by leakage in the system of pipes,
allowing the pressure to fall, or by water getting into them
which has condensed in the pressure tank. Caution.-Before
attempting to put a match near a burner, great care should be
taken to be assured that the burner tap has not been inadvertently left on, and the engine box flooded. Many a good car
has been burnt this way.
Burners .lumping Out. -Generally caused by too much
pressure of petrol. The taps controlling the petrol supply to
burners should only be opened a very little way-usually a
quarter turn is sufficient.
Sudden bumps in the road will also cause jumping out.
Burners may also blowout. A proper wind shield should
be fitted in front of the burner cage.
Spare Parts.-In connection with tube ignition it is necessary always to carrySpare. platinum tubes.
Spare asbestos washers.
Spare nuts for tubes.
Spare burners.
Spare wicks.
Prickers.
A special spanner for undoing the nuts by which the platinum tubes are screwed into the cylinder.
A spanner for detaching burners from the supply pipe.
A spanner for removing the nipples of burners.

ELECTRICAL IGNITION
THE IMPORL\NCi': OF THE TIME OF IL;SITlON.-As we have
explained above, the moment that maximum compression is
rt:ached the compressed gases are forced into the hot tube and
become ignited. After each explosion a certain proportion of
burned gas remains in the tube, and the rising piston causes

c-
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the fresh gas to mingle partially with this, but not sufficiently
to ignite it until the greatest amount of compression is
. obtained It is obvious, therefore, that with variable speed of
engine, the moment of ignition is not always theoretically
correct. In theory, that moment varies with the speed of the
engine: many methods of timing 'tube ignition' have been
suggested, but up to the .present no satisfactory solution
appears to have been discovered.
To get over this difficulty, and thereby greatly increase the
efficiency of the motor, ignition by means of the electric spark
has been devised. By the contrivance known as the shifting
'commutator '-afterwards described-it is possible to alter
the moment at which the spark is caused to fire the charge
in the combustion chamber, so that whatever the speed of
the engine the moment of firing the charge is theoretically
accurate.
Two Systems.-There are numerous types of electric
ignition on the market, which may be divided up into the
following classes :(1) With a battery and induction coil.
(2) The magneto system.
(1) IGNITION WITH BATTERY AND INDUCTION COIL.-The

essential of this system is an electric battery. The function of
a battery is to supply the necessary quantity of electricity to
create the spark in the combustion chamber. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of battery used for this purpose on
automobiles-viz., the' dry battery' and the' accumulator' or
storage battery.
The Dry Batte1')l.-The dry battery, so called because ofthe
absence of any visible fluid, has become exceedingly popular,
because it requires little attention.
Each battery is usually
composed of four separate cells, coupled together by means
of small pieces of wire.
Each cell consists of a plate of
carbon surrounded by a chemical compound, the whole being
contained in a thin zinc case. The carbon plate forms one
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pole of the battery, and is known as the' positive' (+). The
outer zinc case forms the other or 'negative' pole (-).
Poles.-When coupling up a number of cells to form a
battery, the carbon of one cell is connected to the zinc of the
next, and so on, until all the cells are connected, leaving one
free wire at each end of the battery. These wires are known
.
as the positive and negative poles of the battery.
Pressure of Ekclncity (Volls).-Each cell is capable of
giving forth a certain small pressure of electricity. Pressure
of electricity may be compared to the pressure of water in a
pipe, or steam in a boiler, and is measured in units of pressure
(volts) which may be said to correspond to pounds per square
inch.
Flow of Elecln"city (Amperes).-Before, however, any cur·
rent of electricity can pass out of the cell a complete
'circuit' must be formed between the two' poles.' A quantity
of electricity will then pass round this circuit in proportion
to the pressure (volts) in the cell. This quantity or flow
is measured in units known as 'amperes.' One ampere
flowing for one hour is known as an 'ampere-hour' and the
capacity of a battery is measured in ampere-hours.
Coup/inK in Paralle/'-If the capacity of one battery
is insufficient, two or more may be joined up in parallel
by connecting the positive poles together and the negative
poles together. To obtain a sufficient spark a battery
must be capable of giving out a pressure of at least four
, volts.' For this reason it is usual to couple up four dry cells
together.
Disad7I a"ta,s;e of DI')' Cells.--As we have explained, the
utility of a battery depends on its capacity in ampere-hours.
Every dry battery has a rated capacity, and once this quantity
of electricity has been drawn from it, it becomes practically
worthless, ancl a new onc is required. The cost of these dry
cells is very consiuerable, aild if they are left for some time
without work it not infrequently happens that the capacity has
been seriously impaired owing to electrical leakage, which is
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nearly always present in dry batteries. For these reasons the
accumulator or storage cell is usually preferred.
Storagt Batttriu.-The great difference between a dry
battery and a storage battery is that in the case of the latter
when the battery is exhausted it can be completely re-charged
in a few hours. The' accumulator' or secondary battery may
be briefly described as a number of prepared lead plates,
immersed in a weak solution of sulphuric acid and water.
These lead plates are alternately positive and negative, and are
separated from one another by thin strips Qf ebonite, glass, or
other non-conducting material. The whole is contained in a
square cell of some suitable substance, which is unaffected by
the acid. The positive plates, which are connected together,
may be easily detected by their chocolate appearance. The
negatives (slate colour) are also connected together, and convenient brass screws (terminals) are fixed, to which wires may
be easily attached.
The capacity of each cell depends on the size and nu mber
of plates. The pressure of any cell may be taken at two volts
when working. Two cells, coupled in series, are therefore
required to make a battery of four volts.
Charging Storagt Battenes.-Accumulators require before
use to be charged with electricity. This can be done by means
of a large primary battery, small dynamo, or preferably off any
continuous current electric light curcuit. In any case it is
absolutely essential that the positive pole of the cell should be
connected to the positive pole of the generator, and the
negative to the negative. The positive pole of an accumulator
is usually painted red and marked thus, (+). An easy way of
finding the poles of a generator or accumulator is by placing two
small strips of lead connected to the battery wires in a tumbler
of acidulated water, and after passing a current of electricity
through them, the piece of lead connected to the ( +) pole will
become chocolate. ' Pole-finding' paper may be also used for
this purpose.
•
How to Charge Storagt Batteries from all E/trln~- Lt:s;1iI
L
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Installation. - I f a supply of electricity is available in
the house there is a very easy way of charging off any wall
switch (see diagram below).
The cell may be left on all night and found charged in
the morning. No fear need be entertained of charging the
accumulator too long. When fully charged the liquid in the
cells assumes a milky appearance, and gives off a sound like
gently boiling water.
Avoid Over-discharge OJ Balltnes.--Great care should be
. taken to see that an accumulator is not discharged for a longer

+
+

period than its rated capacity. The pressure of an accumulator
keeps practically constant at two volts per cell throughout the
period of discharge. Immediately a drop in pressure is observed
the cell should be recharged. Nothing ruins accumulators
quicker than discharging them after the voltage falls. In no case
should they be discharged to such an extent that the pressure of
each cell falls below I '85 or 1'9 volt per cell. The pressure may
be conveniently ascertained by means of the instrument known
as a 'voltmeter,' which will show at a glance the condition of
any cell.
Care should be taken that the liquid in each ~ell well covers

...
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the top of the plates. In process of time the liquid will be
found to evaporate; this should be made up by a little clean
rain-water, or preferably distilled water.
Switch.-It will be remembered that each battery has two
free ends or 'terminals.' From one of these a wire is led to
an 'interrupter' or 'switch.' This switch may take one of
many forms. The effect of the apparatus is to easily and
quickly complete or interrupt the circuit at any desired time in
the same way that a tap is used to turn off water.
Induction Coil.-From the switch another wife is taken to
an apparatus known as the' induction coil.' The function 01
this is to greatly intensify the current. On a well-known
electrical principle, the current, which is of low pressure (four
volts), when it enters the coil, is intensified to a very great
degree. The current being required to jump across a considerable gap inside the combustion chamber, a much greater
pressure than four volts is essential.
To explain the method of connecting the coil with the
battery and engine, it will be necessary to give a brief description of the coil. In the centre lies a bundle of iron wires,
known as the' core,' around which is wound a quantity of
thick copper wire, insulated with silk or cotton. This wire is
in one piece, and known as the 'primary' winding. On the
top of this layer lie laps of very. fine wire, likewise carefully insulated. This is known as the 'secondary' circuit. There is
also usually contained in the same case an arrangement called
a 'condenser,' which we need not describe. Although the
two circuits are quite distinct from one another, a current of
electricity passing round the primary and suddenly interruptedby means hereafter described-will 'induce a current in the
, secondary' of very great pressure. The ends of the two windings are led to the outside of the case, and terminate in screws
or binding posts. These terminals are usually stamped with
letters to indicate the method of connection. As many French
coils are in use, it may help the novice to mention that the letter
P stands for battery, M for commutator, B sparking plug, while in
I
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the De Dion coils the brass rings on the outer case should be
connected to the framework of the car, called I earth.'
The FU1ze/ion of tlu Commutator.~Followingthe path of the
current from the primary circuit of the coil, a wire is taken
to the device known as the commutator. This takes many
forms, which will be found under the description of the various
systems.
The function of the commutator is to automatically make a
break in the circuit, with the result that when the moment for
firing arrives flood of electricity at great pressure is induced
in the secondary circuit.
The Sparking Plug.~In order to create a spark in the
cylinder the wire from the coil is attached to a device known
as the' sparking plug.' This' sparking plug' may be one of
many forms, but all consist of a small central rod or wire, to
one end of which is fixed a terminal to which the wire from the
coil is attached. The other end takes the form of a knob or
is bent at right angles. This conducting core passes through
a tube of porcelain, mica, asbestos, or other non-conducting
material, capable of resisting the great heat from the combustion chamber. The tube is fastened into a socket, easily
screwed into the combustion chamber. The current flowing
down the centre conductor finds itself compelled to jump a
small gap to a piece of wire or other conductor let into the
metal of the sparking plug. This jump gives rise to the
spark which ignites the charge.
The Return of the Current to the Coil.-The metal of the
sparking plug being in contact with the metal of the engine,
the current is conducted from it to the coiL
This is usually done through the metal frame or pipes,
which, of course, are good conductors of electricity. These
connections are, however, a frequent source of annoyance.
The wires are often attached to the frame by small screws,
which shake loose owing to the vibration from the engine and
uneven surface of the road.
It must be clearly understood that, although the wires, &c.

a
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by which the circuit between the commutator and the coil is
completed are technically known by the misleading term' earth,'
they are not used to convey the current to the ground but
back to the coil.
Thus we have two complete electrical circuits acting in
unison with one another. It is obvious that if there is any
fault in the primary circuit no spark will be produced in the
engine. Faults may arise from many causes.
Insulat"on.-Around wires intended to convey electricity
are laid and woven many layers of rubber, cotton, &c. This
lapping is to prevent the electricity which is being conducted
by the wire from escaping, and is known as 'insulation.' On
this 'insulation' the success of electrical ignition to a large
extent depends, and the importance of keeping it perfect cannot be too greatly impressed on the novice.
The wires which convey the current from the coil to the
commutator and from the commutator to the sparking plug
have to be specially insulated, as the current, being at such a
high pressure, wiJI take every opportunity of leaving its legitimate path if allowed to.
All wires used for connecting the various parts of the
systems should be very flexible, and composed of many strands
of fine copper wire. Too much stress cannot be laid on keeping the insulation perfect.
If it be imperfect, the current will leave the wire and jump
to the frame and thence back to the battery without performing
the work required of it. When this occurs it is known as a
C short circuit.'
Electricity always travels by the easiest path,
and, if it can avoid doing any work, it will do so.
POSSIBLE DEFECTS
IN ELECTRIC
IG':oIITION.-Impcifect
bzsulation. - If a buyer has any doubts as to whether the
insulation of the electric system of his car is sufficient under
all conditions of weather and to. withstand water splashed
during washing the car, &c., he would save much trouble in
the future by having all the important wires sheathed in fibre
or indiarubber piping.
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Probably ninety per cent. of ignition troubles arise from
faulty insulation.
Insulation Burnt.-A wire placed too close to an exhaust
pipe invariably fails after a time, owing to the insulation
becoming burnt by the heat of the pipe.
Insulation Cut.-A loose wire hanging against a sharp edge
will invariably chafe through in course of time.
Insulation of Coil.-If the insulation of the coil breaks down
it cannot be repaired on the road, it must be returned to the
makers. A small ticking is usually audible inside when this
occurs, when the current is turned on.
Coils placed too near the engine are liable to break down,
as the heat is injurious to them. They must be fitted in a cool
place.
Insulation Cha/d.-Wires laid across moving parts, brake
connecting rods, &c., will sooner or later give trouble.
Loose Conneetions.-AII wires when joined together should
be carefully soldered, the joints being afterwards insulated
with rubber or prepared tapes. Never make a joint in the
secondary wire. See that all terminals are tightly screwed up.
Special attention should be paid to the •earth' connections,
which are a constant source of trouble. \Vhen connecting
insulated wire, the insulation must be bared back, so that
only the bare wire is attached. Wires sometimes become
broken, and being loose make partial contact.
Dirty Connections.-Dirt is a non-conductor, and should
be avoided on the electrical system, as on the rest of the car.
Battery terminals frequently become corroded from acid
fumes; they should be covered with vase1ine, and require
periodically cleaning. See that all connections at the coil
are clean.
Bro}un or Defectiz·e-sparking Plug.- The porcelain may
crack and the current jump across the fracture. The points
may be sooty and require cleaning. They may be touching
and require separating, or they may be too far apart. The
usual distance between the points is about one sixty-fourth of
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an inch, which is approximately the thickness of a thumb
nail. An English firm has recently introduced a plug which
contains no breakable insulators; this is an undoubted improvement, provided the insulating material employed is
found to stand the strain well.
Dirty Commulalor.-Clean all contacts from oil and dirt.
Most commutators are so placed as to give the maximum
possible opportunity to collect oil and dirt. They should
always be provided with a cover.
Batterns.-In course of time the batteries will become
weak or discharged. Always carry a spare set. A two-way

switch should be provided on the car so that in a moment the
spare set can be brought into use. The diagram shows the
method of connecting up the switch, while both batteries may
be charged together without interfering with the connections.
(2) MAGNETIC IGNlTIo;ll.-From the list of possible
failures given in the last section, it will be inferred that there
are many faults liable to occur owing to the multiplicity o'r
wires, batteries, coils, and the like. To obviate these difficulties, electricians have designed a little machine known as the
, magneto-generator.'
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SlM~IS-BoSCH SvsTEM.-Perhaps the best known of this
type of machine is the 'Simms-Bosch.' The magneto consists of a number of horseshoe-pattern magnets supported on a
metal base, on the inner faces of which are fastened two pieces
of metal known as pole-pieces, provided with hollow faces,
within which is fastened an H-shaped piece of soft iron
(armature). The channels of this armature are filled with
insulated wire. In the space between the armature and polepieces a 'shield' or tube of soft iron is caused to oscillate.
To one end of this shield is attached a" crank, operated by a
connecting rod from the half-speed shaft on the engine.

When the shield is caused to oscillate rapidly, currents of
electricity are induced in the winding of the armature. These
currents are led away through a connected insulated wire to a
special device which automatically makes and breaks a circuit
in the interior of the combustion chamber. The action is as
follows :--The wiper u is normally at rest upon the stud v, which
is brought through the wall of the combustion chamber and
terminates in a nut to which the wire from the magneto is
attached. At the other extremity of u is attached a small rod
brought through the flange and connected to S, which is
capable of moving about a pivot P. This pivot is in electrical
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connection with the other end of the armature-winding,
through the metal of the engine. When the moment of firing
arrives the striker T is caused to drop smartly on s, causing u
to separate from v. At the same moment the shield E assumes
such a position with regard to A that a current is induced in
the windings on A, and being conducted through the connecting
wire, a spark is caused to pass between the points of u and v
igniting the charge in the engine.
POSSIBLE

DEFECTS

IN THE SIMMS-BoSCH SYSTEM. -

(I)

Failttr( of I"sulation.- The stud which is brought through the
wall of the combustion chamber has to be most carefully insulated from the metal flange in which it is placed. If this fails,
the current will jump across to the frame of the motor in a
similar manner to that of a broken sparking plug. The insulation is very liable to be burnt, and great care is necessary to
make it good again. Thin washers of mica are used, but the
intense heat generated in the interior of the combustion
chamber appears to quickly affect it.
(2) Failur( of Magnets.- After considerable use, the magnets
are liable to lose their magnetism, thereby reducing the
intensity of the spark. The only remedy is to retur~ them to
the makers to be re-magnetised.
(3) Faulty Ad.fustmmt.-It is obvious that the position of
the shield at the moment of firing must be absolutely accurate,
and when it is remembered that the working parts of this
whole apparatus are moving at the rate of 350, or more,
oscillations per minute, it may be seen that considerable wear
is likely to take place, with the result that the parts get out of
adjustment. The diagram opposite shows the relative position
of the various parts, and, to assist the novice in accurately
adjusting them, the following instructions are appended :Remove the top plate of the magneto machine by unscrewing
the screws at the corners; the moving parts of the machine
will then be open for inspection. Turn the engine gently round
till the ignition point· is reached, i.e. when the ignition rod
drops, observing carefully the direction in which the oscillating
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shield E of the magneto machine is moving; at this point
the side of the envelope moving from the armature A should
be clear of the same by about one-sixteenth of an inch. The
setting can be done by varying the length of the magneto
driving rod if adjustment is provided there, or if not by
loosening the nut at the end of the magneto spindle and
gently tapping the edge of the armature till the correct setting
is obtained. The final adjustment should be made on the
tappet T, which should strike the sparking lever S about onesixteenth of an inch before reaching its lowest point, the exact
distance being found by examining the spark (turning the
motor smartly round for this purpose) and adjusting the tappet
till the best spark is obtained. The lock-nut N should then be
screwed up.
THE DAWSON IGNITOR.-As pointed out, in the SimmsBosch system a mechanical interrupter is necessary in the
combustion chamber, owing to the low pressure employed
To obviate this somewhat undesirable adjunct, Messrs. Dawson
have introduced a high-pressure magnetic machine. The
magneto itself generates electricity at low pressure, which is
transformed by means of a special induction coil into a highpressured current. An ingenious arrangement enables the
current to be distributed to any number of cylinders "l\lthout
the necessity of more than one induction coil, and moreover
allows the advancement of the spark throughout a complete
revolution of the engine.
The machine is worked in conjunction with ordinary
sparking plugs on the De Dion principle, and being selfcontained can be quickly and easily fitted to any car. The
magneto is driven off the main shaft of the engine, and at the
same speed, by means of a chain.
The motion being rotary, much less wear should be
experienced than with oscillating machines.
Owing to the short time this machine has been on the
market, it has been found impossible to obtain data as to its
reliability in actual practice.
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DE DION TVPE OF IGNITloN.-We will now describe the
ignition fitted to some of the best known types of engines.
De Dion et I/outon.-This well-known firm may be said
to have set the fashion of electric ignition in the smaller
engines. The system they employ belongs to Class I.
The most notable feature is the commutator. This device
consists of a cam or disc c, fastened to the half-speed shaft of
the motor, and provided with a wedge-shaped notch. Around
the cam is attached a pear-shaped plate F constructed of good
insulating material, such as ebonite, to which are attached a
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spring ,,;brator or 'trembler' T, and a brass pillar in which is
fastened a platinum-pointed screw K. The trembler is provided with a platinum stud or 'contact' about the middle.
TIu Ad;on of the Trembler.-The action of this trembler is
very simple. Normally the end of the trembler T presses on the
~m c, the platinum.contacts on T and K being a little apart.
If the engine be now turned round until the time for firing
the charge arrives, the trembler will be seen to fall into the
notch in the cam, allowing the two platinum points to GO~t:
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into contact. If the distance between the contacts is correctly
judged, the trembler will vibrate freely, thereby causing
several 'makes and breaks' in the circuit. As previously
explained, a stream of sparks will result in the combustion
chamber.
And, as also explained, it is necessary to alter the moment
of firing the charge. I To effect this the plate F is designed to
be easily moved backwards or forwards in relation to the cam
c. The effect of this is to bring the point of the trembler a
little ~igher up or lower down, causing it to enter the notch
earlier or later, so that the moment of contact and consequently the spark is varied. according to the will of the
operator. The faster the engine runs, the earlier must be the
spark.
HINTS ON WORKING THE DE DION IGNITlON.-Ad'/lIsl-

menl of Tremb/er.-On the correct adjustment of the
trembler and the screw K much of the success of the De Dion
system depends. The means of adjustment is as follows:
Unscrew the sparking plug, and attaching the 'secondary' wire,
lay the metal portion of the plug on the top of the engine,
care being taken that the terminal is well away from any metal.
Now smartly turn the motor starting-handle, when a stream of
sparks should be observed to cross between the points of the
plug. When the trembler is over the notch in the cam, it
should have so far entered it as to be resting on K when it is
half in. If the bottom of the trembler be lifted with the finger
and allowed to quickly drop there should be a regular hum or
buzz. After a little practice the novice will be able to recognise the correct position for the screw K by the hum of the
trembler. It should be remembered that, though a stream of
sparks may pass between the points of the sparking plug
when it is removed from the engine, it does not follow that the
same effect will be produced under the conditions of highly
compressed gas found in the cylinder.
1 So that it may accord with the speed of the engine, i.e. earlier in the
engine stroke for high speed and later for slow speed.
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Moisture is a frequent cause of trouble on motor-cycles.
Rain or damp may lodge on the porcelain of the sparkingplug or between the terminals on the ebonite plate on the
commutator, or between the terminals of the coil. Remed)'.Carefully wipe the affected parts with a dry rag and cover them
with a little oil or vaseline.
Ballery Slwrt-circuited.-Spanners, oil-cans, tire-pumps,
&c., have been known to jump on the top of batteries, thereby
connecting the terminals together and causing a 'short-circuit.'
Re",ed)'.-Always carry the battery in a separate box, away
from other things.
Burnt Contacts.- The contacts may become burnt. They
should be cleaned up with a smooth file.
Loose Contads.-The platinum points on the trembler can
become loose. They should be knocked up with a lip;ht
hammer.
Oil on Contacts.-It freq~ntly happens that oil and dirt
accumulate on the platinum contacts, which interrupt the free
flow of the current. Care should be taken, therefon~, that
they are perfectly clean.
Retard Sparking for Starting Ellgine.-When starting a
motor the spark should always be placed as late as possible.
THE BENZ IGNlTloN.-This system is practically identical
with that used by Messrs Panhard-Levassor, Daimler Co.,
Napier & Son, &c. While the general lines of the De Dion
have been followed, one important variation is introduced-viz. the alteration in the position of the trembler. In engines
running at a lower speed than 1,000 revolutions per minute the
De Dion is not found to answer satisfactorily, and a different
method of causing a vibratory contact had therefore to be
devised. On the Benz system the notched cam is replaced by a
round fibre disc A, a brass strip (B) being attached to it over one·
eighth its circumference. This strip is connected with the iron
axle on which the sleeve revolves. A spring (H) to which is
attached a knob, K, rests upon the disc. A wire connects it
with the battery. It will be seen then that as the disc revolves
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the plate B will pass beneath the spring K, thereby completing
the electrical circuit from the battery through K B, and on
to the metal of the motor, whence it returns to the coil
To effect the rapid interruption of the current a trembler is
provided on the coil. The action of this is as follows :When a current is allowed to flow round the thick or
primary winding of the coil, the iron wires, which it will be
remembered composed the core T, become magnetised, and
attract the iron knob R of the spring armature. The current
for this purpose is led through the screw s to a platinum point

E

o

on R. The moment this occurs the contact-piece on R leaves
the point of the screw s, with the result that T instantly loses
its power of attraction; this action is repeated with great
rapidity so long as the circuit is completed by Rand K. The
screw s requires to be adjusted in just the same manner as K
in the De Dion system, though it must be remembered that
the action is reversed, the trembler being in contact with it so
long as Band K are apart In engines provided with two or
more cylinders an easy method of testing the spark in each
cylinders becomes apparent. In most systems a separate coil
is required for each cylinder. Having put the engine in motion,
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depress with the fingers all the tremblers except one, allowing
each trembler to vibrate separately. Should there be a faulty
cylinder, it will at once become apparent, and the cause easily
located.
The commutator used on the Napier cars has been placed
in front of the driver and covered with glass, so that the sparking at the points is easily viewed. A chain driven off the halfspeed shaft causes the centre disc to revolve. A special form
of contact is used, which possesses the great advantage of
being unaffected by oil. In other respects the system dosely
follows the Benz.
The Canstatt Daimler Co., Messrs. Mors, &c., are at present
using the magneto system.
MaRS MAGNETO IGNrTION

The following notes on the Mors ignition have been kindly
supplied by Lord Cairns :~
The magneto ignition system, which is applied to all the
new model motor-engines of M. Mors, consists of a magnetoelectric rotary machine, combined with a series of mechanical
contact-breakers.
The magneto-electric machine is bolted to the frame, and
driven direct by the gear wheel of the valve cam shaft, which
engages with a small pinion on the armature spindle. This
pinion is a quarter· the diameter of the gear wheel of the cam
shaft, and the armature therefore revolves four times to each
revolution of the cam shaft, or twice to every revolution of the
engine. As two cylinders out of the four fire in each revolution, the magneto thus revolves once for each spark obtained,
the correct relative position of the revolving armature being
geared to agree with the successive breaks of contact, which
being operated by a set of cams on the cam shaft, are thus
kept in 'time' with the moments of greatest generation or
current.
The breaks of contact are produced In the explosion
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chambers by small rocking arms, called the palettes, of which
the inside arms are alternately pressed by springs against the
surface of the ignition plugs or 'inflammateurs,' and then removed by the action of the cams, the vertical stalks from which
lift and hold lifted the outside arms of the palettes.
The action is as follows :-In each cylinder during nearly
two engine revolutions-that is, from the moment of its firing
until the moment of its next compression approaches-the cam
is holding up the outside arm of the palette, and therefore
keeping the inside contact broken. As the piston rises during
compression, the cam stalk descends and contact is made
inside, but the spark of course does not pass until it is again
broken. The cam stalk continues to descend until its top is a
certain distance (2 mm.) below the outer arm of the palette.
It then rises again and strikes the outer arm sharply, breaking
contact within, at the identical moment that the magneto being
at its' tight point,' is prepared to give off most current. This
occurs in each cylinder in rotation, and as only one contact
and break are made at a time, it is evident that one wire only
from the magneto is required, and is clamped to the outer
ends of each of the four insulated plugs or inflammateurs, with
the usual earth return through the frame.
The magneto and contact-breakers, being both thus' timed'
together, through the medium of the cams and gear wheel on
the cam shaft, it is in practice only necessary to observe two
important points: First, the magneto pinion has a definite
position in gear with the cam shaft gear wheel, and should it
at any time be necessary to disconnect the magneto, the teeth
should be marked. If this is not done it takes a little trouble
to find the timing again, but a few turns of the starting-handle
trying the teeth in different positions of gear, soon discovers
the best position. Secondly, it is important that the distance
that the cam stalks descend below the outside arms of the
palettes should be maintained at about 2 mm. (the thickness
of two halfpennies). A small difference in this distance \\;11
not much affect the magneto spark, but it does affect the
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advance of the firing; and the shorter the distance the more
ad\"anced it becomes, the cam stalks in rising covering the
reduced distance and breaking contact the. sooner. And the
tendency is in this direction, for after running a thousand
miles or so, small craters become burnt away on the under
surface of the ignition plugs, where contact occurs, and the
inside arms of the palettes, in rising to fill these, bring down
the outside ends and reduce the distance. In practice this is
no particular disadvantage, down to about 11 mm., but below
or even at that distance, a sharp back-fire may be experienced
on the starting-handle, or if the eQgine be kept running very
slow on the throttle valves, the motor may possibly be stopped.
This distance should therefore be verified at intervals, and if
necessary restored, which is done either by bending upwards
the outside arms of the palette with the pliers, or by putting
in a new set of ignition plugs, when the craters may be
removed from the old ones by filing flat, and turning a corresponding amount off the flanges. This amount rarely exceeds
i mm., and the plugs are then as good as new. Even in this case
the palette outside arms have generally to be slightly bent, up
or down, as the case may be, and it will save a lot of trouble
to adjust the distance at 2 mm., and never to go below I ~ mm.
When a new adjustment has been made, the cocks in the
cylinder heads should be opened successively, just to see that
each cylinder is firing equally and clean.
Should any difficulty be experienced in starting, and
should the other parts of the engine be apparently in good
order, the following may be looked at for the cause :The armature spindle ends may be examined to see that
they are clean, and therefore in good contact.
The ignition plugs may be examined to see that they are
not coated with oil, which would prevent a proper contact
with the rocking arms. This may occasionally happen if
too much oil has been allowed to accumulate in the crank
chamber.
The little plug-hole on the dash-board, into which a
·M
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removable plug is fitted to complete and break the circuit,
should be looked at. If it should be very rainy weather, a
drop of water may possibly get between the contacts, which
are seen held apart when the plug is in place, and so complete
the short circuit arranged to take place only when the plug is
removed. This can be dried, or a drop of oil as an insulator
squirted in between the contacts.
If at starting, one or even two cylinders can be heard
missing fire, a few revolutions at a good speed will generally
set them going again: if not, it may be necessary to remove
and examine the ignition plugs of the defaulters.
The magnetic ignition has b~en found to work extremely
well; and to give very little trouble, if these points are
attended to. The magneto machine itself seems, and is,
inexhaustible; and the space otherwise required for batteries
and cells is all saved. It also gives a fine 'fat' spark, which
adds to the efficiency of the explosion. It probably gives a
little more noise, if the motor-car is standing still and the
engine running very slow on the throttle valves, owing to the
firing being always so much advanced; but many of these
engines have now the ordinary hit and miss exhaust governor
as well, so that the throttles need not be closed so much, and
a higher speed allowed. It is, after all, a question of which
kind of noise is preferred.
The button on the steering-wheel is arranged to produce
a short circuit when pressed, and so stop the firing of the
charges in the cylinders. This system in practice is in many
ways a great convenience. It can be used in many cases
instead of the clutch, and with much less labour, always
remembering that the car must not be brought to a standstill
by the button, or the motor is stopped. As a brake downhill, it may be used as a slight, or if the gear be on the lower
speeds, as a strong compressing brake, and without heating
anything; or on a long hill, the engine may be unclutched
and stopped altogether and only restarted at the bottom by
letting the clutch gently in again. This is not important
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perhaps, but sometimes a convenience in hot weather, and
always some slight economy of spirit, and lastly, in changing
gear, the button may be used at the same moment as the
clutch with a very quiet change as the result.
The magneto machine seems thoroughly trustworthy. The
writer has carried a spare one for many thousands of miles, but
never had occasion to use it, the original one having apparently
never failed in a single spark.
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CHAPTER IX
THE CAPRICES OF THE PETROL MOTOR
BY THE HON. CHARLES

S.

ROLLS

THE intending owner of a motor-car will often say, 'What
in the world should I do if the thing were to break
down on a country road?' and the object of this chapter is
to enable the novice en jJanne quickly to recognise the
symptoms of his case (so far as the engine is concerned)
and then at once to ' spot' the probable cause and remedy.
In order to m.ake these remarks complete, I have been compelled to enumerate a very long and somewhat formidable list
of evils, and lest a glance at this should frighten off any
would-be motorist, it must be clearly understood that the
list comprises possibilities as distinct from probabIlities.
What is here said should therefore be looked upon in the
same light as a veterinary surgeon's book on horses, and
readers must not think that if they purchase cars all the
troubles here mentioned would necessarily occur to 'the
motor any more than they would imagine that all the diseases
described in a horse-doctor's book would happen to a newly
acquired horse. Many cars have been run by amateurs for
thousands of miles without the occurrence of any trouble. In
proof of' this I may observe that a member of the Automobile
Club reccntly statcd that, although he had previously no
enginec;ring experience, he had run his car ten thousand
miles without ha\"ing to effect any serious repairs, and had
experienced no trouble whatever except on two occasions, when
the slight repairs necessary were done in a very short time.
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The chapter" is divided into two parts, the first dealing with
the' Difficulties in starting,' and the second with' Troubles on
the road.'
PART

I

THE MOTOR WILL NOT START

A petrol engine will generally start most easily with all the
cold-air inlets dosed, the usual procedun: being to shut these
air-holes or taps, then let a little petrol into the carburator,
shake the float needle (if there be one) or inject petrol into the
induction'valves or through the compression tap on top of the
cylinder, if such exists; then, the ignition tubes being redhot, or the electricity switched on and ignition retarded, a few
turns of the engine should suffice to set it going; if, however,
it will not start, the trouble must lie in one of the following
sources : - 1 . Ignition; 2. Carburation; 3. Compression; or
4. Moving parts.
,
I. Igni/ion.-Having satisfied yourself that the ignition
is in perfect order (see Chapter VII!.), the fault must be in
one of the three sources remaining.
2. Carbura/ion.-Let us first take the Carburation.
There
are many little things which may militate against a healthy explosive mixture reaching the cylinders, and we will first enumerate
the principal' causes in brief as follows : (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Wrong proportions of air and gas.
Carburator flooded.
Carburator starved.
Cold weather.
Stale petrol.
(f) Handle not turned fast enough.

To deal with these more fully :(ll) The mixture of hot air, cold air, and petrol vapour should

be varied in every possible way-see that an excess of air is not
being- drawn in through a crack in a pipe or loose coupling.
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(b) Too rich a mixture may be caused by the presence of too
much petrol in the carburator; if this is so, turn off the petrol
supply for a time and revolve the engine again with all air inlets
wide open until the first explosions are obtained.
(L") Perhaps the cylinder cannot get any petrol vapour, owing
to the nipple (in a float and jet type carburator) being stopped up.
This nipple can be taken out with a special key and cleaned by
passing a fine needle through it, taking great care not to enlarge
the hole in the least degree. Possibly there is no petrol in the
tank, or you have forgotten to turn it on, or the tank is almost
empty and the car tilted by standing at the side of the road; push
it over to the other side. One can tell if there is any petrol in the
carburator by the position of the float needle, and the novice should
provide himself with a diagram of his carburator.
(d) In cold weather, if the car has been standing idle for some
time, considerable difficulty may be experienced in starting up.
Petroleum spirit will of course vaporise far less readily at a low
temperature than at a high one. Artificial heat is therefore the
remedy, and this can be most easily applied by taking out the
mushroom-piece in the carburator (if there is one), and warming it
over the burners or otherwise; or warm petrol may be squirted into
the cylinder or induction pipe or valve. In obstinate cases it may
be necessary to warm the carburator underneath by means of a
little cotton waste soaked with methylated spirit. There may be a
slight flare up, but this will assist the carburation, and there is
nothing to fear from it so long as the main supply cock has been
carefully closed.
(c) Stale Petrol.-The petrol remaining in the carburator may
lose it~ strength if the car has been standing a long while; it
should be emptied out and refilled. A good plan when about to
put away the car for some time is to stop the motor by turning off
the main cock, so letting it use up the last drop of petrol in the
carburator.
The petrol in the main tank may also become heavy in course of
time, especially if free access of air is allowed to it. A small
instrument called a densitometer is sold for determining the
specific gravity of petrol; the best specific gravity for starting is
'680; if your petrol when tested shows heavier than sp. gr. "700 it
should be changed or the tank shaken up.
(J) Perhaps there is nothing wrong after all, eXfept that you
do not turn the starting handle fast enough to cause vaporisation.
H.emember that a few smart turns with the whole of your energy
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will be more likely to start an engine than hours of slow
• grinding.'

3. Having now ascertained that neither the Ignition nor
the Carburation is to blame, if the motor still will not go we
must look for the failure in either the compression or one of
the mo~;ng parts.
.Compressi(JfI is the life and soul of a modern high-speed
internal combustion engine.
When the engine is in proper working order, and being
turned by hand, a considerable resistance should be felt at the
alternate back stroke of each piston; this back pressure should
require a considerable effort to overcome when the handle is
heing turned slowly. If the compression of any cylinder leaks,
that cylinder will not give off its full power.
How to Locate a Leak of Compression. - If there is a loss
of compression, a slight hiss will generally be audible when
the handle is turned. . In. order to find out where the leak is,
a lighted taper may be held over the cylinder in different positions, while the engine is being turned slowly; the flame will
be turned on one side on meeting the leak; or soap and water
may be painted about the cylinder head, and bubbles should
soon indicate the presence of the leakage.
Possible Sources of Leakage.-(a) A leakage will generally
be found at the junction of such fittings as the ignition tube,
induction valve, valve cover, sparking plug, compression tap, or
other attachment connected with the interior of the cylinder or
combustion chamber-probably a washer blown out or a nut loose
will be the cause.

Should, however, the leakage not reveal itself under the
above tests, it is probable that
(b) the exhaust or inlet valves are 'pitted' or coated with
deposit, and consequently permit a loss of compression past their
seating; if this is so, they should be taken out and ground on
their seats with fine emery powder and oil, or paraffin, till they
bed properly; the engine may then have to be run for some time
before the leakage ceases. See also that the valve springs have
not grown too weak.
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(c) There is a possibility of the compression also blowing past
the piston-rings. This can generally be detected by listening attentively with the ear close to the cylinder at fault, and turning the
starting handle or fly-wheel slowly-a gentle hissing will be heard at
intervals. The cause of this is generally the sticking of the rings in
their groO\'es. The remedyis to wash out with paraffin so as to free
them for the;r whole circumference. If they still leak badly, the
piston should be taken out and new rings fitted, especially if the
engine has been over-heated at any time, in which event
(d) the cylinder-head joint, if there is one, may have warped
and the compression may be escaping from one cylinder to the
other, and into the water space; water in turn will probably find
its way into the cylinder, and being converted into steam, will
interfere with the working of the engine and rust the valves.
Little spots of rust on the valves will indicate what is happening,
and the cylinder-head joint will then have to be re-made-a matter
for an expert.

No Compression at all-If on trying to start the motor no
compression at all is felt on one cylinder, there may be a
valve stuck open through a breakage or gumming (see later), or
else the ends of the piston-rings may have by chance arrived
opposite one another, thus allowing the compression to slip
through the spaces. When this occurs, the rings should be freed
by letting in paraffin and running the engine a bit on the other
cylinder or cylinders if possible; the rings will probably soon
change their position -they are purposely allowed to move
round so as to wear evenly.
Apparent Excessive Compressi'.ln.- There may, especially on
a cold morning, appear to be so much compression that the
engine ean hardly be turned; this stiffness is really due to the
drying of the oil on the walls of the cylinder. To avoid this
a copious dose of paraffin should always be injected when
stopping the car aft-er a day's run, and a few turns given to
the engine by hand.
NiJ/e.- -It is most essential for every motorist to insist on
having proper and convenient means fitted on his car for
washing the cylinders with paraffin or petrol, both to facilitate
starting up and to keep the piston-rings in good order.
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Back Firing.-I have said that a considerable resistance
should always be felt when turning a motor slowly by hand;
sometimes, however, the innocent motorist, when endeavouring
to put his engine into motion, receives something considerably
more than a mere resistance. He may get a kick from the
handle which will give his arm a nasty jar, or possibly sprain
his wrist. These' back fires '. are the result of what is called
'premature ignition,' and therefore belong strictly speaking to
the chapter on 'Ignition.' I may merely remark that they are
due. to the spark-timing gear being too much advanced, the
platinum tubes being too long, the burners being too close in,
faulty opening of the induction valves, overheating of the motor,
or ig~ition tubes being too hot; in the last case the burners
may be turned down to allow the tubes to cool momentarily
and turned up again when the motor starts. In the other cases
the remedies are obvious.
4. Moving Parts.-Having exhausted the possible causes of
refusal to start except those consisting of some mechanical fault,
we will now see what moving parts could go wrong, and so
cause all the trouble.
(a) The mechanism for operating the electric ignition is
liable to many little derangements (see Chapter VIIL).
(b) A broken exhaust-valve stem or a broken or displaced
spring will often be difficult to observe; a valve may have stuck
open through stiffness or through something getting under its
seat. The exhaust-valve gear should be carefully watched to see
that all the valves work regularly and to their full extent.
(c) Stiffness in the accelerator or governing gear, or a
dislodged key, pin, or feather may also hinder the lifting of the
exhaust valves, or on some engines prevent the throttle from
opening itself fully.
(d) The simple mechanism adopted un some cars to
engage the starting handle with the mutor will sometimes give
out, so that the handle will not turn the motor. In cars of the
Panhard type the handle is made to engage with the engine by
pushing a small bevel-ended tongue in against a small pin put
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through the end of the crank-shaft; a bad' back fire' may cause
this pin to sheer off or bend and jam the tongue. The novice
should be shown the way to get at this mechanism so as to know
how to renew the pin or tongue. If the starting gear fails at
an awkward moment, the car may be started by putting in the
third or fourth speed and pushing the car with the friendly aid
of a few lookers-on.

PART

1I

ROAD TROUBLES

We will now pass on to Part 11., dealing with possiblt:
troubles encountered on the road, dividing this section intoMotor stops.
Motor nearly stops and then goes on again.
3. Motor will not pull well.
4. Motor will not govern or 'cut out' properly.
5. Unusual noises.
1.

2.

MOTOR STOPS COMPLETELY

This may be divided intoA.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Overheating.
Starvation of carburator.
Carburator flooded.
Burners going out.
Mechanical reasons.

A. Overheating.-The most serious cause of a stoppage on
the road is undoubtedly overheating, which causes the lubrication to burn up and the piston to expand and grip or •seize'
in the cylinder. This matter of overheating should now be
divided into its various causes, viz. :Cause

"
"

Water circulation stopped.
Water all lost.
3. Faulty lubric~tion.

I.

2.
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Cause 4. Water entering cylinder. }
"
S. Too powerful a charge. very unusual.
"
6. Incrustation of jackets.
(.ause I. Watt'r Circulation StojJfJed.-Of these the cessation of
water circulation for cooling is the most important. It must be the
result (a) of the pump ceasing to act through bad adjustment of its
driving-gear, or through its valves or cogs jamming; its spindle
being seized or bent; the interior fan worn or unkeyed ; the friction
wheel unkeyed, or its tyre worn out or come off.
As regards the adjustment of the driving-gear of a centrifugal
pump driven by friction, the friction wheel and spindle should
revolve freely when the pump is pulled away from the fly-wheel. It
should be adjusted so that the spring presses it lightly but firmly
against the fly-wheel; care should also be taken in packing the
glands of these pumps, for they run at a very high \'c\ocity ; a
very slight leak of water, however, is advantageous for lubrication.
(b) The blockage of a water-pipe or passage wiII also impede
the circulatton, or
(c) There may be an air or steam lock in the pipes. The best
way of getting rid of an air lock is to open all cocks and plugs in
the water system and run the engine, filling up the tank and water
jackets to make up what is running out. This will eventually
expel any air, and the water will circulate freely,
Cause 2. Water Lost.-lf all the water has been lost on the
road through the breakage of a pipe or the opening of a plug or
tap, or loosening of a joint, and no water is near, you can cuntinue
your journey spasmodically by alluwing the engine tu cool down,
then run on a mile or two with the bunnet open or off until it shows
symptoms of overheating again, when stop, paraffin your cylinders,
and wait another half-hour. The pump of a car has several times
been known to have been carried away by contact with a dog; in
one case there was no trace of pump or dog except a tooth which
the unfortunate animal left in the back tyre.
No/e.-Always carry rubber tubing to repair ruptured pipes.
Cause 3.-If the overheating has been caused by fllulty
lum'cation, it is probable that this is due to inattention to the
lubricators.
"Remarks as /0 Lubrimtioll.-·It should be ascertained from
the makers how many drops a minute are required for the proper
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lubrication of the engine and it must be remembered also that
in cold weather when the oil is thick a different adjustment will
be necessary from that found suitable in warm weather. It is
most important that the lubrication should be regular, and
with good oil but not too much; for too much oil will spoil
the sparking plugs, clog the valves, and interfere with the
explosive mixture.
For this reason the lubricators should
always be carefully closed when stopping.
If a Dubrulle
mechanical lubricator is used, examine the ball valves sometimes, and do not trust entirely to the sight feed. If a pressure
type lubricator is used, see that the stopper is tight, for if the
pressure from the exhaust leaks the lubrication will stop and in
some cars the supply of petrol too.
It sometimes happens that an oil pipe or hole is stopped
up and wants cleaning, or perhaps the plug at the bottom of
the crank chamber has come unscrewed with the vibration and
dropped off, losing all the oil, in which the cranks should
always dip. The proper amount of oil for each crank case is
generally at least half a pint; an extra lubricator to the
cylinders or base chamber should always be fitted, so that a
little extra oil can be fed in by hand, if there is any doubt
about the engine getting enough.
.
The following are additional causes of overheating.
They
are, however, of very rare occurrence :Ca.use 4. - The head joint may leak and admit water into the
cylinders.
Cause 5.-In some engines if the throttle is kept full open,
so as to admit too powerful a charge of gas, overheating will
result.
.
Cause 6.- Finally, a thick incrustation on the walls of the
water jacket, due to the use of bad water, will prevent the cooling
water from taking lip Ihe excess of heat from the cylinder..

Rtmarks on Overlteatinf(.-Jio1lJ to tell whm a Motor is
Overlteating.-The symptoms are :-
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1. The driver can generally detect a slight smoke rising
from the engine, and a smell of burnt paint and burnt oil.
2. A peculiar tapping sound becomes audible.
3. The engine will continue firing for a few revolutions
Mter the current has been switched off or the burners extinguished.
4. Steam issues from the cooling water or the water blows
out of the overflow pipe.
1¥hal to do wltm tlte Molor Reats.-As soon as any of the
above symptoms are noticed(I) The motor should be stopped at once.
(2) Paraffin should be copiously injected into the cylinders
and the engine turned by hand to free the piston-rings.
(3) The parts should then be allowed to cool.
(4) Change. the exhaust springs.
N.B.-Do not pour cold water into the cylinder jackets,
for fear of cracking them, but rather pour into the tank so as
to warm the water before it reaches the cylinders.
Dangers of a 'Seize.' -Overheating of the engine to this
extent should be guarded against, for it is liable to cause
scoring of the cylinder walls, and may warp the cylinder-head
joint (if there is one), which will necessitate re-making the
faces-a tedious and difficult task. The exhaust-valve lifters
may become bound, the excess of heat will also cause the
valve-springs, piston-rings (and possibly the occupants of
the car), to lose their temper; apart from the above no damaging effects are usual.
Precautions.-To enable the driver to verify the water circulation a 'manometer' should he placed on the dashboard
to indicate the pressure of water, or a tap or float arrangement
may be connected with the piping, so as to show whether the
circulation is all right. During hard frost this is especially
important, for should the circulation cease, the radiator, a pipe
or even the water-jacket itself, may be easily burst by the frost.
B. Starvation of Carburator.-A motor may stop from
other causes besides overheating-for instance, no petrol may
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reach the carburator.
account for this : -

One of the following will probably

Cause J .-Petrol supply tap has turned itself off by \·jbration
against tools, &c.
. Cause 2.-No pressure to feed petrol.
Callse 3.-Supply pipe, filter or jet in carburator blocked with
a piece of waste, asbestos, dirt, or deposit.
Callse 4.-If the tank is nearly empty, and a very steep hill is
encountered, the carburator may be too high for the petrol to run
into it ; the remedy is to pump air pressure into the tank.
Cause 5.-A union may be disconnected, pipe broken or plug
under carburator dropped off, and you have lost all your petrol, or
perhaps the tank has simply run dry. Remedy :-Ieave your friend
to sleep on the car, take list of petrol depots, and make your way
to the nearest town; if you cannot get any proper spirit, bring out
some common benzoline of about '700 gravity and take a !>pare
tin of petrol on the car next time.

C. Carburator jlooded.-If, on the other hand, there
appears to be too much petrol about, and it is running out of
the carburator, the float needle is stuck or bent, or the float
has punctured and petrol got inside it. I n the latter case, take
out the float, make a hole large enough to let out the petrol,
and carefully solder up air-tight again.
D. If your burners go out when you start the car, as is
sometimes the case, it is due to the jerk of the car sending the
petrol from the burners back towards the tank. To obviate
this, the tap should be opened as little as possible.
E. If the car stops from some mechanical cause, the
reason may probably be found in the former section 'Motor
will not start,' or in the chapters dealing with Transmission or
Ignition. Most probably it will be due to : i. A broken valve.
ii. Broken or misplacc.d spring.
iii. Valve-gear not operating properly.
IV. Something has lodged on the face of the valve, holding it
open. I have known the cottar of an inlet valve and parts of
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sparking plugs sucked under the inlet valve, where they have stuck
or gone into the cylinder and even through into the exhaust
silencer.
FITS AND STARTS

If a motor nearly stops and then goes on again, It IS generally due to temporary starvation of the carburator. There is
probably some water, oil, waste, dust, asbestos, dirt, or deposit
of some sort at the ingress of the spirit, which, however, sometimes frees itself. To avoid these troubles petrol should never
be poured into the tank except through a funnel fitted with a
very fine gauze strainer or a piece of muslin. I have known
a little particle of matter dance about in the mixing chamber,
and once in a way it would lodge on top of the spray-nipple fur
a time.
It should be remembered that air must always find an inlet
to the tank in order that the petrol may flow out freely, and
considerable difficulty has been caused by the tiny vent-hole
which is drilled in the stopper of the main tank becoming
blocked up by some dirt or an overcoat lying on it under the
cushion. It may happen that air can get to it when you are
starting up; then when you sit down on the cushion the hole
becomes air-tight and the engine gradually stops.
MOTOR WILL NOT 'PULL' WELL OR MISSES FIRE

'Ve will treat this malady under the following headings :A. Ignition.
B. Compression.
C. Carburation.
D. Too much oil.
E. One cylinder will not work at all, and
F. Irregular missing.
A. Nothing is so annoying as to drive a motor which is
continually missing fire or has a 'fit of the slows.' The fault
is usually with the ignition-the platinum tubes are not hot
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enough, or are dirty inside or outside, or the passages leading
to them are clogged. When exhaust pressure is adopted for
feeding the burners with petrol, the pressure-valve sometimes
refuses to act and lets the pressure out Remedy for this;Grind the little valve or change the spring, and see that its lift
is just one millimetre. Perhaps there is oil on the sparking
plugs, or the battery is run down, or the timing is not correct,
but we are here trespassing on to the province of 'Ignition'
(see Chapter VIIL). If the root of the difficulty is elsewhere,
perhaps
B. The compression is poor (see 'Motor will not Start ') or
C. The carburation is not good :Cause I.-The proportions of air and gas are not well adjusted.
Cause 2.-The petrol is stale.
Cause 3.-Petrol cannot get free access to the carburator (see
, Fits and Starts ').
Cause 4.-The gauze through which on some cars the air is
sucked is blocked with dust, or the gauze which is sometimes
fitted into the induction pipe is dirty, or that fitted between
the exhaust and the pressure \"alve (in cases where a branch of
the exhaust is utilised to maintain pressure in the petrol or
lubricating tanks) is foul.
Cause 5.-A pipe-joint is loose or has a hidden crack through
which an excess of air enters.
See also' Caruuration,' pp. 165 and 166.

D. Too much lubricating oil is used, causing (i) valves to
stick; (ii) a deposit on the sparking plugs; and (iii) an unhealthy charge in the cylinder. Excess of oil reveals itself in
the form of smoke issuing from the exhaust.
E. One cylinder does not work at all. If one cylinder
misses fire regularly, it is prouable that
i. The exhaust or induction valve has given up the ghost, or
ii. The nozzle for supplying that cylinder with spray is blocked.

F. If, however, the miss-firing is irregular, and none of the
defects aforementioned are found, we must look to less common
sources for the difficulty.
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How 10 ji"d which Cylinder Misses.-Endeavour first to
ascertain which cylinder is the culprit. One method of doing
this is to place your hand on each exhaust pipe while the
engine is running. You wil1 then get a bad burn from every
one except that belonging to the faulty cylinder. A more
convenient way-if electric ignition is fitted-is to stop the
working of three out of four of the induction coils, changing
about until you find the one that is at fault.
It may be,
however, that- your engine has only one cylinder, or that all
the cylinders miss occasional1y.
Let us take the various possible causes of the difficulty.
Cause I.-Be sure that the governing gear is working properly,
and that the governor does not cut out one cylinder when it
ought not.
Cause 2.-The induction valve may be worn, and opens too
much.
Cause 3.--Exhaust·valve lifters worn and do not lift enough.
Cause 4 (rare).- They have expanded through being overheated, and open too much.
Cause 5 -A spring displaced.
Cause 6.-The exhaust or induction valve springs are not strong
enough to close quickly, and an exhaust valve may sometimes open
on the suction stroke.
Cause 7 (rare).- The mushroom-shaped fitting called the
diffuser, which is part of the small disc screwed into the top
of the carburator, may be too near or too far from the jet of
petrol.
Cause S.-Or the size of the nipple through which the jet is
sucked is too large or too small. It is very seldom that this should
be touched, and its adjustment must be made with extreme
delicacy, by the aid of a watchmaker's brooch-needle. It is
always best to make any experiments on a spare nipple, and not to
touch the one that is in use, so that if unsuccessful you may put
back the old one, otherwise the last state of your carburation
may be considerably worse than the /irst.
Cause 9 (rare).-Freezing of the carburator. Trouble will
sometimes arise through the carburator freezing, even III warm
weather. The remedy is to /it a pipe to convey to it air heated
by the exhaust or the burners.
N
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There are still a few but extremely improbable causes for
irregular firing :Cause 10 (rare).-There may be too much play worn in the
cogs of the vah'e gear or ignition gear. The remedy is to advance
one tooth.
Cause II (rarl').-The cog wheels of the 'two-to-one' gear
may have been put together wrongly by a repairer.
N. B. --Always make your own marks when taking these wheels
apart, for the existing marks may not necessarily be correct. The
makers often find a better position for the teeth to engage after
one set of marks have already been made.
Cause 12 (rare). - It has also happened that the key or
feather by which a gear wheel of the ignition or valve mechanism
is keyed on to its shaft has sheered, and the wheel has moved round
on its spindle, causing firing to take place at the wrong instant,
and very erratic behaviour in consequence.
Cause 13.-For reasons previously explained, if water can find
its way into the cylinder, misfiring may result.

Finally, remember that if your engine is misfiring or pulling
badly, the fault may of its own accord very likely disappear
altogether after a little running.
ENGINE RACES, I.E. GOVERNOR WILL NOT WORK

Evidently something wrong with the governing gear.

What?

CaUSe I. - The cam, which, by means of a small fitting which
resembles a hammer, throws the exhaust-valve lifters out of action,
is keyed to its shaft by a small screw; if this works out, as it
sometimes does, the cam will move about where it likes, and lead~
to the fault in question.
Cause 2.-Similarly if the' hammer' /ol'ets loose or is worn, the
same result will follow.
These remarks refer to the engines of the Daimler and Panhard
type.
Cause 3.-ln these motors the governor is usually arranged
to cut out one or two cylinders before the rest; if much wear has
taken place in this mechanism the trouble in question may arise.
There are also springs whose function it is to bring back the
exhaust lifters into action after they have been 'cut out' by the
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governor. If this mechanism has been roughly fitted or has had
much wear, I have often found that the ends of these springs
should be slipped off their knobs for the engine to govern properly;
and that if they are in place one cylinder may refuse to cut out
at all.
Cause 4--0f course if any of the delicate spindles, &c., connected with the governing mechanism be strained in any way, or
are allowed to get dry for want of oil, the same trouble may be
expected.
If the governor goes wrong at an awkward moment in the
traffic, and the engine begins to race, it may be controlled by
switching off and on, or retarding ignition, admitting an excess of
air, or the exhaust-valve lifters may be thrown out by hand.
UNUSUAL NOISES

Regular.-If an unusual but regular puffing noise (external)
is heard, which keeps time with the engine without apparently
affecting its running, it is clear that an exhaust joint has
given out somewhere between the exhaust valve and
silencer. If the rupture is near the engine, the exhaust gases
may slightly interfere with the burners and the mixture, but
otherwise no harm will be done to the motor, though the
noise may frighten passing horses considerably.
A regular but unusual lapping coming from the engine
indicates
i. Something loose or broken.
ii. Too much advance in ignition, or
iii. Engine about to seize through overheating.
If a squeak is heard anywhere instant attention should be
paid to it, otherwise much harm may be done. A slight squeak
is often very difficult to locate, and turns out sometimes to be
perfectly harmless; a squeak has been traced to the rubbing
of the bonnet against something inside it, to the shaking of
the radiator, vibration of lamps, and such like causes, which,
though trivial when found, are sources of great anxiety to a
careful motorist.
I have had a distinct whistling sound produced by the
rapid suction of air through a brass tap at each revolution of
.. N 2
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the engine. This took a long time to discover. A slight leak
of compression will also sometimes produce a squeak at each
explosion.
Irregular.-Popping Noises in tlte Carburator or Induction Pipes.- These are minute and harmless explosions caused
by:Induction valves opening too much, or
Sticking, or
Ill. Their springs being too weak.
1\'. Cold ignition tubes.
.
v, Retarding the ignition suddenly at high speeds, or
vi. Bad carburation.
I.

11.

Bursting Noises (irregular) comingfrom the Engine.
i. These indicate :-Burst joint at valve cover, sparking plug,
or :gnition tube. Spare washers specially made must always
be carried to rectify these.
ii. A platinum tube may have burst. Spare ones should always
be carried.

What to do if Ignition Tube bursts and you have no spare
one.-If you have no spare one, the Role of the old one
should be closed up as much ~s possible with a small hammer, then replace the tube with the hole in such a position
as not to blowout the burner or its neighbour. If you can
keep the burners alight progress can thus be made. Failing
this, the faulty tube or the hole leading to it must be blocked
up, and the car run home on the remaining cylinder or
cylinders.
iii. Loud Repoyt in Exnaust.- This is due to several unexploded
charges having collected in the silencer, ahd being ignited by the
incandescent products of the next fired charge j switching the
electric ignition off and on will often produce this, so may a
sudden retarding of ignition, or a semi-cold platinum tube.
There is no danger in these explosions-startling as they seem
-beyond the risk of splitting the exhaust box or pipe.
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It will now be seen that troubles may arise from any of the
six following sources:-

Ignition
Carburation
Compression

Lubrication
Circulation, and
Moving parts

I have tried to classify all possible troubles according to
their symptoms, so as to make it easy for the novice quickly
to locate the root of evil and rectify the fault.
CONCLUDING ADVICE AND REMARKS

If your motor works well, leave it alone, although it may
never seem fast enough.
Many troubles arise from interference and undue curiosity.
Remember that petrol is a highly volatile and inflammable
liquid j its vapour is equally dangerous.
Make sure that all petrol connections and UnIons are
taut.
If you have a flare-up, immediately close the supply cocks
or let off the pressure, take off bonnet to save the paint, and
smother the flames, or let them burn out. Water should only
be thrown to save woodwork.
Do not pour petrol near a naked light; it is prudent to
extinguish the burners when filling the tanks of the car.
Uo not spill the petrol over your clothes and then strike a
match to light your pipe.
Do not go out even for a short run without complete
equipment of tools, spare parts, petrol,and repair outfit, or
you may be back late.
Do not let a willing ostler fill up your petrol tank with
water.
Do not leave the water in your car on a frosty night, except
with 20 per cent. of glycerine in it.
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Do not start away with your brake hard on and wonder why
the motor is not pulling.
Do not pedal your tricycle for half an hour before
remembering the plug switch, unless the doctor recommendsiL
Do not let the starting handle By off and hit you on the
chin, and
Do not trouble to turn on the petrol tap if there is none in
the tank.

CHAPTER X
THE PETROL CAR

1. TRANSMISSION
By HENRY STUKMEY
THIS is a .....ide subject, and to be properly and thoroughly
dealt .....ith requires much more space than has been placed at
my disposal, so that I shall simply endeavour to deal broadly
y,;th the principles of the best known types. Next to the
.engine itself the construction of the transmission gear is the
most important thing about an autocar; for as this portion
of the machine is the medium through which the power is
conveyed from the engine to the wheels, it does not require an
intimate knowledge of mechanics to perceive that bad design
and undue friction here may make a very material difference
in the running and speed of the car. As a matter of fact the
whole power of the engine is never available for the work of
turning the wheels of the car, a certain portion of it always
being absorbed in the work of driving the gear; indeed, it is
not too much to say that in some instances~-as has indeed
been proved by actual tests-fully one half of the power
developed by the engine is thus lost between the motor and
the wheels. Consequently high efficiency in the transmission
arrangements will mean greater economy in work, as well as
better hill-dimbing and speed results from the same engine,
than would have been the case had a more faulty system been
adopted. Broadly speaking, it may be said that the old adage
'simplicity is a virtue' holds particularly good in this connection,
and it may be taken as an axiom that-~ll other things being
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equal-the simpler the gear the better and more efficient will
it be.
That being so, it may not unnaturally be asked why the
simplest method is not always used. If it were only the matter
of cunveyance of the power from the motor to the road
wheels, doubtless this would be done; but where the petrol or
internal combustion motor is used another matter has to be provided for, and that is the variation of the ratio of engine speed
to wheel speed; for with the great majority of motors of this
type, unless the speed rate of the motor can be maintained, it
will stop, so that' variable gearing' has to be adopted and the
power sent through this to the wheels. By this I mean that
the means of transmission may be so altered at will that
whereas when on level ground the engine may make, say, only
two revolutions to each one of the road wheels, for hilly or
heavy work it may make, say, four, six, or eight, and so, whilst
the car travels slower, the engine speed may remain the same.
Where steam engines are used this is not usually required, as
the steam engine obtains more power for heavier work by the
use of more steam.
Now the simplest method possible would be the dri\ing of
the road whcels or wheel direct by the piston-rods of the
engine, a plan only possible where a very small· wheel is used,
and only actually employed in the Holden bicycle as described
in the chapter dcvoted to this type of machine. Next to this
comes the use of gear wheels-' cog' wheels-as employed
upon tricycles and some light forms of car where the motor is
set close to the axle. In these we have one gear wheel fixed
to the shaft of the motor, gearing into a similar one upon the
axle. And here we may halt for a moment to consider the
action of gear wheels. As will be seen by fig. I, we haye two
wheels, the edges of which are cut into a number of equalsized teeth, and these wheels are so fixed in relation to each
other that the two sets of teeth mesh or interlock with each
other. Now it will be seen that any movement of one will
be imparted to the other through the teeth, but i" an oPposi/t
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direction-thus if wheel A revolves to the right, wheel B will
turn to the left, and vice versa. There is also another peculiarity about these wheels. It will be noticed that they are of
different sizes. The result is that if wheel A is the first to
receive the power, one turn of the wheel will not cause wheel
B to make a complete turn, whilst, conversely, wheel B being
the larger of the two, will, if revolved, cause wheel A to turn
more than once. Just what their actual relation of movement
to each other may be, is determined actually by th~ir respective
diameters and, for ease of calculation, by the number of teeth
they respectively contain. Thus if wheel A contains 20 teeth
and wheel B S0, it will take 2t turns of A to revolve Il once,

1
Fig.

1

whilst one revolution of B as the driver would cause A to go
round 2 ~ times. It will thus be seen that by varying the size of
the different gear wheels used, the ratio between engine and
Toad wheels can be varied. In an arrangement employing this
simple form of transmission only, the engine and axle must be
set close together, and we only have the friction in the bearings
of the engine and road wheels to be overcome, together with
that caused by the teeth of the gear wheels as they engage with
and push each other around. When, however, it is found
de:;irable that the engine should be separated from the road
wheels, some other form of transmission becomes necessary,
and other means have to be adopted; and the simplest and
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cheapest in point of manufacture, though not the most efficient,
is shown in fig. 2, where we have, as before, two different-sized
wheels, one connected with the motor-shaft and the other
with the driving-axle of the road wheels. Instead, however,
of their faces or edges being cut into teeth, they are smooth,
and the two are connected by a flat leather belt. Here, as
before, the wheels will be revolved in relation to each other
according to their respective diameters, but, as shown by the
arrows, they will both revolve the same way. This is advantageous, for every time the direction of power application is
changed some loss takes place. By crossing the belt, however, the pulleys or belt wheels may, if desired, be made
to revolve in opposite directions. On the other hand, the

Fig.

2

connection, not being positive, but depending upon the tIghtness or grip of the belt, there is more or less slip, so that the
ratio of rotation is not constantly the same, and as, in order
to ohtain sufficient grip for heavy work, the belt has to be
tightly stretched, the two wheels at either end are forcibly
pulled towards each other, and some extra friction, through
pressure, produced in the bearings. The slip of the belt, however, is not altogether a disadvantage, as it absorbs the shock
of the engine and prevents damage from that cause, whilst
there being no metallic parts in contact, belt driving is quite
silent in running, and this ,.annot be said' of gearing, much of
which is very noisy, which is not only an annoyance but an
eventual source of trouble, as noise means wear.
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Another form of transmission may be said to combine
the principal features of both the previous systems, and that
is chain driving. Here, as before (see fig. 3), we have two
wheels or pulleys connected by a flexible band, but the pulleys
are not smooth as before. Their faces are cut into teeth
suitably shaped to engage the links of a metallic chain
which takes the place of the belt. As with belt driving the
driven pulley or chain wheel, R, revolves in the same direction as the driving pulley or sprocket A. This method
possesses the feature of positive driving belonging to the gear
wheels, and whilst it has none of the slip of the belt there is
some elasticity in the chain, which helps to take up driving

Fig. 3

shocks and secures silent running. The extra friction on the
bearings necessitated by belt driving is avoided, as the chain
may be run fairly slack and the lower side hang loosely as
shown in the diagram, the chain automatically tightening itself
at the top as the different links are taken up by the teeth in
the drive.
Where two chains are used there is frequently some rattle,
owing to the two not being able to run exactly together, but a
.single chain is-like that of a bicycle, which it much resembles
-practically silent. Wet, mud, and dust will also cause chains
to 'grind' and become noisy, and therefore in order to obtain
the best results tlrey should be enclosed in a cover or gcarcase, which will protect them from these enemies; and the

•
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may be said of both gearing and belts, for both are better
servants in every way if so protected. The chains used are
similar in construction to those fitted upon bicycles, and are
either of the' block' or 'roller' variety. In the former (sec
fig. 4) the side links, c, C, C, are connected by solid blocks of
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metal,

through the ends of which the connecting pins,
pass, these pins turning slightly in their bearings in the
blocks as they pass round the chain wheels. In the lattershown in fig. s-the blocks are replaced by connecting plates
A, A, .\, and upon the cylindrical separators connecting them
A, A, A,

H, H, Il,

..

small cylinders or rollers, Il, R, H, are fitted, which roll into and
out of the chain-wheel teeth as they come round. As a rule,
unless some special provision is made for thorough lubrication
of the connecting pins of the hlocks, roller chains are usually
found to run with the greater smoothness and quietude. In
addition to these methods we have yet another which has been
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very largely used lately, especially upon light cars, and that is·
the use of bevel gearing and a connecting-rod, with universal
joint to secure flexibility. This system is shown in figs. 6, 7,
I
I

I·

Google

H)O

8, and 9.
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Here we have a rod or shaft ";th a gear wheel at
one end. This wheel, however, is conical or bevelled
(see A, figs. 6 and 7), and
the teeth are wider on the
outside than upon the inside.
It engages with a
wheel B upon the axle or
other portion of the machinelJ', which is also bevened, and bears corresponding teeth. It will be seen
that whereas in each of the
three methods first described
the axes of the motor shaft
and wheel axle are parallel,
in this case they are at right
angles, the forward end of
the shaft eeing united to the
motor shaft by a clutch or
other suitable means, and
rotated by it. In action
these bevelled wheels are
similar to the gear wheels
first described, but instead
of revolving lightly on their
bearings and pushing round
the teeth of the opposite
wheel as they come in contact, their shape causes a
strong repel1ing action also
to take place, the tendency
of the bevelled faces of
the gear wheels bein~ to
force themselves apart, which
throws a cofi§lq~r~\!>ie cross
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strain upon the bearings. The power, too, is deflected at right
angles, which is another source of loss.
I n order to permit of the free vertical movement of the wheels
under the springs, two universal or • Cardan' joints, c, c, are
fitted within the length of the shaft D (see fig. 8). These
consist of two jaws set at right angles, with their ends connected to and rocking upon the extremities of a right-angled
connecting piece. This allows movement in all directions,
and the shaft accommodates itself to the conditions of the
drive. This method is chiefly used because of convenience
and some neatness.
Another plan, employed however only by one or two firms,
substitutes for the bevel gearing what is known as skew or
screw gearing, a very smooth and silent drive without the
spreading or bursting action of the bevels, the end of the
driving sh3.ft being fitted with a screw which drives a series of
teeth cut diagonally around the circumference of the driven
wheel
I have said above that the forward end of the arbor shaft is
connected to the engine shaft by a clutch, and this brings me
to another almost universal and very important portion of the
transmission gear. In belt-driven cars a clutch is rarely used,
the slip of the belt being relied on to give the necessary
immunity from shock, but in cars which are driven by chains,
arbor shaft, or gearing, a clutch is a necessity, otherwise the
sudden application of power would strip the teeth of the gear,
break the chain, or cause other damage, and something is
needed to ease the shock. Clutches may be 'positive'
or frictional, but friction clutches only are referred to
above. These commonly take the form of a truncated cone
or inclined surface so arranged upon that portion of the
transmission which carries the gearing or other connection with
the wheels that, by sliding it slightly forward, it enters a socket having an internally coned surface into which it exactly
fits. Sometimes one of the surfaces is covered with "leather,
but otherwise both are metallic, and a strong spring is usually
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fitted at the back of the cone by which it is forced into its
socket. In a great many of the most popular typt:s of
car the hollowed socket for the cone is formed in the
centre of the fly-wheel of the engine, which thus drives the
mechanism through the clutch. The spring has a certain
tension, and the friction between the two surfaces when
pressed together by the spring is sufficient to drive the car without slip under all ordinary circumstances; but at starting, when
the power is applied suddenly to an inert mass, a much greater
amount of friction is engendered, and the cone slips slightly in

Fig. 9

its socket, thus saving the gearing and the machinery from
jar and shock, and enabling the power to be applied gently.
The construction of a clutch of this character is shown at fig. 9.
Occasionally also two friction clutches acting in opposite
directions are used to connect or disconnect alternately some
portion of the gear, in which case they are not spring held, but
are movcd from sidc to side by a lever-thus, in fig. 10 we
havc two gear wheels, which may be of differcnt sizes, running
By moving
on onc shaft with a double clutch between them.
the clutch over to the left, wheel A is held fast to and driven
by the shaft upon which the clutch slides, whilst by moving it
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in the opposite direction, wheel A is freed, and wheel Il held
fast, and if the clutch be held stationary at a point midway
between the two, both wheels are free and neither is driven.
In another form of clutch, connection is made by expanding
friction rings on the inner faces of drums, fixed to the parts
to be driven. Positive clutches are used temporarily to
connect various portions of the gear from time to time, as may
be required, and these take the form of notches or projections
upon a sliding ring or collar or other part of the machinery
which, when moved along a shaft, can engage with or slip into

Fig.

10

correspondrng notches or projections on tht, part with which it
is desired to make connection. In this case the connection is
sudden, and from a position of absolute rest the part put into
gear by the clutch is instantly moved forward at the same
velocity as the rest of the machinery the moment the clutch
teeth slip into their places. Figs. J I, J 2, and 13 show a
common form of positive clutch. This form of clutch, it
may be noted, is-or should he --always used in conjunction
with a clutch of the friction order-i.e. whilst individual
portions of gear may be connected with and disco r.lected,

boog e
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from each other by the use of positive clutches, a friction clutch
always connects the engine with the machinery so that the
shock is taken up there. The teeth, notches, or projections
of positive clutches require to be very carefully and accurately
cut and properly hardened, for if they are not they are very
apt to be chipped and to wear by the action of engagement.

Fig.

II

Rough edges denote chipping, and rounded edges much out of
shape indicate wear. When this is the case the gear becomes very
noisy in action, and much movement of the parts is noticeabl~
when the actuating lever is moved to and fro. In these circumstances they will require facing or re-cutting, and this should
be done at once when such a condition of things is discovered,

I

-@I,
Fig.

12.-Sl."t.,tioll

Fig. IJ.-End Section

or the condition of the parts will rapidly go from bad to worse.
Thcse lattcr remarks also apply to the teeth of gear wheels.
Having now briefly considered the principal details of
simple transmission, we pass on to the means whereby the
ratio of the gears may be altered as required by the road conditions, and in so doing have to combineGh~ speed-varying
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gear with the transmission gear proper; and the best way to
do this perhaps will be to illustrate the principles employed
by reference to examples of the various systems.
In the first place, belt-driving cars have usually two belts
running on pulleys of different sizes, so that shifting the belts
causes either one or the other of the two speed ratios to be
used. The belt system generally drives the car through chains,
so that whilst belt gearing is used for the speed variation, the
transmission to the wheels is by chains.
In using belts care must be taken in shifting the belts
to throw ~ff one before attempting to put the other into operation, or broken belts and perhaps worse accidents may result.
Belt driving is wonderfully smooth and quiet in action, and
commendable from this point, but unless very carefully looked
after liable to give trouble by undue slipping and breaking.
When carefully attended to and intelligently applied, belts can
be made very satisfactory. Mr. Lyons Sampson, for instance,
tells me he has had one pair of belts in use for over a year, and
has had no trouble with them. But then Mr. Sampson has
given the subject very careful consideration, and sees that they
get the little care they need. For instance, he runs his belts
flat instead of crossed, which by not bending them so much
puts less strain on the fibres. He uses the belt, too, with the
skin side to the pulleys, protects them as much as possible
from wet, and uses loose pulleys of the same diameter as the fast
ones instead of slightly smaller, as is usual. This, whilst keeping the strain on during use, does not necessitate the belt being
pushed up over the sharp edge of the fast .pulley every time it
is put into action. Mr. Sampson is also careful to take the
belts off entirely when the car is not in use, and so relieve
them of strain.
Mr. R. W. Buttemer, another successful belt-user, recommends using lightly tanned leather for the belts instead of
raw hide, which is preferred by some, and before putting on
a new belt hangs a r-cwt. weigbt on it for a day or two to take
the stretch out of it, following this by a soaking in castor oil,
02
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which oil is also occasionally applied during use. The wider and
longer the belt, the larger the pulleys, and the faster their speed
of rotation the better will the results be, so that narrow or short
belts and small pulleys in positions of no great speed should
be avoided. If a belt slips unduly its under surface may be
treated with Sternoline belt dressing, which very much increast:s
the grip, and Mr. Buttemer has a good word to say for Collan
oil for this purpose j but if this is not effective, it is evident the
belt has stretched, and it must be taken off, half an inch or more,
as required, cut off one end, and the two ends joined up again
with a belt fastener, which consists of a small malleable iron
casting carrying rows of teeth which are driven into the belt
with a hammer. Failure of these to hold is generally due to
their having been flattened out by hammering. In joining up
a belt see that it is cut square across and the two parts joineq
in accurate alignment. The belt may also be joined by lacing
the two ends together with a strong leather lace, a method
which Mr. Buttemer advocates when using new unstretched
belts, as then the stretch may be taken up by tightening the
lacing without taking off the belt again. 'The secret of
success with belt driving,' writes that gentleman, 'is to have
belts as large as admissible, of sufficient substance and good
leather, protected from wet and mud and well dressed \\;th
castor or Collan oil, and under these conditions they should
never give trouble beyond the occasional taking up of slack.'
The usual arrangement provides two speeds only, and to get
a third speed for surmounting excessive gradients the loose
pulley of the lower gear is furnished with what is termed a
• Crypto ' gear--which, howcver, is not a true Crypto, but what
is known as a lathe back-gear action, fitted to a revolving drum.
the holding of which by a brake tightened around its surface
and put into operation by a handle causcs the gear to come into
action, and so cffect a still further reduction of speed.
But although the Benz gear is not a true' Crypto,' as such
gears are used upon several machines a few words about the
peculiarities of this class of vJ.riablc gearing may not be amiss.
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A Crypto or epicyclic gear is arranged as shown in fig. 14, and
consists of two gear wheels, a small one A, with external teeth,
and a large one B arranged on the outside of it with internal
teeth, whilst in the space between the two one or more pinions
or smaller gear wheels, c, C, just large enough to fill the space
and cut with teeth to correspond "';th those on the two gear
wheels, are placed, these pinions being mounted on pins carried
by a ring or disc D, which mayor may not be supported by arms,
£, E, £, E, from a centre as shown. We thus have three members,
the outside gear wheel, the inside gear wheel, and the pinions,
and the whole makes a most accommodating arrangement; for

if the inner wheel A· be held fast and the ring n, carrying the
pinions, revolved, the outer wheel H is caused to revolve at a
faster rate than the ring, whilst if the outer wheel is held the
inner wheel will also be driven at a faster speed, but in different
ratios. On the other hand, if either the outer or inner wheel be
held and the other driven, the ring or disc Il, carrying the
pinions, will be caused to revolve at two several lower rates of
rotation: whilst if, in its turn, the pinion-ring is held and
either of the wheels driven, the other wheel will be rotated at a
different rate of speed, but in the opposite direcli011, and so a
reversing action obtained, and by locking any two mcrpbers
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together the whole contrivance is held rigid and revolves as a
solid wheel. By connecting anyone member of a gear of this
character with the engine shafting, and another with the wheels,
and locking the third to the frame of the car, a great variet)· of
adaptations can be made to meet special needs, this arrangement having the advantage of neatness and compactness, and
having all the gear wheels in constant engagement with each
other all the time.
'
A gear of this character is used upon the Duryea, which has
probably the simplest transmission system of any, and is
quoted as the most striking example of .direct chain transmission. In this the Crypto is carried on the engine-shaft, and for
ordinary use the inner and outer members are locked together
by a friction clutch and catch bolts, the whole revolving solid,
whilst a self-lubricating silent block chain carries the power
from a sprocket on the gear direct to the differential on the
axle of the driving wheels; thus under all ordinary running
conditions there is only the friction of the direct chain drive
from engine to wheels. AIJ intermediate speeds are obtained
by varying the speed rate of the engine, which in this case
possesses great flexibility and power, and will take the car up a
1 in 8 grade without change of gear.
When steeper gradients
than this have to be tackled a brake holds the outer wheel of
the Crypto, which is driven by the inner wheel and a 75 per
cent. speed reduction of the sprocket-in connection'with the
pinion-ring-obtained, whilst for reversing a band brake is in
turn applied to the pinion-ring, which is thus held to the frame
and the action reversed. The general arrangement of the gear
on this car is shown in fig. IS, where A represents the engine, R
the fly-wheel, c the Crypto tucked inside it, D the steeringhandle, working, by means of the lever E, the clutches F, F.
G is the outer bearing of the gearing, H the driving sprocket,
I the chain, and J the differential on the driving axle.
The gear
changes are made by raising or depressing the handle grip on
the steering lever D, and the reverse brake applied by the
depression of a lever by the heel.
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The large majority of cars to-day, especially those of the
heavier and more expensive class- such as Daimlers, Napiers,
Panhards, &c.-are fitted with wheel-gearing and chain transmission, and in these, although the constructional details may vary
with different makers, the principles and general system are the
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11.'.-- -Fig. Is.-Duryea Transmission Gear

same. In the illustrations figs. 16 and 17 I have taken the transmission system of the 12 h.-p. Daimler to illustrate the type.
This arrangement gives three speeds and a reverse. Others are
more frequently arranged to give four speeds, but the system
is the same. Fig. 16 shows the arrangement looking down
from the top and fig. I7 is a sectional drawing of the gear
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looked at sideways.
Here A represents the
fly-wheel of the motor,
and B the clutch working into its face. The
clutch drives the shaft
C, and can be drawn
back and so disconnected from the engine
by pressure on a foot
lever coupled up to
the end of the lever D
shown in fig. I t, the
end of this lever also
being attached to a
strong adjustable spiral
spring (not shown)
which keeps the clutch
engaged on the flywheel, allowance for
this drawing
back
being made ~ shown
at E, the shaft being
in two pieces, the ends
connected by the slideblock F. The drivingshaft runs back down
the centre of the car,
and carries a series
of three different-sized
gear wheels, G, H, and
I,
so arranged that
whilst they are carried
round with the shaft,
they are free to slide
to and fro upon it
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when moved by a hand lever at the side of the car, which is
connected up with the slide collar J (fig. q). Thus all three
gear wheels revolve at the same speed as the engine. Immediately above this shaft, as shown in fig. 17, is a second
shaft arranged parallel to it. This carries upon it the four
gear wheels K, 1., M, and N, all of which are fixed to it and
revolH~ with, but do not slide upon it. This second shaft and
its attached gear wheels are contained in the same metal gearcase in which the other gear wheels are enclosed, and which
can be filled with lubricating oil. It runs in bearings 0, 0, in
the walls of the case, through which it projects at either end.
The rear end carries a drum P, around which a band brake is
applied, and the forward end carries a bevelled pinion Q, which
gears with and drives a bevel wheel R.
This wheel is attached to the differential or ' balance gear's
(fig. 16) connecting the two halves of a cross countershaft T, which
runs in long bearings u, forming a cross support to the frame.
The ends of the cross shaft are furnished with chain sprockets
w, each carrying a chain which connects with and drives one of
the driving wheels through the medium of a chain wheel x,
which is bolted to the spokes by the bolts Y. Any stretch in the
chains may be taken up by turning the nuts z on the radius rods
z z, the purpose of which is to maintain and adjust the proper
distance between the countershaft and the wheel axles, and
so secure the proper tension on the chains. In making this
adjustment, care should be taken to see that the two rods are
adjusted equally, or the chain wheels and sprockets will be
thrown out of line and the chains may come off or break,
besides putting much strain on the bearings and causing con·
siderable additional friction. By putting on different-sized
sprockets on the ends of the countershaft the ratio between
the revolutions of engine and road wheels, so far as the top
speed is concerned, may be varied to suit requirements, and by
shifting the gear wheels, G, H, and I, so that they engage \\ith
either K, I.., or M, this speed may be maintained or reductions
made from it. Thus it will be seen that the different:sized
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gear wheels are arranged on their respective shafts at such
intervals that when one pair are in gear, the others are out of
gear.
In the gear as shown, H, the largest wheel on the driving
shaft is arranged to engage with L, the smallest on the driven
shaft, the speed of which is, wqen these two wheels are in
gear, increased; I, next in size on the lower shaft, gears with
K, which is larger in diameter than I, so that when these two
are engaged, the speed of the top shaft is less than that of the
bottom one. Again, when G, the smallest of the three on the
driving shaft, is in gear with M, the largest on the driven one,
the speed of the latter is still further reduced. By moving this
wheel G to the left it just clears wheel N on the upper shaft,
and by further movement in this direction is brought into engagement with a third or intermediate wheel, not shown in the
drawing, which is in engagement with N, and this, by conveying
the power through the three wheels, causes N to revolve in the
opposite direction to that taken by the other wheels on the top
shaft, and thus a reversing action is obtained, and the drivi.ng
wheels are impelled backwards instead of forwards. This shifting of the gear is effected by sliding the bottom series of gears
in either direction as required, bringing the teeth of the two
sets of wheels in juxtaposition and pressing the one against
the other, till they slide into each other. This is an operation
requiring considerable care, as .both sets of wheels are revolving
at a high rate of speed, one propelled by the motor and the
other by the travelling car, and if they were forcibly brought
together the teeth would be chipped or even broken off bodily,
so that in making the change great care is necessary. The
lever must be moved gently, whilst at the same time the foot
must be pressed on the lever of the clutch, which is thus disconnected from the motor and the power of propulsion thus
removed from the driving shaft whilst the change is being
made. When putting a lower gear into operation, as is necessary when climbing a hill, the speed of the car should be
allowed to fall to as nearly as possible the calculated speed of
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the reduced gearing before making the change. Thus, if the
calculated speed of the second gear is, say, eighteen miles per
hour, the driver should wait until the work of surmounting the
gradient has caused the engine to slo\\' the pace down to that,
and not try to make the change when the car is still doing twenty.
Some little practice and int~lligent observation is necessary
before this can be nicely done, but that sort of thing is where
much of the charm of driving a good car comes in.
Great care should be taken to see that both gear and bearings
are kept properly lubricated, or worn surfaces will result, with
much extra friction to be overcome, and if not quickly attended
to other things may happen of a serious character. The driver
should never allow any unusual sound emanating from the neighbourhood of the transmission gear to pass without investigation,
for noise means wear-or something worse; thus Mr. Claude
Johnson was on one occasion driving when he noticed a knocking or clanking sound apparently proceeding from his gear-box,
which upon investigation proved to be a broken pin in the
dilferential. He at once stopped for repairs. Had he gone
on, the whole gear might have got adrift and been destroyed,
necessitating a costly repair and many days' loss of time.
In fig. 18 we have an example of a shaft transmission car,
the type shown being the Renault, which I take not only because it was the pioneer of shaft transmission, but because the
speed gearing is entirely different from anything else, and thus
enables me to show a unique variation of wheel gearing. In
the majority of cars which use the shaft form of transmission the variable gearing is identical in principle with that
last described. If) our illustration A represents the motor, B
the fly-wheel with contained clutch c, and D the gear-box.
At opposite ends of the centre of this are two bearings, E, E,
in which two shafts, F, F, are carried, these shafts being connected in the centre by the serrated clutch G. The rearmost
shaft carries a brake-drum H, within which it is attached to the
universal joint I of the shaft ]. the other end of the shaft
carrying the second Cardan joint K and a bevel pinion enclosed
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in the case L, and engaging with a bevel wheel surrounding the
differential, which is enclosed in the case M upon the hack axle.
In ordinary driving the power is conveyed from the motor
direct through the shaft to the bevel gearing, which is a good
point. To obtain the second of the three speeds provided. a
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Fig. 18. - Renault Transm ,s"ion (;ear

lever worked by the hand is so actuated that the two shafts are
separated by forcing the serrated clutch (; apart, and at the
same time causing the secondary shaft 0, which is pivoted
eccentrically in its bearings, to be rotated, so as to bring the
two gear wheels P and Q, which it carries. into contact and gear
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with the two gear wheels Rand S, which are carried upon the
two halves of the divided shaft F F. The wheel R, which is fast
on the shaft driven by the motor, now drives wheel P, which is
in one with wheel Q, and rotates with it, and wheel Q, in its
turn, drives wheel s and through it the transmission shaft and
road wheels. Now it will be seen that R is slightly smaller
in diameter than P, and Q than s, so that the speed of the road
wheels is reduced in relation to the motor in the proportion
of these differences. The third speed is obtained in a similar
manner, but by swinging the other secondary shaft T in its
bearings and bringing wheels u and v in gear with wheels Rand
w on the main shaft.. As the differences in diameter between
these four wheels is greater than with the other four, it will ~
seen that the speed reduction is proportionately greater. Upon
the centre of shaft T will be seen a serrated clutch and two bevel
pinions, x, x. This is the reversing gear, which is put into operation by separating the serrated ends of the shaft and dropping
a third bevel wheel-not shown in the illustration-into gear
with the other two, which reverses the movement between the
. two halves of the shaft, and consequently drives the main shaft
in the opposite direction to that in which the engine is running.
With this gear an even greater amount of care is necessary in
changing gear than with the last mentioned, as the teeth of the
different gear wheels are not slidden sideways into each other,
but the two rapidly moving toothed surfaces brought up against
one another. In all these gear-driven devices the greatest care
must be taken to see that full lubrication is provided. The
gear-case should be kept sufficiently full of lubricant to enable
the lower edges of the gear wheels to be constantly passing
through it. It is important, too, that the bearings of the shafts
should not be allowed to get too much worn before renewal.
All bearings will wear and will require rebushing, i.e. relining
with new metal surfaces, and this should be done when any very
perceptible shake or side play is detected in them. This condition of things will generally make itself known by increased
noise from the gear, and the extent of the wear can be ascer-
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tained by taking hold of the shafts and trying what amount of
movement both sideways and' up-and-down 'can be felt. The
rebushing of the bearings is a matter for an engineer's shop,
and not for the amateur's attention. What the latter has to
remember is that I a stitch in time saves nine,' and that neglect
of perceptible wear savours of the' penny wise and pound
foolish' policy.
In the above I have but lightly touched on a question the
importance of which is second to none in connection with car
construction, and I trust I have not only made clear some of
the principles employed, but the strong necessity of giving
constant care and attention to this very important part if best
results are to be attained.

11.

FRAMES, SUSPENSION AXLES, WHEELS, STEERING
GEAR, AND BRAKES
By W. WORRY BEAUMONT, :vI.INST.C.E.

The parts of a car enumerated above are those which are
least likely to be detrimentally affected hy the want of knowledge on the part of the beginner. Most of them require little
or no adjustment, and for the proper fulfilment of their
functions the owner can but rely upon the skill of the designer
and the honesty of the maker. Their proportions and relations
are settled before the owner has anything to do with the car.
Upon them, however, depends entirely the safety of the occupant of the car. The motor or engine, the gearing, the carburetter, the electric ignition connections, all may break or
cease to play· their parts, and the only result will be that the car
ceases' to be a locomotive. The worst possible accidents are,
on the other hand, probable and almost certain if either axles,
wheels, or steering gear break, or if pins or nuts are lost from
either of them or from the brake gear.
Frames.-Frames are made of so many designs that no
general instructions can be given regarding them, and whether
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they are sufficient in strength and trustworthiness depends ver)"
much upon the method of connecting the running gear and
spring suspenders or hangers to them.
Many cars have a main frame to which the. spring hangers
and other parts are attached, and a secondary frame to which
the motor and gear-box, &c., are attached. This secondary
frame may be, and generally is, so connected, as in the Panhard
and the Daimler cars, that the main frame is relieved of the
local stresses which result from direct but separate connection
of the motor and gear to different parts of the main frame.
The motor and the main clutch shaft must be truly in line,
but if these two main parts of the mechani/im are separately
attached to a weak frame, the frame twists and bends sufficiently
to cause trouble with the clutch, because the one part of the
clutch is not parallel with the other, and the inner cone only
presses locally in the outer cone instead of fitting all round.
Clutches used much when this is the case slip most when
slipping is least wanted, soon cause much trouble, and only
complete refitting and renewal .of the cone surface can secure
perfect action.
Most frames are made cycle fashion-of round tubes brazed
together and with many of the ears and brackets for attachment of other parts brazed on. When the tubes are good and
of ample dimensions these frames are good, but harm may so
easily be done to the steel tubes by injudicious brazing that it is
well to watch the frames carefully at all joints and connections,
so that any flaw or any loosened lug may be discovered. When
spring hangers or brackets are attached to these frames so that
they splay outward or out of the direct line of pressure
from bracket to frame, they put a torsional stress on the frame
which aggravates the tendency to fracture or loosening. Some
of these frames are much narrower than the width between the
springs, and the spring hangers are bent or splayed out to
reach the springs after the manner of construction adapted.
in some pony traps, for which it is satisfactory. But for the
heavier load and much higher speed of the automobile it is not
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desirable. A frame which has some diagonal stays or parts
which act as diagonals is very desirable, though few car frames
are so made. Diagonal staying prevents some of the injurious
racking stresses, and with the longer distance between front
and hind wheels now common there can be little difficulty
about their use.
Wluel-base.-In the earlier designs of cars the wheel-basethat is the distance between the axles-was made short in accordance with ordinary carriage-makers' practice. This reduced
the length of road covered, but its disadvantages are serious.
A long wheel-base is desirable not only for steady running on
straight roads, but for the greater security it gives in running on
greasy and bad-surface roads, and on curves and downhill. It
also gives greater certainty and definiteness to the steering. A
very short wheel-base car is difficult to keep in a steady line, and
it will easily turn quite round when side-slipping occurs. The
farther the axles are apart the greater is the resistance to side
movements and side-slip, the steadier and easier the steering.
Long wheel-base lengthens the frame and makes extra care
necessary in securing sufficient strength, partly because of the
greater length unsupported between the front and back springs.
Spn·ngs.-The length and the number of plates in springs
of the motor-cars of similar weight and power by different
makers vary very much, and without much reason. More
attention would no doubt be paid to this point were it not that
the general use of pneumatic tyres hides imperfection in this
respect as well as others. Springs of insufficient strength, and
particularly of the front or steering wheels, are a source of great
danger, and frequent careful examination should be given
them; but springs are not necessarily of insufficient strength
because they appear to be light. Short springs are generally
undesirable, as being more liable to break with an ordinary
range of flexure than the longer spring, the bending per unit
of length being greater. Stiffness in short springs is avoided
by lightness, which is likely to lead to breakage, especially
w,hen the hole for the pin through the centre is not made as
p
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small as possible, and when the spring rests upon too long a
seat under the strap bolts. All the conditions as to best thickness and n~nber and width of spring leaves are best met by
springs of the longer type. They should always be bedded
upon the axle, with a piece of leather between them and the
axle and between them and the clip bolts holding them on.
Whenever possible a hard rubber buffer should be attached to
the centre of the spring as a chock-block, to avoid the severe
shock to springs when the frame goes down the full range of
the springs, as when running over a gutter.
The breakage of a spring leaf most frequently takes place
at the centre of the leaf, where the contrary flexure occu~
between the two clip bolts. A broken leaf may thus be made
to do duty temporarily by clipping it up to the other leaves by
means of clips which can be bought for the purpose, and one
of which at least should always be carried with the spare parts
on a car.
Generally a car suspension consists of four springs all
placed longitudinally, one to each wheel, but some cars, such
as one or two of the American steam and electric motors, are
fitted with cross springs at the back.
These are not sufficiently general to make any special reference to them any more
necessary than are the springs themselves.
Springs are connected to their hangers at one or both ends
by means of a pair of links, which radiate to allow for the
bending and straightening of the springs. These links are often
much too short for free movement, sometimes not more than
11 inch between the centres of the pivoting bolts. These
should never be less than 2 inches, and 3 inches is better,
even in voiturettes, and more than 3 inches in the larger cars.
Very considerable direct and indirect stresses are visited
upon the bolts and nuts by which spring hangers are fastened
to the frame, and these should be examined from time to time,
although they are fixtures.
It should always be remembered that the breakage of a
front spring may not only of itself be the cause of a severe
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accident, but that even when the breakage is only partial it will
cause the steering gear connections to become inactive or be
moved with difficulty, and this is very likely to lead to disaster.
Axler.-In all modern motor-cars, with one exception, the
front or steering axle is, as to the greater part of it, a fixture to the
spring and frame, just as is the hind axle of a brougham. The
ends only of these axles move for steering, namdy the part
which is in the wheel and a short piece which is jointed to the
fixed part of the axle. The most common form is as sketched
in figs. I and 2, which are a side elevation and plan of one end
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of a steering axle. In these A is the fixed part of the axle, B
the pad upon which the spring is fixed, c the fork(~d end of the
fixed axle, and D the movable part pivoted at B in the fork
on the pin F, the head of which carries a lubricator at G for
supplying oil or grease to the pin. On the part r; of the
pivoted axle is an arm H, by which through a connecting-rod J,
actuated by connections with the steering handle or wheel,
the axle D is moved to any angle for steering, as indicated
by dotted lines. All the pins and nuts on these connectingrods and arms need the most careful attention, and frequent I
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scrutiny to prevent wear or the loss of nuts and pins. The
uuyer should avoid a car with insufficient strength or quality of
work in these parts. This form of axle, known in this country
as the Ackerman axle, I though invented by M. Lankensperger
in 1818, .is of very great value in motor construction, as the
ordinary carriage front axle, withiocking plate"and centre pins,
would not only be extremely inconvenient, but it would not give
so stable a car under the higher speeds at which cars are driven
round corners, the wheel base with Ackerman axles remaining
nearly the same when turning a corner as when running straight.
These advantages are obtained with the disadvantage of
the jointed short arm at each end with its attendant joint pin,
nuts, and lynch-pin and lubricator. These are not really any
trouble except to those who look upon anything with more
machinery than a wheel-barrow as being complicated, and they
should not of course undertake to run an automobile. There
are numerous forms of this axle, differing in form of pivot and
as to the method of holding the road wheel on the axle D,
which in the form shown is kept in place by a washer and nut
N and a split pin P.
All these details are like those of wellknown'forms of carriage axles, but some, such as the \Volseley
car axles, run in ball bearings, and these any cyclist will soon
understand. The strength of the fork A is much increased by
the firm holding together of the two jaws by the pin .., and
hence it is necessary to see that the nut at the bottom is so
used that it does hold the jaws together, and it must not be
allowed to become loose.
The hind axles of nearly all the chain-driven cars is a fixed
axle similar to but stronger than ordinary carriage axles, and
they require the same but more frequent attention. The driving wheels on these axles have sprocket wheels fastened to
them, and are driven by chains which run upon them and on
. the smaller sprocket wheels or pinions on the ends of a spindle
which is driven by the motor. This spindle is in two parts,
connected by gearing, which is known as differential or corn, See 'Mo or Vehicles and Motors,' p. 567.
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pensating gear, its object being to drive the road-wheels so that
though both are turned by the same rotating source, they may
turn at different speeds when turning a corner; the two wheels
then describe parts of two circles' of different sizes, the one
wheel advancing perhaps five or six feet to one foot of the other.
The differential gear will be ~xplained with reference to the live
hind axle. If both wheels were driven at the same speed on a
spindle without differential motion, then one or both wheels
would have to skid and rub over the ground for the whole of
the difference of five or six feet to one. Railway and tramway
wheels do this, but the curves they traverse are, except on
tramways, always much larger, and the difference between the
curvature followed by the two wheels is small. On tramways,
however, it is the cause of very great strains and wear, and is a
very unmechanical and barbaric form of simplicity.
So far as driving is concerned the automobilist has only to
remember with regard to the fixed hind axle that the axle should
be kept well oiled, and that careful examination should frequently be given to all nuts and pins.
The Differential Gear.-The live hind axle used in so
many of the more recent forms of light car is a very different
thing, and needs more attention, as part of its structure is the
differential gear.
The differential gear acts on the principle of the action of
the pair-horse whippletree and equalising bar, the gear acting continuously in a rotating circle while the whippletrees act
only through a small range rectiline'l.rly.
The gear may be explained by reference to the diagrams
figs. 3 and 4. which are merely for explanatory purposes.
In fig. 3 wheels A and B are supposed to be upon an axle
in two parts, c and D, united by a pin at E loose in both parts
of the axle. Fixed on both parts are arms F and G, connected
by a loosely-fitting cross-piece H,supposed to be pulled at K
by a rod]. It will be readily understood that if the carriage
of which A and Il are the d~iving wheels be set to move in a
straight course and the road resista.nce to both wheels be the
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same, then H will remain parallel with the axle. If, however,
the steering wheels are set to turn a corner, the wheel B being
on the inner or smaller curve, then the wheel A will have to
move faster than B, and the arm F will be pulled through a
greater angle than the arm c, and the cross-piece H will cease
to be parallel with the axle. The parts will take the positions
shown by the dotted lines. Such an apparatus could only act
through part of one revolution of the wheels, but so far as it
acts, it permits the pull on either wheel to remain of equal
value, though one wheel moves more quickly than the other.
The principle -illustrated by this diagram may now be
followed in fig. 4, which illustrates a common form of live axlt:

•

A

Fig. 3.-Diagram to illustrate Differential Action

driven by a horizontal jointed rod from the motor and a bevel
pinion. The functions performed by the parts are the same as
those having the same letters in fig. 3.
The differential gear consists of two bevel wheels F and G,
each tooth of which acts in the same way as the arms F and G
of fig. 3, and two or more bevel pinions H each of which acts
in the same way as the cross-piece H in fig. 3, but by
means of its teeth bearing upon the teeth F and G of the bevel
wheels instead of the one tooth or arm F or G in fig. 3. These
bevel pinions are loose upon the pins on the end of the
piece K, just as the piece H is loose on the pin K in fig. 3,
but instead of the pin K being pulled by a rod it is carried
round by the bevel wheel- J, acting in the same way but
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rotatively instead of through a horizontal line of short
range. If now the resistance to the wheels A and B be the
same, the pinion H (acting in precisely the same way as the
cross-piece H of fig. 3) will by its teeth at F and G impart equal
degree of rotation to both, but if wheel B be on the inner side
of a curve or meets with obstruction greater than that to A,
then the pinion H will turn on its pin K, and allow one wheel
to move faster than the other. That is say, the pinion H win
impart the same push to either wheel A, B, and if one of these
moves more easily than the other from any cause, it accommo-

~·ig.

4.-A Differential Gear

dates tha.t wheel by itself turning and allowing the wheel to
move more rapidly than the other. This accommodating action
of the gear is important for free turning of corners, but it has
its disadvantage, in that if one wheel, while the vehicle is
on the straight, meets with more obstruction than the other,
the gear allows it to be obstructed, and tends to push the other
wheel round against the action of the steering gear. Correspondingly, if one wheel"is on a greater thickness of greasy mud
or a more slimy bit than the other wheel, it has more freedom
of, and help to, rotation than the other, and skidding or sideslipping on the greasy road result!l- and is aggravated. Hence
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in the heavy steam lorries, means are provided for throwing
the differential gear out of action.
On many cars the bevel wheels of differential gear were too
small in diameter, and hence there was insufficient room to get
in pins of sufficient size to carry the pinions H, and rapid wear
and breakage took place. In any case it is necessary to have
ample diameter for these parts, and to see that they are kept
well oiled, not only at the pins and gear teeth but at the
centre of the axle, where the two parts are joined by means
which allow them to rotate differentially on a centre pin and in
the bearings in the differential gear-box which surrounds the
wheel]. This box is not shown in the diagram, fig 4. The
dotted lines at M indicate the bevel pinion on the spindle [.,
which is driven through a jointed rod by the motor. The
means of transmission of the power to this spindle have been
described in other chapters. The automobilist should occasionally jack up the rear of the car so that both drivers are free
of the ground, so as to see that the wheels run equally free
when either wheel is held, thus testing the free working of the
differential gear, finding slack if it exists, and testing generally
the condition of the gear and connections.
Steering Gear.-The loss of a ship's rudder is a small loss
comparatively with that of the breakage or carrying away of an
essential part of the steering gear of a motor carriage, especially
of a high-speed car. The ship will continue to float and in
most cases the stopping of the engines removes immediate
danger from collision. With a broken steering arm or connecting-rod a car with its occupants may be hurled into a
ditch, or ravine, or river before the driver has realised what
has happened, and long before the brakes could do any good.
Th~ first provision against the helplessness that must, and the
disaster that probably would, follow broken or disconnected
steering gear, is sufficient strength in the parts. It should be
as direct and simple in arrangement as possible, because least
liable to disarrangement and because gear with chains and
short rods and connections through springs have so many
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more points for possible looseness and losses and more to
examine and yet be uncertain about. A few pounds in weight
will make all the difference between weak and bending untrustworthy parts, and certainty, so far as strength will give it. The
second means of providing against accident is frequent minute
inspection of every connection, tightening of nuts, renewal of
worn pins, assurance that pins cannot leave their place or split
pins be lost, and careful oiling and covering of joints so as to
prevent ingress of grit and reduce wear as much a~ possible.
The choice between locked steering gear and what is commonly called direct steering gear is very much a matter of personal choice. The locked gear generally acts through a worm
and wheel or quadrant, and remains where it is set by the
driver. The free or direct gear moves with the impulse or
pressure brought against the steering wheels or one of them
by any ruts or obstructions on the road. This movement has
to be resisted by the hand of the driver, as it is in some of the
steam-cars with lever-steering handle and many of the wheelsteering light cars. An objection to the locked steering gear is
that the worm gear rigidly holds the whole of the connections
between it and the steering axle. Hence any shock by blow
or heavy push at one wheel has to be withstood in all its force
by the steering connections. The lever or free gear on the
other hand is not rigid. It is accommodating, and the shock
on the steering parts is very much lessened, and in many cases
eliminated, by very small movement of the steering lever or
wheel. The objection to this is that the hand has to accommodate itself to and permit this movement and still preserve the
steerage control. If it be resisted the hand and arm feel in a
very disagreeable way the effects of the shocks, especially at
high speeds on bad roads, and of which the steering gear is
relieved. The driver, however, soon learns to keep a loose
but ready hand on the steering wheel or lever just as in riding
a bicycle or tricycle. On very light and moderate speed cars
lever or free-wheel steering gear would seem to be in every
way sufficient and quicker in action than the locked gear, and
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while running on good smooth roads there is very little
tendency for the steering wheels. to wander one way or the
other.
For the heavier and higher speed cars the locked steenng
will probably continue to be preferred, the steering connections
being relieved to some extent of the severity of shocks by the
interposition of spring buffers in the rod ends, thus securing
the advantage of fixity of position of wheels and direction
of running under any circumstances. It may be remembered,
however, that with the long wheel-base of the passenger brakes
run by the Lifu Company two or three years ago, the leversteering worked with great ease at thirty-five miles per hour,
but the axles of the wheels were inclined so that the point of
incidence of the wheels on the road was directly under the
steering-axle pin, and hence most of the shocks were delivered
to the axle and not to the steering gear.
The automobilist should frequently jack up the front of his
car so that the front wheels are free of the ground. Then he
can test the condition of all the steering-gear parts between
axle-arm and steering pillar, and see and feel every joint and
find out where, if any, and how much looseness or wear there
is in any part. He cannot do this properly while the weight is
on the wheels. Looseness between steering wheel and end of
steering pillar can be found at any time. He should never
allow' hurdle fitters' or ' horseshoe fitters' to attempt to refit
or alter any part of his steering or other gear, any more than
he would allow a ' hedge carpenter' to alter or repair the body
of his car or the Chippendale chairs in his drawing-room.
Only good experienced workmen, and above all trustworthy
workmen, should be allowed to do this work. The refitting of
steering worm and quadrant or of the nut on steering screw,
when that form is used, must be done by a good fitter, unless
the double nut, with one half adjustable independently of the
other, is used.
Brakes.-Next to trustworthiness in axles, wheels, and
steering gear the sufficiency and certainty of action of the

,
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brakes are of the utmost impOltance. So long as the axles
do not break and the steering gear steers, an expert driver can
rub along with very poor brakes until familiarity with risks and
dangers leads him into a smash, or until some very near
squeak makes him shudder when he thinks about it after he
is in bed and the light out; and then he looks to it on the
morrow. Of these incidents we do not hear much, but we all
know of the smashes and the fatal accidents that have happened to those on runaway or brake-given-way cars, and Mr.
Hutton's narrow escape at the end of an unwonted rush
downhill into Grantham, and Mr. Graham White's run-away at
Dover, are instances of the more obvious kind of evidence of
the necessity for good brakes. For the beginner there is no
working part of a car so necessary to his safety as the brakes.
He finds that stopping is very frequently more important than
going if he values either his life or that of others, or wants to
save his car and is not anxious to pay for smashing carriages
or horses. Even the makers of the lighter French vehicles no
longer fit their cars with brakes not big enough for a bicycle
or good enough for a horse~rake.
Many brakes have in the past been generally made or fitted
so that they will only hold a little in any direction, some that
would only hold well in one direction, and some that held too
well, came into action too severely, in one direction, namely
forward, and very few that held well in the backward direction.
A great deal of attention has lately been paid to this question,
with the result that brakes long well known to mechanical
engineers have been applied to motor vehicles.
A common form of brake that will hold only in one direction.
is shown in diagram fig. 5. In this a brake drum A is surrounded by a brake band B, fastened at one end to a fixed stud
at c, and pulled at the other end D by a rod F, connected to a
pedal E. This brake acts perfectly so long as the drum A
rotates in the direction shown by the arrow, because the friction
of the band on the drum from near c to D pulls on the band
in the same direction as the pedal, and thus the greater the pull
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at D the greater the frictional grip round to n. As soon, however, as the car is reversed or moves backward, so that the
drum turns in the opposite direction, the friction of the band
upon the drum pulls the band round towards the fixed point E
and further frictional grip does not take place, as the tendency
is to reduce the pull on c. If now the band be coupled at e
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Fig. 5.-Brake which holds in one direction

to a lever pivoted at H, as in fig. 6, the other end being coupled
to the end D of the same lever and pulled by the rod ~ and
pedal E, the hrake will act both ways. If the drum be turned
in the backward direction of the arrow, the pull at D will not be
lost through the effect of the fixity of the point e, for both ends

H

Fig. 6.-Brake which hold. in both directions

c and n are pulling on the drum and increasing the pull on F
increases the frictional hold in a rapid degree.
A good form of brake is that shown by fig. 7, in which the
pull on the rod F from pedal E pulls the arm D, and thereby
pushes the links c outwards and forces the blocks Boutwards into the hrake drum ring A, the whole of the hrake tackle
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shown being prevented from rotation by the radius rod c,
attached to the frame. It will be seen that this brake holds
• equally well in either direction. It is made by Messrs. James
and Brown.
Other forms of brakes which act in both directions have
been adopted, as in the Cannstadt-Daimler cars, the Riker, the
Panhard Krebs car, the Electric Vehicle Co. and others, and
more recently by Darracq, De Dion, Bouton, and Decauville,
but many are still fitted of the untrustworthy kind. These are
types, and all but the substantially made and well connected
brakes should be avoided.
Brake bands with wood blocks attached will work very
well, but well-fitted bands with metal-wearing surfaces are much

•
Fig. 7. -Amke which

h~s in both dircctiolls

better, and brakes made up ot small wire ropes and tacked or
tied on or threaded wood blocks are not to be encouraged.
However good the brake, it needs careful inspection and
. occasional adjustment, and much more thought than is usually
bestowed on so important a factor of safety.
A fruitful cause of accident and of wear and tear of brakes,
tyres and car generally, is the abuse of a good firm-holding
brake.
Maintaining high speed to the last moment and
depending on sudden application of the brakes is a very bad
and often dangerous practice.
The injudicious use of brakes or the rash driving which
entails the excessive employment and the abuse of brake
power, is not oIlly to be condemned because it is so likely to
cause the breakage of the brake gear, and so render a driver

Google
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absolutely helpless, but because it is one of the fruitful causes
of rapid tyre wear.
When a car weighing with its passengers one ton is stopped
from a speed of 20 miles an hour in a length of say 15
yards, the accumulated energy in the mass in motion is about
13 tons, and this is dissipated by work done on the tyres.
It -is remarkable that even the best of tyres stand this enormous
strain as they do. _At 20 miles per hour the car travels 45 feet
in the time taken to stop it, but the Automobile Club trials of
January 1902 show that the distance in an assumed emergency
stop may be much shorter than this, and it will not be an exaggeration to assume that the car may be stopped in 35 feet or
in from 2i to 3 seconds; and in this space the wheels will ha\'e
made only from four to five revolutions, according to their
diameter.
The whole, then, of the work, equal to that of raising a ton
13 feet high, is done by the tyre surfaces in four or five turns,
or less than three -seconds. This statement is sufficient to
enable even those who have the very least acquaintance with
mechanical matters to appreciate the danger and the costliness
of the injudicious driving that leads to the abuse of the brakes.
It may be desirable to record here that the Automobile
Club brake trials above referred to showed that on a flat and
nearly dry good road a car could be stopped at the speeds and
in the car lengths given below :From 11 to 14 miles per hour
From 15 to 17 miles per hour
From 18 to 20 miles per hour
From 20 to 24 miles per hour

in I! car length.
in 2 car lengths.
in 2i car lengths.
in 3i car lengths.

TVheels.-For ~'oiturettes there does not appear to be any
structural superiority in wood wheels, making them in this
respect preferable to well-made and well-proportioned wheels
of the cycle type. They are a little more easily cleaned, and
are, perhaps, neater in appearance j but even this is doubtful
in very light cars. For the heavier cars th~ wood wheels of
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the Hancock type are preferable because of their combined
strength and resilience, as well as for advantages as to cleaning
and appearance.
There are, however, no points in particular that the beginner has to consider except to beware of wheels made with
very light spokes and felloes. Look well to the joints in the
felIoes and every joint of every adjoining spoke in the bosses.
'Well-made wheels show no movement at these points after
hundreds of miles of running. For the most part the buyer
must rest upon the honesty and reputation of the maker, but
he may help the longevity of the wheels by judicious and
gradual use of clutch and brakes, and by guarding against loose
or lost nuts on the wheel boss flanges or slackness on the
axles. Any slackness of the rim on the felloes should be
attended to by a wheel....'fight. The cycle wheels of the light
voiturette seldom require attention except in case of accident,
and they may generally be entrusted to any of the accredited
repairing shops.
As a rule it may be taken that the larger the wheel the
smoother the running of the car. Very small wheels are to be
deprecated on this ground, and also because the severity of the
shocks to the whole car increases very rapidly on bad roads
with decrease in diameter of wheel, for reasons which have
been given in the book already mentioned.
All the wheels should be of the same size, because the same
t}'fe will then fit any wheel, and half the number of spare
covers and inn'er tubes are required as compared with the requirements when the wheels are of different sizes.
The appearance of a car with wheels of equal size is moreover better than when the steering wheels are smaller, and
except that custom, dictated by the old locking plate and centre
pivoted axle, required the small wheels in front, there is not
only no reason for small steering wheels in motor carriages,
but if any difference is made they should be larger than is
necessary for the driving wheels.
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CHAPTER XI
TYRES

By C. L.

FREESTOl\"

IT is a curious paradox, but none the less true, that while the
public has still to be converted to a more widespread apprecia·
tion ofthe efficiency of the mechanical motor, to the automobilist
himself the problem of the day, and of many days yet to come,
is how to find a perfect tyre. Excellent motors have been in
us.. for years-in fact, it may be said that in actual practice the
engine is the least likely portion of the car to fail; and though
improvements have been effected, and others will yet be
introduced in this and other parts of the machine, to the
gratification of every driver, he would willingly resign them all
and use, say, a Daimler motor of 1896, if only he could be
ensured entire immunity from tyre troubles. No one is
exempt from this apparently chronic obstacle to pleasurable
driving; the novice with his first car experiences sundry
mechanical difficulties which the experienced hand may avoid,
or quickly conquer if they occur, but every automobilist alike
is a prey to the inconvenience of punctures, and the expense
of upkeep of a costly and too easily perishable tyre equipment.
Arguing from the analogy of the cycle, in respect of which
the use of the pneumatic tyre has been so signal a success, the
average reader may find it difficult to understand why the
motor-car tyre should not be just as satisfactory, provided
that its substance be increased in converse ratio to the weight
it has to carry and the work it has to do. This, however
is unfortunately the crux of the whole matter. Various factor~
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enter into the situation which are virtually unknown in the
case of the ordinary cycle. The motor-car not only surpasses
in speed the greatest efforts of the cyclist, but also maintains a
high momentum for protracted periods; hence overheating is
one factor, not to mention others, which is present in the
motor-tyre, but which in cycling is only known to the Alpine
rider who' coasts' for twenty miles or more with the brakes on
all the time. The motor-car, too, must be driven through
everything, including long patches of 'new metal,' and must
take its grip on bad surfaces as well as good; the cyclist, on
the other hand, can often pick his way, and, if not, can get
down and push his mount, the tyres thus making a rolling
contact only instead of sustaining the driving friction which
does all the harm.
\Vith all its drawbacks, however, the pneumatic tyre is
almost indispensable for most types of motor-carriage. In
speed, in comfort, in saving the mechanism from pronounced
concussion, and in facility of steering, there is no question as
to the superiority of th~ air chamber as compared with solid
rubber. The curious fact, moreover, remains that in the very
circumstances which emphasise ·the weak points of the
pneumatic tyre the solid would be even worse. High speed
and a heavy car form a combination which tests the pneumatic
tyre severely, but the solid tyre in like circumstances can with
difficulty be kept on the wheel at all. At high speed, again,
the pneumatic tyre is particularly liable to puncture; but the
very fact of the tremendous speed necessitates the rejection of
the solid, because the comfort of the passengers, the conservation of the mechanism from jar, and the ease and safety of the
steering become more than ever important.
It is a melancholy fact that our French neighbours have all
along been even more ahead of this country in regard to the
manufacture of motor-tyres than of motor-cars themselves.
This circumstance for years pressed very hardly on the English
amateur. In 1901, however, the Dunlop Company permitted
the tyre which was most favourably known abroad, i.e. the
Q
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Michelin, to be imported into the United Kingdom under
licence, as the' Clipper- Michelin,' and it at once became the
standard type of pneumatic tyre among British users.
THE CHOICE OF A TYRE

Assuming that the reader is purchasing a car for the first
time, he may reasonably specify the fitting of Clipper-Michelin
tyres and leave experimenting, if so inclined, until a later date.
This type of tyre is taken as a standard for purposes of description and illustration of the proccsses of repair.' Several items,
however, require previous consideration. It is more than
likely that though the right make of tyre be chosen the nmire
may go wrong as to certain points of detail. In the first place
it is of the highest importance that the diameters should be
correctly apportioned to the weight, and secondly, whatewr
the size of cover, that it should be of the correct degree of
substance. Thirdly, it is advantageous that all the wheels
should be of equal size.
As regards diameters, it may be stated that the Michelin
tyre is made in various sizes, ranging from fifty-five to om:
hundred and twenty millimetres, or two and a half inches to
four and three-quarter inches. The tendency of makers is to
fit too sm:lll a diameter, and in most cases it is safe to ask for
onc size larger than that which is offered. In the 'Guide
Michelin,' however, a complete table is provided in which the
suitable diameters for !,riven weights are specified, together
with the degree of inflation to be allowed, and these data
should be studied with due care. The' Guide,' a most useful volume of 575 pages, is included with the Michelin repair
outfits, or may be obtained gratuitously from the firm. With
regard to substance, the covers are of three types, the Itger,
the renford, and the extrafort. The first-named may be discarded altogether, the second fitted to the front wheels if the
1 Figures 1 to 16 have been selected by permission from the excellent
Guide '!firhe/i" and redrawn, in some cases with slight emendations.
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~ be very light, while the third should invariably be chosen
for the driving wheels, and preferably for the front as well. It
is well to bear in mind that the average English road is not as
good as the average French road, and to make allowances
accordingly.
REPAIRS

The n:pair of a Michelin motor-tyre approximates to that of
an ordinary cycle-tyre with beaded edges, save that much greater
resistance has to be overcome in the former type owing to its
substance, while the winged nuts add one new feature of
complication. On the other hand the motorist has full access
to the wheel, and has no fork-blades to impede his operations.
\Vhile it is probable that most automobilists will have previously
become acquainted with a cycle-tyre, it is desirable to describe
the repair processes throughout.
It is essentiai that a satisfactory repair outfit should be
obtained at the outset, and nothing on the market can be compared with the Michelin necessaire de voiture, which is worth
buying if only for the special levers it contains, apart from the
excellence of the tackle
• • I
generally. One of the le- ~~~~ki~·~??~===:J
vers(see fig. I) has three ~
~projections intended for ~-A...A A _ _
:;:::z;ss -use with covers of 65,
Fig. 1
90, and 1 20 millimetres
respectively; the other lever has a hook which comes In
handily when replacing a large cover (see fig. 13). The larger
the tyre the more essential are the levers j a new cover is also
much stiffer than one that has been used for a considerable
time. In the case of a small or medium-sized tyre, not too new,
a very strong pair of hands may render the levers superfluous.
When the driver has reason to suppose, from the bumping
of the car on one side, that a tyre is punctured he should stop
at once to examine. It is of the highest importance that a
tyre should not be ridden deflated, but it is not always easy to
Q2
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detect the fact of a puncture at once in a back tyre, when the:
road is itself bumpy. In a four-seated car the rear passengt!!i
should glance occasionally at the driving-wheel tyres out of
consideration for the driver, and if either of them be splayed
at the point of contact with the road he should be apprised of
the fact at once.
If he decide, upon dismounting, that the tyre is punctured.
and not merely short of inflation, the car should be jacked up
so as to permit free movement of the wheel. The tyre should
then be cleaned, the best article for the purpose being a brush
with wire bristles: the type is known as a 'jeweller's scratch·
brush.' Loose dirt should also be wiped from the spokt'~.
If these precautions be neglected every movement of the whed
will cause particles of dirt
to fall into the hollow of
the cover, whence they
must be removed at all
costs.
If a cloth be
damped with water or
petrol the dirt will cling
to it readily, and can he
quickly wiped away.
.~
To RemO'v( Ihe TuN.
•.
Hor:Jr
¥
I't.ue....
i:henm. -To remove the air·
'Th~
chamber for examination
..
Itn. ~
Hubbv -.sJ,u..
'" Copper Wt1.3hu. the valve cap should be
J.~nut
.
···~rirrg.
unscrewed and inverted.
11IreddlJd 00l1!r...
·_·~~tem.
Sh.U.
.
the pin being then pressed
../?uhhtJl' w~ into the valve stem so as
I'£u~
.
-·Nut.
to push away the needle
···Ne«It8.
(see
fig. 2).
Ddlation
..Cdp.
may be expedited by
loosening the large nut
Fig. 2
and pulling out the plug,
especial care being taken not to lose the little needle with its
shell-shaped head. Then unscrew the winged~nu almost as
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far as they will turn without detaching them from the bolts, and
push the latter upwards until the nuts meet the rim.
The beaded edge of the tyre should then be forced inwards
all round the rim by the left hand, the right hand assisting the
operation by inserting the point of one of the levers. Then
moisten the blade of each lever to make it glide more easily
on the rubber. Take hold of the cover, as in fig. 3, with the
left hand, at a point between two winged nuts, and not near
the valve. Push forwards with the palm of the hand and the
thumb, and simultaneously, having inserted a lever, work it
downwards with a laterally oscillating movement until it
assumes the position shown in fig. 3. Depress the haft until
the blade is horizontal, and then slowly work the point again

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

with a sideway oscillation, until the opposite edge is reached, as
in fig. 4. Still holding this lever firmly, insert the other at a point
from ten to fourteen inches away, according to the size of
the wheel; roundly speaking, the distance between the levers
should be a third of the diameter of the rim. Avoid, however,
placing either lever near the valve or one of the winged nuts.
Having worked the second lever forwards in like manner
to the first (see fig. 5) depress the hands towards the hub (see
fig. 6). This should bring the beaded edge right over the rim ;
if the movement fails the levers are too far apart, or if the edge
comes over but slips back again they are too close. The remainder of the cover may be detached with the hands alone
in the case of a voiturette tyre, but otherwise the right-hand
lever must he re-inserted six inches further down, and again
·Q3
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depressed, the process being repeated until detachment is complete. Care should be taken that the winged nuts remain flush
with the rim throughout.
If a single lever only be available the removal of a cover requires more strength and more dexterity. The left hand should

FIg. 5

Fig. 6

press the cover outwardly as much as possible, the point of the
lever should be insinuated between the beaded edge and the rim,
but not beneath the air-chamber, and the position shown in fig. 7 should be attained, by pulling the cover forward with

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

the left hand and depressing the lever with the right. Avoid
the position shown in fig. 8. Slide the lever, which should be
moistened, between the rim and the beaded edge, and as the
latter is progressively unhooked press downwards on the cover,
as in fig. 9, to prevent any slipping back. Th~ - s p~ other-
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wise of the removal with one lever depends upon the size and
age of the tyre; two levers are in most cases to be preferred.
To save time on the road it is usual to remove the airchamber bodily and replace it with a new one, deferring the
repairing of the puncture to a more convenient occasion. In this
case the valve should be loosened by unscrewing the large nut
and rubber washer, and pushing the stem upwards until it
leaves the rim. The air-tube should then be detached all
round with the fingers, great care being exercised lest the
rubber be adhering to the lining of the cover, owing to an insufficiency of chalk having been employed when the tube was
last fixed, and also lest, as is very probable, the nail, flint, or
other puncturing instrument, be still
lodged within the cover, in which
case ungentle handling may tear
the tu be. I f the cause of the puncture be found, or even if there be
a visible cut right through the
cover, the corresponding spot on
the tube should be determined,
when a hole will probably disclose
itself if the rubber be slightly
stretched. 'The puncture should
Fig. 9
at once be marked with a coloured
pencil, whether the tube is to be repaired forthwith or not.
Then remove the nail, or other cause of damage, from the
cover without fail.
If no spare tube be available, and the one ill silu must be
mended there and then, it is not necessary to loosen the valve
in the first instance, as the puncture will probably be easy to
locate, and may be at such a distance from the valve as to
render a repair feasible without removing the entire tube. If
the valve has to be detached, however, and the cover is of
1)0 mm. diameter or more, the lever with three projections
should be employed, as in fig. 10, to hold up the cover.
To Repair a PIIlIdurt!. -This process is simple.

{;g6gle
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patch from the repair-box, of small size if the puncture be a
mere perforation, but larger if the tube be cut. Clean the tub6
round the hole with glass-paper or petrol, brush dry, and then
apply solution, over a space somewhat larger than 'the patch.
Next cover the patch with solution also, on the side that is not
bevelled. In each case the solution should be thinly and
evenly spread, not in clots. Wait until all traces of moisture
have disappeared-a point of paramount importance-and then
fix the patch upon the tube, pressing the surfaces firmly
together. There should be no ambiguity about the adhesion;
the patch will stick like a leech at once if the solution has been
thinly applied and sufficient time-from five to ten minutesallowed for it to dry.
To Repair the CO'l'er.--Before replacing either a new or
repaired tube the cover should be attended to. If the hole or
cut be very small, it will suffice to plug it with cotton wadding,
soaked in solution, to prevent the ingress of water or dirt; the
possibility of the air-chamber, however, under strong inflation,
forcing its way into the aperture and bursting must be borne in
mind, and when doubt exists as to the safe course to follow an
oblong patch of canvas should be applied instead. The lining
of the cover should be cleaned with glass-paper and solution
spread on the fabric and on the canvas patch, as described
above in the case of the air-tube. Apply a liberal dose of
powdered chalk to the patch when fixed.
Replacing the nlbe.-Considerable care is requisite when
inserting an air-chamber.
It should first be plentifully
chalked, and a handful of chalk should also be placed in the
well of the cover, and distributed by revolving the wheel two
or three times. The opposing surfaces are thus well lubricated, and the possibility reduced to a minimum of nipping
the tube, a factor which :vI. Michelin has declared to be the
cause of fifty-onc per cent of the injuries to air-chambers.
Ensure that the tube is entirely deflated before replacing;
to effect this it must be rolled upon itself and all the air
squeezed forwards towards the valve, all the parts of which
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must previously have been detached 'excepting the plate and
nut at the base of the stem. Before replacing the tube, see
that the overlap at the join is facing towards the back of the car, and not for.\
wards. Then push the stem through the
rim, meanwhile holding up the cover as
in fig. 10. Place the rubber washer and
large nut on the stem, but do not screw
right home. The tube should then be
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point and stretched at another.
Now insert. the remaining parts of the valve, except the
cap, and inflate slightly, just sufficiently to make the airchamber round, but without the least stretching of the rubber.
Then pass the hand all round, between the tube and cover,
to make sure that no creases remain.
To Replace the Cover.-Unscrew the rim nuts sufficiently
to allow the valve to be pushed upwards, and the beaded
edge to pass into its place. Force as much of the cover into

Fig.

11

Fig.

12

poSitIOn as is possible by pressure from the hands, and then
insert the lever as in fig. 1 I, and by lateral oscillation work
the remainder into the hook of the rim, If the cover assumes the position seen in fig. 12 replaceme.nt will be difficult.
In that case fix the lever with a single prong in the position
shown in fig 13, and depress the other lever. Then bring the
levers towards each other, and push the cover along the
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inclined plane formed by the lower lever, as in fig. 14. Withdraw the upper lever, and, by raising the other lever, forre
the cover into the rim, afterwards tucking the edge beneath
the hook by reiterated pressure from the point.
As each bolt is reached it should be pushed upwards as
far as it will go when the winged nut is unscrewed to the
last limit, and when the cover is in positi.on all the way round
these bolts should be worked up and down to determine
whether the tube be nipped. The movement will, in that
event, release the tube, and the bolt should come back much
as the key of a pianoforte after pressure from the finger. If
the bolt cannot be pushed upwards the beaded edge is not
accurately bedded.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

It now remains to ensure that the air-chamber is nowhere
nipped. Seize the cover with both hands, and with the thumbs
force the beaded edge towards the centre of the rim. Make
the circuit of the tyre in this way, and if the· red tube be nowhere visible it is not nipped, but if it project at any point it
must be pushed inwards with the lever.
The tyre may now be inflated, care being taken, in order to
avoid wasted effort, that there is no leakage between the nozzle
of the pump and the milled cap into which it is screwed, or
hetween the latter and the rubber pipe, or between the nozzle
and the valve. After inflation see that the valve nut and the
winged nuts are tight to the rim, or wet will penetrate to the
tyre.
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To Change a Cover.-Remove the inner tube, then detach
the winged nuts and take out the bolts. Pass a lever not only
under the detached edge of the cover but also beneath the one
opposite, as in fig. 14. Depress the lever, and pull the cover
forwards. As soon as about eight inches of cover have been
levered off, the rest can be removed with the hands.
Replacing a Cover.-In this operation the beaded edge on
the far side must first be fixed, care being taken to have
the notch exactly opposite the valve hole, and that the cover
does not pucker in one part and stretch in another. Insert
the bolts in turn,' holding up the cover as in fig. J o. Then
replace the air-chamber as an/e.
Burs/s.-Bursts of the air-chamber, if not more than four
or five inches long, may be repaired in the same way as a
puncture, using a very wide patch, however, and affixing it
with extreme care. A large burst in the outer cover may be
temporarily repaired by solutioning to the lining a specially
stout patch made of two thicknesses of canvas with an insertion of vellum. The cover may also require to be laced up
with a large bandage of leather. As soon as possible, however,
the tyre should be sent to the factory.
GENERAL HINTS

Watch the winged nuts, and keep them always tightly
screwed. to the rims.
Wash the tyres occasionally with petrol, and examine for
cuts. If deep, insert a piece of rubber and fix with solution.
If the cuts have gone completely through, plug with cotton
wool, and reline the cover with canvas where required. The
older the tyre the more carefully must it be watched, and probable bursts prevented by interior reinforcements.
Never drive with a tyre deflated.
Scrupulously keep·all wet from percolating into any part of
the tyre. Whenever necessary re-enamel the rim and spokeheads.
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Also keep oil away from the tyres, or it will rot them.
Do not be afraid to pump the tyres hard, especially if carrying
a full load. They should never splay more than half an
inch.
Never let the car rest on deflated tyres.
In' the case of wire wheels, make sure that the spoke-heads
are properly covered by the tape.
Test spare tubes by inflation in water, for possible minute
leakages.
Do not, however, construe air-bubbles from the valve as a
sign of permanent leakage. The needle of the Michelin valve
does not fit absolutely tight under the light inflation of an
unprotected tube, but under full inflation in the cover may be
air-proof. A good plan when tube-testing is to stop this slight
leakage by moistening the needle in the mouth.
Keep all spare tubes completely deflated and away from the
light. Brown paper is a good preservative. Do not WTap
up two tubes together, or the pins may cause punctures.
Always carry at least two spare tubes when driving, and
more if the wheels are unequal in size. Spare covers should
also be carried when those in use are much worn.
Never start a journey without a pump, a lifting jack, and a
fully furnished repair box. See, also, that the pump nozzle
has not become detached from its socket.
At every stopping-place it is worth while to examine
the covers, in case nails or flints have become embedded in
the tread.
When a nail cannot be found, in case of puncture, the
cover should be carefully examined for possible flints or
pms.
Be sure that the wheels are strictly parallel to each other.
To determine whether a tyre is fully inflated, stand on the
step and oscillate the car; the expansion of the tyre at its
lowest point should be inconsiderable.
The Michelin 'cradle,' or metal nail-catcher, is a useful
device to attach to the back wheels, as it may strike off nails
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before they have had time to work their way .through the
tread.
To reduce the probability of puncture in patches of loose
stones, let the car run as much as possible by gravity, and not
by driving friction.
OTHER TYRES

Various attempts have been made to produce efficient tyres
for motor-cars without infringement of the Dunlop patents.
At present (1902) there is only a restricted experience to call
upon in respect of these new types, but the appended enumeration of their leading features is based upon personal investigations among actual users.
The Col/ier.-As will be seen from the sectional illustration
(fig. 15), this type is provided with an unusually stout tread,
and is made in very large diameters. The
mode of fastening is by vertical bolts passing through a horizontal flange of metal
which is shrunk on to each side of the
wooden fellae. The upper ends of the
bolts are ringed, and receive a wire which
passes all round the bead of the cover, on
each side of the wheel alike. To remove
the tyre when deflated it is only necessary
Fig. 15
to unscrew the locking nut,> outside the
flange, and, as the wire threaded through the rings is not endless, the bolts can be pushed inwards and the edge of the cover
lifted without difficulty, especially as it only engages with a flat
surface, and not the turned edge of a rim of the ordinary pattern.
The cost of the Collier is about 25 per cent in excess of ordinary
types. Not only is excellent rubber employed, however, but the
system of moulding is such that even on a heavy car the tyres
show fewer cuts than solids. I have seen a set of Colliers on
a 27-cwt car that had been driven 2,300 miles over bad roads,
and even the covers of the driving wheels were quite smooth
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and unimpaired. The maximum speed of this car was 25
miles an hour j experience is wanting as to what result'> would
follow the use of these tyres on a high-powered vehicle, both
as regards wear on the tread and the strength of the attachment.
The Good)'ear.-Bolts are also employed, but in a different
way, in the Goodyear (fig. 16), a tyre of American origin.
They are passed horilOntally, to the number of sixteen, through
vertical flanges of metal and the intervening wooden felloe. The base of the
tyre is thus held by the prt:ssure from the
flanges and that of inflation also. "\ccess
to the air-chamber is gai:led by remm.;ng
the locking nuts and detaching onc flange
bodily. The cover can then be pulled off
its flat bed without any p:uticular difficulty.
Onc of the good points of the Goodyear
is that it cannot come off the rim if deFig, 16
flated, nor will it 'creep,' as strands of
contracting wires inserted through the base make the circumference constant. To prevent overheating at high spet:d the
fabric has an insertion of asbestos. The
(;oodyear is very well spoken of by those
who have tried it up to now.
The .Aeu' lurk.-Another American
tyre is the New York (fig. 11). Unlike
the foregoing it is of the single tube
variety. It is made in light and heavy
patterns, the one illustrated being inFig. 17
tended for cars weighing over a ton.
Owing to the uniform thickness of the walls the tyre can be
ridden deflated without material damage. It is fastened to the
rim both by vertical and horizontal bolts.
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NON-SLIPPISG TYRES

A tyre which has become popular in France for town and
winter work is the Ga/lus. Its use in England is impracticable
for the present, both by reason of patent rights and the fact
that it contravenes the stipulations of the Local Government
Boud as to projections being 'of the same material as that of
the tyre itself, or of some otht'r soft and elastic material.' The
(jal1us, nevertheless, possesses several intercsting features, and
may ultimately find its way into the United
Kingdom. From fig. 18 it wil1 be noticed
that the tread is covered with parallel
armatures of metal set in close series.
Except for remotely possible penetrations
between the plates the cover is unpuncturable; but the Gallus is chiefly valued
Fig. 18
in Paris because of its non-slipping properties. It is employed even on 2o-h.-p. cars, and within the
speed limitations imposed by town use the armatures do not
easily become detached.
Curiously enough, only onc (iallus cover is fitted to each
car, namely, on the near side driving wheel, the object being
to prevent the skid towards the gutter to which a car is liable
on gre~sy thoroughfares. In this country, of course, where the
rule of the road is reversed, the safety tyre would need to bc
used on the off side. The Gallus is somewhat more expensive
than the ordinary cover; it is also slower, and on hard surfaces
is more vibratory; on snow, too, it is ineffective as a non-slipper,
owing to the clogging of the apertures. Nevertheless, its advantages are held to outweigh these disadvantages, and during
last winter it was largely adopted by leading chauffeurs in
Paris.
TIte Fakofmel.-A method of wiring the tread of a pneumatic tyre in order to prevent non-slipping was introd ced in
)
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by tht: Fakonnet Perodeaud Co., of Choisy-lt:-Roi. As
19, the cover .is full of closely set strands of
crimped wire, tht: points of which projtX:t
slightly above the tread, and thus present
a rough surface to the road. It is claimed
that not only is side-slipping prevented.
but that the cover is also more durable and
less susceptiblt: to punctures. As to its
behaviour at high spet:d no evidence is
availablt:.
Fig. 19
Tire Wilki,IS01l.--At the Wilkinson Tyre
Manufactory, Huddersfield, is made a somt:what similar tread,
which can be solutioned on to any cover. The wires in this
case, howt:vt:r, are straight, not crimpt:d, and are less numerous:
they art: also strongt:r individually, and projt:Ct further. Tht:
tread is made in three sections, and as tht: wires are worn
down tht: rubber of the external section can be pulled away,
the process being repeated after further wear. On light cars
there is evidence to show that this tread is satisfactory, and
really prevents skidding, even in bad grease, but it*has,t!not
yet been tried on fast and heavy cars.
1901

will be seen by fig.

SOLID

TYR~;S

The fact that solid tyres are considerably cheaper than
pneumatics, and, of course, immune from puncture troubles,
causes many automobilists to make experiments in that
direction.
:\s mentioned at the outset, however, the solid
tyre is most conspicuously wanting under the very conditions
when tht: pneumatic may seem least desirable, but is really
the superior type. The problem is curiously complex. On a
light, slow car, of the old Henz type, solids may safely be used:
on a light, fast car the mechanism will suffer and the passengers'
comfort be affected., With a heavy car the need for solids
becomes greater so far as punctures are concerned, but again
the demands of the car itself and the passengers assert them-
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selves in converse ratio. What really kills the solid tyre, however, is speed, pure and simple, quite apart from the car or
the passengers. Beyond a certain maximum rate of progression several factors combine to cause the solid tyre to leave
the rim. The heat due to road friction, the pressure arising from
the weight of the car, and the combination of centrifugal force
with the weight of the tyre itself-much greater than that of a
pneumatic- all create expansion and make the tyre rise from
its bed and at times fly ofT bodily. A tendency to creep in
the rim is also caused by the non-absorbent qualities of the
solid as compared with the pneumatic tyre.
Given a combination of a heavy touring car with moderate
speed, the use of solid tyres is practicable; and with a very
heavy car, but of low speed, they may also be reasonably
employed. Hut when the speed exceeds twenty miles an hour
the solid tyre is inadvisable for more reasons than one, whatever the weight cif the vehicle itself.
Of late a tendency has declared itself to effect a compromise
on large cars of fair speed by fitting solid tyres to the driving
wheels and pneumatics to the front. This method ensures
facility of steering, and immunity from road shocks to the
engine, and by the aid of long French springs the comfort of
the passengers may be preserved, provided that the car is
'nursed' over specially rough surfaces. Even this compromise,
however, has its limitations, and does not appear desirable for
high-powered cars, unless the power is only used to the full on
up gradients and considerably throttled
down on level roads.
The types of solid tyre in use are not
numerous. Perhaps the best known is the
Clincher. The Sirdar and Capon Heaton
are also favourably known. A tyre that
has also been tried by a few British automobilists is the Falconnet (fig. 20), which
is provided with a core of spongy rubber, and is thus somewhat less harsh than the entirely solid patterns. Expe ie~ Sic
R
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has shown, however, that the security of this tyre at speeds
in excess of sixteen miles an hour is a doubtful quantity. The
tyre shows a tcndency to become detached from its bolts, and
as it is very heavy it is likely to be lifted off by centrifugal
force.
In the case of solid tyres the chief essential is that a gap of
a quarter of an inch should be left between the ends, to allow
of explnsion under heat or pressure. If this gap becomes
closed in time one end of the tyre should be cut away. If the
tyrc he a close fit at the outset it will creep on the rim, crack
at thc sides, and be liable to fly off at any but slow speeds.
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CHAPTER XII
STEAM CARS

By H.

WALTER STANI!R, EDITOR OF 'THE AUTOCAR'

A STEAM car, although driven by a steam engine, really derives
its power from heat, but, instead of the combustible or fuel
being burned and converted into pressure in the cylinder of the
engine, as in the internal combustion engine of the petrol car,
it is burned under a boiler. The expansive or elastic force of
the steam pressure generated by the heat of the fire in its turn
drives the engine, which gives the car its motion. The heat
energy of the fuel is released by combustion; this heat is used
to generate steam in the boiler, and the energy of the steam is
transformed into motion after being admitted into the engine.
Thus the three main essentials of the propelling apparatus of a
steam car are the fire or burner, the steam boiler or generator,
and the engine.
.rueL-Coal or coke is not used for pleasure cars, as either
is too cumbersome and dirty, and the fire requires constant
attention, liquid fuel in the form of petroleum (paraffin), or
petroleum spirit (petrol or motor spirit), being universally
adopted. Although petrol will ignite instantly if a match be
applied to it, and paraffin will not, both must be vaporised or
transformed into a gas by heat before they can be economically
and cleanly used as heating agents. Not only so, but when
vaporised, they must be burned mixed with air on the Bunsen
principle.
Examples.-An ordinary domestic gaslight is produced by
burning gas in air, but the atmospheric or Bunsen burner burns
a mixture of gas and air in air.
.
R 2
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Pt/rot Rumen-Assume for a moment that the petrol for
the burner has been vaporised (method to be described later)
and transformed into gas, which we will for the future call
'vapour.' The Locomobile burner (figs. I and 2) takes the

Fig. I.-PloIn View of Hurner of" LocomobM

form of a shallow circular metal box about one and a quarter
inch deep, and of slightly less diameter than the boiler under
which it is placed. There are 107 half-inch tubes, which pass
through the bottom and top plates of the box. In the top
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-Section of Hurner

plate twenty small holes are drilled round each of the half-inch
tubes, and as the vapour is injected into the box at the pipe A
it passes up these small holes round each of the air-tubes, mixed
with the air continually sucked in with it as it enters from
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the vapour nozzle, and it issue:> from the twenty small holes
round each air-tube, and burns \rith a solid blue flame above
the top plate of the burner, the air for combustion of the mixture (air and vapour) being supplied through the 107 half-inch

M. Scrpollet on his tirst Steam Tricycle (coal-tired) (date [887)

air-tubes. The tube A at the side of the burner, which IS
about one inch in diameter, is open at the outer, as well as at
the inner end, so that the vapour which is injected into it induces a continual flow of air with it into the burner. The end
of the vapour tube which projects into the induction tube A

G)
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is called the nozzle or nipple. The burners of the Weston,
Milwaukee, and many other American cars are practically
similar to the Locomobile, and so is that of the Reading, but in
this latter burner the vapour is injected from the centre of the
bottom plate, so that the half-inch air-tubes have no break in
their disposition, and if the petrol be inadvertently left turned
on, there is no chance of it flooding the burner and being ignited
when the burner is lighted, as it runs out on to the ground.
Vaporising the Flit!. - The petrol is forced from the petrol
tank to the burner by air pressure, a cylindrical vessel is connected with the petrol tank, and it is pumped to about 45 lbs.
pressure in the Locomobile and most cars of similar type.
The pressure is obtained by means of an ordinary bicycle
pump, and it occasionally requires a few strokes of the pump to
maintain it as the petrol is used up. An air-pump driven by
steam can be fitted to the Locomobile, so that the hand-pump
need not be used. To vaporise the liquid, it is passed by
means of a tube up through the boiler across the top of
it, and down again through another tube, the heat of the
boiler being found sufficient to transform the liquid into gas_
Thence it passes into the burner. This is the Locomobile
arrangement. In the Weston the petrol is pumped through a
tube which runs straight across the fire-box, or circular case
containing the burner, the heat of the fire vaporising it In
the Reading it is passed in tubes through the boiler once, and
also over the fire. It will be seen that these methods, which
are mentioned as examples, all require that the burner shall'
be in operation before the process of vaporising can be commenced, and as the burner can only consume vapour, some
additional method is necessary to obtain the initial heat.
Starting the Bllrner.- The Weston starting apparatus is fed
by a separate tube from that which supplies the main burner.
Its working is as follows :-The tap A (fig. 3) is opened so
that the petrol flows through the tube F, and by opening a
small tap R the spirit runs into a little square box, outside
the fire-box by the pipe Ft, In this box, G, is a small cup,
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and as soon as It IS full it runs over and the tap 8 is closed.
A match is then applied to a hole in the side of the box G,
and the petrol in the small cup lighted; it burns under a
tube of r shape filled with copper borings and heats it and
them. This r has a tap c to it, so that petrol can be injected through it, and when it is heated the petrol, as it percoiates
through the hot copper borings, is vaporised. As soon as the
petrol in the cup is nearly burnt out, the tap c is turned, which
admits petrol from the pipe F into the r tube burner above
the cup. The flame of the petrol left in the cup lights this
'pilot burner,' and it projects its flame on to the vaporising
tube across the fire-box, which supplies petrol to the main
burner. When this is believed to be heated sufficiently to
vaporise the petrol it can be tested by turning the tap Il,

~::::==F==-tl@O=:==l(8
Fig. 3.-The Weston .\pparatus lor Starting the Hnrner

when, if the fuel is not vaporised, liquid will issue from the
tap D " and a minute or two longer must elapse before the main
burner can be started. As soon as gas is found to issue
from Dl, E is slowly opened, and this admits the vapour into
the main bu~er. It issues into the fire-box, and is ignited
by the pilot light. As the heat increases the petrol tube
across the fire-box becomes sufficiently hot to vaporise
the full supply of fuel, and steam is raised. The pilot light
burns continuously, so that when running down-hill or
when leaving the car, the main burner can be turned right
out; as the pilot light is always burning the burner can
be relighted instantly as soon as petrol is turned on again.
In the Locomobile the initial heat is usually obtained by a
U tube, which is separated from the car, and has to be heatell
in a fin: or gas flame. It is then put into the fire-box and
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screwed up to the petrol pipes so that the petrol passes through
it to vaporise it bef9re it is admitted to the burner. The
burner is then lighted, and as soon as the boiler becomes hot
enough to vaporise the petrol, which, it will be remembcr~ is
passed through it, the firing iron, as the U tube is called, can
be disconnected This arrangement can now be dispensed
with, and in place of it a small Bunsen burner is placed at the
side of the fire-box, playing on a coiled tube, through which
the petrol passes on its way to the burner. When this coil
is heated the small starting burner, which is on a hinge, is
turned away from it, but acts as a pilot light, so that the
main burner can be almost turned out when stopping or
running down hill.

"A
'STIffFINGMU TrU"'I~11T

UAKAGl OF YN'OiIII FII."
UNlltArtlR
Fi~. ~.-.\utomatic Fire

Regulator

Th/' Automatlt" Nre R/'!\u/ator.-Many steam vehicles arc
fitted with:1O automatic fire regulator, of which the Kelly fitted to
the Milwaukee is taken as an example, and it is the same in
principle as most others. Fig. 4 is a section of the device. A
diaphragm or circular plate is pressed by the steam from the
boiler, and as the pressure rises the diaphragm is, so to speak,
bulged. In its turn it pushcs the plunger rod, which has a
conical head A, forward, so that it closes or partially closes the
cnd of the tube 11, through which the vapour passes into
the tuhe c on till' way to the burner. "'hen there is no
pressure in the hoiler the coil spring round the plunger rod
holds it hack, so that the orifice closed by A is fulIy opt:nctl
and the vapour passes freely into c and on to the burner. As
steam pressure rises the diaphragm is gradually bulged, so that .\
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commences to close 11, and at a predetermined pressure, obtained by adjusting the screw D, it closes 11 entirely, which only
commences to open again as pressure falls. When no constantly burning pilot light is used, there is a small groove cut
in the opening 11, so that A never completely closes it, and
enough vapour is admitted to keep the main burner just alight.
In some cars no automatic regulator is used, the fire being
controlled entirely by the driver from the seat. It should be
understood that although the automatic regulator prevents
vapour passing to the burner when a maximum predetermined
pressure of steam in the boiler is reached, there is always a tap
in reach of the driver which enables him to turn off the supply
of fuel at any time.
Para.fti1l Burners.-For burning paraffin instead of petrol,
burners of a somewhat different description are employed, as
paraffin requires more heat to vaporise it sufficiently, and when
vaporised a larger supply of air is necessary for complete
combustion. If these conditions are not obtained, a paraffin
burner will smoke and give off insufficient heat. Clarkson's
paraffin burner is shown (figs. S and SA). In this the paraffin
is forced by air pressure through the vaporiser, which takes the
form of a coiled pipe above the flame of the burner. It then
passes through the vapour pipe to the jet nozzle, and air is
admitted by the door of the mouthpiece, and mixes with the
paraffin vapour, which rushes along the inducing-tube and
issues from the circular opening below the cap, where it ignites
so that a spreading ring of flame is formed, which jets out all
round the coiled ring of nickel wire shown in the figure; this
and the shape of the circular trough tend to spread the flame,
so that it completely covers the bottom of the boiler. The
intensity of the fire is regulated by a control lever connected to
a handle by the side of the seat, and it will be seen by examining the connections at the bottom of fig. S that the needle which
increases or decreases the size of the hole of the jet noule, by
which the vapour enters from the vapour-pipe into the inducingtube, also proportionately raises or lowers the cap, so that the
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opening of the burner itself around the cap is .proportionately
adjusted in size. Air is supplied by suitable holes in the bottom
of the fire-box. To obtain the initial heat, methylated spirit is
poured into the circular trough and lighted, thus heating the
vaporiser, or when gas is laid on in the stable a flexible tube
and gas-jet can be used. The primary reason that the vapour
o
o
o
o
o

o

Fig. 5'\. -Paraffin Burner (end view)

from the jet nozzle flows up the inducing-tube is because the
heat of the fire-box induces a constant inward current of
air through the open door of the mouth-piece. No automatic
regulator is fitted to this burner,' which is in the usual way
controlled entirely from the seat, but the makers have designed
a special form of diaphragm regulator, which is sometimes used,
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and when thc burncr is applied to a flash boiler, a regulator is
employed, which is called the thermo regulator, by which the
supply of vapour to the burner is automatically controlled by
the temperature of the superheated steam. For explanations
of 'Flash boiler' and' Superheat,' see' Boilers.'
The Syndicate vaporiser is an arrangement which permits
paraffin to be burned in petrol burners of the Locomobile type.
It consists of a vaporising coil heated by a suitable \\;ck
lamp, and to ensure a sufficient supply of air being mi..xed with
the vapour a small jct of steam blows into the burner from the
boiler by the side of the vapour nozzle, and so sucks sufficient
air into a type of burner which would not otherwise supply
enough for satisfactorily burning paraffin vapour. The arrangement was described and illustrated in 'The Autocar,' of January 18th, 1902.
The Serpollet burner shown in fig. 9 has a number of small
atmospheric burners, and the paraffin is vaporised by being
pumped in a tube across the fire-box before entering the
burners. The initial heat is obt~ined by a gas-flame, or by
burning alcohol in a tray under the vaporising tube. The
burners are' concentric ; the vapour passes up a central tube surrounded by two air-tubes, and the suction of the vapour draws
air up these, and it mixes with this air before burning.
The Boiler.-We have seen how the mission of the burner
is to supply heat to the boiler, and how that heat is generated
and controlled; the next step is to c<.msider the generation
of steam in the boiler.
The duty of the boiler is to supply high-pressure steam to
the engine. Steam is the gas which water gives off at boiling
point, 212° Fahr. High-pressure steam is steam which is confined in a space smaller than that which it would occupy at
atmospheric pressure. The smaller the space in proportion to
the volume of steam, the greater the pressure. Steam so confined. has immense elastic and expansive force, and the boiler
and burner are so proportioned that when the pressure of
steam is once obtained, the continual generation of it is so
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rapid that, although the engine is using it up all the time,
pressure is maintained.
Fig. 6 is a photograph of a Locomobile boiler, and fig. 7
shows it partly in section. The boiler is a cylindrical vessel
or drum, which should be kept rather more than half filled
with water. Through the boiler some three hundred half-inch

Fig. 6. - Vertical :\Iullilubular Boiler

copper tubes run, so that heat from the burner, after heating
the bottom of the boiler, passes up these tubes, heating the
water in the boiler. In the section it will be seen that the
barrel of the boiler is strengthened by winding with piano
wire, which is closely wound around the boiler in the same way
that a gun is wire-wound. The rough coating of asbestos, or
lagging, as it is called, is held to the boiler by thin metal bands.
Di
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Its mission is to, as far as possible, prevent the escape of heat,
as any loss of heat means that more fuel must be burned to
maintain steam.
As the heat passes up the boiler tubes, after heating the
bottom of the boiler, the water is heated and boiled, and
the steam rises, filling the space between the water-level and
the top of the boiler. This space is very much less than the
steam would naturally occupy, and, consequently, pressure soon
becomes high. The heat from the fire in the boiler tubes not
TO
DtIIIlfWfl
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Fig. 7.-Locomobile Boiler with Main Burner in Position

only boils the water around the portion of each tube surrounded
by water, but in the upper part its heat tends to dry the steam
and keep it from being too wet for satisfactory use in the
engme.
The hot gases then pass into a box on the top of the
boiler, called the 'smoke-box,' and thence into the down-take,
or chimney projecting below the car. The steam from the
boiler passes along the pipe to the throttle-valve to engine, the
handle of which is hv the side of the driver, and as this throttle

.
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is open or shut, steam is admitted or shut ofT from the engine.
The type of boiler we have been describing is fitted to nearly
all the smaller and lighter steam carriages, though in the
majority of cases steel enters more largely into the construction
of the boiler, so that the wire winding is not used.
Boilers with tubes surrounded by water, up which the heat
of combustion passes, are known as fire-tube boilers, and are
the same in principle as those used on a railway locomotive,
though in the latter case the boiler is horizontal, instead of
vertical. There is another type of boiler which is largely used
on steam lorries and other heavy steam automobiles, which is
known as the water-tube type. In this the water is contained
in tubes, which the fire surrounds~the
exact opposite to the arrangement in the
fire-tube boiler.
Fig. 8 is a section of the Toledo
boiler, which is a combination of the two
types, as an internal chamber is surrounded
by water and filled with heat from the
burner, but to increase the heating surface
Fig. a.-Section of
'l'o1l'c1o Boilpr
a coil of spiral tube is introduced, starting
near the bottom of the water, and passing
up into the steam space. This induces a very violent circulation of the water, and, although only one coil is shown, eight
are actually used, so that the central vessel of the boiler is
almost filled with these coils. All boilers are fitted with an
automatic safety valve, which releases surplus steam long
before the pressure can become dangerously high. The way
in which the boilers are supplied with water will be dealt with
later.
The Flash Boiler.-AIl fire-tube and water-tube boilers
carry a considerable quantity of water, but the flash generator
is not a boiler at all in the ordinary sense of the word, and
contains practically no water. So far as steam generation is
concerned, the principle of the flash boiler may be likened to
dropping water on a red-hot iron. A small stream of water is
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pumped through a coil of tubing, and this tubing is heated to
an intense heat by the burners, so that almost as soon as the
water enters it, it is • flashed' into steam-that is to say, the
process of boiling and steam generation is all gone through in
an instant, and the water which enters the coil of tubing at the
bottom issues from the top of the coil as high-pressure superheated steam. This process goes on continually as long as the
water is pumped into the coil, as its quantity is always small
compared with the length of heated tube.
Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the Scrpollet generator and burner,
the latter being dealt with under • Burners.' The generator

Fi~.

9.-The Scrpollet (ienerator
with burners below

Fig. lo.-Plan of Serpollet Generator,
showing arrangement of coils

consists of a box with an outer and inner metal skin packed
with asbestos to retain heat. Coils of round nickel steel tube
are passed through the boiler, and fig. 10 is a plan of one of
these coils. The coils are placed one above the other in
varying numbers, according to the power of the engine they
are required to drive. They are connected to each other by
) tubes, these junctions being outside the burner space, so
that they do not get the direct heat of the fire upon them. It
will be understood that these coils are arranged like shelves
inside the generator case A (fig. 9) in the space B, with the
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burners gIvmg off their heat below. The burners quickly
bring the coils to a red heat, and a small stream of water is
pumped into A (fig. 10), and almost instantly converted into
steam. It passes right through the coil, issues at H into the
next coil above, and so on to the engine. The upper coil
superheats the steam-that is to say, it makes it very much
hotter than it would be in either of the types of boilers we
have previously described-as after being converted into highpressure steam in the lower parts of the coils, it is still subjected to great heat in the upper lengths of the coil before it
passes to the engine. The expansive force of the steam is
considerably increased by this superheating, and not only so,
but it is very different from the steam from a fire-tube or
water-tube boiler, being much drier, as well as hotter. c (fig. 9)
indicates the air-inlet to burner box, and the arrows show the
direction of the air currents. D is the chimney.
Pumps.-When steam is up, and the burner in full operation, the water in the boiler is quickly evaporated, and the
renewal of the supply is performed by pump. The pump is
usually driven off the cross-head, a part of the engine which
has a constant up-and-down motion. On most of the smaller
cars the water supply is carried in a horseshoe-shaped tank
at the back, which half encircles the boiler. In the Serpollet
the water-tank takes the place of the motor bonnet of a petrol
car.
The pump, fig. I I, has a tightly fitting plunger, which is
pulled up and pushed down by the engine. As it makes its
upward movement it sucks water in on the right, and the flap'
valve, which only opens in an inward direction, freely admits
the water. As the plunger is pushed down it compresses the
water, which at once closes the valve on the right and opens
the one on the left, forcing the water to the boiler. The valve
on the left is opened by the pressure of water from the pump
and closed by the pressure of stcam on the other side from the
boiler as soon as the down-stroke of the pump ceases. Fig. 12
shows the form of pump more commonly cmployed on steam
s
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cars, which works on exactly the same principle as fig. I I, but,
instead of the valves being of the flap or hinged type, they
take the form of conical stoppers fitting into conical holes in
the inlet and delivery sides of the pump.
Before the water from the pump enters the boiler, it is
usually passed through a coil of tube inside the silencer or
muffler, which is a cylindrical case, into which the exhaust
steam from the engine is passed before escaping into the
chimney. The expansion of the steam in the silencer reduces
the noise of the exhaust, and the steam with which it is filled
heats the coil through which the water from the pump passes
to the boiler, so that the water itself is partially heated when

Fig. n.-Pump with Hinged
Valves

Fig.

12.

-Pump with Conical Vah·es

it enters the boiler. This, of course, means that less heat is
required from the burner to keep up the pressure of steam.
The pump is at work the whole of the time the engine is running, so when the engine is requiring little steam the pump
would overflow the boiler, and to obviate this a two-way cock
or tap is interposed between the boiler and the pump, controlled by a handle near the driver's seat, by which he can
turn the water from the pump back into the tank. A separate
hand pump is fitted for filling the boiler for starting, or at any
time when it requires more water when the engine is not
running, but on the Locomobile a steam pump is now pro\;ded
so that steam once' up' hand pum~ing need not be resorted to.
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We have already shown that in most cars the forcing of the
petrol supply to the burner does not require a constantly acting
pump, as an air-tank occasionally pumped up by hand provides
enough pressure to force the petrol through the vaporiser to
the burner, but in the Serpollet the paraffin (which is under air
pressure) is also pumped to the burner as well as the water to
the generator. The arrangement is shown at fig. 13. It has
been found that six parts of water require one part of paraffin
to vaporise them in the Serpollet. The oil pump 0 is smaller
than the water pump w, and both are connected by links 0'

A

12

h.-p. serpollet Touring Car (date

1<)01)

and w~ to the lever 1., which hinges on the fulcrum D. The
lever L is moved up and down by the link L 1, which is connected to the arm E. On the arm E is a roller R, which is
forced up and down by eccentric discs or cams c on the shaft
A, which is rotated' from the engine by the toothed or cogged
wheel B. The result is that, as the lever L is hinged at D, its
up and down motion is greater at wt than at 0 1, so that the
water pump w always has a longer stroke than tht oil
pump o.
When more steam is required in the Scrpollet, it simply
means that more water must be forced into the heated generator
Di
'y .~'J08Ie
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coils by the water pump. At the same time the greater supply
of water requires a larger supply of oil to the burner to keep the
coils hot enough to evaporate it, and the stroke or up-anddown motion of the lever L can be varied by shifting the shaft

~

Fig. 13.-The Serpollel \Vater and Oil Pumps

sideways, so that cams of varying degrees of eccentricity can
be brought under the roller R, and its motion increased or
decreased as required. As the two pumps are both connected
to the lever L, it will be seen that whether they are giving full
supply or anything below it the proportion
of six parts of water to one of oil will always
be maintained. On some Serpollet cars the
pumps are horizontal instead of vertical, but
1
they operate in a precisely similar manner.
Fi~. 13.\.--Examplc
Fig. I3A shows three cams in a row.
of Cams of DifThese cams are eccentric discs fixed on a
ferent Throws
revolving shaft, and as the faces of Nos. 2
and 3 do not project so far from the shaft as J, if the roller R
he introduced against the face of 3, for instance, it will he
movcd up and down less than if it were bearing against the
A
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face of No. I, so that all the driver has to do when he wishes
to increase or decrease the steam supply to his engine is to
shift a lever by the seat, which moves the shaft, on which there
arc eight cams (fig. 13) of varying eccentricity, when the stroke
of his pump will be proportionately altered. It should be
added that the roller R is kept down on to the cams by a spring,
which will be noticed under the lever L (fig. 13).
IVaftr Gaugts.-AIl fire-tube and water-tune boilers, i.e.
all boilers in which any appreciable quantity of water is carried,
are fitted with a water gauge, as they are not sufficiently thick
to resist qamage from burning should the water level be allowed
to become so low that the tubes and
tube plate become unduly heated.
rRO"STC/UIf SPAC£
A.on A1CII ura
A water gauge is to aH intents and
purposes a glass window in the boiler.
It takes the form of two taps, one
below. the water level, and the other
above. These two taps are connected
by a glass tube, provision being made
FROHBOIUR
to prevent leakage where the glass
BCLOWWIITrR
tUCt
joins the taps. I n the steam cars,
as the boiler is out of sight of the
driver, under the seat, tubes are proFig. ,+-The K1ins"r
Water Gauge
vided so that the water gauge can be
placed nearer to him, and a lookingglass is fitted on the dashboard, reflecting the gauge to the
driver's eye.
The Klinger gauge (fig. 14) is a great improvement on the
ordinary type, as it is provided with a glass window of prismatic section, and the result is that the water is shown black,
and its height is much more easily read than with the ordinary
glass gaugt::-tube. Should the driver have reason to doubt the
accuracy of his gauge, he can test it by opening the tap at the
bottom. All water gauges have a similar tap.
Pressun Gauges.-Prcssure of steam in the hoiler is
expressed 111 this country in pounds to the square in ·.h'cand
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a small instrument known as a steam pressure gauge is used
for the purpose. This is connected to the boiler by a pipe.
and is fixed on the dashboard in front of the driver, and a
hand on the dial indicates the steam pressure in the boiler
(fig. 15). The interior mechanism of the gauge is extremely
simple. It consists in a tube bent in a loop, as shown. One
end is open to the steam pressure of the boiler, and the other
end is closed, the closed end being attached to a short arm,
whie h moves a rack engaging with a small toothed wheel

1 ~1

1IIq;
Steam pressure (iaug-e with face removed and Hourdon Tube in section

Steam pressure Gauge, ordinary
appearance

Fig. '5.

behind the dial, and so turning the hand on its face. The
gauge depends for its working on the fact that a bent tube,
when subjected to internal pressure, tends to straighten itself
out.
The ElIgille.-Having seen how the heat is supplied by
the burner and steam by the boiler, we turn to the engine.
This description of the engine need not be read by the novice
unless he likes, as it deals with a portion of the car which is
quite automatic, and which is exactly the same in its operation

.
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as the engine of that most reliable automobile-the railway
locomotive. Most steam cars have two cylinders, but for
the sake of simplicity we will describe a single-cylinder engine,
as the principle of working is identical. Fig. 16 shows the
cylinder A, in which a piston B is free to move up and down.
The steam is admitted alternately at the top and the bottom
of the cylinder by means to be
. _ -__ ---.A
descrihed later. To the piston H a
piston-rod c is fixed, and it issues
through a hole in the bottom of the
cylinder. Both the piston Band. the
hole through which the piston-rod
issues from the cylinder are rendered
_--0
steam-tight by means to be presently
described. The piston-rod c is attached by a hinged joint D to the
...··0
connecting rod E, which at the other
end encircles the crank-pin F of the
0.--- 0
crank G, which moves, as shown by
the arrow and dotted line, in a circle
of which H is the centre. We will
,.assume that steam is admitted to the
top of the cylinder A. It blows the ,piston R downwards, which in its :
turn depresses the piston-rod c, and, \
as this is connected to crank G by \
H'
the connecting rod E, the rotation of
""
the crank is started. When H gets
Fig. 16
to the bottom of the cylinder, the
steam supply on the top of it is stopped, and steam IS
admitted underneath the piston, so that it is blown upward
from the underside, and the crank is pulled up. As B
ascends it expels the steam from the cylinder which had
driven it on its downward stroke. This action is kept up
as long as the engine is at work, and by the interposition
of the connecting rod and crank, the reciprocating or

---

.-

I
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to-and-fro motion of tht' piston is transformed into rotary
motion.
The Slide Valve.-The admission of the stt:am at alternate
ends of tht: cylinder, and its outlt:t after it has forced the
piston down or up, is controlled by the slidt: valve, which is
worked by tht: crapk-shaft of the engine. Figs. 17 to 20 show
the slide valvt: and piston in difft:rent positions, and fjgs. 2 I
and 22 give dt:tails of the stt:am ports, exhaust port, and slide
valvt:. Steam ports s P, or openings, are made at the top and
bottom of the cylindt:r, fig. 17, and these are shown in plan
at fig. 2 I.
Bdwt:t:n them is an opening E P, the exhaust
port and the slide valve s v, which from fig. 22 it will be seen

..
c:

,"

vII

Fit(. 17.-Piston at·
top, val\'e c1o"t'Cl.
just about to open

Fig. 18.-Val\'e open
a little; piston descendint(

tig. 19.-Valve fnll
open

is a hollow box, altt:rnatdy covers and uncovers tht: steam
ports for admitting steam to the piston. While it is doing
tbat for one end of the cylinder it is connecting the other
stt:am port with the exhaust port, so that the steam, after it
has done its work, can escape frecly.
We will assume that the t:ngine is running, and at fig. 17
the piston P in tht: cylinder c has reached the top of its stroke.
At this moment the top steam port is closed by the edge of
the slide valve, but as the piston commt:nces to descend on its
return stroke, the slide valvt: has also moved downward, so
that the steam is admittt:d to the top of the piston and forces
it downward, as shown in fig. 18.
t'd
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In fig. 19 the piston has. descended further, and the top
steam port is fully open to it, but as the slide valve has also
descended further, the bottom steam port is open, and the
steam which had forced the piston upward in the previous
stroke is now, having done its work, pushed out by the descending piston through the bottom steam port into the box
portion of the slide valve, and as it will be seen that this is
also open to the exhaust port, the steam passes away to the
chimney.
In fig. 20 the piston has reached the bottom of its stroke,
and is just commencing to ascend, steam being gradually
admitted to the bottom steam port while the top steam port is
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Fig. 2O.-Valve open 10
ooUom of piSIon ;
p,slon ascending

Fig. 21, -View of Valve
face and exhausl QUIlel at side.

Fig. 22.-Plan View
of Slide Valve

being opened by the upward movement of the slide valve, so
that the steam on the top of the piston can escape into the
exhaust. These actions are continued while the engine runs,
and as we have already seen how the up-and-down motion of
the piston turns the crank, it is necessary for us to find out
how the slide valve is moved backward and forward, so as to
perform the operations we have described at the proper time
with relation to the piston.
Figs 23, 24, and 25, although mainly for another purpose,
will also show how the slide valve is operated. Fig. 25 shows
the position of the valve when the engine is running forward.
Two eccentrics are keyed to the crank-shaft. These two
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eccentrics F E and R E are circular discs; they are not, however, fixed to the shaft at their centres, but eccentrically. As
the shaft revolves, they have an up-and-down motion, practically the same as if they were cranks. A ring encircles each
eccentric, so that the eccentric ito;elf is free to revolve in the
ring. To the ring the eccentric rods F and B are fixed. At
the other end the eccentric rods are connected on working
joints to a curved link. In the curved link is a block H, which
has a free sliding fit, and this is connected to the slide \'llln:
rod v R in figs. I7 and 22, and plainly shown in figs. 23, 24Diagrams for Ii"k motio1l

Fig. 23.-~"id Gear:
no steanl

Fig. 24 -Backward
Gear: steam at top

Fig. 2s.-FoT\lmrd
Gear : steam at
bottom

and 25. As the engine revolves the eccentric gives an upand-down motion to the rods which are hinged to the link
If we look at fig. 25 it will be seen that the forward eccentric
rod is nearer to the slide valve rod than the backward eccentric,
and this results in an up-and-down motion of the slide valve
being produced by the forward eccentric F E, as the backward
eccentric B E only forces the right-hand end of the li!1k up
and down, and does not drive the slide valve. In fig. 23 we
see that by the link connected to the reverse lever by the side
of the driver the curved link connecting the two eccentric
rods to the slide valve has been so moved that the slide valve
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rod is placed in the middle of the link. As the engine
revolves the eccentrics simply push each end of the link up
and down alternately, giving practically no motion to the
slide valve, but by moving the reversing handle so that the
curved link takes position somewhere between those shown on
fig. 25 and fig. 23, the travel or distance which the slide valve
moves up and down is reduced, so that the steam is cut off
from the piston before the end of its stroke. This process is
known as 'notching up,' and it simply means that the steam,
instead of being admitted to the piston almost to the end of
each stroke, is cut off before the stroke is completed, the expansion of the steam being sufficient to finish the working
stroke. This results in a distinct economy in steam, and is
one of the first things which a driver of a steam car should
learn to do, for it is often unnecessary when running fast on
the level or down slight slopes to drive with the steam admitted
right to the end, of each stroke. This results in economising
the steam, which in its turn means that less fuel is used. The
backward and forward eccentrics are so set with relation to the
crank that the steam is admitted and released at the proper
time.· When running forward, the forward eccentric does all
the work of moving the slide valve up and down, and when
running backward the backward eccentric performs it. In
other words, the eccentric rod nearest the slide valve rod is the
one which works the eccentric, and when we get into the position of' mid gear' (fig. 23) no steam is admitted at all, as both
eccentrics are working the link up and down, but not moving
the valve, the block B occupying the same relation to the
curved link that the boy does to a see-saw when he stands in
the middle of it. The box on the side of the cylinders, in
which the slide valve works, is known as the' steam chest.'
The arrows show the passage of the steam from the boiler into
the cylinder and out of it, E, the exhaust outlet, being marked
for clearness in fig. 23. Although we have spoken throughout
as if the eccentrics were so set in relation to the crank, and the
slide valve so proportioned that the steam was all pushed out
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by tht: piston wht:n exhausting, it should be understood that
the exhaust port is closed just before the piston reaches the
t:nd of each stroke, so that a small quantity of steam is what is
called 'trapped' in the cylinder. This serves as a cushion,
and prt:vents the reversal of the direction of the piston being
accompanied by any shock. We do not go into the mysteries
of 'lap and lead,' as they are matters which the manufacturers
of steam engines satisfactoriry settled long ago, and the automobilist need not trouble himself concerning them.
Anyone who is absolutely unacquainted with link motion
and steam engines generally should, if he wishes to get an
insight into the working of an engine, spend a quartt:r of an
hour examining a small model steam engine. He willleam
more of its working-which is very simple in itself, though
laborious to plainly describe-in five minutes than he can from
as many hours of reading. It should be understood, with
regard to figs. 23, 24, and 25, that the link mption is shown at
right angles to its true position, as, while we have an end view
of the cylinders and slide valve, we have a side view of the links
and eccentric rods, this distortion occurring merely for the
sake of clearness. Nor are the eccentrics fixed quite at right
angles to the crank, but to explain this would occupy more
space than we have at our command.
The Reading E"gine.-Nearly all the small steam cars are
driven by two-cylinder engines, the only exception being the
Reading, in which a four-cylinder engine is used. This is a
most ingenious engine, which we regret space does not permit
us to describe in detail. It has no slide valves, and the steam
is admitted to and released from each cylinder by a single
rotary valve, this onc valve on -the top of the four cylinders
serving them all, and also providing for reversing. This engine
was fully described in 'The Autocar' of April 20th, 19°1, and
Septemher 21st, Il)Or.
Compound EI1,i,'illes.-Thc engine driving the House car
is a two-cylinder one, but it is so arranged that one c}'linder
receives high-pressure steam from the boiler, and, instead of
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Plan of a Locomobile Car, showing position of Boiler, En/:i,l(', Tanks, Ii:c.
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the exhaust being passed away into the chimney, it is turned
into the second cylinder and drives the piston in it before
being released. The high-pressure cylinder is smaller in
diameter than the low-pressure cylinder, which is of such
diameter that the power from the low-pressure cylinder is
practically equal to that of the smaller high-pressure cylinder.
For starting purposes, or when special effort is required. the
driver can turn high-pressure steam into both cylinders. The
idea of the compound engine is economy of the steam consumption, as more work is got out of the steam before its
final release. Linking up, or using the steam expansively in
an ordinary or simple engine, is done with the same end in
new.
The Serpolle/ Engine.-This engine is designed to use
superheated steam, and is entirely different from the ordinary
steam engines which we have just described.
The Serpollet engine is practically an adaptation of the
internal combustion engine to fit it for using superheated
steam. Fig. 26 is a side view of the engine, half of it being
shown in section. It has four. cylinders and a two-throw
crank, but only two cylinders A A are shown, as the other two
are immediately behind them. It is a single-acting engine, that
is to say, each piston is forced towards the crank by the steam,
but it is not forced back. Instead of slide valves, mushroom
valves (see chapter on Petrol Engines) are used. H shows
one of these valves in section, the steam inlet valve. The
exhaust valve to each cylinder is exactly the same as H, but as
it is behind it cannot be shown in the drawing. The exhaust
steam passes through J. and out at J'. The valve H is kept
closed by a spiral ~pring, which encircles its stem, and H is
opened and closed by the to-and-fro motion of I' through G,
F being moved by the cam E on the cam-shaft D, which is
driven by a toothed wheel on cam-shaft c, working into a
similar toothed wheel on crank-shaft Il. The exhaust valve is
similarly operated, and the engine is reversed by sliding another
pair of cams under the rollers working the valves. A piston B
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drives the crank direct through the connecting rod K,' exactly
the same as in a petrol engine. L is the flywheel, and 1\1 a tap
for letting dirty lubricating oil out of the crank chamber.
Each of the four cylinders works in a precisely similar way to
the one described. In some engines the valves are parallel
with the cylinders instead of slightly inclined as shown in
fig. 26.
Piston-rings.-These scarcely require description, as they
are the same in principle as those used in petrol motors, and
by turning to the chapter dealing with these the reader will be

Fig. 26.-Thc Serpollet Engine

able to find out how the piston, which must be a free sliding
fit in the cyiinder, is also pressure-tight.
Stuffing Boxes.-As the piston-rod issues from the bottom
of the cylinder it is necessary that this should also be a free
sliding fit, and at the same time steam-tight. These ends are
attained by having a circular cavity, into which packing is
inserted and held firmly by a screw ring or gland, and a locknut. Two forms of stuffing-box are shown in figs. 27 and 28.
The packing usually consists of some substance in which
asbestos and graphite are mainly used.
Condensers.-In damp weather, when using a full supply of
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steam, the exhaust from the engine shows, just as on the same
sort of day the steam from horses becomes visible, and to obviate this condensers are used. For the majority of cars the
Clarkson condenser is in use. This is described as a' radiator'
in the chapter dealing with internal combustion engines, and
needs no further description here, exc~t to say that, instead
of water being passed through it, the exhaust steam from the
engine takes its place and issues from the bottom of the condenser almost invisibly in a small stream of hot water. In the
Serpollet, House, and other cars different forms of condensers
are used, but the action is the same. They consist of long
ranges of pipes exposed to the air, through which the steam is
passed and so condensed into water. Some of the light steam

Fig.

2].

-Stuffing Box with studs
and flange

}'ig. 28. --Stuffing Box with screwed
cap

cars are fitted not only with the Clarkson condenser, but also
with an oil separator and a water filter, as the steam, instead
of being dropped on the road after condensation into water, is
pumped back into the tank and used over again. To cleanse it
from the oil, which would otherwise damage the boiler, the oil
separator and the filter relieve it of all injurious impurities
before it reaches the tank. By this means a car can be driven
at least douhle as far without renewing water, that is to say,
from fifty to sixty miles, instead of twenty to twenty-five.
These remarks apply to cars of the Locomobile type, with the
usual tanks, but by having a larger water tank and an extra
petrol tank, they can be run greater distances without replenishment.
A convenient fitting is now applied to the Weston car in
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the form of a steam 'water-lifter.' When the tank reqUires
replenishment, the water has to -be poured in from a bucket
or can, unless a hose be available, but the water-lifter does
this work by steam from the boiler, and completely fills the
tank in five minutes, and heats the water to 1400 F. in so
doing.
The Car.-We do not deal here with the car itself, nor
with the transmission, as the latter has a special chapter
reserved to it, and the cars, beyond their light tubular framing
and generally light build and very simple transmission, are,
broadly speaking, similar to the petrol carriages. It should be
understood that the makes we have mentioned are cited as
examples. No attempt has been made to mention numerous
interesting types which do not differ in their main essentials
from the cars we have described. The novice who first examines a steam car may possibly be somewhat appalled at its
~pparent complication, but if he examines the pipes and connections generally, and ascertains their exact mission, he will
soon see that the apparently bewildering multiplicity of parts
is not very formidable after all. There is no mystery whatever
about the mechanism j it merely needs a short study to be
easily appreciated.
As compared with a petrol car, the main advantages of a
steam vehicle may be summarised in its quietness and evenness
of running, ease of starting and restarting, and the great range in
the power of the engine, which stops and starts with the car, and
can also when necessary be used as a very powerful brake.
Steam cars do not put such hard work on the tyres as those
driven by petrol, as the engine power is softer in action, and
nearly all of the steam cars are lighter in weight than the others.
The transmission of the power from the engine to the road
wheels is much simpler than it is in the case of the petrol car,
but the boiier, burner, &c. make up for this simplicity. It
needs more attention on the road in the way of looking after
the water level and the steam pressure, but this soon becomes
automatic, and is quite as unconsciously performed as the
T
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balancing a bicycle after one has once learned to ride. The
cause of any stoppage can usually be more easily traced than
\\;th a petrol engine. Stops for fuel and water are more
numerous, and the fuel consumption greater (about one gallon
of petrol every twelve miles on average roads).
The Art of Dnving.-Almost anyone can drive a steam car
in a few minutes, but it requires experience to get the best results.
The great art of driving is always to have sufficient steam in hand
to get up any hills that may be met \\;th on the road. and at the
same time to keep down the consumption of fuel and water to

Th" De Dion Steam Vehicle driven by the Marquis and the Count
de Chasseloup-Laubat. (See Chapter 1.)

the lowest possible limits. Considerable space might be devoted
to discussing the niceties of the art of driving a steam carriage,
but they may be summarised as consisting in the maintenance
of an even steam pressure and mean water level on all conditions of roads, with a minimum consumption of fuel and water.
If the owner takes the trouble thoroughly to understand his car
and its mechanism first, and then bears this rule ~n mind, he
will soon acquire the art, and will learn to take advantage of
every variation in the gradient and road surface. Linking up
plays a very important part in the economx of fue, and by
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doing this whenever circumstances permit, by cutting down the
fire when descending hills, and by using steam with moderation at the foot of a long hill, it is wonderful what can be done.
It is also necessary to remember that the best results will be
obtained by keeping the boiler fairly full. If· the water is
allowed to get low, a large supply has to be given to it at one
time, and this results in an instant drop of steam pressure.
The great thing for the novice to guard against is 'burning
the boiler' by allowing it to become nearly empty, so that it
gets overheated. Care should also be taken that the engine
and all working parts are properly oiled--never allowed to run
dry or to be flooded with needless oil. The boiler should be
•blown down' twice a week when the car is in use. When
the drive is finished the pressure should be allowed to fall to
So pounds, and then the blow-off cock or tap opened so that
all the water is blown out, and with it all sediment and deposit
which would otherwise form a coating on the inner surface of
the boiler and tubes. This is like the 'fur' in a kettle, and
not only reduces the steaming power of the boiler, but also
eats away the metal: So long as the boiler is regularly' blown
down' it will not get furred.
Quite apart from questions of economy, the owner who
studies his car and endeavours to get the best results out of it
will find that his interest in the pastime is greatly increased, as
he is provided with an interesting occupation the whole time
he is driving, and never for one minute does the way seem
Finally, the driver should
long or the driver feel bored.
always make a point of seeing that everything is in good order,
as it should be before he starts out, and he should not leave
trifling but necessary adjustments, which might have been seen
to before he started, to be performed on the roadside. If he
follows this advice he will have a vehicle which is as trustworth}'
a~ a railway locomotive, and almost as durable.
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CHAPTER XIII
EI.ECTRIC CARS

Bv

THE EDITOR OF • THE AUTOMOTOR •

AN electromobile is a \'chicle propelled by one or more electric
motors driven by current supplied by accumulators carried on
the car itself.
,In dcaling with the subject it is not proposed to go into
detail as regards matters of car-construction, arrangements
of gearing, or the other features which every electromobile
necessarily possesses in common with other self-propelled
vehicles; the intention is .to deal mainly with the special
features which characterise it, the assumption being made that
readers are now familiar with the general mechanical principles
involved in all classes of self-propelled vehicles.
An c1ectric vehicle may be regarded as consisting of a body,
a running gear, with one or two motors mounted on it and
arranged to operate the driving wheels of the vehicle through
speed reduction gearing, of a battery of accumulators carried
on the car itself, of connections between this battery and the
motors, and of a controller, the functions of which will be
explained.
It will perhaps be best to deal with the subject in accordance
with this general division, and first of all to consider the
principles and characteristics of electric motors and accumulators, after that the connection between the two-under which
heading the construction of the controller will be discussed,
and· the general principlL:s will be considered. Then it is
proposed to give a cursory description of different types of
running gear, illustrated by a couple of actually running electric
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vehicles; finally to treat of the ailments and misfortunes to
which electromobiles are subject, and the general prospects
and position of electromobilism at the present day.
An electric motor is a machine which produces rotary
movement owing to the magnetic action caused by an electric
current.
Everyone is doubtless familiar with the ordinary magnet,
a piece of steel either straight or, more often, shaped like a
horseshoe, possessing the property of attracting certain metals
which are termed magnetic, or more accurately para-magnetic.
Nickel and iron are amongst those which are attracted, but
iron is much more powerfully attracted than nickel.
Next to the faculty of attracting iron, the most characteristic
property of the ordinary magnet is what is generally known as
polarity. Its two opposite ends possess different properties.
This is not apparent when a magnet is applied to soft iron,
which is un magnetised, but is obvious when one magnet is
applied to another. The ends and poles of the magnets a~e
usually distinguished by being called north and south poles,
and designated by the letters Nand S. By the north pole of
a magnet is generally meant the end which, if the magnet be
very freely pivoted or floated on water, will point towards
the north. The south pole is the other end. Sticklers for
accuracy call these different ends the northward-pointing pole
and the southward-pointing pole. We will content ourselves
with designating them simply by the letters Nand S. If a bar
magnet be broken in two, each broken portion also displays
polarity. If two magnets be confronted with the N pole of
one opposite the S pole of the other, they will attract one
another. If the two N poles or the two S poles be brought
together, repUlsion will result.
The main property of electricity, or, to be more correct,
of an electric current, which is of most importance in connection
with the production of movement by its means, is its power to
produce magnetism.
.
We do not know precisely what electricity is, and by
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implir.ation we do not know precisely what an electric current
is, but we have all requisite knowledge about it for practical
purposes. An electric current is a something which occurs
in a conductor, i.e. a piece of metal when it connects two
points between which there is electric pressure. The current
may be only momentary, as in the case of Franklin's kite with a
wire attached which was sent up into a thundercloud, or when a
so-called Leyden jar is discharged; or it may last a little longer,
as when we discharge a dry cell. Finally it may last some
hours, as in the discharge of an accumulator; but while it la.l>'ts
its characteristics-the effects it produces-are the same. It
heats the metal through which it flows, and it produces
magnetism in the neighbourhood. The difference of electric
pressure between two points is termed potential difference, and
it is measured in ' volts.'
Every conductor opposes a certain amount of resistance to
the passage of the electric current. This resistance is measured
in what are called 'ohms,' the ohm being a unit of electrical
resistance. It is the electrical resistance of a rod of copper
of a certain length and thickness when at a certain temperature. The electric pressure or difference of potential which
will send a certain amount of current, called an 'ampere,'
through a conductor the resistance of which is an ohm, is one
volt. It is half the pressure approximately existing between
the terminals of an ordinary accumulator, and is about enough
to heat half an inch of thin platinum wire red-hot. Volts,
amperes, and ohms arc all mutually dependent units of
measurement-thus, if along any wire, the resistance of which
we know to be an ohm, there is flowing one ampere of current,
we know that the electric pressure or voltage between the ends
of that wire is one volt. If there be a difference of pressure at
the ends of the conductor of one volt, and we find that there
is half an ampere of current flowing, we know that the resistance is two ohms. If we have a pressure of two volts maintained between two points, and we connect those two points
by a wire, and find that two amperes of current" flow through
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It, we know the resistance of the wire IS one ohm.
The
analogy with the phenomena presented by liquids, such as
water moving in pipes, is very close. Voltage corresponds to
the pressure or head of water, ohmic resistance to the skin
friction between the pipe and the running water, and amperage
to the amount of water passing, say, in gallons per minute.
Voltage, amperage, and ohmic resistance are measured in
practice by special instruments called voltmeters, ammeters
and ohmmeters.
The novice is sometimes troubled by having to familiarise
himself with the notion that an electric current can flow
through, or in, such a solid thing as a copper wire. Some
people would perhaps find it easier to understand electric
phenomena if conducting wires were made hollow. Persons
who take this point of view may, however, console themselves
with the reflection that a wire is not as solid as it looks, and
also that some of the electric current runs along the outside.
. An electric current produces a magnetic condition, ~nerally
called a magnetic field, in the neighbourhood of a conductorsay a wire-along which it is passing. If a wire be twisted up
into a helix, as at w in fig. J, and if an electric current be led
.into it through the flexible conductors or brushes B and HI, it
would act in a feeble way like a magnet. If the current be
stronger, it will act like a stronger magnet, and it will have one
pole near where the current comes in and another pole where
the current goes out. If a rod or core of soft iron c be slipped
inside the coil of wire w, and insulated or electrically separated
from it, so as to prevent the electric current from passing
through it instead of through the wire, the core c will become a
powerful magnet. As long as the electric current is passing it
forms an eledro-magnd. When the current ceases to flow, the
iron \\;11 lose its magnetism-that is, provided it is soft. If a
core of hard steel be used, it will take some time to become
magnetized, but when it is magnetized it will be a permanent
magnet. It is in this manner that soft iron and steel differ
magnetically. If N, in fig. I, be the north pole of a magnet
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(whether the pole of a permlnent magnet or of an electromagnet does not matter) and if the current passes along the wire
w so as to produce a south pole near the top of c slightly
below N, and if the coil and core be capable of upward movement only, there will be a tendency for wand c to rise.
If a casting of soft iron or mild steel, shaped like M in
fig. 2, have an insulated wire w wound round it in the manner
shown, and a current passed round it in the direction of th e
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arrow, an electro-mlgnet will be produced with powerful poles,
capable of strong attraction as at Nand S. It will be understood that the windings are of course merely diagrammatic,
many more turns of wire being used in actual practice.
Ifa soft iron ring, c, fig. 3, have a wire w continuously wound
round it, and the current is supplied to this \\;re through the
flexible brushes 11,11', from leads I. and 1. 1 coming from a battery
of accumulators, the ring will becom e magnetic, and will resemble
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two half ring magnets put together, there will be a double pole of
one kind where the current enters, and another double pole of the
opposite kind where the current goes out. If the brushes be
arranged to slip from one coil of the wire w to another, then if the
whole wire-wound ring c be turned round, the magnetic poles
will remain constant in space, although the ring turns round.
If such a ring be mounted between the poles of such an electromagnet M, as shown in fig. 2, there will be a permanent pull on
- one of its pairs of poles in one direction and a permanent pull

Fil{·3

on the other pair of poles in the opposite direction. Now the
position of these poles in space is permanent, and depends
upon the position, as already explained, of the brushes H
and RI. The result is that perpetual rotary pull or torque is
produced in the ring and it turns round. The amount of
torque produced is dependent upon the amount of magnetism
present, that is upon the strength of the poles Nand S,
and the strength of the poles produce a in the ring c ; and this
depends on the strength of the current flowing, and the
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number of turns of insulated wire. It will be understood that
if the magnet M, fig. 2, were a permanent magnet instead of an
electro-magnet, movement would still occur, and an electromagnet can be made much more powerful than a permanent
magnet. The power of such a motor may consequently thus
be increased.
The ring shown in fig. 3 represents a Gramme ring, which
was one of the earliest and simplest forms of armature, i.e.
revolving portion, employed in electric motors. In practice the
current is not brought to it as shown in fig 3, but a device
called a commutator, shown at K, fig. 2, is employed. The
ring is mounted on a spider or on a centre which revolves
in suitable bearings. The commutator K consists of a ring of
conducting segments R R, separated by insulating pieces 0 o.
Each one of the conducting segments R R is joined up by
a wire or rod to equidistant portions of the armature winding
W, so that the current supplied to the commutator by the
brushes E, nl enters the winding w, in the same manner as
shown in fig. 3.
Fig. 2 shows a simple form of electric motor, of what
is called the 'separately excited' type-that is to say, the
electro-magnet is rendered magnetic or excited by an electric
current proceeding from some separate source of electricity,
such as a battery separate from that which supplies the electric
current to the rotating part or armature. Fig. 3 represent,>,
as already stated above, the Gramme ring. This is a form
of armature which is but little used in electric motors, some
form of drum armature being now almost universally adopted..
The drum armature is a development of the Siemens shuttle
armature, and will he best understood from the inspection
of a section of that arrangement, fig. 4. In this section x is
the spindle of the armature, c being the iron core, shown
in the rounded H section, and w the coil of wire covered
with insulating material I. The whole arrangement is very
much longer than it is thick, and really does resemble a
shuttle. The two poles are formed by the sides of H. Instead
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of arranging all the wire in a single winding, we may distribute
it over the surface of a soft iron cylinder, connecting it up to
the sections of the commutator. This forms a drum armature,
and is used in the great majority of electric motors employed
on electromobiles. Such drum armatures of course differ in
proportions, but the general arrangement is the same.

Fig, 4

Figs. 2, 5, and 6 illustrate the three mam types of the
two-pole electric motors.
Fig. 2 shows, as already explained, a two-pole separately excited motor. This may be
looked upon as a motor in which the magnet is rendered
magnetic by a current from a separate battery (a fewaccumulator cells usually sufficing for this purpose). To all intents
and purp8ses it may be regarded as if the separat ly excited
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magnet were a permanent hard steel magnet of the same
shape.
The two other types of motor are the shunt-wound motor,
fig. 5, and the series-wound motor, fig. 6. In the shunt-wound
motor the current, which is led by two conductors from
opposite ends of the battery of accumulators to the brushes
which supply the current to the commutator, and so to the
armature, branches off from those brushes and goes round the

M
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Fig. 5.

coils wound 011 the field magnet. In the series motor the
current traverses the field winding either before or after passing through the armature. There is a fourth variety of motor,
known as the compound, in which the field magnet has both
series and shunt windings. This type of motor is used in the
Krieger cars.
The characteristics of series and shunt motors are different.
The shunt motor tends to run at constant speed, no matter
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what the load may be, provided the voltage or pressure of the
current supplied to it be the same; and it will consequently try
its best to force a car provided with it through mud or uphill
at the same pace as it would drive on the flat. The series
motor, on the other hand, more or less apportions its speed to
the load, and will go slower uphill and faster on the flat. The
series motor has this additional advantage compared with the
shunt motor, that it produces a greater starting torque or turn-

Fi~,
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ing moment-that is to say, series motors are better calculated
than shunt motors for starting a car from a statc of rest or
getting it out of difficulties. Gcnerally speaking, we may say
that, for automobile purposes, series motors and separately
excited motors, which present some of the characteristics of a
series motor, are to be preferred for the propulsion of vehicles.
The majority of motors actually employed in c1ectromobiles
have four poles, and the 'brushes which lead the current to the
commutator are usually of carhon, held in special brush-holders
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suitably pivoted. This is well illustrated in the case of the
Krieger or Postel-Vinay motor, fig. 7, designed by M. eulmod,
which is in general use on the Krieger vehicles, and has in
consequence become generally known as the Krieger motor.
This motor has four poles with four flat coils, c, c. Each
of the coils on each of the poles is of a twofold composition,
being partially a thick wire winding designed for use as a
series winding, and partially a thin wire winding designed for
use as a shunt winding; the Krieger vehicle, as we shall subsequently show, using the motors sometimes as series motors,
and sometimes as shunt motors, according to the conditions

Fig. 7.-Motors of '

Pow~rful'

of running. The motors, which are pivoted, and swung on
springs, are provided with only two brushes, B. It might be
supposed that, having four poles, four brushes should have
been provided, and some of the original four-pole motors were
so constructed. It was shown, however, by Mr. Mordey that by
connecting the opposite wires on an armature in parallel with
one another two brushes only might be employed instead of
four. Electrically this is of course the same thing as using four
brushes and cross-connecting them.
Other types of motor have also been employed successfully
for the propulsion of electromobiles. Noticeable amongst
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these is the loel, in which the armature constructed on the
drum principle is arranged outside an eight-pole field, round
which it revolves.
The modern electric motor is the most efficient machine in
existence. Motors can be constructed which convert upwards
of ninety per cent. of the electric energy supplied to them into
mechanical energy. The efficiency declines as the size of the
motor diminishes, but motors of an eighty per cent. efficiency
are practicable for automobile purposes.
The electric motor is also exceedingly compact. As regards
the amount of space it occupies, it compares favourably with
any other form giving the same amount of power. As regards
weight it is slightly heavier than the petrol motor.
Its leading feature, however, is its magnificent flexibility.
It will start from a position of rest and run up gradually to the
required speed without jolt or jar, and as varying speeds can
be obtained by grouping parts in the motors and the batteries,
no change-speed gears are required in an electric car, a single
speed reducing transmission gear being all that is needed.
Above all, the electric motor is practically noiseless, and it
emits neither visible vapour nor effiuvium.
Assuming a vehicle with running gear complete and motors
mounted and geared to the driving-wheels, the motors have to
be fed with energy in order that the car may be propelledthat is to say, we must in addition to the motors have a source
of electric current present. A car with body, running gear,
and motors geared in position, is a potentiality only. It
requires an electric current to vivify it and enable it to move.
Attempts have been made to propel electric vehicles with
primary batteries. The}' have neither been successful technically nor commercially. At the present day the secondary
battery or accumulator is the only adequate source of electric
current for the propulsion of motor vehicles which is self-con··
tained and trustworthy. It is just conceivable that a car might
be propelled by the recently introduced Cupron battery, but the
attempt could hardly have commercial SUCCl;SS.
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An accumulator may be looked upon as a reversible primary
battery.
It has already been assumed that everybody is familiar with
the common or horseshoe magnet. It will also be assumed
that everybody is acquainted with the ordinary galvanic battery,
but it may not be amiss to recapitulate its leading features.
If a plate of pure zinc and a plate of pure carbon be
immersed in dilute sulphuric acid and connected outside the
vessel in which they are placed by a metal wire, an electric
current will flow along the wire from the point at which it
is connected with the carbon to the point at which it touches
the zinc. The current, however, will not flow for long. Soon
after the wire connection between the two plates has been
made, it will be observed that the surface of the carbon
plate becomes covered with a layer of bubbles of gas, which
increase in quantity till the whole plate is covered and the
bubbles disengage and rise to the surface. The bubbles are
hydrogen gas (due to the decomposition of the acidulated
water by the zinc), and their formation on the carbon plate
stops the further production of the electric current, and is known
as polarisation. In the ordinary Bunsen hattery, the carbon
plate is set up inside a porous vessel containing nitric acid-a
powerful oxidising material--the zinc remaining immersed in
dilute sulphuric acid. The nitric acid oxidises or burns up the
disengaged hydrogen, and by so doing produces additional
electric energy; and therefore the voltage of a Bunsen cell is
higher than that of a plain zinc carbon combination. If we could
keep all the contents of the porous pot from escaping outside it,
we could restore a Bunsen battery to its original condition by
passing an electric current in the opposite way to that originally
produced. This would reproduce the nitric acid which had
reacted with the hydrogen and redeposit on the zinc plate the
zinc that had been dissolved by the sulphuric acid, in the
same way as a metallic deposit is produced by electroplating. In this manner the battery would be restored to its
original condition. This cannot be done in practice because
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the nitric acid escapes from the porous pot and attacks the
zinc directly.
One element of a secondary battery, or accumulator, consists of a so-called positive plate and a so-called negative plate
immersed in dilute sulphuric acid. The positive plate consists
of a leaden framework or grid filled up with electrically produced peroxide of lead. The negative plate consists of a
corresponding leaden framework filled up with porous or
spongy lead, also produced electrically. The positiye plate corresponds to the carbon plus the nitric acid, the negative plate
corresponds to the zinc in the primary battery. When the positive plate is connected by a conductor-say through a motor to
the negative plate-an electric current passes from the one to the
other, and the' battery discharges. Instead, however, of the
negative plate dissolving as in the case of a primary battery,
the spongy lead becomes converted into sulphate without
dissolving. The hydrogen gas which would appear at the
surface of the positive plate is oxidised by the kad peroxide
and reduces it. The electric pressure registered by a voltmeter arranged in the external circuit and connected to the
positive and negative plates is a little over two volts when
the accumulator is freshly charged. When the accumulator
has given a certain amount of current for a certain length
of time, a large proportion of the spongy lead on the negative
plate becomes covered with sulphate of lead, and a large proportion of the lead peroxide on the positive plate becomes
The electric pressure which the cell furnishes
reduced.
becomes diminished, and the accumulator is said to be discharged. The accumulator should under no circumstances
be discharged after a voltmeter connected from plate to plate
shows that the voltage has sunk to 1'75 volt per cell.
When a primary battery is discharged it cannot be used
again except by renewing the materials, but an accumulator
when it is discharged, by having furnished current for a certain
prolonged period, can be charged-that is to say, restored to its
original condition-by forcing the current through it the wrong
u
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way, that is in the opposite direction to that in which the current
flows when the accumulator is being discharged. It is this
feature of the accumulator which renders it a practical
appliance. When it has given out an electric current for a
certain time, it is merely necessary to connect it to the
terminals of a suitable source of current at the required
pressure to recharge it. It is generally advisable to charge an
accumulator at aboutthe same rate-that is to say, at about the
same number of amperes - that it normally discharges at, but
this is not absolutely essential, as the charging rate may exceed
that very considerably, and \\;th a good type of cell it is
practically only limited by the heating produced. The pressure or voltage required to charge a battery is somewhat higher
than that which it gives out, and is generally about 2'5 to 2'6
volts per cell.
There are two types of accumulator batteries, those in
which both positive ancl negative plates are 'pasted,' and
those in which the positive plates are originally composed
entirely of metallic lead, cast so as to expose a large surface to
the action of the dilute sulphuric acid, a coating of peroxide of
lead being formed upon it by the action of the electric current.
In both types at the present day the negative plate is 'pasted.'
Electromobiles have also been built by the Electric ~loti\'t:
Power Co. and successfully propelled \\;th Plante positives and
negatives, in which zinc in a pure form is deposited on a special
conducting support unacted upon by dilute SUlphuric acid.
This gives the advantages of the Plante ; positive durability and
great length of life without increased weight. Batteries of this
type have been two years in constant use. In general it may
be assumed, however, that the type of automobile battery chiefly
employed has both negatives and positives formed by , pasting.'
The process of manufacture of an accumulator cell will be
best comprehended by reference to a special example. Fig. 8
shows the type of plate employed in the construction of the
batteries built by the Accumulator Industries, Ltd. for the
vehicles of the British Electromobile Co., Ltd., of which the
, Powerful' is a good example.
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The lirst step in the process of m mufacture of the plate
depicted in fig. 8 consists of mounting a sheet of thin pure
lead, perforated in the manner shown, in a heated mould, in
which a raised edge undercut at the sides is cast on to it,
together with the lug or connecting piece projecting from the
top of the plate. The grid thus constructed is smeared level
with a paste mainly composed of ground litharge moistened
with dilute sulphuric acid. The paste contains other things
also. After smearing, the plate is dried in a warm room until
the p3ste is thoroughly dry and hard, and the plate is then
mounted with several others in a forming vessel of dilute
SUlphuric acid, in' which it
is connected to the negative pole of a battery of
accumulators or a dynamo.
The action of the current
finally reduces the litharge
to the condition of porous
metallic lead, and the plate
is then a negative, suitable
for being assembled with
other plates to form a
battery cell. The positive
consists of somewhat thicker
plates, similarly formed as
negatives in the manner
described, and then connected to the positive of a
forming battery or dynamo
till all the porous lead is
changed into lead peroxide,
Fig. 8
when the plate has become
a positive. Each of the plates, whether pOSItIve or negative,
is covered over as shown in fig. 8 by a grille of ebonite,
which assists in maintaining the actual material in position,
and also serves to keep the plates apart. .:\ number of p' siti,v glc
U 2
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and negative plates, generally an even number of positivt:S
and an odd number of negatives, are assembled together
in a cell as shown in fig. 9, additional vertical rods of ebonite being there shown in position to give wider separation
between the plates. It \\;11
be observed that in fig. 9 the
plates repose upon two lon~
tudinal prominences at the
bottom of the cell, which are
technically known as bridge!>.
These serve to keep the plates
off the bottom of the vessel,
so that if any of the material
falls out between them, it
shall not bridge across between the plates, causing a
conducting connection to be
formed, and the plates thereby
discharged when not in use
and injured. Each of the
connecting lugs of each of
the positive plates visible on
the near top side of fig. 9 is
autogenously soldered to a
cross-connecting bar of lead,
Fig. 9
which is brought up vertically
to form the positive terminal
The negative plates are similarly connected to another cross
oar, this being brought up through the cover on the far side
and forming the negative terminal. The process of soldering
is carried out either by a hydrogen flame or by an electric
welder. When the formed plates are mounted in position
as shown in fig. 9, the cover, provided with a central hole
for pouring in the acid and allowing the escape of any gases
generated when the cell is charged, is put on.
The containing vessel of automobile cells~ i JmlLost in01

ly\J"
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variably of ebonite, which has proved itself to be a light acidresisting material, and the most suitable for'the purpose. The
general arrangement of the plates and cells is very similar
in all automobile batteries. The plates themselves, however,
differ in the shape and construction of the grid, which sometimes
resembles an open network, as in the Rosenthal and Oppermann batteries, and also in the composition of the paste and
the methods of formation adopted.
As it will be recollected that each such cell, as shown in
fig. 9, gives only a voltage of approximately 2'0, and as it is
found that, owing to various reasons, the most satisfactory design
of motors for electromobile purposes involves their being supplied with current at between fifty and one hundred voltspreferably nearer one hundred volts than fifty-a number of
accumulator cells have to be arranged in series-that is to say,
the positive terminal of one connected to the neg..ltive terminal
of the next-fifty cells thus connected giving approximately one
hundred "olts. Of course, according to the power of the motors
they will take more or less current, which is measured, as already
explained, in amperes, and the size of the cells supplied to a
car is consequently so arranged that the normal rate of discharge of the battery-that is, the amount of current measured
in amperes it can give without inconvenience to itSelf- -shall be
the same as the amount of amperes required by the motor or
motors to develop their normal power.
It must be remembered that an accumulator or battery of
accumulators can be so utilised that twice or three times
the amount of current that it was designed to give JIlay be
taken out of it. This will not do much harm if it happens
only rarely, and for short periods, but if it happens for long
and often, it will shorten the accumulator's life. To get
good results an accumulator should be treated with every
possible care and consideration. An electric motor will
also stand considerable overloading, but it is not so patient
as the accumulator, for under most circumstances of at any
rate prolonged overload, the motor will burn uJl before the
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accumulator is seriously injured-of course assuming that the
accumulator has been properly designed for the work that it
has to do.
For use in a car, accumulators are usually-or at any rate
preferably - mounted, about half a dozen together, in what are
termed nesting-bo~es-thatis, wooden cases a little shallower
than the cells themselves. Such a bunch of accumulators form~
a unit which can be separately handled for removal or insertion
in the vehicle. The connections between the cells composing
it should be flexible and should be easily removable when
required. Some constructors mount the whole of the cells in
one nesting-box or tray, so that they can be inserted by
mechanical means into a vehicle when charged, and instead
of the vehicle being kept waiting for the process of charging,
the discharged battery box can be withdrawn and a fresh one
inserted.
Let us consider the running gear of a car such as is shown
in fig. 12. The two motors are mounted on the rear axle and
adapted to drive by means of spur gearing, consisting of a
pinion and a rack Loth enclosed, each of the rear wheeb
of the vehicle independently. We will suppose that we haw: a
battt:ry of accumulators mounted on the framework above
described, consisting, say, of forty cells, arrangerl in two groups
of twt:nty cells cach, onc at the front part of the frame, and
onc at the rear. We havt: to consider the problem of con_
necting tht: battcrit:s with the motors. This would be a simple
business if tilt: car wcre designed to run on the flat at an
always uniform spet:d, and if the surface on which it would
be its fate to run could always he satisfactory. such as an
asphalted stred, for example. It would then suffice to connect
the two terminals of one of the batteries to the two brushes of
one of the motors and the two terminals of the other battery to
the twO brushes of the other motor, by means of cables covered
with insulating matt~rial, switches for making and interrupting the connection heing arranged in between. Such a car,
hOwt'\Tr. would onl~' have one spccd, and it would take an
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cnorl11Dus current at starting, which would be very liable to
bum up the motors and injure the accumulators. In order to
give different speeds and to enable the amount of current taken
by the motors at starting to be reduced, arrangements must be
made for connecting either the motors or the parts of the
motors, or the two halves of the battery, or both in different
groupings. It must be pointed out that more current can be
put into an electric motor at starting than when running, owing
to the fact that when running it produces a kind of back
electric pressure.
If, then, we used on each of the motors at starting the full
electric pressure our battery is capable of supplying, a great
deal too much current would he forced through the motors and
they would prob:lbly be burnt up. We may reduce the effective
pressure applied to the motors by putting the two halves of the
hattery in parallel, when we should be working with a pressure
of forty volts instead of eighty: We may also work further in
the same direction by putting the motors in series, thereby
doubling the effective resistance opposed to the current. To
enable this to he done we want, however, to take several connections from the motors and several connections from the
battery, and connect them by cables to a number of different
points between which the required electrical connections can
be established by means of an appliance termed a controller.
This usually involves some such arrangement as is depicted
in fig. 10, which shows the controller used in the Joel car. It
consists of a non-conducting cylinder along which strips of mdal
arc arranged, the cables .uniting the different terminals of the
battery and the motors being brought up to the flat springs which
are shown pressing against thc cylinder. Turning thc cylinder
round by means of the lever connected with it on the right
produces electrical junction of such a kind as to group
the motors and uatterics in various ways according to the
requirements for starting, for producing different spceds, forward and reversing in accordancc with thL: principlt.:s abovL:
described.
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A multiplicity of arrangements mlY be adopted and have
in electric cars, involving corresponding differences
of structure in the running gear and the controlling arrangements. To begin with, a car may have one motor, which ma}b~en adopted

Fig.

IQ

be arranged to drive the rear wheels by chains from the ends
of the motor-shaft, the driving wheels in this case running
on a fixed rear axle. Or the driving wheels may be mount~
on a live rear axle, the motor driving on to the compensatin;!; gear, either by a chain, by spur gearing, or by means of
worm gearing, which gives a nice silent drive, and is used in
the Oppermann cars. In any case the use of a single motor
involves, in addition to the motor, a differential gear. What is
Di
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to be avoided is a live rear axle with the motor so mounted
that any large proportion of its weight comes on this live axle.
This tends to cause distortion, with ultimate increased friction
in the bearings and loss of efficiency. A very good system of
mounting a ~ingle motor is illustrated by the recent De Dion
vehicles, in which a single motor drives on to a separately
supported compensating gear through an arbor-shaft, the
~ompensating gear being connected to the driving wheels by
jointed rods.. This enables motor and compensating gear to
be mounted on the upper side of the springs, both being thereby comparatively protected from vibration.
The advantages of a single motor are that it can be built
with a somewhat higher efficiency than can be obtained with
two separate motors, each .f half the power. It is questionable
whether there are any other advantages.
Cars employing two motors may have them mounted either
to drive the front wheels, in whic.h case the motors are necessarily mounted so as to turn with the wheels, or the motors may
be mounted one to drive each of the rear wheels either by spur
gearing (fig. 12) or by chains.
The Krieger cars are conspicuous examples of the former
class, and are in fact' the only electromobiles in this country
in which this method of driving has been utilised. The disadvantages are that there is a tendency for the wheels to slip
when the car is going uphill on greasy roads.
The latter class with two motors comprises an immense
number of most conspicuous and successful vehicles, amongst
which are those of the City and Suburban Electric Vchide
Co., Ltd. The advantages of two motors are numerous. In
the first place, they practically ensure the car being supplied with
sufficient motive power, as the limit in size of an etlicient motor
makes it practically certain that a car provided with two will
be able to get along. In the second place, if anything happens
to one of the motors at a clistmce from home, it is almost
always possible at a sacrifice of speed to get home with one.
Thirdly, a greater variety of speeds can be obtained j and
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fourthly, no mechanical compensating gears are necessary, two
series or separately excited motors acting as differentials to one
another.
As regards the class of motor employed, the majority of
electromobiles are propelled by series motors, a sf\laller num ber
by compound motors, some very successfully by separately
excited motors, and very few by shunt motors. The great
majority of motors in actual use have four poles:
The principle of separate excitation has some advantages.
It enables great IOrfJlI( or rotary pull to be obtained, without as
much loss in the windings of the field magnets as is involved in
the case of the series motor. In the separate excitation method
of ar;anging, two or four cells are usually connected separately
to the windings of the field magnets, the main battery supplying
current to the armature. '''ith the armatures in series an
excellent differential gear is prodllCcd, while with the armatures
in parallel, which only occurs at high speed, a steadying effect
tending to keep the car straight results. This arrangement is
employed in the cars of the Accumulator Industries, Ltd. The
separately excited field motor, in addition to possessing, as
already stated, certain of the advantages of the series motor,
enables a very agreeable variation of speed to be obtained
economically between the regular speeds by inserting resistance
into the field magnet circuits. This acts like the accelerators
on a petrol car.
According as one motor or two are employed, the groupings which the controller is arranged and designed to effect
will of necessity vary also. Where a single motor is employed,
unless it be compounded and used in some such way as in the
Krieger system, differences of speed must be arranged for by
grouping the battery cells in different arrangements. Thus a
position of the controller will be arranged for· which puts all
the cells in series on to the motor. Running on the flat this
will give the highest speed.
The next lower speed 11;11
naturally be obtained by putting the cells in two bunches in
parallel with one another; that is to say, the positive terminals
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of each half battery will be connected together to one brush of
the motor, and the negative terminals connected together to
the other. This will provide half the pressure of the whole
battery, and as the speed of the motor at the same load is
dependent on the pressure at which the current is supplied to
it, the car will travel more slowly. Lower speeds are produced
by similar groupings giving lower pressure. Where two motors
are employed' a smaller number of groupings of the cells may
be adopted, or double the number of speeds obtained with the
same number of cell groupings, as with each cell grouping the
motors may be arranged either in series or parallel with one
another. In this case the maximum speed will of course be
with the cells in series and the motors in parallel, the lowest
speed with the motors in series and the cells grouped so as to
give the lowest pressure. Generally on.: of the lower speeds that is, with the cells arranged to give the lowest pressure -will
~ used for starting; as the motor, owing to its taking a large
current before its speed increases, should not be supplied with
current at a high pressure.
As the batteries also, when
arranged in parallel groups, are able to yield a heavier current,
the arrangement is mutually satisfactory to both batteries and
motors. For reversing, the controller is brought into such a
position as to send the current the reverse way through the
motor.
An electric car does not require change-speed gear because
it contains practically a gear in itself. It accommodates itself
to the load and does its best at any given load, or by varying
the electric pressure it may be caused to increase or diminish
its power within limits. Thus a series or separately excited
motor can develop proportionately more torque in overcoming
an increased load than it was developing before the load was
enlarged. This effect may be increased by arranging the
field magnets with a large amount of iron in their cores, and
working under ordinary circumstances with a small magnetic
density. On heavy loads, as when going uphill, the increased
magnetic intensity produced by the increased current passing
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through the windings of the field magnets increases the torque,
and at the same time tends to check the actual speed of the
motor, thereby giving what may be looked upon as an electric
gearing effect.
Another point of interest is that a motor when being
drin:n becomes a dynamo, and is capable of charging accumulators. Thus a suitable motor, when the car is running
downhill, will give back current to the cells-will in fact
, recuperate' them. A good deal of misunderstanding has
arisen in connection with this question of recuperation. It is

Fig.

I (

not merely that some of the energy which would otherwise be
lost in"friction produced by putting on the brakes is, as it were,
caught and put back into the cells, but that the conditions. of
running arc more favourable to the battery, when occasional
:;hort chargl's arc put into it in this way, than when it is subjected to continuous discharge. The car is also' rendered
more controllable. It is advisable for every electric car to be
provided with a voltmeter and ammeter in view of tne driver's
seat, so that he may know the condition of his cells and the
amount of current he is taking out of them. .
Fig. I I shows a side elevation of a typical modern electric
car --the 'Powerful' of the British Electromobile Co., Ltd.
This car made the record long distance run in this country
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and an extended tour.

It is of the Krieger type, and has a
motor mounted on each of the front wheels, which they drive

Fig.

12

by spur gearing. It has two batteries of Lcitncr accumulators,
one under the bonnet and one under the rear seat The controIler for arranging the connection between these latter and
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the motors. and grouping the parts of the motors as required,
surrounds the vertical steering pillar.
Fig. 12 shows the running gear of one of the City and
Suburban Electric Carriage Company's electric vehicles. Two
series motors mounted on the fixed rear axle drive by pinions
on. to gear rings secured to the spokes of the wheels. This
company has adopted a system of trading by which for an
annual payment of 186/. a purchaser of any vehicle can have it
kept practically new for an indefinite period.
In accordance with the practice that has been observed in
treating of other types of automobile vehicles, it is proposed to
give a short description of the ills and misfortunes to which
electromobiles are subject, together with some very cursory
directions for detecting them and effecting their cure.
To begin with, however, it may be observed that an electromobile is much less liable to disarrangement of its functions
than almost. any other type of automobile. When the car is
finished and provided with properly designed and geared
electromotors, and furnished with an .adequate battery and
prop'~rly constructed controller and connections, it very rarely
happens that anything gets out of order, and practically
mishaps Cln only occur when a heavy electric vehicle is being
forced up a steep hill either through heavy mud or at irrational
speccL
There is no doubt whatever that the trustworthiness
of an electromobile is one of its most attractive characteristics,
and that it comes nearer to being a 'fool proof' vehide than
any other type of automohile.
If anything goes wrong with an electromobile it is wellnigh bound to be something happening either to :
The electric motors
The battery
The controller, or
The connections.
Of course, in addition to these things, gears may get out of
order, tyres may puncture or come off, axles may break; but
such misfortunes are common to all cars, and it is not proposed
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lo treat of them here.. As regards the gearing breaking or
stripping, that is comparatively inexcusable in an electromobile,
as the kind of effort which an electric motor exercises is a
steady and continuous one, and the gearing is subjected to none
of the jerks and jars which occur w!'ten an explosion engine is
the motive power, and when change-speed gear is varied by an
inexperienced hand.
The motors may fail from various causes. The most
common of these is burning up, due in general to forcing too
much current through them either to get up a steep and muddy
hill, or less generally in an attempt to run the vehicle up to or
beyond the due limit of speed. When the motor proposes to
burn up there is no doubt at all about the fact. It begins
usually some minutes previously to diffuse an agreeable perfume,
not very dissimilar to the smell of incense, the result of the
vaporisation of the shellac which is used in the insulation of
the windings. It is quite possible for a motor to diffuse this
perfume without actually burning up, this merely being an
evidence that the motor is getting extremely hot; but the wise
man when he perceives it will usually, if possible, put his controller mto position to give less current to his motors. Burn
ing up may take place either in the field magnets or the
armature, not very often in both at once. It nearly always
means rewinding the part affected-an expensive performance.
The burning up of an armature, however, is always much worse
than the burning up of a field, as nearly everybody can wind a
field, but an armature winder is a skilled mechanic, who commands high wages and often puts on airs. Sometimes, without
actually burning up, the heating will cause failure of insulation
between the windings of a motor, and then the motor, though
continuing to run, will take considerably more current for the
same power developed. It is better to rewind or get rid of a
molo);, in this condition.
A motor may under circumstances refuse its work altogether,
that is to say object to starting, though in a well-constructed car
this is a very unusual occurrence. It may be due pr~ctically
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to two causes: to the brushes not making contact on the
commutator, which can easily be seen by pressing on the
brushes with the hand, or to imperfect contact between some of
the segments of the commutator and the \\;ndings, where they
are soldered into it. The best way to ascertain whether this
latter defect occurs is to get a dry cell and a galvanometer or
voltmeter, and test the motor through from section to section
of the commutator. If a point is found in which no current
passes through the motor from a segment of the commutator,
the conductor running to that segment ought to be properly
sweated, i.e. soldered, in.
lt is, perhaps, as well to explain the manner in which this
kind of testing should be conducted, and the principle on
which it is based; as a great number of possible faults in an
electric vehicle may be detectoo by its means.
For an electric current to pass from the positive terminal
of a battery or dry cell to the negative there must be a
metallic or conducting circuit from one to the other. If the
galvanometer or voltmeter be included in this circuit, then if
the metallic connection he all right, on making contact to the
dry cell or other hattery used, the needle of the galvanometer
will move. Thus, let a flexible wire be attached to one
terminal of the cell, the other end of it being preferably
soldered to a point mounted in a wooden handle, and let this
point be pressed upon one section of the commutator. The
other terminal of the cell should be connected to one terminal
of the galvanometer, and the other terminal of the galvano_
meter to a similar metal point by a flexible wire to that
first described, also preferably mounted in a handle. If this
he then pressed upon the section of the commutator which
should correspond with the firsr, then, if all be right, the
current will pass from the positive of the cell through the coils
of the motor, through the galvanometer, hack to the. negatives
of the cell, and the galvanometer needle will move. This
shows that there is metallic connection from one point to the
other. If this connection be imperfect the needle will not move.
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Failure occurring in the batteries is practically never a
sudden affair. It generally makes itself apparent by gradual
diminution of capacity-that is to say, the batteries refuse to
give their proper amount of current for the required time, and
this state of things gradually gets wt>rse and worse. It is
nearly always due to the batteries being forced to give more
current for prolonged periods than they should, and generally
results from the dropping out of paste from the positive plates,
or to an interference with the continuity of the paste and the
conductor. In b:ldly mounted batteries-that is to say, those
in which the plates are set up either without a bridge or without a sufficient bridge-failure may be due to short circuiting,
owing to some of the active material falling out on to the
bottom of the cell, and bridging the plates across. I n general,
however, the failure of a well-constructed battery, within the
period for which it ought to run, is due to overwork.
It is well at intervals to employ a cell-testing voltmeter to
test all the different cells, as it may sometimes happen that
one or two cells get into bad condition. If their voltage is
low towards the end of a run the main battery will be
charging them round the wrong way, and they will in consequence be injured. If the same cells persistently show low
voltage, they ought to be removed and examined. Hence easily
detachable connections are advisable.
The injury nearly always occurs to the positive plates. Consequently a battery that has been maltreated may practically be
rendered as good as new by renewing the positive plates. As
the connections, battery boxes, and negative plates are not
influenced, renewal of the positive plates can generally be
effected at a reasonable price.
All battery connections should be seen to every da~·, and if
any sign of oxide or verdigris appears should be promptly
removed and cleaned. They should also be kept thoroughly
tight. Perhaps the proprietor of an electric vehicle would do
better, if he suspects his batteries of being in an unsatisfactory
condition, to get them inspected by the builder of the cells, as
x
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it requires som~ special experience to know whether a battery
really requires renewal, whether the positive plates only should
be renewed, or in fact how it should be treated.
Failure of connection between the controller, cylinder, and
the contact springs may' also give rise to stoppage. That is
very easily tested by putting the controller in the position in
which the car refuses to move, and testing the contact springs
by pressing them against the cylinder. If the car then goes
on they require tightening.
If the batteries and motors are all right in any particular
position, and the car refuses to move even when the controller
is tested in the above-described manner, there may be failure
in the connections. Whether this is so or not can to a certain
extent be judged by noticing whether the controller sparks
when moved from one position to another. If it does so the
current is p:lssing and the connections are presumably all right;
otherwise the connections are probably faulty. They can be
conveniently tested with a dry cell and galvanometer in the
same way as the motor is described above as being examined.
Heating at any point is usually the effect of a loose contact
If the conducting cables are badly arranged, so as to rub
on any metallic portion of"the car, the insulation may be worn
through and short circuiting ultimately result. It is therefore
of the greatest importance to see that no such contact of the
cables with any portion of the car ever occurs.
Similarly, accumulator connections should preferably only
be made to the nesting-boxes and the connections with the
cables made from contacts on these.
Electric vehicles can be charged in two ways, either by
connecting the car directly to a suitable source of current, or
by employing two or more batteries, onc of which is always
kept charged at the charging station, the arrangement being
that when the battery on the car is run down it is taken out
and a freshly charged battery inserted. This latter arrangement is usually only practised in stations or 'garages' where a
number of cars are kept. Charging on the car is a much more
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common proceeding. For this purpose the car should be provided with a plug and short length of cable, which should be
carried with it. It is also ad\'isable to ha\'e variable resistance.
In charging the battery the cells are of course all arranged
in series. Forty-four cells are often selected as the number
employed, as such a battery can be conveniently charged at
;my ordinary direct current electric light station, which are
usually designed to supply current at 110 volts or more. It is
as well that every car should be provided with a switch which
can be used for interrupting all connection between the cells
and the motors of the \'ehicJe while charging, as otherwise
somebody moving the controller may cause the car to start off
suddenly at fuH speed and take a header into a wall or a piece
of moving machinery. A lock for the controller is nearly as
good.
It must be borne in mind in charging a battery of accumulators that the voltage required is in excess of that \\'hich the
cells give when discharging. Thus a forty-four cell battery
will give about eighty-eight to ninety volts for car propulsion,
but it will require something over one hundred volts to charge
it. The variable resistance mentioned above should be inserted in the circuit so as to enable the amount of current
charged into the cells to be controHed. When it is desired to
economise the time occupied in charging, more current may
be run in during the earlier stages, the amount being gradually
diminished towards the end of the charge. The approach of
the completion of the charge is marked by the 'gasing' of the
cells-that is, the dilute acid fizzes more or less like soda water.
The strength of the acid also increases as the cells are charged,
and the increase may be used to show when charging is complete. A small glass vessel called a hydrometer, which can
be inserted into the acid, and indicates its specific ~ra\'ity, is
used for this purpose.
Of course batteries can be charged from any electric
lighting circuit that gives the necessary pressure or a higher
one, as the forty-four-cell battery could be charged from a
x2
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two-hundred-volt circuit, but a great deal of resistance would
have to be used in series with the battery, which consumes
energy, and hence ma.kes the process an expensive one. The
cost would be very nearly double that of charging from a
hundred-volt circuit.
In conclusion a few words may be devoted to the characteristic features, position and prospects, of the electric vehicle.

The Electric Car on which the Marquis de Chasseloup-Laubat. 011 MlU"ch 4.
,899. covered a kilometre. from rest. in 48~ seconds, and Wilh flying start
ill 38! seconds

Since the first long-distance run to Brighton on a single
charge was made by the Electrical Undertakings car, in June
1898, there is no doubt that the position of electromobilism
in this country has steadily improved. The electric vehicle,
however, does not enjoy anything lik~ the same amount
of popularity in this country, even at present, that it does in
America and France. This was until recently no doubt
partially due to the comparative dearth of charging stations.
With the inauguration of a wise and sensiLle -policy such as
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that initiated by the City and Suburban Electric Carriage Co.,
Ltd., and referred to above, and with the increase in the
number of charging stations, and their more general availability,
the prospects of the electric vehicle are hound to improve.
With cars built as th~y now can be and are, to run a hundred
miles on a single charge, the electromobilist can practically go

City and Suburban Co.'s Electric BroughaJII

anywhere. All he need do is to exercise a certain amount 01
foresight, and arrange that the end of his day's run lands him
in the neighbourhood of a charging station.
The car has many very great advantages. As already pointed
out it is comparatively' fool-proof.' It is practically noiseless,
or can be made so. It has great flexibility and changes fro

t'Joog e
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one speed to another without jolt, jerk, or jar. The driyer is
not compelled to keep his eye on a water-gauge ur the contents
of a fuel tank, or to manipulate change-speed gears, sparking
levers or the like. All he need trouble about is his steering
gear and the position of his controlle~, with a YeTy occasional
glance at his voltmeter and ammeter. Above all the electromobile has no odour of its own, nor does it incur any danger
of being run in by intelligent police constables for showing
vapour and at the same time travelling above four miles an
hour.

3"

CHAPTER XIV
MOTOR CYCl.ES

Bv

TII .. EDITOR O~' 'THE :VIOTOR-CAR JOlTR:"AI.'

To those who can realise, by actual possession, the pleasures of
the motor-car, this chapter will be of little interest. But there
are many aspiring motorists to whom the original cost of a
car, or its maintenance when purchased, is a barrier to ownership. Hence the favour with which motor cycles are regarded, and the growing importance they are attaining in the
automobile movement. The familiar forms are the tricycle,
quadricycle, and the bicycle, the latter having rapidly come to
the front, to the apparent supersession of the more cumbersome type of motor cycle. With regard to the permanent
popularity of either form nothing need be said, individual preference being left to settle the question. But it may be pointed
out that the bicycle is more conveniently adapted for storing
where space is limited, and that it is to this kind of motor
cycle that the attention of makers is being mostly directed at
the present time.
There is no doubt that the motor cycle will prove an effective educational medium in connection with automohilism, for
the intending motorist will be able to learn all about petrol
engines at a much less cost than is demanded hy the purchase
of a motor-car. The experience thus gained will be extn.:mely
useful should the motor cyclist ultimately become the owner
of a larger vehicle, while those who begin with motor cycles
will probably enter the ranks of motor-car owners after they
have realised the pleasures and delights of automobilism
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whether with the cheaper or the more expensive form. Thus
the cycle will do much to popularise motoring.
For all practical purposes the motor cycle comes under the
Light Locomotives Act of 1896 and the Local Government
Board regulations by which its speed is restricted to twelve
miles an hour. Restive horses and policemen must also be
respected, and the motor cyclist must halt upon a signal from
the driver of the former or the raising of the hand of the latter.
Lights must be carried as on ordinary bicycles. In addition
to ohserving these regulations, the owners of motor quadricycles, tricycles, or bicycles must take out licences-at the cost
of 2/. 2S. in the case of the quadricycle, and of ISS. in that
of the others. Efficient brakes must also be provided.
Apart from machines now regarded as curiosities, the
motor tricycle of MM. de Dion and Bouton was the most
successful form of vehicle introduced after the adaptation of
the internal combustion engine to road locomotion. The first
made had a small ~-horse-power motor fixed to the rear axle,
the carhuretter LJeing placed hehind the main down tube to
the frame. The size of the motor was gradually increased,
until we now find tricycles in ordinary use with air-cooled
motors of 2}horse-power capacity. Of a similar design was the
Ph(cbus tricycle fitted with the Aster motor. It differed only in
minor points from other machines, and in the use of copper
radiating gills tightly fixed on the cylinder of the motor, the
advantage of which (as Mr. Worby Beaumont remarks) is not
very apparent. The Beeston tricycle was the first of the kind
English-made throughout, but the Ariel motor tricycle was the
first really successful English machine. It shows several variations in design from the original De Dion. Notably, the motor,
instead of being placed to the rear of the back axle, is placed
forward of it. A single case fills up the whole of the space in
the main frame, and contains the battery, carburetter, and
petrol tank. There are a few other motor tricycles, but their
main features are on the lines of the above.
Passing to motor bicycles, they are of such recent develop
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ment that they really have no history. Although Daimler
designed a motor bicycle in 1885, it was not till five or six years
ago that serious and sustained efforts were made to perfect
the petrol motor bicycle. In this connection the Wulfmuller
was a pioneer. It had a double-c)'!inder motor, driving the
hind wheel, and was a cumbersome and unsuccessful machine.
The Werner occupies a similar position among motor bicycles
to the De Dion among motor tricycles. While. gear driving
has been universally adopted in the latter, most of the motor
bicycles have been adapted for belt driving.
One-that
invented by Lieul-Col. Holden-has dispensed with both, and
has the novel fe!l.ture of a four-cylindered engine, from which
the motion is transmitted to cranks on the back wheel by
means of connecting-rods. The Holden has another point
of difference from the common practice in the fact that the
cylinders of the engine are water-jacketed, while air-cooled
motors are almost universally employed on motor bicycles.
The first point of interest in connection with motor
bicycles is the position of the engine, and owing to the practice
in the early Werner machines, where the motor was fixed
above the front wheel, it was long thought that the weight of
the engine should be placed as high upon the bicycle as
possible. That location, it was claimed, was necessary to
ensure the stability of the machine, and to mini mise the danger
of side-slip. Experience, however, has shown that this is not
so essential, and there are now a score or more of motor
bicycles only two of which have the engine above the wheels. In·
the latest type of Werner the engine is placed halfway between
the two wheels in a vertical position, thus bringing the centre of
gra\;ty very low. A low-down position between the wheels is
being generaJly adopted, as tending to reduce the vibration and
lessen the liability to side-slip.
The subject of side-slip is one of the greatest interest to
all motor cyclists, and the position of the motor has been variously located, with a view of minimising its occurrence. It is
generaJly acknowledged that motor bicycles are more prone to

l
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dangerous side-slips tllan are ordinary leg-propelled cycles.
On a slippery road with the ordinary bicycle there is only the
rider and the bicycle in question, but in the case of the motor
bicycle the engine m:lkes its presence felt, lessening that
instantaneous and automatic control so essential for safety.
The Minen'a engine has been adopted on many bicycles. It
is now of I ~ h.-p.; the carburetter is a simple form of the
surface type, and the petrol consumption stated to be about
one pint for twelve to fourteen miles on level roads. The
engine can also be lubricated without dismounti~g. In the
Minerva motor bicycle the engine is fixed below the bottom
tube of the frame slightly forward of the bottom bracket. The
Excelsior was onc of the first British motor bicycles in which
the Minerva engine and system was adopted. Indeed, the
extensive employment of the Minerva motor is one of the most
astonishing features of the present development in motor
bicycles.
It is no~eworthy, however, that several leading
m:lkers, while using the Minerva, have introduced in connection
with it a number of special features which considerably
facilitate the ll1ndling of the machine.
In the Quadrant motor cycle matters are simplified by one
lever being made to control the switch, open and close the
exhaust-valve, regulate the gas-supply, and vary the sparking.
This reduction of the number of levers is undoubtedly a step
in the right direction. The gas can be supplied in varying
quantities, as usual, and is regulated by the lever from the
lowest to the fullest supply before the advance of the sparking
begins. Then when a greater speed is sought, it is obtained
by the advance of the sparking, according to the pace desired,
or in other words, the explosions are more rapid, the quantity
of gas used being, of course, the full charge. In the ordinary
arrangement it is possible to vary the supply of gas allowed
to pass to the explosion chamber with the sparking lever at
any point. Whether the rl~strictions imposed in this direction
by the Quadrant device will prove to be a drawback ha~ yet to
be tested.
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In the Phcenix motor bicycle, the Minerva engme IS
adopted with two or three ingenious additions. The switch is
controlled from the handle-bar, the electrical contact heing
arranged near the engine. The switch lever is so arranged
that when further moved the exhaust-valve is lifted. In the
same lJicycle, the space between the down diagonal and the
rear wheel is used for a specially shaped tank for petrol, giving
a total available supply sufficient for a run of 200 miles. The
Enfield has its motor highly placed in front of the head of the
frame and driving the rear wheel, the only combination of this
position with rear driving that has been introduced. The
Mitchell and the Thomas motor bicycles (which are of American design) have the motor above the bottom tube but close
to the head. The Brown machine, which is of English design
and construction, follows somewhat the practice of the Jast
two named, but the motor is fixed lower down on the bottom
tube. In the Shaw motor bicycle the motor is attached vertically in the rear frame, driving the rear wheel either by belt or
chain as desired.
Power transmission, a subject already inciJentally mentioned, is an important point with regard to motor bicycles.
Belt-driving was originally the only medium considered, as
it overcomes much of the vibration, although the tendency
to slip is an obvious disadvantage. The V section belt was
selected for the early types, but in the Minen'a motor bicycle a
twisted belt is used, the slack in which can be taken up by
increasing the twists. Even with this, however, there are disadvantages, and when riding in wet weather on sandy roads we
have known it to grind the groove of the pulley-wheel, slipping
of the belt naturally resulting. .Although powdered resin may
be a temporary cure for this, the hest way is to untwist the belt
and twist it in the reverse direction. In the new Werner flat
belts \\;th flat pulleys are used, and in the enited States an
endless raw-hide rope is adopted in some machines.
An innovation is made in the Singer motor bicycle in
locating the whole of the mechanism in the driving wheel.
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The engine is placed vertically, and the Simms-Bosch magneto
ignition is adopted. A modified surface type of carburetter is
employed, and one small le\'er suffices to effect the whole of
the control. In the Derby machine, a chain from the engine
propels a friction roller bearing on the tyre, which is thus
driven by frictional contact. It is claimed by the advocates of
this system tbat no extra wear on the tyre results. Latterly, chains
or cog-wheels ha vc been experimented with, but machines
witb this kind of driving cannot as yet be said to have been
thoroughly tested, and it remains to be seen whether chain
or gear driving will obviate the drJ.wbacks to the b~lt without
introducing disadvantages of their own. Chains are employed
in the Humber motor bicycle, a friction disc faced with leather
being introduced to slip slightly when undue pressure falls
on the chain. In this case the motor is an essential part of
the frame, and forms the bottom tube.
No final judgment can be given on this question of
transmission, for like everything else about motor bicycles,
the whole subject is in a state of transition. But the difficulty
is especially great when we find experts divided. There are two
gentlemen of the name of Craig who have each devoted much
attention to this subject. Mr. A. Craig of Putney tells us
that he considers 'that in spite of slipping and breaking, bdt
transmission is the best. It is simplest and cheapest, and
under good conditions an almost ideal drive.' He prt:fers
a flat belt, of at least one inch width, and a jockey pulley
on ball bearings. The jockey pulley is always abused because its purpose is misunderstood. It is not meant to jam
the belt up tight, but to make it hug as much as possible
of the circumference of the driving pulley. T,,;sted leather
belts are in his opinion a nuisance. On the other hand,
Mr. .\. Craig of Coventry says, 'It has been a matter of
surprise that the belt should ha\'e survived so long as a
means of transmission in motor bicycles. Probably, the belt
drive will eventually lose favour except for low-powered
machines, and some form of chain or gear drive take its place.'
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Sir Roger de Coverley would probably have called this a case
of' much to be said on both sides,' and suggested that experience
should determine the result.
Future developments in connection with motor bicycles
will no doubt be concerned with spring frames and twospeed gears. Already some interestiJlg work in these directions
has been done, and in the latest types of Excelsior motor a
spring head is employed which greatly reduces the vibration
transmitted to the handle-bars. One drawback to the use of
the motor bicycle in hilly districts is that the motor only gives
out its full power when running at the normal speed. When
going uphill the speed of the motor naturally slackens, and
consequently the engine does not give off its standard capacity.
To overcome this difficulty inventors are studying the matter
from two different points of view. Some are in favour of the
use of motors of higher capacity than those now in general
use, while others are experimenting with two-speed gears,
arguing that it is better to hlve a small engine kept steadily
running, and so developing its full power notwithstanding
the gradient, the low gear being used for hill climbing. The
Chapelle, which is constructed on these lines, has already
proved its capacity in several French races, and the Ph<.cnix
motor bicycle has just been introduced with a two-speed gear
as a leading feature. Motor cycling, although hitherto enjoyed
only by the male sex, is likely to prove attractive to ladies in
the future, and already mach{nes have been specially introduced for their benefit. The motor is placed below the
bottom tube, and ample protection is afforded in the way of
dress-guards, &c.
The novice need have no fear of his motor bicycle. It is not
a haphazard aggregation of bits of metal, and although there
are bicycle motors composed of more than 140 separate pieces,
they present no unfathomable mystery. But tht: mechanism
requires understanding, and we advist: the intt:nding motor
cyclist carefully to study the ch.lpters on l'etrol Engines,
Ignition, &c., in this book. :\ clear understanding of these
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will conduce to the pleasure of euly experiences, which otherwise m1Y b~ more varied than delightful.
Even then he
will have much to learn before he can qualify for a police
certificate as to his ability to attain a speed above the legal
limit. Diplomas for obstruction can be more easily obtained
in public thoroughfares, hence the advisability of early TUns
being taken in secluded districts.
Before setting out, the cycle should be carefully examined
and the engine tried. It is necessary, too, to be assured that
the tool-bag contains the requisite equipment of tools and
spare parts. We can remember on one occasion a friend of
ours had glanced over the mechanism of his cycle, and had
made sure that everything was satisfactory. Removing the
interrupter he retired to clean his hands after the operation.
Returning to his bicycle, he exerted himself on the pedals, but
no explosion occurred. Dismounting he again overhauled the
machine, spent ten minutes or so in investigation, and was
ultim3.tely warned by a constable for creating an obstruction in
the roadway. He tried everything except, let us hope, profanity, and was wepuing to seek friendly aid, when, casually
putting his hand in his pocket, he discovered the interrupter
plug, and his troubles were quickly over. Many of the socalled failures of motor cycles are due to equally trivial causes.
There is nothing consistent about our English climateexcept its variability; and the motor cycle must rise superior
to changeable climatic conditions. During cold weather those
riders whose machines are fitted with surface carburetters have
often been troubled with regard to the 'mixture,' and even in
the summer-time, when riding over very bumpy roads, the
petrol in the carburetter will be thrown about, giving off more
vapour than is required, and affecting the running of the motor.
The only way to overcome this difficulty is by continually controlling the air inlet. A number of riders of the 1901 Werner
got over the difficulty in winter by warming the carburetter by
means of a branch from the exhaust-box, a flexible tube being
used. It is not, however, an e3.sy m:ltter on this machine,
the motor being on the he:ld stem of the bicycle, and moving
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independently of the carburetter. Another plan is to procure
some boiling water, and after soaking rags in it to wrap
them round the carburetter till the petrol is warm enough to
vaporise sufficiently. In many of the new designs of bicycles,
however, spray-type autom:ltic carburetters are being fitted.
No doubt these have certain advantages over the surface type,
but with their use the necessity of seeing that no dirt or
foreign m:itter gets into the petrol tank becomes an urgent
question. They should be placed as near as possible to a
source of heat to prevent them from becoming frozen in cold
weather.
In the maJonty of motor cycles electrical ignition of the
jump spark type is adopted, although in a few cases the magneto arrangement is being employed. The escape of the electric current or the premature running down of the battery is
one frequent cause of trouble where dry batteries or accumulators are used. It may result from loose electrical connections,
bad contacts, and short circuits. If two of the terminals of the
wires get connected with a film of moisture, a short circuit is
the inevitable outcome: hence extreme care should be' taken
when riding for a considerable time in the rain. The rider
should frequently test the accumulator with a voltmeter to see
that the necess~ry ch:uge is there, or if a dry battery is used,
test the amperemeter, and he should always carry a spare
battery. Then he should see that all contacts and connections
are firmly made, and that every wire connection is covered and
properly insulated. There m:lY be trouble through the platinum points of the contact-breaker getting worn down or dirty
with oil, or the platinum, on what is known as the' trembler'
(whether it trembles or not is a debatable point), becomes
loose and causes jumpy progression of the machine. The
remedies are obvious: clean the contact points or replace with
a new' trembler.' If the cautions here given arc observed
there should be freedom from electrical troubles between the
battery and the sparking plug.
Sparking plugs are often a source of worry, but a friend has
travelled 11,000 miles and only required three plugs. Apart
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from an absolute fracture of the porcelain, the main cause of
stoppage is owing to the plug inside the cylinder becoming
fouled with carbon through an imperfL'Ct mixture being used.
Often too much lubricating oil is inserted in the crank-case.
This then gets over the top of the piston and is burnt up when
an explosion takes place, leaving a heavy depd'sit of soot
When this occurs the plug should be removed and the points
cleaned.
In long runs, when the motor becomes heated, the inlet
valve-stem may stick on its seat through oil or the bye-products
of the explosion getting on to the stems. A little petrol squirted
by an ordinary bicycle oil-can on to the stem will generally
overcome the difficulty. Another plan is to take out the inletvalve and wash the stem \\;th the finest black-lead and ~trol.
On evaporation the stem will be left well coated with blacklead, which is a very good lubricant where there is great heat
In order that the motor should work well it is necessary to
have good compression. In the four-cycle engine the charge
is compressed every second stroke of the piston towards the
head of the cylinder. To obtain good compression, which is
the forcing of the mixture into a smaller area, there must be
no leaks, and the cylinder, piston, and valves must be perfectly
tight. Otherwise, when the mixture is reduced in volume it
will leak out and there will be poor compression, with the result
that the motor will not give anything like its proper power, the
force of the explosion being greatly reduced. Such working,
too, is not economical. It is necessary, therefore, to see that
there are absolutely no leaks, and the points where leaking can
occur are as follows :-( I) the inlet-valve; (2) at the sparking
plug ,: (3) around the piston-rings; (4) at the exhaust-valve j
(5) at the point between the explosion chamber and the
cylinder-top, where the cylinder-head is fitted on to the
cylinder. Every little leak, no matter how small, means a
loss of power. The valves should be examined first, viz. the
inlet and the exhaust. They should be packed with suitable
washers, and it should be seen that they set firmly on their
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seats. If there is any wearing of the metal the valves should
be" ground until the surfaces arc perfectly smooth, so that an
absolutely tight joint is made on the seating. Sometimes the
ignition plug is not properly screwed up, and this should be
looked to; there should also be proper packing between the
plug and the cylinder at the junction. Onc of the most
important places to look for leaks is at the piston-ring~. These
are set in grooves on the side of the piston, and make it fit
tightly in the cylinder. On account of the excessively high
temperature inside the cylinder, which dries up the lubrication,
the rings may not run well, and will allow power to be lost,
particularly if the engine has been out of use for a time. A
little paraffin dropped into the cylinder through the compression tap will ensure free and proper operation of the pistonrings. The petrol motor is a very economical producer of
power, unless something like a leak or bad ignition is taking
place, and while really simpler than a steam engine, it seems
more difficult of comprehension to the budding motorist.
The owner of a motor cycle who expects to use it constantly
without previous experience, and not run up against various
sources of stoppage and breakage, will find himself mistaken.
A frequent experience is to rull the whole gamut of troubles,
and thus by actual knowledge having learned to fix all the
various parts, the operator is qualified to take care of his
machine. These troubles occur for three principal reasons.
First, the ordinary individual who buys a motor cycle will not
make a careful study of the manner in which the machine is
built and how it works, but prefers to tackle it on the' hit and
miss' plan and learn by hard knocks and experience. Second,
carelessness and the disinclination many persons have to take
proper care of a piece of machinery. A motor cycle, however,
cannot be expected to run properly unless it receives regular
attention. Third, from accidents pure and simple. As already
explained, a great deal of trouble might be avoided if riders
would only take the pains to understand the principle of the
machine before attempting long Journeys.
y
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CHAPTER XV
MOTOR-DRIVING

By S. F. El)(a;

AND

CHARI.ES JARROTT

THE motor-car, when in the hands of a careful and experienced
driver, is admittedly the safest form of vehicle on the road,
the chief reason for this being the rapidity with which it can
be stopped, even when travelling at high speeds, and also tht:
ease with which under the same conditions it can be divertt."<i
from its course into the direction desired by the driver. These
two points are known to nearly every well-informed person,
and the knowledge really constitutes a danger to the unaccustomed controller of a car, as road conditions may entirely
upset all the previous experience of the novice, and the
apparently great simplicity of control inspiring confidence at
much too early a stage of his nm-;tiate, he may become a most
dangerous user of the road, although driving the simplest form,
or rather the most controllable form, of road vehicle.
Every action of starting, stopping, changing, and diverting
should be absolutely automatic, and until this has become so
slow speeds only should be attempted. A man may be perfectly
able to perform all the special driving functions when not
flurried, and ·when his attention is not disturbed by exciting
events, but he may become hopelessly involved at the "el)'
moment when the greatest skill and judgment are required
from him-for instance, when in an emergency the pedal brake
ought to be applied, instead of pressing down this brake, which
would at once stop the vehicle, he may hurriedly press down
the accelerator pedal, which has the effect of increasing tht:
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speed, and thus, possibly, an accident of a most serious nature
results.
Again, nothing but practical experience will teach a novice
the correct' speed to drive round a given curve, for the conditions of the road alone may cause a speed perfectly safe on a
dry day to be absolutely dangerous on a wet day; probably one
quarter the speed possible on a dry day would be too fast and
dangerous when the road is wet.
Greasy roads are the greatest danger of all to the novice,
and yet when the driver has acquired enough skill to gauge
the correct speed to drive 9ver' them, and keeps himself
within the limit of that speed, there is little or no fear of mishap.
Here, again, however, even an experienced driver is sometimes
inclined to run the risk of driving the car at a greater speed than
the road-surface warrants; and consequently if brakes have to
be applied suddenly, and the car pulled up in a short space,
there is a possibility of a bad side-slip. The great point on
greasy roads is to drive cautiously.
It is an exceedingly awkward and dangerous occurrence
when a car runs backwards down a hill, through, perhaps, a
chain breaking, or the driver missing the gear in changing
speed. This may possibly happen before the novice has ever
thought of learning to drive backwards, and the lesson under this
nerve-shattering circumstance probably results in his having
a big repair bill to face, to say nothing of doctors' bills.
Perhaps in endeavouring to initiate the beginner into the art
and apparent mystery of controlling and driving a motor-car, it
would be as well to start from the beginning. We will assume
that the car has arrived home and everything is ready to set off
for the first drive. Although we wish to give all possible hints
in this direction, it is well to remember that the greatest safeguard, when you take your first lesson, is to haye on the car
with you a really good driver so that he may be ready to act if
a combination of circumstances should require a rapidity of
decision and action that cannot have been acquired by the
novice.
Ya
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Assuming that the vehicle is in perfect condition for USl:
and the engine has been set going, the first thing to do is to
examine the ways and means of starting the carriage either
forward or backward, to ascertain how to stop it when desired,
and steer it from side to side or round a corner, or to avoid
an obstacle. Wc will suppose that the vehicle is of the Panhard
type, with wheel steering and single lever at the right-hand side,
giving the speeds forward and reverse. On taking a position
in the driver's seat with one foot on each side of the steering
column, each foot lightly resting on the two driving pedals, it
will be found that the left pedal when pressed down disconnects
the engine from the driving mechanism, whilst the right one
also does this, but at the same time applies a powerful brake to
arrest the motion of the vehicle.
Slightly to the right of the right-hand pedal will be found a
smaller pedal set somewhat higher than the other two. This
is called the 'accelerator pedal,' and its function is to hold out
the governor of the engine and cause it to run at a greatly increased velocity, and so force the vehicle to exceed its rCl,TUlated
speeds. The use and misuse of this valuable adjunct to the
motor-car engine will be dealt with later.
The change-speed lever is on the right hand, and by its
side is another notched lever which applies a band brake 10
each of the rear-wheel hubs; also when applied it disconm:cts
the engine from the driving mechanism, so that when one wishes
to stop, this brake lever first disconnects the enginc and then
retards the momentum of the car, thus performing the same
function as the two pedals operated by the feet and referred to
above. With these general points carefully noted, a start may
be made, and we will imagine that thc car has been standing as
it should be when the engine is running, i.e. with the speed
lever in the neutral notch and the side brakcs on, and thus,
of course, the engine disconnected from the gear.
First Speed.·~ First place the left foot on the left pedal,
press this down as far as it will go and hold it there. Then
take off the side-brake lever, mu VI..' the speed lever forward on~
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notch--that i~, to the first or low speed--and slowly lift the
left foot until you feel the engine beginning to move the car.
Immediately it does this, if only for a yard or two, press the
left pedal down again, so as to get thoroughly accustomed
to the feeling of the car moving forward with its ow.n power
and yet stopping immediately the pedal for disconnecting the
power is pressed down.
\Vhen once confidence is acquired, and the novice feels
that the car is quite under his control, longer distances, say
fifty feet at a time, may be attempted; but as it will be obvious
that in this distance some momentum will have been attained,
and that even though the left pedal is pressed down the carriage
still rolls on, opportunity has now come for making use of the
right pedal. This being pressed down gradually by the right
foot, at the same time stil1 keeping the left pedal down, applies
the band brake and so stops the car.
&cond Speed.-Having now thoroughly mastered starting
and stopping on the low speed, a change may be made into
the second speed. To accomplish this, first get the vehicle
ru:ming as fast as possible on the first speed, then press down
the left pedal cluickly, push the speed lever firmly into the
second forward notch, and lift up the left pedal gently as when
starting. You are now on the second speed, which you will
no doubt observe is considerably faster than the lower speed,
and the novice should familiarise himself with this in the same
'way as on the first speed, i.e. letting the car run short distances
and thus becoming accustomed to the speed. Keep on the
low and second speeds until you feel thoroughly at home and
confident that the car wil1 do that which you mechanically
direct it to do. Remember that with a motor-car the driver
controls the vehicle, and in this it differs from a horse-drawn
vehicle, in which the driver is often at the mercy of the
animal, to be pul1ed here, backed there, or upset altogether
should this chance to please the noble quadruped.
Third Speed.-The third speed may now he used, and
you obtain this under exactly the same circumstances and in
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exactly the same way as set out in the explanati~n of changing
from the first to the second speed. It will be well if some
long runs be taken at this stage, no speed higher than the
third being attempted. When this stage is reached, it \\;\l be
found very much better to take four or five drives of ten miles
each, with half an hour or an hour's stoppage between, rather than
one continuous drive of forty or fifty miles. Much more rapid
progress will be made in this way, and the mental and physical
strain is then not noticed, whereas jf one long ride is attempted
straight off, the novice, when he gets down from the car, 1\ill
feel uncomfortably tired and exhausted. The next day, if
possible, more driving should be undertaken, but this time on
the second speed, first directing the steering \\;th one hand and
then with the other, so that perfect control can be exercised
with either hand, the hand that is more or less at liberty being
engaged in taking articles out of the pocket, &c., adjusting the
lubricators, pumping oil into the cylinders, and other small
details of this sort, which at times it is expedient to do when
actually on a journey. One can never feel at all secure until
either hand will do all that is necessary with regard to steering.
When one is thoroughly familiar with steering with one hand
on the second speed, then higher speed can be attempted.
How to Challge Speed properlJ'.-In changing speeds there
are various things to be avoided, and the learner will ve!y
quickly realise that it is most difficult, if not well nigh impossible, to change speed without withdrawing the clutch; which
operation is performed by pressing down the left pedal. In
any case if he does succeed in the attempt, it will be at the
expense of a great deal of noise and damage to the teeth of the
gear-wheels. Under all circumstances the teeth are made to
engage with one movement, and if at the beginning it is found
that when attempting to change speed a grinding noise is heard,
it is best to stop the car completely and not persevere, but
change the speed quietly with the car standing stationary.
When this has been done, and it is brought absolutely home to
the learner that the speed can be changed, then he must reyel't
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to the lower speed and begin all over again, until he can change
each speed easily and quietly while the car is running; it is
only a question of practice. The clutch-pedal must be pressed
down firmly and decisively without haste or any violent force.
There is another important factor in regard to changing
speeds which must be considered, and that is, to change speed
at the proper time in relation to the speed at which the car
itself is travelling. The usual mistakes on the part of the
novice in changing speed are ;I. To change to a higher speed too soon.
2. After withdrawing the clutch, not changing speed soon
enough, thus allowing the carriage to run too slowly to enable
him to change on to a higher speed.
3. Often in ascendmg hills he does not change to the next
lower speed quickl}' enough. It is always well to remember
that in going uphill the engine is best when kept at its maximum rate of speed; if it drops below this, change to a lower
gear at once. This is especially important if you are driving a
powerful car, as the strain thrown on the clutch when driving
on too high a gear will not improve that very important item
of the car's anatomy.
A very good formula to follow in regard to changing speeds
is to continue on the speed on which you are running until
the engine cuts out or shows signs of extra vibration or noise,
which will at once indicate to you that it is running faster than
it ought, and that it is desirable to change on to the next
speed. This will ensure there being.a good run on the car,
and that the next higher speed will take up the run and
increase the pace.
In changing to a lower speed, it is always well to change
in good time directly the car exhibits the slightest sign of
flagging on the speed it is then running on, as onc must
remember that immediately the clutch is withdrawn on an upgrade the car starts slowing, and if one does not change
quickly, it \\;ll not pull even on the next lower speed. The
result of this win be that, instead of changin~ back to one speed,
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the driver will have to change down two speeds to keep the car
running properly. It is therefore highly necessary, before
trying long drives in a hilly country, that this point should bt:
thoroughly mastered. The same remarks apply in ordinary'
driving. It is always well to keep within the power of the engine,
and after having stopped or slowed down it is ad\isable to
change back to a lower speed so as to ensure the engine pleot}·
of power to start the car again.
Acctlrrator.-It would perhaps be as well here to explain
the use of the third pedal referred to before as the I accelerator
pedal.' While not essential to the proper running of the car,
it can be made of considerable use in driving.
The type of motor carriage we have described is fitted ,,;th
an engine which governs out at approximately 750 to 800
revolutions a minute. If, however, the governor is held Ulrand this .is what the accelerator pedal accomplishes-of
course the engine speed is considerably increased and the
speed of the car is increased accordingly; but though the
accelerator pedal is beneficial in the hands of- a careful and
considerate driver, it can be abused to the damage of the
engine and gear in the hands of a rough or careless driver.
To race the engine on any and every conceivable occasion
is obviously improper; but it will be found that to accelerate a
little when wishing to change (but before doing so), especially
when going uphill, will assist very materially in accomplish1ng
the change of speed successfully.
Ollernmning the Engine.-We will suppose that you are
running down a steep hill with the speed lever set in the third
speed-with the left pedal down and the motor consequently
disconnected-and this third speed gives, say, a rate of twenty
miles an hour. The car, however, from its own momentum
and the force of gravity, may be running at twenty-five miles an
hour, and to let the clutch in then throws a very unfair strain
on the engine. It must be remembered that the engine has
to drive the car and not the car the engine, .which if caused
to rotate at a much greater speed than that for which it was
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constructed may result in a serious breakage~ Therefore do
not let the clutch in until the speed of the car is sufficiently
reduced to give the engine some work to do when the pedal is
lifted up.
Starling for a Dnvt.-There are many points which require
to be thought over when starting for a drive, so as to make sure
that everything is in order and that the necessary spare parts
are carried. Although it seems a formidable list, it is curious
how very quickly one gets used to running mentally over all
these items, and after a time never forgetting anything.
The main points to be thought of are to make certain that
the tanks are full of petrol. A good way of dealing with this
matter is to fill up with petrol whenever there is a suitable
opportunity, as this ensures the car always being ready to
travel its maximum distance without any special preparation.
It is then onccessary to see that the water tanks are full, that
your working and spare accumulators are fully charged, that
all the lubricators and grease cups are absolutely full, and that
some spare lubricating oil is carried. Also a number of spare
parts should be taken, such as spare exhaust-valve and spring,
spare inlet-valve complete, three spare sparking plugs, spare
inner tubes and repair outfit. Besides these,
A large screw wrench.
Small pocket wrench.
Long screwdriver.
Small screwdriver.
Pair of cutting pliers.
Pair of gas pliers.
Two files, medium size.
Coil of copper and steel wire.
Oil-can with long nozzle.
Small cold chisel.
Supposing all then is ready, the next thing to do is to start
the engine, and the points to be gone through are as follows :I. Turn on petrol.
2. Switch on ignition.
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3. See that the lever to the commutator is retarded as far
as possible. (This is done to make certain that no back-tire
will occur.)
4. Turn on lubricator.
5. Start engine.
Before Starling the EngJ·ne.-One of the most important
things to do before attempting to start the engine is to see that
the speed lever is in the out-of-gear notch. The importance
of this cannot be emphasised too much. We have seen a
number of accidents of a more or less serious nature result
from the neglect of this precaution. We remember particularly
on one occasion a friend started up a car with the speed lever
in the forward notch but with the side brakes on, thus holding
out the cone, The vibration of the engine shook the brake
lever out of its notch, in jumped the cone, and off jumped the
car. As this took place on the edge of a very high <:liff within
a few yards from the brink, observers went through the agonis.
ing experience of seeing a trusty little car and an agitated dri\'cr
struggling for supremacy-the one to plunge over the edge
into space and the other to prevent this catastrophe. Luckily
the fly-wheel of the engine struck on a mound and stopped the
car with the two front wheels over the edge of the c.liff. Make
it therefore a golden rule: never leave your car, whether the
engine is running or not, without first putting the speed
lever in the out-of-gear position and also putting the side
brakes on.
It sometimes happens that, although all the operations set
out above have been performed, the engine does not respond
to the turning of the handle. Under these circumstances, it is
well just to jum~ the float needle up and down once or twice,
to make certain that a little petrol has gone into the carburetter. It may seem rather unnecessary to 'have to recapitulate
all these minor points, but it has often occurred that ewn
experienced drivers have tried for quite a long time to start
their car without the electric current being turned on, and in
some cases have started their car, and driven a few )'ards, when
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the engine has unaccountably stopped, and after some searching they have found that the petrol was not turned on.
The troubles in regard to the starting, &c. of the engine
are dealt with in the chapter on the Petrol Motor.
Lubrication.-Although perhaps this subject is hardly one
which should be dealt with in this chapter, it is of such great importance to ensure the successful running of the car that it
cannot be dwelt upon too much. Lubrication above all things
spells life to the motor-car, and the lack of it must result sooner
or later in disaster. Therefore see before starting for a drive
that all the bearings of the ear are properly lubricated, and also
be sure during the drive that the lubricator to the engine is
working satisfactoril)'.
After having been for a drive or having the engine running,
the next thing to do is to go through another set of regular
functions which should always take place before putting the
car away. Turn off electric current, or if lamp ignition, blow
out lamps, and after a few minutes turn off petrol to the lamps;
turn off main petrol to carburetter, turn off lubricators, and
then have the engine turned smartly hy hand and a little
paraffin pumped into the cylinders from the pump provided for
this purpose. This is to ensure that the piston rings shall not
become gummy or sticky, and it is a great point in assisting
the engine to start easily next time.
Driving Backwards.-After having conquered all the initial
difficulties in regard to steering, changing speed, application of
brakes, &c., it would be well for the novice to start learning to
steer and drive the car with the speed lever in the reverse.
There are comparatively few men who can drive backwards
safely and well, but the importance of being able to do this
must be very apparent. When driving in traffic it is a very
common thing for the vehicle in front to back, and in this
event it must be the work of a moment to slip the speed lever
into the reverse notch and run back out of danger. To turn
in a narrow road where the reverse is required also calls for
some knowledge of handling the car when running backwards,
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and in the event of the car running backwards when ascending
a steep hill the vital importance of being able to steer it safely
is obvious. Skill in this direction has great advantages. Wto
recall an instance of an automobilist who, having had the
misfortune to break the forward bevel driving wheel on his car,
slipped in the reverse and drove into London-some twenty
miles-steering the car backwards. He complained, however,
of having a stiff neck for some days afterwards.
The novice should practise on ·some quiet wide country
road until he attains sufficient proficiency to drive the car
backwards at the rate of at least eight or nine miles an hour.
Test your Brakes.-Every wise chauffeur takes the precaution of testing his brakes immediately he starts driving.
During a stop something may happen to the brakes so as to
make them quite ineffective, or a portion of the brake mechanism
may have broken. The driver who perhaps before luncheon
has ascertained that his brakes an~ acting perfectly, after
luncheon may start off in the same supposition, and perhaps not
discover his error until, relying on his pedal brake to stop him
in traffic, he finds that it has no effect, with the result that he
probably goes through the back of a brougham.
The Sprag.-This is an adjunct fitted to most cars. In the
early stages of dri~'ing, it is as well always to leave this down
when ascending steep hills, so that in the event of the novice
missing his change of speed, or if through any other c-.ause the
car tried to run backwards, it would be arr"ested in its early
movement and damage obviated.
It should be borne in mind, however, that the sprag
should be dropped before the car actually starts to run backwards; otherwise the momentum on the car may induce it to
jump the sprag to the danger of the passengers and the great
annoyance of the chauffeur, who finds that before being able
to proceed he will have either to detach the sprag or cut it
away. We remember seeing the owner of a large motor
carriage in this predicament. After taking the precaution
of having a solid sprag fitted, he spent some hours beneath his
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car in an endCAvour to cut through a solid inch and a half of
iron with a very blunt hack saw.
Immediately the necessity for the use of the sprag has
disappeared, it is as well to pull it up at once by the cord.
GoillK round. Cor1zers.-Always keep to your right side,
remembering that in all probability you will find some other
vehicle coming towards you from the opposite direction. It
will generally be found that as the road slopes towards the
gutter, the outside wheels of the carriage wiil be higher than
the inside. This not only helps one round the curve, but at
the same time lessens the risk of upsetting if the speed was
higher than should have been attempted for such a curve.
The novice in hugging the corner would only be following
the exact practice of the railway companies in banking the
outside rail up higher than the inside on rounding curves,
but must keep a good look-out ahead, and in the event of
not being able to sce round the curve should not drive at a
greater speed than that at which the car can be pulled up
immediately, should occasion rel{uire it.
.Descendillg Sleep Hil/s.-When travelling down steep hills
it is very easy to be deceived, as the nature of the district may
make the gradients look very much lcss than thc)' really arc.
A very striking example of this occurred in the Thousand
Miles Trial of thc, Automobile Club, when the Hon. C. S.
Rolls, in driving from the 'Cat and Fiddle,' was evidently so
deceived by both the gradient and the corner that he actually
threw his mechanic off the car, owing to the vehicle travelling
at much higher rate than was allowed for, and the gradient
keeping the car running at a great speed right up· to the
corner. The present writer himself, who was just behind Mr.
Rolls at the moment, to a certain extent met with the same
difficulty. It is always desirable, even when great experience
is reached, to travel with the utmost caution under strange
surroundings and to keep the car well in hand.
Using lite Brakes.-A very good rule to follow is that under
ordinary circumstances the .brakes should not be used with
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such violence as to cause the wheels .to skid, or to occasion
a jar to those driving in the carriage. If this is carefully
observed the vehicle will last much longer.
We are aware that it is the habit of some drivers to do what
is known as 'drive on their brakes '-that is to say, rush up
to an obstacle at full speed and then rcly upon their brakt:S
tu prevent them from dashing intu it. However brilliant
it may appear to the uninitiated, the practice cannot be too
strongly condemned; for not only does an exhibition of this
surt try the nerves of the passengers on the car-however
seasoned they may bc-but it also produces a bad impression
on the public, who, not appreciating the control the driVt::r
has over his vehicle, marvels at his apparently narrow e;;capc.
This sort of thing comes under the heading of inconsideratt:
driving, and is not only unnecessary but at the same time bad
form. The danger of the practice is also very great. It will
be remembered that a very serious accident occurred some
time ago on a hill ncar Harrow through this very cause.
The unfortunate driver, who was killed, was one who was
well known to rely on his brakes to an extraordinary extent,
driving full speed up to his stopping point and then applying
the brakes with very full force and stopping in the shortest
possible space of time. In the early days of the sport this
was thought by some to be a sign of good !lnd skilful driving,
but experience has taught us that the best driver is the careful
driver who takes no unnecessary risks.
The sudden application of the brakes and the consequent
locking of the wheels is to be commended from a pneumatic
tyre manufacturer's point of view, but from no other.
Dangers of the Road.-Some of the greatest dangers to be
met with on the road arise from other people, not because
they are there, but because of their indecision; and in the forefront must be put people alighting from tramcars, or children
holding on tu the backs of carts and trams. They suddenly hear
the motor approaching, and although their safest plan is to
remain where they are, they make wild dives in any and every
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direction, with the n:sult that, unless onc has the car completely under control and ready to stop at a moment's notice, a
bad accident may happen. It is a good rule when meeting with
undecided wayfarers to make up one's mind the way one wants
to go and continue in that direction; at the same time keep
your brakes well in hand, so that if necessary you can pull up
dead and avoid striking them.
Lady cyclists are or used to be a great danger, for when
a motor was heard approaching them from behind, they
usually fell off their bicycles, apparently in terror; but this
distressing spectacle is now comparatively seldom seen.
A swerving horse which swings round at the last moment is
another danger to be guarded against, and on approaching
any horse it is always well to assume-as is too often the case
-that it is not under the control of the person driving it;
either he is intent on looking at the motor, or very likely
he cannot drive. It is advisable to slow down to the pace
at which the car can be pulled up immediately a horse
shows signs of wanting to monopolise the whole of the road.
This danger is very much increased if the horse is attached to
a cart with a long piece of timber projecting at the back, as
a very small movement of the animal may completely block
the road. One or two very bad accidents have occurred thus.
In driving at high speeds avoid trying to look behind. A
Hdgian nobleman was lately killed owing to taking a glance
behind him when driving a racing car. He apparently deflected
his steering wheel a little, with the consequence that before he
turned his head again the car had dashed into the bank by the
roadside. The barbaric system of carrying small water drains
in shallow trenches (known in France as callivt:l1uX) across the
surface of the road has been the cause of many accidents.
They may be found in Illany Frt:nch villages and on some
English roads. They arc difficult to detect, but a good driver
should always have an eye for the road and be prepared to slow
down to a walking speed in passing over these trenches. The
Iklmt: remarks apply to badly made level crossings of railwayt;,
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Some of these are disgracefully constructed. That at Colnbrook, on the Bath road, is an example of how they should be
designed: that at Mortlake station of how they should not
Where the road crosses small streams the bridge is sometimes
made in the shape of a sudden hump (the French call them
donkeys' backs) instead of a gradual and nicely curved ascent
and descent. These must not be attempted at high speeds.
To drive fast over a trench, a bad railway crossing, or a bad
hump, may result in broken springs, bent axles, and strained
frames. The novice should bear in mind that cars are not
designed for steeplechasing, and a broken horn of the front
springs leads to the displacement of the steering gear, and
possibly a sudden swoop across the road, into a wall, a ditch
or-Eternity.
Side-ilip.-We now come to another danger or difficulty,
and that is side-slip-the bugbear of the expert as well as of
the novice. l:nder certain conditions all roads in towns become exceedingly greasy and slippery to a rubber tyre, so much
so that if the brakes are applied the carriage, instead of stopping, merely travels on with the wheels locked, and on greasy
asphalte will go almost as far in this fashion as with. the wheds
revolving. Drivers are, however, never likely to meet with
accidents from side-slip if they will only drive cautiously. In
town, if one keeps in the ordinary line of traffic, and proceeds
at the same pace as the other vehicles, tht: result should be
perfect safety, for one can always stop as quickly as the ordinary 'bus in London, even under the worst conditions. There
is simply no royal road tu get over this difficulty except driving
cautiously, and driving at such a speed that it is only necessary
tu apply the brake in a very gentle form. If one drivt:s at
greatt:r speed than this, accidents are bound to happen, and no
one but tht: driver is to blame.
In regard to the different' types of greasy roads, asphalte is
probably the worst, though greasy wood, and chalk, or oolite
road, are almost as bad. Perhaps the chalk road is the most
dangerous, as une comes upon it out in the country when pos-
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sibly travelling at a high rate of speed. Greasy tram lines are
also exceedingly bad, but as the car should be travelling slowly
when these are encountered, accidents ought not to happen if
proper care be used.
In passing over tram-lines they should be taken at a good
angle, fot if the crossing be cut too fine the wheels may drop
into the lines and a slip result. Greasy macadam is bad if
high speeds an,: attempted, but up to ten or twelve miles an
hour there is seldom any difficulty in ' negotiating' it. Ice is
ihe worst or" all, but this condition occurs very seldom, and of
course no attempt should be made to travel at any great speed
over it. An account, however, of a drive under these circumstances is given by Mr. Mayhew in a recent issue of the
Automobile Cl~b's 'Notes and Notices,' and being of interest
it is quoted :Mr. :\fark Mayhe\\' met with some exciting experiences on .
December 28th, when driving his twenty horse-power Panhard.
After descending Aston Hill, and when within five miles of Oxford,
he struck a strip of road which was solid ice, but which, owing to
the thaw that had started, was running with water. He saysAwful side-slip, hit side of road left, right, left, after which went
straight again. One mile from Witney he noticed a sharp descent
with a similarly treacherous surface. He had not time to pull up
the car, so put the brakes on at the top of the hill, which stopped
the driving wheels dead, while the car calmly glissaded to the
bottom. \Vhen he got to the bottom he put in the clutch on
the second speed, and essayed to run up the other side, but as
soon as the momentum had fallen, the driving wheels began to
slip, then the first speed was dropped in, but the car eventually
stopped with the wheels revolving on the ice. Then, with the
power still on, it slowly slid to the bottom of the valley backward.
However, by getting some strips of sacking which he tied round
the tyres, the summit was gained. It is suggested that the partial
deflation of the back tyres might have helped :\lr. Mayhew. Of
course, the conditions were so exceptional that no provision is
usually made for them. If they were common, it would certainly
be necessary to have a sand box; in fact, an adaptation of the
railway steam sand blast, but worked from the exhaust, would
be necessary l
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When driving on greasy roads it is always well to keep as
far away as possible from any vehicle in front, whether it be a
motor-car, a horse-drawn vehicle, or a cycle, as this allows
plenty of time to pull up slowly and gradually.
In regard to the various accidents which may happen to
the car itself through outside causes, one thing to be remembered is that the fly-wheel or front axle of the car is probably
not more than seven or eight inches above the ground; therefore if very rutty roads are being used, it is well to direct
the wheels out of the cart ruts and keep one rut in the centre
of the vehicle. It is also well to keep a good look-out when
entering park gates or stable yards where high centre stones
are often placed, for if anything is struck by the fly-wheel it is
almost certain to break or bend the crank-shaft of the engine,
and a costly repair is necessitated.
A Punctured 1)n.-There is another little difficult}" in
regard to steering, and that is if a front-wheel tyre bursts or
punctures, that side of the car is immediately somewhat lower,
and owing to the tyre being flat, it exerts a severe retarding
tendency to that side of the vehicle, with the result that if the
right-hand tyre punctures, it tries hard to run to the right.
This must be resisted and the car kept firmly on its course, the
hrakes being applied gently but firmly, and the car pulled up
as quickly as possible \\;thout a sudden jerk. To giv~ one
some idea in an exaggerated form of the power exerted by a
deflated tyre we will give a personal experience. When travelling on a big racing carriage over seventy miles per hour,
the front tyre was cut by a broken pieee of bottle, and in a
second the tyre burst. The whole tyre and tube were tom
off the wheel by the centrifugal force exercised and the
car was running on the iron rim. In holding the steering
straight against this tremendous pull, the steering-wheel
steel shaft was twisted a quarter of a turn. Of course, if
the car had been allowed to defleet for one moment from a
straight line at this speed, a most frightfUl accident would hone
followed,
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.LVight-dnving.- When driving at night one should never
travel at a speed greater than that which affords time to pull
up after seeing any object clearly by the light of your lamps.
Of course if two acetylene lamps arc used onc can travel up to
twenty-five miles an hour in perfect safety, the road being
sufficiently illuminated to give plenty of time to stop; but if
ordinary oil or candle lamps are used, eight or ten miles is the
limit of safety. In very foggy weather it is best to turn one
lamp sideways so as to indicate the side of the road. The offside lamp pointing forward should be covered with a handkerchief, to diffuse the light and cause less refmction from the fog
in front.
One of the most difficult things to see on the road at night
are sheep, as they make little noise when going along slowly,
and seem to blend with the colour of the path. The writer
remembers some years ago running into a flock of sheep from
this cause when travelling late at night on a carriage having
only candle lamps. The consequent smash and the amount of
attendant repair bill are still engmven on his mind.
It must also be remembered that many people walking,
seeing the lights of the car, assume that you see them as well
as they see you. Again, it is almost impossible to believe,
until one has had actual experience, how invisible some large
objects are which may be on the road in front of you at night,
and which it is impossible to see until onc is within a few yards of
them. In summer, probably owing to the roads being usually
white, the light from one's lamp is much more effective than in
winter. A very dark night is actually better for driving than a
moonlight night with the moon partly obscured by clouds.
In conclusion, it is well to remember that under all circumstances a fixed habit of careful driving should be practised.
Recldess driving has no utility, and must result in a serious
accident sooner or later. Th~ difference in the time taken by
a careful driver and by a reckless driver in a day's journey is
infinitesimal. To obtain this small gain, however, the reckless
driver has probably incurred a tremendous number of risks all
7, 2
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totally unnecessary, and caused considerable annoyanCt: to
everyone else on the road.
Probably the chief offenders in this respect are the paid
mkami;iens or drivers for companies or private owners.
Having no responsibility, no care, ~o consequences to facebeyond the possible loss of the weekly wage-infinite damage
can be done by a man of this type dashing through villages
and crowded thoroughfares. Therefore impress the fact on
your mechanic that your car is to be driven as considerately
~\'hen you are off as when you are on it, and if your instructions
are not carried out, cure the complaint by dismissing the man
Grievances in regard to the speed of motor-cars would
have had no ground if every driver took upon himself the
obligation of gentlemanly conduct on the road, acknowledg1ng
that the highway is public and that a large number of other
persons have equal rights to its use. Therefore slacken your
speed in any and every place where you think that some other
user of the highway may be im:onvenienced by your passage.
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CHARM~ O~·

DRIVING IN MOTORS

THE RT. liON. SIR FRANCIS ]EUNE, K.c.H.

is an old country, and one of our most valuable pieces of
inheritance is the ancient asset of good roads penetrating every
corner of the island. New countries may have fine railways, but
though, and perhaps because, they have fine railways they have
not, and never will have, roads equal to ours. And it is not only
an ancient, it is also a well-preserved asset. It is the duty of
anyone who uses the roads of (ireat Britain for motor-cars to
express his gratitude perhaps to the ancient Romans, certainly to
the old turnpike trustees and to their modern successors the
county councils, and I say this the more emphatically in the
hope of encouraging the county councils to persevere in their
good work. These roads are the sphere of the motor-car, and
my belief is that, could we consult our friends the horses, there
would be whatever in the case of horses corresponds to a
plebiscite in favour of utilising it to the fullest extent.
Many persons did, and, I am afraid, some persons do still,
accuse us of a love of too rapid progression. I feel inclined
myself .to plead guilty to the limited extent of acknowledging
that there is a glorious exhilaration in the mere mfltion of a
motor-<:ar, strong, un wearying, unresting, with no drawback
of regret for strain of exertion on man or beast. The mere
sense of motion is a delightful thing; the gallop of a horse over
elastic turf, the rush of a bicycle down-hilI with a suspicion of
favouring wind, the rhythmical swing of an eight-oar, the trampling progress of a four-in-hand, the striding swoop on skates
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across the frozen fens-all these are things of which the reminiscence and the echo come back to us with the dash and
pulsations of the motor-{'.ar.
Even Dr. Johnson thought
that nothing was so delightful as the rapid motion of the postchaise. I should like to have given the sage a lift in a .motorcar, and gained for the world the testimony to a sensation
of delight by a philosopher theretofore undreamt of in his
philosophy.
And in this pleasure of motion we are, if not independent
of the weather, at least almost independent of seasons. The
hotter the sun the more agreeable the fanning of the air through
which we pass, and the cold of winter, guarded against in proper
fashion, carries with it its own exhilaration. To my mind the
greatest pleasures and the greatest advantages derivable from
the motor-car are the power of traversing large areas of the
beautiful country in which it is our happiness to live. The use
of motors in town is increasing and, doubtless, will greatly
increase. It is no small advantage to be able to go from place
to place with no thought of tiring horses and no fear of cold
through waiting.
Hut even to those living in towns, the
country contributes most to the pleasure of possessing a motor.
At onc of the dinners of the Automobile Club, when it was
suggested that motors had a future in bringing agricultural
produce to the large towns, the audience agreed with the
observation that, if it was desirable that the motor should
bring cabbages to the workman, it was still more desirable
for the motor to take the workman to the cabbages. I'-or
myself, after a long day in Court, I often feel that I am a
workman who wants to be taken to the cabbages. I remember
hearing it said that, in his last illness, Lord Beaconsfield
derived great pleasure and benefit from driving in the lanes
of the north of London, amid surroundings of the rural
character of which, so near London, he had hitherto little
idea. \Vhere are those lanes now after an interval of only
twenty years? The ring of suburban habitations grows constantly deeper and denser, and it is, I think, an invaluable
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function of the motor-car that for many years to come it can,
even in an idle hour or two, carry us from the heart of the
metropolis j.nto the woods and fields of genuine country. It
is a case of civilisation providing an antidote for its own
poison, and I for one am glad to be able to enjoy both the
poison and the remedy.
The country is, however, and I think it always will be, the
best sphere of the motor. I am afraid I cannot help recurring
to my personal experience, but judging from that, a motor
justifies its existence best from the great, the never-ending,
the ever-changing delight of travelling through many miles of
country surroundings.
To many of us come all the pleasures and excitement of
exploration. I am sure most persons know of a corner of
their counties, previously as inaccessible as the North Pole,
which can now be visited with no fear of a chill welcome at
the end, and with the prospect of the consumption of something better than the train oil of the Esquimaux gourmet. If
we live near a range of hills there is the perpetual curiosity as
to what is to be seen on the other side. I believe that the
l>uke of Wellington used to say that the best general was the
man who knew what was on the other side of a hill. We are
all of us in that sense qualifying to be generals now, with the
difference that the knowledge we gain is that of friends and
not of epemies. Even if the country through which we pass is
familiar, there is not only the pleasure of seeing it under the
different aspects of weather and season, but there is the interest
of observing the behaviour of our faithful car, as it traverses
distances and mounts hills, of the difficulties of which we are
often possibly only too well cognisant. And there are not
many districts, I should suppose, which have not at least one
hill to excite the aspiration of unsatisfied ambition.
But we clip the wings of the possibilities of motors if we limit
them to travels of which a home is the immediate centre. The
trials organised by the Automobile Club point to the practicability
of journeys for which our country is so admirably adapted.
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The motor-car may become a land yacht with more variety of
scenery than its marine prototype, and an absence of the &elJ.uently disconcerting motion peculiar to the sea. I do not
at all depreciate the pleasure of travelling over a beautiful
country in a railway. No one who has looked down from
the Brenner Pass into Italy, no om: who has climbed up
the spiral line to Andermatt, or who has speeded over the
sunny plains of France or even the expanses of Russia, at least
in the luxury Russian railway-carriages afford, will doubt that
railways can give:: an ade::lJ.uate experience of scenery of a grand
and far-reaching character. But what do they know of England who only England know from the windo..... of a railwaycarriage ?-the:: great plain or valley, even with its sunlit
varieties of grass and corn and wood, contributes only a small
part of the beauty which England has to show, but which she
declines to disclose to the railway-traveller.
The voyager by road thinks less of a great expanse of
scenery, bounded though it may be by the long waving line
of mysterious hills, than he does of the thousand sights of
beauty and interest under his eyes. A railway has no foreground, unless telegraph posts on an embankment half-clothed,
and not at all ashamed, can be said to constitute such a feature.
To a road and the traveller on it the foreground is everything.
The hedges, the trees dappling the road with shade and sunshine, the cottages, the village greens and ponds, the village
itself through which we pass with a fleeting interest in its life,
the glimpses down side lanes into their infinite suggestions of
light and colour-these are sights repeated in the endless
variety of nature and rural life, and of which the changeful
pleasure is unending. I am not sure whether the:: motor-car is
as popular in the rural districts as it is, or at least I bt:1ieve was,
in France, but I fancy that to-day, if we choose, we shall nol
find our neighbour anything but cordial. We revive in these
later days very much of the spirit of the old coaches, and we
may perhaps revive something of the interest in them of the
country inns and the people of the 'country. Speaking abrain
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for myself, I have never found the country people anything but
kindly and interested, and indeed quite ready to enjoy the new
experience. I remember once somewhere in Somersetshire a
herd of most leisurely beasts slowly preceding us on their way
to market, entirely declining to make room for us to pass, as is
their fashion, and followed by their herdsman. Gradually the
procession assumed the form of the beasts travelling at a
somewhat, though not much, accelerated speed, the car close
behind and the herdsman panting in the rear, till with a complete appreciation of the situation, he hurried up to say,
'Seems to me, measter, if you be going to drive them beasts
all the way to- market you had better take me up.' The
market fortunately was not far distant, but I think the herdsman
would not hav~ objected to a similar ride as each market day
came round.
The old people seem to manifest more curiosity than the
young. The school children, it is true, usually line the road
and utter shouts of which I have never been able to discern
the significance, or seek the delight, to me, I confess,
wholly unintelligible, of throwing their caps under the advancing car. But when a car stops old people invariably surround
it with criticism and inquiry. The witticism, 'Seems to me,
measter, your horse can't get on without drinking any more
th~n oum,' never fails, and many an old lady gladly accepts the
experience of a ride to the end of her village and back again.
I WL'ih I could add that horses in the country manifested more
indifference than their owners. But I am afraid it is just the
old agricultural horse, who looks wise enough to know better,
that exhibits an unexpected excitement, unless indeed he is
standing unlooked after by his master, in which case his indifference to the passing car is usually beyond all praise.
We have in the motor-car of the good type to-day a lIew
and growing source of health, of pleasure and advantage, and
we, who have been the first to avail ourselves of it, may without undue exaltation congratulate ourselves on our wisdom
and those who follow us on our example.
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TIlE RETURN TO TIlE ROAD'

DURING the past five years the world has been brought face
to face with the fact that carriages can be built which will travel
along the roads with safety and comfort, carrying comparatively
heavy loads, at a rate of speed which, if it does not rival that
of an express train, is sufficient to make the way without rails
quite capable of giving us all we want in the matter of fast
short-distance transport. This fact makes it certain that the
road is once more destined to play a great part in our national
life. Already men of all kinds are beginning to talk about the
roads, to ask as to the state of the roads, and to inquire into
such questions as gradients, surface, width, straightness. When
ordinary men travelled by the railway only and merely used a
little section of road, hardly more than five or six miles long,
to get to the nearest station, the road played a very small part
in their lives. Now that travelling along fifty, or even a
hundred miles of road is becoming common, and that the
return to the road is almost accomplished, the old interest in
the highway is, as I have said, reviving, and men are once
again beginning to see the importance of the road.
I In this chapter I haec rcsumed portions of articles dealing with our
roads writtcn hy mc in 1'11< Spt-eta/tlr.

PAST AND PRESENT
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Of course the road never really lost its national importance.
It was onl)' that the quickness of railway travelling and the
slowness of horse-transport made the road suffer a temporary
eclipse-though while it lasted of a very complete kind. The
old lawyers declared that title deeds were' the nerves and
sinews of the land.' In a very much more striking and real
way the roads are' the nerves and sinews of the land.' It is
the)' that bind village to village, and town to town, and thread
the centres of population as beads arc threadecl on a string.
A moment's reflection will show the vast importance of the
part that has been, and must always be, played by roads in our
national life. Though the country is covered by a network
. of railways, we do not, unless we are station-masters, live
on the railways. The road is, as it were, the first wife of the
nation, and though some sixty years ago the husband took a new
wife home, he never discarded the first, and she has in reality
always remained nearest to him, and has always held his home.
Nothing can take that away from her. We live on the roads,
and they are part and parcel of our daily lives. We look
down the road for the home-comer, or the new-comer. Our
gates open on the road. The road is always with us. The
motor-car and tht: bicycle have restored to us a full remembrance of the fact. While railway travelling was so immeasurably quicker and easier than road travelling, we were forced to
give up the pleasure our fathers had taken ·in the road, for
mankind in general cannot or will riot lose time. Now,
however, the road has been revived. To go back to the
marital and polygamous metaphor, just employed, the motorcar has given the road a crown of price that has once
again made her find favour in the eyes of her lord and master.
The second wife has come to look old-fashioned and dull,
and the first wife, never really rejected, renews her claims.
No onc can deny that from the point of \'icw of beauty this
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return to the road is a gam. We only know England when
we know her roads.
The English roads are like woodfringed rivers that run twisting and turning through our
villages and towns. No one can travel down fifty miles of an
English road without coming upon a hundred beautiful and
unexpected things, and seeing those things in the best possible way and as they ought to be seen. Whcn we sce scenery
from the railways, or, at any rate, the r{ear-at-hand scenery, we
are, as it were, looking at the brocade of the landscape on
the wrong side. We see the pattern awry and upside down.
\\'e cut across the roads, not wind down them. Wc see the
old church or the old manor-house not in a picture composed
by centuries of usage and of kindly. human courtesies.
Things as seen from the railway arc for the most part set on
wrong, face the wrong way, and as it were' grate on the sensitivc car with a slightly mercantile accent.' The coalshed or'
tht: chimney of the heating apparatus is turncd towards us
in the train, ami not the best line of gablcs or the old Iych
gate.
III

Perhaps it will be said that all these prophecies a.<; to a
return to thc road are of very doubtful valuc, that the
motor-car can never wally beat the railway, and that as sooll
as the present fad has passed away, the railway will return
to its old ascendcncy. I do not agree. The autocars "ill
not, of coursc, rival or destroy the rail.ways. The present
railways will always continue to do the heavy and long-distance
traffic of the country, while fast mono-rail electric railways will
carry the express passenger traffic. Rather the motor-car will
feed and immensely increase the demand for express trains
and long-distance journeys. The motor-car will not so much
injure the railway as call a new kind of traveller into.existence.
Cross-journey traffic with its many changes, suburban traffic
and short-distance traffic may sUffcr, but it will be amply cornpensatcd for by a great increase in the dcmand for long-
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distance tickets. The fact that will assert itself directly we
have a proper supply of easy, quick, and comfortable motor-·
cars available, is the facl just named-i.e. Iltal we li'll( on roads
and donollj'll( on railways. The circumstance that a motor-car
can stop at the garden gate if we live by.a highway, or drive
up the carriage-drive and draw up level with the porch if we
live within lodge-gates, and take a man direct to the door of
his office, or of his friend, or wherever he wants to go to, is
bound to make the motor-car beat the train for all shortdistance work. Let us take a concrete example. A British
householder Jiying in the middle of Kent-say thirty miles
from the coast-is going to take his family to the seaside for
the usual three weeks. At present the procedure is as follows:
\Vhen the boxes are corded and the children and nurses
'collected,' they are packed into carriages or an omnibus and
taken to the local station on a branch line. There the party
and its impedimenta are put into the railway for twenty minutes
or so-i.e. till they reach the main-line station. Here the
babies and the bicycles are taken out, and after a wait of perhaps half an hour are repacked into the main-line train which
carries the party to Bathington West. Here there is another
breaking of bulk and temper, and the family is got into cabs
and omnibuses and driven to the hotel or lodgings. To accomplish this journey there have been no less than three gettings in
and out. If, however, it were possible for the householder to
engage a light motor-car for himself and his wife and eldest
daughter, a motor-brake for the children and servants, and a
light steam-van fgr'the luggage, bicycles, buckets and spades,
and perambulators, which would load up, not against time, but
quietly at the front and back doors, and unload at the hotel or
lodgings, what a vast deal of fuss and worry would be saved ~
Even if the journey, conducted at twelve miles an hour, took
two hours and a half, it would hardly be so long as the time
required for (I) driving two miles to the local station, say twenty
minutes; (2) getting tickets and arranging luggage, &c., fifteen
minutes; (3) going in local train to Ruffling Junction. sa)' twent),
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minutes; (4) waiting at Buffiing Junction to catch express,
. thirty-five minutes; (5) going from Buffiing Junction to
Bathington in express, thirty-five minutes; (6) getting out luggage, &c., at Bathington, twenty minutes; (7) losing time
owing to late trains-say, twenty minutes in all. That is two
hours and forty-five minutes-and who can say that I have
exaggerated the delays and friction incident to an ordinary
sea-side journey?
IV

But if, as I firmly believe, the roads are going to come
back to their old importance, certain facts will at once
become apparent. 'Directly we use the roads for personal
and rapid transport mankind in general will begin to find out
what the bicyclists found out long ago-namely, that our roads
are very ill-fitted for the purposes for which they are designed.
To begin with, they are usually too narrow. Next, they are
rough in surface, and on the hills very badly' graded.' Lastly,
in certain cases, although this would not often be necessary, a
mile or two might be saved by a short cut. I do not propose,
of course, that all these improvements should be made at onceand most assuredly all the improvements must be made with a
due preservation of the beauty and charm of our country roads
and the districts they traverse-but, no doubt, as soon as the
importance of the roads, so long overshadowed by the railways,
revives there will be a great and pressing cry for highway improvements. It must not be supposed that in urging the
improvement of the roads I am thinking merely of the convenience of the drivers of motor-cars. I believe that the
improvement of the roads and their restoration and re...·ival
would be of the greatest possible national benefit. We all deplore, and rightly deplore, the decay of the village, but nothing
would so quickly and soundly help the village as the resurrection of the road. If the men of the villages within the ten-mile
radius of London could jump into a motor omnibus or brake
and bl: carril:d to London for a penny, as they could be, wc
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should have greatly helped to solve the housing problem. The
simplicity of arrangement by which a man in the village could
enter the omnibus at his own door and be carried straight to
his work would greatly facilitate living in the country and
working in town. But if this is to happen, as happen it ought,
we shall at once have to deal with the disagreeable fact
that London and most of our great towns are exceedingly
difficult to approach by road. Almost all the high roads out
of London run through a narrow neck, which is perpetually
being blocked by traffic. A good example is Hammersmith
Broadway. The Hounslow Road on the west and the great
Hammersmith Road to the east sides of this Broadway are
large and in every way adequate roads, but their size is rendered useless by the narrow half-mile of the much misnamed
Broadway. This is not a solitary instance. In a word, if the
roads are really to become great arteries of traffic under a system
of automobile transport the authorities will have most seriously
to consider the approaches to London. London, we hold, ought
to be entered by at least eight great roads of uniform breadth,
and the narrow necks like Hammersmith Broadway should
be entirely abolished. It would be a very costly improvement,
but it would be worth accomplishing.

v
It is easy to make out (I) that our roads are going to be
vastly more used in the future than in the past, (2) that they
have been neglected" and cannot carry the increased traffic
without great and unnecessary inconvenience being caused to
the public, (3) that we ought to improve them. The difficult
thing in a complicated political and social community like
ours is to suggest how the roads are to be reformed. On the
whole I incline to the belief that the plan proposed by the
Roads Improvement Association (45 Parliament Street, S.W.)
will prove the most practical.
Unfortunately, space does not permit me to state their
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proposals, but I strongly advise all those interested in the
subject to send for the documents issued by the Association
and study them in detail. They involve radical changes, but
are by no means unpractical, and I believe would go far to
solve the problem.
But excellent as these proposals are they will of course
be of no avail unless public opinion is awakened on the
subject. That it will be awakened I cannot doubt, when
motor-cars become cheaper, when the prejudice against them
has died out completely, and when men find, as they soon
will, that it is more economical to keep a motor-car, not only
than a carriage and pair, but than a horse and trap.
VI

I have already mentioned how an improvement in the
roads and the use of self-propelled carriages and carts will
have a centrifugal effect on our great cities, and act as a very
important factor in putting a stop to the increase in that
urOOn congestion which has marked the last few years. This
will of course be a great national benefit, but the dispersal
of the town population will he by no means the only gain.
Better roads and cheap and fast traction along them should
help, and I believe will help, in the creation of a large number
of small proprietors and small tenants-a change which all
rural reformers desire. The small farmer, whether owner or
occupier, will find it easier to get a living if and when the
roads are good and easy of use. Competent obsen"ers of
French life declare that the splendidly made and well-kept
roads of France have greatly helped to keep the French
peasant on the soil. For example, the Commercial Agent
of the United States at S1. Etienne, reporting in 1891 to his
(;overnment, wrote as follows :The road system of France has been of far greater value to the
country as a means of raising the value of lands and of putting the
small peasant proprietors in eas)' communication with their markets
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than have the railways. It is the opinion of well-informed Frenchmen who have made a practical study of economic problems, that
the superb roads of France have been one of the most stcady and
potent contributions to the material development of the marvellous
financial elasticity of fhe country. The far-reachin~ and splendidly
maintained road system has distinctly favoured the success of thc
small landed proprietors, and in their prosperity, and the ensuing
distr~bution of wealth, lies the key to the secret of the wondcrful
financial vitality and solid prosperity of the French nation.

I believe this to be no exaggeration. The peasant's difficulty
is always in finding ready cash to use in getting his goods to
market. But if the roads are really good and do not wear
horse and cart unduly, it is wonderful how cheaply a peasant
with even the poorest of horses and the shakiest of carts can
get his goods to market. If on the other hand the roads are
stony and heavy and the gradients difficult, the man who
cannot afford to keep good horses and carts and renew them
often, is quickly beaten out of the market. Good roads give a
very large amount of that fair field and no favour which we
all desire for the small agriculturist.
VII

There is one more practical point to which I very strongly
desire to draw attention. A great many eager eyes are at
the present moment heing cast upon the roads by the
promoters of electric tramways, light railways and so forth.
The keen-sighted business men who conduct these enterprises have already realised what the public has not, that
all the world and his wife live on the road, and that the roaels
are indeed, as I have said, the nerves and sinews of the land.
Very naturally then, they are striving to obtain the right to lay
their lines along the roads, and so obtain the great profits that
arise from place to place traffic. Now I entirely admit that,
prima facie, there is no objection to these plans. They are,
indeed, I believe, in themselves useful, and, carried out under
proper conditions, there is no reason why they should not
AA
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confer great public benefits while paying good dividends to
their shareholders.
But we must see to it that proper
conditions are observed. And the first and most vital of these
is that no company must be allowed to lay any tram or other
line along a road unless they agree at their own charges to
increase the width of the metalled surface of the road by the
width of the largest car which they propose to place on the
road-say eight feet. If this condition is not insisted on, we
shall see our roads, already far too narrow, seriously reduced.
To lay rails and then to run huge cars, often in double lines, as
between Kew and Hammersmith, is in effect to produce a most
material narrowing of the road. When a road is given over to
a tramway company without any increase in its metalled surface, it becomes at once distinctly less valuable for ordin.u)'
traffic. By allowing tram-lines to be laid without any
corresponding widening of the roads, as has been done hitherto
on our suburban roads, we are positively going back, actually
making our roads less open to traffic than they were. No
doubt it will be said that to demand this increase of the
metalled road surface is to lay on the tramways a burden
greater than they can bear. I cannot agree. To begin with
their prospective profits are very large. Next, the extra
expense would not be very serious, because to increase the
metalled surface by eight feet could in the case of most of our
country main roads be accomplished without buying more
land. There is always a strip of land on each side available
for widening. To level and metal, and then lay the lines
there, would not be very much more costly. and certainly much
more convenient to the public, than to tear up the existing
road and put the lines there.
I venture then to suggest that
no local authority should be empowered to give its consent
to any scheme for laying lines along its roads unless the
company proposing the scheme agreed to wlden the metalled
surface by the \\;dth of its cars. Provision might of course be
made for a dispensing power in exceptional and peculiar cases.
No one would want to shave off the fac,;ade of an Elizabethan
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nlanor on one side or of a Georgian red-brick house on the
other in order to comply with the suggestion just made. It
can be applied reasonably and yet adequately. The great
thing is to "apply it and to prevent our roads being narrowed
by the tramway companies, who, as we see by the rt:cent
applications in Surrey, are intent upon laying their lines in the
rural roads within the thirty miles radius of London. The
schemes arc excellent in themselves, and under proper conditions deserve all encouragement, as tending to disperse the
metropolitan population, but care must be taken that roads
with tramway lines along them are made wider, and not in
dIect narrower than before. I note and admit the objection
that I am proposing in some cases to hand over the roadside
greensward to be metalled. Of course such a loss of pleasant
walking ground must be regretted, but it is, it seems to me,
a case in which public utility must be the dominant consideration.
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CHAPTER XVIII
MOTOR-eARS AND HORSES

By
.1Faster

IIERCULES LANGRlSHE,

of tlu

Kilkenny Fox Hounds

ONE of the chief reasons for the opposition shown to the
introduction of motor traffic in this country has been that
motor-cars have frightened horses. When bicycles first came
in precisely the same thing happened. Everyone, including
the writer, who rode the old high bicycle, can well remember
the day when it was necessary continually to dismount on
account of restive horses, and when cyclists were subject to
much abuse from nervous drivers; but to-day it is an exceedingly unusual thing for a horse, or even the rawest unbroken
colt, to pay the very slightest attention to a bicycle.
Automobilists find that provided they conduct themselws
properly they do not receive discourtesy from the drivers of
horses who are thoroughly the masters of their animals. It is
the nervous driver, the man who is frightened of his horse and
has neither the knowledge nor the courage necessary for its
control, who gi\'es vent to his irritation by abusing motorists.
As one who has driven horses in every sort of harness, and
has also journeyed many thousands of miles in automobiles, my
opinion is that drivers of hQrses have very often good reason
to complain of want of consideration and discourtesy on the
part of motor-drivers, and automobilists who drive recklessly
and without proper consideration for other users of the· road
well deserve the wholesome abuse which is frequently given
them.
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On the other hand, it is only right that the large class of
automobile drivers who show every consideration possible for
other users of the highway should not be held responsible
because a horse misbehaves itself on encountering a motor-car.
Horse-owners must recognise that motor-cars have a right on
the road, and, provided that the motor-car be driven properly,
its owner must not be blamed because a horse objects to it.
The law as it now stands requires a motor-driver to stop
when a man in charge of a restive horse holds up his hand.
This, in my humble opinion, is very often a great mistake.
\Vhat usually occurs is this: a person in charge of a nervous
horse holds up his hand, the motor-car is brought to a standstill,
but the engine is left running. Now a petrol motor makes ten
times as much noise when the car is stationary as it does
when the vehicle is moving, and consequently matters are not
improved in the slightest; but if, on the other hand, the car
be allowed to proceed slowly, the horse is sure not to mind it
half so much.
It has been stated that the horse still retains many of the
instincts which were possessed by its forefAthers in their wild
state. It is well known, for instance, that horses will become
terrified with fear when passing a menagerie containing lions,
tigers, &c., although the cages holding the animals are boarded
round so that they cannot be seen. The odour of these
beasts of prey terrifies the horse. This clearly is due to
heredity. It is maintained that a horse fears any strange
object which approaches it, first slowly, and then stops, just
as a wild beast would do when about to spring at its victim.
Possibly the horse for this reason fears a motor-car which
approaches it cautiously and then is stopped in compliance
with the demand of the horse-driver.
If all motorists would drive with consideration there would
be no necessity for the law which requires them to stop. But
as things are, perhaps the provision which gives the driver of a
restive horse power to stop the motor-car is indispensable.
As I have before remarked, horses have grown quite used
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to bicycles, and dwellers in cities see that horses are becoming,
and in most cases have become, absolutely indifferent to the
motor-au. The evil therefore is only a temporary one; but
in the meantime it is the duty of horse-owners to take steps to
have their animals trained to meet motor vehicles \\;thout fear;
I maintain, too, that as motor vehicles are daily increasing in
numbers, owners of high-couraged horses that are known to
become absolutely unmanageable should take special care that
their animals are never allowed out on the highway in charge
of incompetent lads, who, if a motor-car is encountered, are
unable to control them.
A horse swerving and backing a cart across the road in a
village recently as nearly as possible caused the death of a
group of four small children who were playing on the pavement in the village. The back of the cart crashed into the
wall of a cottage within a yard of the little group.
There was sound wisdom in the recent decision of a court of
justice in Paris, where it was held that it is the duty of owners
of horses to have them trained to meet motors.
The difficulty which has presented itself has been how horseowners m:ty obtain opportunities of training their horses to
meet motor vehicles. The Automobile Club has already given
demonstrations at the Ranelagh and other clubs near London
of how horses may best be made tractable, and has advertised
these opportunities. If any owner of restive horses \\;11 apply
to the secretary of the Automobile Club, that gentleman will
douhtless be able t~ arrange that some motorist in the neighhourhood will drive his car to the horse-owner's establishment
and there train the restive animals. Members of the Club
have done this over and over again, and motorists generally
are most anxious to assist in this direction, thus overcoming
prejudice.
A well-known nobleman took the precaution to send his
horses to Coventry, in order that they might reside in the
centre of motordom, and they quickly became used to cars.
The process of training is extremely simple: the horse
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should be stood in a paddock antI the motor vehicle driven
round it in gradually decreasing circles. The driver of the
motor should then talk soothingly to the horse, and the groom
should also encourage it as much as possible. The horse will
follow with his eyes the movements of the car, and, as a rule, in
a little while will allow it to be driven close by without any
further signs of fear. The horse should then be harnessed
and taken out on the road, the motor-car driven out to meet
it, and sent a number of times past it until the animal takes
little or no notice. Such treatment as this will be found to
succeed very quickly with the ordinary horse which has been
trained for road traffic; but special measures might be
necessary in the case of some horses which cannot be cured of
shying on passing a piece of newspaper, a drain ventilator, or
any unusual object.
As regards the relationship between motor-owners and
horse-owners, I fully endorse the admirable letter of Sir Henry
Thompson which appeared in the' Times' in 1901, as also the
remarks made by Mr. WaIter Long, President of the Local
Government Board, as follows :The people who use cars ought, I think, to remember that it is
not sufficient merely to obey the letter of the law, but that they
ought to use their motor-cars as they would use any other portion
of their property, no doubt for their own advantage and enjoyment,
but also with due regard to the comfort and convenience of the
rest of the community.

It may not be out of place for me here to make a few
remarks re the rule of the road. Everyone knows that on vehicles
meeting the law is, Keep to the Left. Now Great Britain
and Ireland are the only countries in which, so far as I am aware,
this is the rule. In France, Germany, America, &c., vehicles
meeting keep to the right, and until I took to driving an
automobile I never gave the matter a thought, but now the
reason is obvious. Take, for instance, a man leading a stallion
or other horse on the public highway. The man in charge of
the beast naturally leads the horse on his right-hand side. A
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motor-car comes in sight. The animal grows morc rcstiw
than usual, and the unfortunate man is most likely to find
himself in the disagreeable position of being jammcd I~lwe<:n
the road fence and the horse. Many may say • Why shouldn't
this man lead the horse from the other sid~?' but this would
be almost as difficult as writing with onc's Icft hand.

CHAPTER XIX
REMINISCENCES
BY THE RT.

SIR JOHN H. A. MACDONALD, K.C.B.
I.ordJustice Clerk of Scotland

HON.

I ASK to be allowed in making a start to go a little further back
in reminiscence than the time of the present development
of road traction. In my youth I was fond, as I still am, of
horse-driving, and took driving tours in the centre of England
and of Scotland, and most delightful they were. But in passing
through charming country scenes which never meet the eye of
the railway traveller, it was impossible to resist an occasional
cloud of melancholy when traversing the magnificent old mail
roads, often seeing no living person for miles and miles, and
drawing up at grand old country posting inns with great empty
yards and ranges of rooms above them with closed shutters;
once the scenes of life and cheerfulness, but now reduced to a
tap-room and accommodation for a lodger or two. The invasion
of the rail had swcpt thc country of its traffic, and the Red
Lion and the Blue Boar languished, the boots of the Boar and
the chambermaid of thc Lion, reconcikd by joint misfortune
and agreeing for once-as Mr. D'braeli recounted-in denouncing the 'igominy 0' railroads.' Who at that time would
have believed that at thc cnd of the century, whcn the railways were congested with traffic, and the public under the
tyranny of oppressive traffic. rates, a new mode of locomotion
would assert itself, reviving the road once more, not only for
touring and social life, but also for the benefit of the farmer
and the merchant, cheapening and facilitating road traffic both
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in town and country, and again giving the highways their place
in ministering to public convenience and enjoyment? Yet this
is the practical-the sociaHy and nationaHy important lesson
-which is brought to us by reminiscences of the few years
in which the mechanical vehicle has been steadily asserting
itself, in the face of unreasoning prejudice and pig-headed
The keenest opposition has come from the
. obstruction.
squire, the farmer, and the innkeeper, the very people for
whom the development of power tra<:tion on the roads is
certain to work out almost incalculable good.
It has always been so. Although our reminiscences carry
us back but a very few years, we know that the idea of
mechanical traction on roads germinated three-quarters of a
century ago, and took practical shape both in England and
Scotland; of this the Automobile Club possesses abundant
proof, both literary and pictorial. And history tells how
determined were the efforts of the obstructionists of those
days to crush out the power vehicle, the opposition being
carried even to the length of piling large stones on the road, or
cutting ditches across it, to ruin the enterprise, by wrecking tbe
vehicles, even at risk to human life. These tactics were only
too successful, and delayed a great public advance in locomotion for more than half a century.
But before the Act of 1896 was passed there were a few
automobile Hampdens, who were prepared to face the terrors
of the law in order to bring the new locomotion into public
notice, and to show to their feHow-citizens what was before
them, if only obsolete statutes could be roHed out of the path
of progress. And in these reminiscences they deserve to be
the first to speak for themselves. Whether there were others
I know not, but .three I do know, two in England and one in
Scotland. First I cuH the following from the Hon. EvelYIl
Ellis. He relates that he first purchased a 'Panhard' 5 h.-p.
two-cyl1nder car in 1894 for use in France, and when in 1895
Mr. Shaw Lefevre was about to bring in the Light Locomotives
Act, but was prevented by the resignation of the Governmen~
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Mr. Ellis resolved to bring his car to England, in the hope
that he might be summoned by the police and thus draw public
attention to mechanical transit. An account of one of his
drives was given by Mr. Frederick R. Simms, the originator of
the Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland, who accompanied him, from which I make the following extracts : -

It was delightful travelling on that fine summer morning. We
were not quite without anxiety as to how the horses we might meet
would behave towards their new rival, but they took it very well,
and out of 133 horses we passed on the road only two little ponies
did not seem to appreciate the innovation. . ..
Going down the steep hill in Windsor, we passed on to
Datchet, and we arrived right in front of the entrance hall of Mr.
ElIis's house beyond Datchet at 5.40, thus completing our most enjoyable journey of fifty-six miles, the first ever made by a petroleum
motor carriage in this country, in 5 hours 32 minutes, exclusive of
stoppages. The average speed was 9'84 miles per hour. In every
place we passed through wc were not unnaturalIy the objects of
a great deal of cunoslty. Whole \'illages turned out to behold,
open-mouthed, the new marvel of locomotion. The departure of
coaches was delayed to enable their passengers to have a look at
our horseless vehicle, while cyclists would stop to ga1.e enviously at
us as we surmounted with ease some long and (to them) tiring
hills.
Mr. Ellis continues:I then drove from Datchet to Windsor, and from \Vinclsor to
Malvern. I was very little troubled by the police, and they were
generally satisfied by my producing my ordinary carriage licence.
One old stone-breaker threw down his hammer and threw up his
arms in amazement as he saw the carriage approaching him, ami
said, 'Well, I'm blessed if Mother Shipton's prophecy ain't come
true! Here comes a carriage without a horse.'
Mr. and Mrs. Koosen's enterprise and determination in the
face of difficulties form an example for all. Their reminiscences are so interesting from many points of view that no
excuse need be made for giving them nearly in extenso. It is
delightful to find that one of the earliest pioneer endeavours
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was prompted by a lady, and when the reader has seen her
account of the early adventures of an autocar I think he will
agree that 'The Adventures of a Phaeton' were nothing to
them, and that Mrs. Koosen has a right to the deS('ription of a
good wife, the poet making the husband speak of her as
Doubling his pleasures and his cares dividing.

Mr. Koosen says : Early in 1895, while travelling in Germany, I saw the advertisement of a motor-car builder with an illustration of a car. ~ly wife
said she liked the look of the thing, so I ordered one. I had then
never seen a motor-car, and was under the impression that you
take your seats, press the button, and the machine does the resL
\Vell, at last, on Kovember 21, 1895, the thing arrived at Portsmouth Town station.
I had been told in a letter from the maker that to start the
engine you had to turn the fly-wheel towards you, which I did
until darkness overtook me. The only result was a pair of worn-out
gloves.

!vlr. Koosen here seems to have found the trouble too much
for him, for he says, 'And now I think perhaps it would be
better to quote my wife's diary (I don't keep one myself).'
Novel1lb,'r 23.-Took train to Lee and tried to make our motor
work; wouldn't; came home at five.
Nowlllbtr 24.-Awfully cold j played with our motor- no
result.
No/It'll/ber 25.-After luncheon saw to our motor, but didn't get
it out of shed.
N01Jt'lllber 26.--Drove to Lee and took Smith and Penning
(engineers); Penning spent the day on his back without results.
N01lt"1Jlber 27. -Drove to Lee; first we drovc to T. \\'hite & Co.
w see about oil, but they ga"c us fivc gallons of the stuff costers
burn in their flares over their barrows, which messed up our motor,
which of coursc didn't go.
N01/£'mber 30. -:\lotor 'ii./O/t with bcnzoline for first time; awfully
pleased.
December 2.- \\'aiting for ncw oil from Bowley & Son.
Dect'lJlber 9. -Drove to Lee at 10; motor sparked at once and
went well. After lunch started for homc in motor-car; came
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round by Fareham ; had lovely drive; police spotted us; awful
crowd followed us at Cosham j had to beat them off with umbrella.
.DeCi'lIIber IO.-Policeman called at 1.30, took our names re
driving through Fareham without red flag ahead.
DeCi'mber 13. -\Vent drive round common j tyre came off;
sent her to Penning.
Decl!mber t6.-ToQk train to Fareham ; met Hobbs (Hide and
Hobbs, solicitors) and Mr. Heckett, and proceeded to Court
House; filthy place; Hobbs spoke up well for motors (see police
reports). Silly old magistrate fined us one. shilling and costs,
15s . 7d.
December 27.-Frightened an unattended horse attached to
a milk-cart, which boIted and sent the milk-cans flying in all
directions.
December 3 I.-Straps slipped badly, had to get them tightened.
January 4, 18l)6.-Lost nut off air valve j pushed home.
January 6.-Stuck again, small tube supplying petrol to carburetter choked.
.
January 14.-Motor got stuck; made noises; sent her to
Penning's.
January 19.-Moted to Eastney Lock; Jack got out to hold
unattended horses, and I drove the car into the curb and smashed
frame. Shoved into a stable close by.
April 14.-Accumulators gave out, bumped them into Penning's
to get charged.
.
April 19.-Took fresh accumulators out to Lee, but they would
not make the engine go, so took them back again.
April 22.-Took accumulators out again and started at once;
did 30 miles for first time in 3~ hours.
Apn'l 28.-Heard they wanted motor-cars at the Imperial
I nstitute, so sent our car there.
May I/.-Drove different people about all day in the Imperial
Institute.
May 14.-Took Cummins for a drive at Imperial Institute,
blew out the asbestos joint of exhaust-box, made frightfUl explosion
noises, and frightened Cummins into fits.
July 18.-By special permission all the cars were allowed to
drive to Hurlingham, where we had an excellent lunch and drove
round the grounds all the afternoon. On the way back something
went wrong with the works, so we took a hansom j car was
shoved back to Institute. Awful ~
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August 2 I.-Sold our car and ordered another of same make
(which we have driven many thousand miles in the last five
years).
Who will deny after the reading of Mrs. Koosen's diary
that the autocar has given one more conclusive proof of the
indomitable character of our race, and of the highest form of
human unity, that of husband and wife, being" a strength that
overcomes all obstacles? Mrs. Koosen will live in history as the
first lady of our land to steer an autocar and to have the moral
courage to confess that her maiden effort ended in a smash;
and Mr. Koosen can pose as the first English martyr of the
autocar propaganda, though his suffering consisted only in the
extraction from him of one shilling. I do think that if Mr. and
Mrs. Koosen's first car can be traced, even though it be to a·
scrap heap, it should be preserved, and find a place in the
museum which must be established for power-traction curiosities.
We had also a pioneer in Scotland, the Hon. T. R. B. Elliot,
whose reminiscences of his early days of motor-car driving are
as follows : :\ly experience of motor-cars dates from 1895, for on December 27th of that year I received my first car-a four-seated
h.-p. Panhard phaeton.
Paris-built
Though I continued to use my car frequently months before the
Bill passed, the Roxburghshire police undertook not to prosecute
me unless a complaint was ,eceived from any of the public.
Naturally I drove very carefully, and stopped for almost every horse
I met, and was lucky enough to escape any complaint.
However, towards the end of February 18<)6, I thought I should
like to break new ground, so, in order to get a clear road, I started
one night at 10.30 P.M. for Berwick-on-Tweed-a distance of 30
miles.
Arriving at Berwick at 3 A.~I. I proceeded to picnic under the
shadow of the Town Hall, and was there soon surrounded by the
entire police force on duty ---13 men in all. The sergeant took my
name, but did not think that any action against me would be taken.
However this was not the case, as I was eventually fined the large
sum of 6d., With 19S. 6d. costs, for' using a horseless carriage without having a man on foot preceding it.'
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It is interesting to' notice that of my three selected pioneers
the only one who was not haled before a judge was the
devoted martyr, who hoped, by getting himself convicted, to
call attention to the absurdity of the law. Mr. Ellis escaped,
while Mr. Koosen and Mr. Elliot were both fined. It is also
worthy to be noted that the fines contrast in a marked manner
1I\;th those of more recent times. One can imagine the consultation on the J. P. Bench. 'There is no need to be hard on
these lunatics.' 'Such absurdities' as motor-cars will never
make their way in this country.' 'The idea of any sane man
using such a thing, when he can get a horse, is ridiculous.' ' Oh,
fine the idiot IS.,' &c., &c.· Now, it is stop-watches, measured
miles, policemen in disguise as yokels, 10/. and costs-the
strongest possible proof of its being realised that automobilism
is a permanency which must be reckoned with.
Circumstances did not admit of my being a pioneer
myself, but I lay claim to have shown my interest early. - I
was present at both the Exhibitions, one at the Crystal Pala~e,
and the other at the Imperial Institute, and at an early stage' I
engaged a seat to go from the club to the Crystal Palace for a
competition there. Looking back on these three events now,
I feel justified in saying that I have something of the doggedness shown by other pioneers, for anything more disheartening
than my experiences it would be difficult to imagine. I took
a considerable party down to Sydenham, and found hunting for
autocars to be like seeking the proverbial needle in the bottle
of hay. At last we found a shed in which were three or four
cars and three or four men, machines and mechanics looking
equally melancholy and unbusinesslike. After a long wait one
car came out and went along the terrace. How it did jingle, and
how it did smell, and how it did smoke ~ My party did not turn
and rend me, but whcn I dilatcd on the future of this new mode
of locomotion, their eyes looked past my head expressionless,
and their lips uttered no sound. I could only, on the way hack
by. train, silently chew the cud of discomfiture, hugging the
thought in my heart that the day was soon coming when my
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friends would find that it was quicker to take the road by autocar
to reach the Crystal Palace than to rely on the time-tables
of any railway professing to carry passengers to that fairy-land
at the breakneck time-table speed of eighteen miles an hour.
I was not prepared to face another party of friends, so I
went to the Imperial Institute Exhibition alone. Not much
encouragement there. A good many carriages on red baize
platforms, but so beautiful in paint and varnish that one had
an uneasy feeling that they had never known the road, and
that no amount of handle labour would bring a grumble of
life out of them. One car was going about, which I confess
would have had more of my respoct had I known that it was
the car of the never-giving-in Mr. and Mrs. Koosen. After
'ten minutes I left the place much in the mood, though not I
hope using the language, of Mr. Tittlehat Titmouse when he
turned from the railings of the drive in Hyde Park on a certain
Sunday afternoon.
These were the days when it was thought practical, as Mr
Butler informs me, 'to turn out a car of' one-and-a-half horsepower to carry two passengers, and luggage, spare parts and
tools, consequently we had to get out and walk up all the
hills, steering by the side, while the engine took the car up
by itself; where the hills were very steep we had to help the
engine by pushing the Cllr up.' I think, as I am quoting from
Mr. Butler, I may conveniently add his general remarks : German chains, links stretched and broke very often, and a
common thing for a chain to come off; the chains being covered
with black lead the hands were always black, and petrol often had
to be used to clean them. Tyres German, solid ones, very often
came off, and we had to wire them round and round to the wheel
the bpst way we could, to keep them on. Soldering came undone,
belts used to brpak and stretch, nuts came off as there were no
pins through the holts, &c.
Many a time, when miles from an inn and very hungry, would
a breakdown occur, but afterwards took precaution never to go
out on a car without a large flask of dry sherry and a tin of Bath
Oliver biscuits.
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I shall here mention an incident which occurred to myself, illustrative of the maxim that in matters sporting you
should not prophesy unless you know.
My third adventure, of which I spoke above, was an attempt
to realise my prophecy about certain results of a competition
in speed between the autocar and the South of London
railways on the route to the Crystal Palace. A car engaged
for the party came whirling round into Whitehall Court in
great style, onto which the secretary, myself and my son,
whom I wished to introduce to the joys of automobilism,
mounted ga,ily. We started and rounded into the Embankment,
driven by the principal engineer of a company that shall be
nameless. A cautious driver evidently, as the pace showed.
Too cautious apparently, as a further diminution of pace
indicated. 'Give him the w'ip, Gov'ner,' from the delighted
cabby. Engineer's face a study. Steers to near side; motion
ceases. Crowd gathers; passengers try to look happy. ' Don't
'it 'im, sit on ·'is 'ead!' shouts the red-faced 'bus-driver. Passengers desert stranded wreck. End of experience No. 3.
Yet, like Mr. Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Koosen and my compatriot
Mr. Elliot, I am as keen as ever.
I have this excellent little story from Mrs. Coleridge
Kennard ;A country parson, without any previous experience, takes it
into his head to turn motorist, buys a second-hand Benz Ideal,
and calmly slates that he intends to be his own mechanician.
Imagines cars run without any attention. Is surprised when
informed they need petrol, and lubricating oil. Begins operations
by fetching a bicycle oiler and giving the piston a niggardly drop
of cycle oil. When told this will not answer, is greatly astonished,
and expresses his opinion that there is too much oil at one end,
too much grease at the other. Has innumerable difficulties, and
blames the car for them all. Says his father made chronometers,
so he quite thought he should be able to keep a motor in order
without much trouble. Finally, after a series of disasters, consults
. expert opinion, and innocently puts the following query, after c~m
plaining that he cannot get his car to go anyhow.
H B
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'Oh ~ by-the-bye, I filled the petrol tank up with water by mistake, I suppose it does not matter?'
Mr. Carr relates the following :An enthusiastic friend of the designer of a new motor tricycle
eagerly sought an opportunity of personally testing the wonderful
machine, which was started and stopped by raising and lowering a
back wheel. Off she bounded with a scuffle, and flew round the
track. All went well until the E.F. thought he had had enough,
when he was seen to be busily engaged with the lever.
As he passed his friends he shouted, 'The lever won't work! '
Roars of laughter rent the air. There was nothing for it but to
sit it out till the supply tank was exhausted; and this kept our
friend fully occupied for the space of an hour and a half. A good
non-stop record, no doubt, but apparently more enjoyed by the
spectators than by the performer. Report hath it that he had to
be assisted home.
Here is a confession by Mr. Sturmey :-,The engine sounded as if pulling all right, but there was
manifestly something wrong, so on went the overalls followed by a
dive under the car. Suddenly one of the occupants of the car
remarked, ' \Vhy, you've got your brake on ! ' and so I had.
My own most vivid experiences of breakdown, which
strongly illustrate the truth that the blame does not often lie
with the vehicle but rather with those who turn it out, or who
drive it, must be told at the expense of more than one
important official of the Automobile Club. The scene on both
occasions is the London-Uxbridge road, the driver on both
occasions the secretary of the club, assisted on one occasion by
the honorary secretary as honorary mechanician. Let me take
the last first. Starting hopefully from Whitehall Court we
careered along until, just opposite the Wellington statue, the car
said 'No further.' \Vhether it was 'I won't' or 'I can't' we
did not know. The imperturbable Johnson said nothing, but
with great presence of mind turned round and gravitates:! to the
front of the Wellington Club. All the secretarial skill addressed
itself to trace the mischief. Suddenly, the sad VI'ord of a penitent
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came from the amateur mechanician on the back seat, '.oh, I forgot to turn on the petroL' Off again, and no adventure until, on
clearing the town, the" high speed was put on. Presently off flew
the belt, when it was seen that it had been patched many times,
and that badly, and being fastened with riveted holders was ill
able to stand being joined up again. Another start made, and
we approached Uxbridge with joyful anticipations of tea. Alas,
just outside the town our engine refused to move. Again the contrite voice of the amateur mechanician behind intimating that
he had omitted to turn on two of the lubricating taps. Engine
hot, and patience the only cure.
My second experience was in the same car. I started for
Gloucester with the secretary for the County Council demonstration. In answer to my question the assurance was given
that the firm which provided the car had solemnly vouched that
all spare parts were there except those necessary to rebuild the
whole carriage. We had not gone far when it came home to
us that we were going on one cylinder. Examination revealed
a plug destroyed and exhaust-valve broken. Any spare valves?
Tool-boxes and lockers turned out on the road. Nothing like
a valve to be seen. Meanwhile I had got out a new plug'
On applying it to the hole it went down out of sight. It was
like putting a lady's hand into Daniel Lambert's glove. Nothing for it but to let the car descend a hill by gravitation and
steer it on to the grass at the gate of a field. Returning to
U xbridge we relieved our minds per telephone to Long Acre,
and got the assurance that a man was being despatched by ne:o.t
train with valves and plugs. We went to each train that came
in. No man, no plug, no valves. Crestfallen to bed. Next
morning, on reaching the station to go on by train, found, to
our disgust, that a parcel had come the night before, but without
a man, and that we could ha\'e got all put right that night.
Since then I have formed the confident opinion that if l\'1ark
Tapley had lived in the early days of autocars, he would have
lost his character. Nevertheless, such adventures have their
uses. They teach valuable lessons.
BB2
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Reminiscences would not be complete without a few words
on two common troubles that afflict the (motoring) just-sideslips and punctures. Both of these would supply a yolumc of
the Badminton Library in the way of anecdotes tragic and the
opposite. As regards side-slips I shall mention only one. ~Ir.
Edmunds was driving along Victoria Street, and intended to pass
between two vehicles, when suddenly the guaranteed non-stop
butcher's cart was driven by the unspeakable butcher's lx,>y right
into the yacant space. Mr. Edmunds did his best to pull up.
The car did her best to turn round, and succeeded in going round
all the points of the compass, all other vehicles flying before her
pirouetting form. As she came round in went the clutch, and
she rode gaily forward along the cleared road. Lady sitting
behind leans over to Mr. Edmunds, and says sweetly, ' How
delightful ~--that was a most marvellous piece of steering. I
wouldn't have missed seeing such a feat of skill for anything.'
Autocar punctures form the one exception to the rule against
implicit belief in travellers' tales. No one can exaggerate about
them, and no one would if he could. May I slightly alter
the ancient prophet's word, and say, apropos of the pneumatic
tyre, that' man is born to trouble as the' dust 'flies upwards'?
The autocarist who runs on pneumatic tyres has a/ra rora en:r
sitting behind him in his chariot. At any moment his wheel
and his spirits may go down literally 'like a shot,' and the gay
spark who is beating records in speed and in dust raising, may
find himself trying to look happy in the middle of a crowd
that gapes, and it may be jeeps, and in the English sense shows
itself the profane vulgar, while he is toiling out his soul, and
blm\;ng up his car in more senses than onc.
As a contrast to this let me give my experience when
bringing my car from the builders in Paris; IS0 miles had to be
run in one day from Beauvais to Dunkirk before 8 o'clock to
catch the steamer for Leith. At ·St. Dmer I found a carpet stud
lip to the head in anI: tyre, and at another halt I found a scar about
an inch long in t he other driving tyre. Each of these would
have made it impossibl/: for us to cover the IS0 miles in time had
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the tyres been pneumatic instead of solid. We drove on quite
merrily, and after the car had reached Scotland and had bee"n
driven to Stirling, I got a cycle repairer to clean out the scar and
fill it up with rubber. In doing so he probed on to something,
and after working like a dentist at a stiff stump, he punched
out a flint as big as a thumb-nail and more than an eighth of an
inch thick, which was buried in the tyre, completely out of sight.
l'or the sake of any readers of Badminton who have never
tested the fascinations of autocarism, I should like to recount
some incidents which show that when the motorist's blood is
up he will go though hardships equal to any that the most
ardent votary of any sport will face, and these recitals give proof
how motoring stimulates energy and invention.
Mr. Graham White gave an illustration on the 1,000 mile
tour of what an autocarist will do rather than give in. I
suppose it is the first instance of a human tiller being used
for steering. On this run he on one occasion got down
for a moment, asking his friend to steer, which the friend
did by promptly running the car off the road and breaking the
steering gear, putting the car in about the most hopeless disablement conceivable. There were many miles still to be traversed,
and Mr. White accomplished the run by standing on the front
of the car, and working the steering directly with his foot, thus
bringing her through the crowded streets of Newcastle. I cannot
tell you how he did it, but that he did it is certain.
Another case was that of Mr. Rolls driving a car from
Paris in 1900. The story tells of "the following mishaps: joints
of waterpipe gone, had junction to be replaced, bad cut in
tyre of off front wheel; chain loose, burst of back tyre,
mackintosh loose and wound up in shreds on pump, leaking
cylinder, whole upper ends of cylinders red-hot, pump
jammed, leaks in radiator pipes, ignition tube burst twice, oil
on the brakes, another tyre burst.
These were surely trials enough to break the back of
resolution, but what the Anglo-Saxon and the Gael will do and
dare can be appreciated when I mention that all these troubles
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were encountered in mid-winter, sometimes in blinding sno'll"
and always in well nigh Arctic frost, most of them happening
between dusk on one day and six in the morning of the next
day, with icicles hanging from hair and beard, with the cold so
intense that Mr. Hutchinson, from whom I quote, says that
the following coverings were 'none too much,' 'a warm knicker_bocker suit, a Cardigan jacket, a waterproof hunting-apron. a
heavy double-breasted ulster, a waterproof cape, and a cap
with ear-flaps, so that only the eyes and nose were exposed.'
The proceedings involved two hours' stop at one place, burning
waste soaked in petrol under the radiators, Mr. Rolls on his back
mending leaks, while the water trickled all over him and down
his sleeves and freezing till his leather coat was stiff with ice..
Yet after all this the party, when they had set themselves up at
a village with some bread and cheese-and, I presume, though
the chronicler does not say so, with some vi" du pays---decided
to make a start once more, at 2.30 A.M., and reached Havre
only in time to go to bed at six in the morning. No wonder
foreigners think the English insane. l But it is a thing to be
thankful for that it is an insanity which has its compensations,
for not only in sport is (;reat Britain a living witness that
, dogged does it.'
There is no space to write of the humours of automobilism,
but as a kind of savoury the follO\\;ng must be quoted.
Colonel Magrath says : , In one of my first drives I met an elderly woman on a quiet ro."ld,
proceeding to market. She got dreadfully startled at seeing the car,
and when she arrived in Wexford told everyone that she met a
carriage from the other world, with a horribly ugly demon driving it,
and she knew at once that the carriage was sent to take her to hell,
but, thank God! she had sense enough to make the sign of the
Cross, when carriage and ugly driver vanished.
I presume in its own dust.
I Mr. Rolls thinks it is remarkable that I should have used this e~pression, as
the hotel-keeper who received them at Havre, and who spoke a little English,
said to the party, 'You English must be vcry "insanitary" to travel b)· ro."\<I
PIl such a lli!5ht,'
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Lord Edward Churchill relates how he got a motor-car to
please his daughter- another instance of the ladies taking a
lead, and curiously enough, as in the other case of Mr. and
Mrs. Koosen, the gentleman, when he is too sad for words,
refers you to the lady's diary. She describes how, having
broken down, they had to
'wait ages for that horse, but at last a cart-horse turned up and
was tied to the car with ropes. The man thought he would ride,
my father would steer, I would keep things cheerful, and wc
would trot home. We did reckon without our host, and we may
thank Heaven that horse was quiet. The man whacked it and it
suddenly started on faster, so the car went on with a jump, the'
horse slowed down, and the natural consequence was the car ran
hard on to the horse. The poor dear beast thought it its duty to hold
back, so sat duwn on the dash-board and did not move. Of course
it broke in half, lily father in the agony of the moment having
forgotten to put on the brake. Then I could have cried, but I did
not, and there was more to follow. We suggested that the man
had better walk as we had had enough of trotting.
Then
the horse got its leg over the rope and wound the rope round the
wheel, then the wheel ran on its hoof, but it did not mind, and I
was too sad to cry then, so I tried to laugh. We got home in the
dark at eight o'clock. The boys and men in the village were
insulting, and called Ollt "Whoa Motor! that's the way to lead it
whome," &c. Even my father smiled then. He said it was a
beastly thing, and talked of selling it and a few other remarks of
that sort.'
Nevertheless he too is stilI an ardent votary of the sport.
No reminiscences would be complete without a notice of
the Thousand Miles Trial of 1900, which would by itself supply
material for a volume. The demonstration of interest by the
pu blic was remarkable, and the strongest expressions of good will
came from the very old people of both sexes. This was much
remarked on at the time. I attribute it to the fact that these
aged persons had been young when railways began to cover the
country, and doubtless had heard them spoken against on all
hands, prophecies made that they would ruin the country, denunciations thundered against them from all who had to do with
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horse traffic, and frantic efforts made to keep them from being
sanctioned. These people had lived to see the folly of all such
proceedings and predictions, and therefore, their minds were
free to wish success to a new mode of traffic, which might be
expected to bring many of the benefits of quicker and cheaper
transit past their own doors by the road.
Another fact which made a strong impression upon me
was the small fatigue of long road journeys, as compared with
horse-drawn travelling.
I suppose Colonel Magrath and I
were the two oldest men who made the tour, and we rode on
a car having solid tyres. Yet I cannot recall having felt any
sensation of weariness even after the longest runs (e.g. 125
miles per day) and we both came to the end as fit, if not more
fit, than when we started. Another remarkable feature of the
event was that, although it was the first demonstration of the
power vehicle on a large scale, so many of the cars completed the
whole journey, notwithstanding that many devices which were
still in the experimental stage must have been on trial. And of
the breakdowns which did occur, a very large proportion were
vehicle failures, and not machine failures.
It was not surprising that with little experience of vehicles travelling on
ordinary roads at higher speeds than was possible with horse
traffic, and with greater dead-weight, and with the power applied
direct to the wheels instead of by haulage, defects in frames
and axles and whetlls should show themselves, until experiment had reduced the requirements to formulas that might
safely be followed.
Of the kindness with which we were received everywhere,
we shall all cherish a delightful recollection. But I think
everyone who took part in the tour will join with me in saying
that what will be most remembered was the extraordinary
success of the organisation, by which so great an undertaking
was carried on without a hitch. The labour, the forethought, •
and the tact that must have been put out cannot be measured.
Mr. Claude Johnson, Secretary of the Automobile Club of
Great Britain and Ireland, who originated the scheme, and
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his subordinates deserve the place of honour in the history
of Automobilism in this country up to the present time, and
they will be wonderful contestants that succeed in wresting it
from them in the future.
And now, as a last word, let me say what I believe will be
said by all who have enjoyed this new sport: that we ,-alue it
for two reasons. The one is that it will open up to the community many advantages both social and commercial. The
other I feel very strongly. It is that it extends in a delightful
manner the range of one's personal friendships, and promotes
pleasant social intercourse of both sexes, in healthy enjoyment
of fresh air and cheerful surroundings. May we continue to
be a friendly guild. Pioneers must always keep close together.
·Union overcomes difficulty, and our motto should be
Double the pleasure that friendship doth divide.
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CHAPTER XX
SO~I«;

POINTS OF LAW AFFECTING THE
~IOTOR

OWN~;RS

OF

VEHICLES

BY ROGKR W. WALI.ACF.,

K.C.

Cltairmall of the Automobile Club of Great Britai,. anti Irelalld

As every person interested in motor carriages knows, until
the passing of the Locomotives on Highways Act of 1896,
every mechanically driven carriage had to be preceded
by a man on foot with a red flag, and proceed at a pace
resembling that of an ox waggon. But now we may, if our
vehicle be under a ton and a half, move at the pace of an average
horse, that is to say at twelve miles an hour. Whether it be
at all necessary in the open country to so limit the rate of progress is a matter on which opinions still differ, but owing to
the efforts of the Automobile Club, public opinion is rapidly
changing in favour of an alteration in the law.
This matter of speed, however, has from the first been a
burning question between motor-owners and the general public
as represented by the police and magistrates. In addition to
the limit of twelve miles an hour the Local Government Board,
under the authority conferred upon them by the Act of 1896,
have made the following regulations:
The driver of a light locomotiveI. Shall not drive at any speed greater than is reasonable
and proper, having regard to the traffic on the highway, or so
as to endanger the life or limh of any person or to the common
danger of passengers.
2. If the weight unladen of the light locomotive be one ton
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and a half, and does not exceed two tons, he shall not driv~
the same at a greater speed than eight miles an hour, or if such
weight exceed two tons, at a greater speed than five miles an
hour.
The second of these regulations is clear to everyone. .\s
regards the first, every respectable driver would agree to the
spirit of the regulation, but a certain surprise comes upon one
when first learning what the decision of the court is as to its
meaning. It ~as been laid down that both expressions' having
regard to the traffic on the highway' and 'to the common
danger of passengers ' hav~ no reference to the fact of there
being any traffic or passengers on the road in the vicinity of
the car. In one case, the locus in quo was a street in Esher,
where of course there might have been traffic, though the
evidence seemed to point to none being there at the time.
These decisions appear most unfortunate, for any dFiver would
consider himself perfectly justified when in the open country,
and seeing the ro:ld clear, in going at the limit of twelve miles
an hour, but it would seem that any policeman noticing him
could still summon him under this subsection.
Although
these decisions stand, yet I can hardly think that a conviction
under this subsection if there were not also an offence against the
twelve-mile limit could really be upheld in the case I have
suggested. The Courts have recently intimated in the case of
Gorham v. Hrice, published in the 'Times' of March 13, 1902,
following other cases, that it is not much use appealing to the
High Court of Justice, and that what appellants really want
is a change in the law. In this case the Lord Chief Justice
(Lord Alverstone) said he could not understand the motives
with which such appeals were brought or what automobilists
thought to gain by suggesting there was no evidence as to
speed, when, as in practically every case, they did not like the
findings of magistrates. He further stated that it was possible
the magistrates might have come to a wrong decision, but the
Court had no power to interfere with their findings of fact.
Any vehicle which draws another is not. under any
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circumstances to go at more than six -miles an hour. Owners
of tricycles with trailers need not be afraid of this regulation.
for the combination is held to constitute one five-wheeled
vehicle. so that they come under the ordinary provisions.
Motor carriages have to carry by the regulations of this Act,
in addition to a white light on the right side sho\\;ng in the
direction the carriage is going, a red light showing in the
reverse direction.
There are several questions which naturally arise as to the
law affecting owners and users of motor carriages on which
there is some doubt. I have endeavoured in the following
paragraphs to give an answer to some of the questions that are
most frequently asked, and I hope these answers will be of
some utility to fellow-automobilists.
The first question isone which applies to almost all owners,
and is, whether it is necessary to pay a tax on motor mechanics
as male servants or whether they can be classed as engineers
and escape duty.
On the paper which is sent out by the Inland Revenue
authorities every year will be found an extract from the Act
32 & 33 Vict. cap. 14, s. 19, which regulates the imposition of
the duty payahle on male servants. Apart from the end of
the classification, which says that the master is liable to pay
duty on all domestic servants, there is included specifically
'coachmen.' While we are not in the habit of calling our
mechanics coachmen, yet there can be no doubt that a coachman is a man who drives a carriage, and although he may only
be employed part of tlie day to drive the carriage, yet so is any
other coachman who drives horses. It seems, therefore, quite
clear that the duty must be paid. There is an idea prevalent
amongst many people that it makes a difference whether the man
wears livery or not; but this is a delusion; the only difference
it could make would be to show more clearly that the man is a
domestic servant.
Another question relating to taxes is what tax must be paid
on various motor carriages?
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Most of the motors with which we have to deal are
carriages with four wheels, and these must pay the ordinary
carriage tax, which is for a carriage with four or more wheels,
to be drawn or propelled by mechanical power, the sum of
21. 2S. od.
There is also to be paid, under the Locomotives on
Highways Act 1896, an additional duty if the weight of the
locomotive (i.e. the motor carriage) exceed one ton unladen,
but do not exceed two tons unladen, 2/. 2S., or if the weight
of the locomotive exceed two tons unladen, 3/. 3S. od. It
should be noted that unladen in this Act means without
including the weight of any water, fuel, or accumulators used
for the purpose of propulsion. As a matter of detail it may
perhaps be mentioned that the latter licences have to be
obtained from a collector of Inland Revenue or a Supervisor
of Inland Revenue. The lighter vehicles pay as follows:A quad is a four-wheeled carriage, and, therefore, pays as
above, and so also does a tricycle used with a trailer, being classed
as a five-wheeled carriage. For tricycles and bicycles the
licence costs 15s., they being classed as light private carriages,
the definition of which includes' any carriage propelled upon
a road by steam or electricity or any other mechanical power.'
Those whom it interests will find a report of a case tried on
the question of whether a carriage licence should he taken out
for a motor tricycle, the decision being in the affirmative, in
the' Autocar' of May 26, 1900.
There is a doubt current as to whether a master is liable to
his driver under the \V orkmen's Compensation Acts. This is
not so, the first Act, that of 1897, referring to servants in a
factory and certain other employments ; although some places
which to the lay mind would scarcely seem to be included in
the word 'factory' have been held by the judges to be so
classed, there seems no possibility of a motor-car being held
to be a factory. The Act of 1900 only extended the application of the former Act to the case of agricultural labourers.
\Vhile on the subject of accidents it may be mentioned that
insurances are procurable which will indemnify both the
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owner and anyone who may be driving him against injury .or
death.
There arc other liabilities tu which motor owners arc
subject in the Slme way as arc all users of the highway. For
instance, a child may be run over and injured. The law
applicable to such accidents in the case of motor carriages is
no different from that which applies to all other carriages-that
is to say, the owner is liable both when driving himself and in
any case in which his servant is driving on his master's service,
but only when the accident is caused by an improper or
negligent use of the highway, and when the injured party is
not himself guilty of negligence which causes the accident.
Against the above and other liabilities it would be well for
owners to insure; a list of the best offices can be obtained by
communicating with the Secretary of the Automobile Club.
Passing another vehicle on the wrong side is always a
dangerous proceeding, as if an accident occur the fact may
weigh helvily against the motorist. It is better to use patience
and insist on the driver of the other vehicle pulling in to his
proper side.
It is perhaps poor comfort to the tourist to know that he
can if he like to wait long enough in the neighbourhood.
summon any person who wilfully obstructs the highway, but
a threat of issuing a summons might have some effect upon a
carter in a country road who refuses to allow room for a car
to pass.
As the writer stated at the beginning of this chapter,
efforts are being· made by the Automobile Club to secure an
alteration of the law, and it may be as well to state some of
the proposed changes. It is first of all suggested that there
should be no limit of speed mentioned in the principal act,
and that the reference thereto should be deleted. All rules as
to rates of speed, it is proposed, should be left in the hands of
the Local (~overnment Board.
For the statutory rules amI orders it is proposed to
substitute the following :-
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(I) He shall not drive a light locomotive at any speed greater
than is reasonable and proper, having regard to the traffic at the
time on the highway or so as to endanger the life and limb of any
person at the time on such highway.

The words 'or to the common danger of passengers' are
proposed to be omitted owing to the decisions above referred to.
(2) If the weight unladen of a light locomotive does not exceed
two tons, then the limit of speed of 14 miles an hour provided by
Section Four of the Act shall not apply to such light locomotive
p~ovided that it is fitted with efficient brake-power, except under
the following circumstances, when Section Four of the Act shaU
apply.
(a) \Vhen a light locomotive is passing through towns,
villages, or crowded places.
(b) When the light locomotive is meeting any horse or cattle
driven upon the highway.
(c) When the driver is not able to see that the hi['hway, or
any road or other highway joining therewith, is unobstructed for a distance of fifty yards.

In return for these concessions the Club suggest that a
regulation should be imposed requiring the proper identification
of all cars which are constructed to travel at a greater speed on
the fiat than I 8 ~ miles per hour.
With regard to the administration of the Act it is also
proposed that there should be an appeal on. questions of fact
from the decisions of Justices of the Peace similar to that
which is allowed under the Married Women's Summary
J urisdictionAct, which has been found to work very satisfactorily.
Other alterations have been proposed with reference to the
tare limit, width of tyres, &c., with which it is unnecessuy to
deal with here in detail.
In conclusion the reader should carefully peruse the Act
and regulations which are printed in the Appendix, and which
require no further explanation.
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CHAPTER XXI
AUT 0 :'>1 0 Il 1 L E e LUll S

By C. L.

FREKSTOS

To say that the history of automobilism is that of its clubs is
nearer the literal truth than a lapse into exaggeration. The
debt which the sport and industry alike owe to these bodies,
in every country where they have been formed, is incalculably
great, and, however far the aspirations of the enthusiast may
yet be from their ultimate fruition, the present stage of progress
would not even have been within measurable reach but for the
fostering care of the Automobile Clubs. Not in name merely,
but in fact, they have been .SoClllls d'encouragem~nl throughout,
and by trials and demonstrations in Great Britain, and races
and hill-climbs abroad, have established the elaims of the
motor vehicle to the attention of the world.
The United Kingdom has heen ·particularly fortunate in its
Automobile Club, the exertions of whose numerous committees
have been continuously arduous and self-sacrificing ever since
its formation in I8lJ7. By lehritimate methods of propagandism
it has gradually worn down a considerable amount of the
prejudice and opposition to a new movement that were inevitable in a conservative country, and by its demonstrations of
the practical utility of the motor vehide it has entirely removed
the evil but long-remaining impression of the appallingl)'
abortive run to Brighton on November 14, 1896. Not the
least important of the Club's services, moreover, is its conversion of the public, and. it may even be said, of the Local
(;overnment Board, to the uselessness and ineffectuality o~
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the twelve miles an hour limit, the ultimate repeal of which
is confidently awaited.
A brief retrospect of the Club's history may not be
unacceptable to the more recent recruits to the pastime. In
the summer of 1897 a few pioneers met, and mutually agreed
to form an Automobile Club. On the loth of August the
Club was formally constituted. Premises were then acquired
at 4 Whitehall Court, S.W., and were inaugurated on
December 8. By this time 163 members had enrolled themselves, and such good progress was made that by the end of
1898 the membership had attained a total of 380. But
already these early devotees were called upon to substantiate
their faith, for the revenue of the Club was drained by three
extraordinary sources. These were an initial expenditure of
540l in the establishment of the Club; law costs amounting
to 148l 6s. ¥i., owing to a dispute about its title; and the
placing of Il on deposit from every subscription received, in
accordance with the articles of association. A guarantee fund,
however, was formed, and amounted to 1,521l at the close of
the year. Mr. Roger W. Wallace, K.c., was the first chairman,
and still worthily upholds the office; Mr. Evelyn Ellis and
Mr. Frederick R. Simms (the originator) were elected vicechairmen, with "Mr. Frank H. Butler as Hon. Treasurer, Mr.
C. Harrington Moore (the Club's first organiser) as Hon.
Secretary, and Mr. Claude Johnson as Secretary.
From the outset the Club became an active and virile force
in the automobile movement. Its fixture list comprised tours
and week-end runs, club dinners (which had been previously
founded by Sir David Salomons, Bart.), lectures and discussions,
and general meetings. It exerted its influence, with others, in
preventing the introduction of vexatious clauses affecting motor
vehicles in Bills seeking powers for local authorities; it assisted
in opposing the Westminster Tramways Bill; and it compiled
a list of motor-spirit stores. In July of the same year, moreover, an amalgamation was effected with the Self-Propelled
Traffic Association, and the Club thereupon became the
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only recognised authority on automobilism in the United
Kingdom.
In the following year the membership grew apace, and on
December 3 I, 1899, the roll was as follows :-Founder members, 287; life members, 21; ordinary, 187; ordinary town,
47 ; ordinary country, 4 I ; supernumerary, 3; a total of 586.
The chief event of the· year was the holding at midsummer of a
show of motor vehicles, in the Old Deer Park, Richmond.
Races, time tests, and hill-climbing trials were conducted in
connection with the exhibition, which extended over a period
of eight days. The labour of organisation had been considerable, the show committee having held no fewer than forty-three
meetings; but public -prejudice was still strong enough to
make the undertaking a financial failure, and it resulted in a
loss of no less than 1,600l
More satisfactory were the other functions of the year,
for in addition to several tours a series of brake tests was
carried out on Petersham Hill, in the presence of Local
Government Board inspectors; an exhibition of motor vehicles
was held at Dover, in conne'ction with the meeting of the
British Association; and a conference of manufacturers of
motor waggons was organised to discuss the suggested raising
of the tare limit. The anniversary of the coming into operation of the Locomotives on Highways Act, 1896 was cele·
brated on November 14 by a run to Sheen House.
Greater activity than ever characterised the year IC)OO,
during which the membership rose to 710. In four Club tours
alone a distance of I, 196i miles was covered, while the year
will ever be memorable for the organisation of one of the most
remarkable demonstrations in the history of locomotion. This
was the famous Thousand Miles Trial from London to Edinhurgh and back; it was strikingly successful, and did much 10
remove the public apathy. Day exhibitions of the competing
vehicles were held in seven large towns en route, and a week's
exhibition of the successful cars followed at the Crystal Palace.
A trade show of motor-cars under the regis of the Club, bUI
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managed by Messrs. Cordingley, was also held at the Agricultural
Hall, from April [4 to 2 r. Numerous house dinners and discussions were arranged during the year, together with three 100miles trials on the Oxford Road, and electric trials at Chiselhurst. Automobile gymkhanas took place at Ranelagh and Sheen
House, and a fete at the Crystal Palace. The issue of a Club
gazette, under the title of 'Notes and Notices,' was begun, of which
twenty-three numbers have been published, while eight branches
of the Club were established throughout the United Kingdom.
As a preliminary to an extensive campaign in 1901, moreover,
demonstrations of motor-car efficiency and control were held
before the County Councils of Warwick and East Suffolk, in
consequence of a hostile agitation having been set afoot in
favour of the reduction of the speed limit to ten miles an
hour. In several directions during the year the Club was able
to secure a reduction of absurd tolls levied on motor-cars, and
the removal of objectionably restrictive clauses in a corporation

Bill.
In 1901 the conversion of the County Councils was successfully taken in hand. Towards the close of the previous
year a letter of twenty-six pages of printed matter had been
forwarded to 4,412 County Councillors and sixty-five clerks to
County Councils, who were now invited to attend a big central
demonstration in the metropolis, or to arrange for demonstrations in their own locality. Cars were sent to various parts of
the country fqr this purpose in the early part of the year,
pending the great .demonstration in June. The last-named
function extended over three days, between three and four
hundred County Councillors being driven on cars to Sheen
House, and there entertained to luncheon before the return to
town. It is certain that the ease with which the cars could
be controlled was a complete and gratifying revelation to the
majority of the visitors. TheChief Constables of the English
and Welsh counties were also approached by the Club in the
frank and friendly manner which has characterised its propagandist efforts throughout. They had been circularised in the
CC2
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same way as the County Councillors, and were also invited to a
demonstration in London on February 26th, which was well
attended. Following a drive to Sheen House and back a
conference \\;th the Chief Constables was held at the Automobile Club premises, when the visitors were afforded every
opportunity of stating their views. A demonstration was also
given at Leicester on June 29th, before a large body of
municipal and county engineers assembled for their annual
conference. A noteworthy achievement of the year was the
raising of the speed limit in Scotland from ten to twelve miles
an hour, the Secretary of State assenting to that alteration
upon representations from the ~lub. In May the Motor Union
was formed in connection with the Club, as a defensive
association for the protection of the civil rights of members.
A special Legislation committee was also appointed in August,
with two of his Majesty's judges among its' members, to
consider the provisions of a new Bill for the regulation of
motor vehicles. The Club held three quarterly hundred miles
trials, two consumption trials, two hill-climbing trials, and
a week of test trials at Glasgow. Several tours and runs
also took place, the anniversary run to Southsea on November 16th being an enormous undertaking, considerably
over a hundred cars making the journey, notlN-ithstanding a
dense fog at the start. The year closed with a total membership
of 1,154.
Very early in 1902 the Club's activities were displayed in
the shape of an important trial of brake-power in Welbeck
Park, in the presence of the chief engineering inspector of the
Local Government Board. The results were dramatically
effective, even very heavy cars being stopped inside two lengths
at a speed of eighteen miles an hour. At the annual meeting
of the Club on February 27, it was shown that the finances
were in a satisfactory condition, notwithstanding the heavy expenditure on the County Council campaign. By a decision to
migrate to "ew and much larger premises at 119 Piccadilly,
the Club entered upon a new chapter of its history.
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Of foreign automobile clubs the number is already considerable j if the various provincial clubs are taken into account a
total of about one hundred and twenty is attained. The most
representative organisations of Europe and America are enum-

The Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland,

119

Piccadilly

erated below, the details as to their achievements and respective constitutions being compiled from particulars supplied by
their officials and from other available sources.
Google
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FRANCE.-The Automobile Club de France, which was
founded in 1895, is not only the oldest of automobile clubs,
but it is also the largest and the most influential. Its headquarters in the Place de la Concorde, Paris, are on perhaps the
finest site in Europe, and are quite palatial-in fact, they
constitute one of the handsomest club-houses in the world. An
elegant private theatre, a spacious garage and pleasant roofgardens are among the special features of the establishment.
The French Club has two honorary presidents, M. Marcel
Deprez and M. Georges Berger. The active president is the
Baron de Zuylen de Nyevelt de Haar, who has ever been foremost in furthering the interests of the Club and of automobilism generally. The vice-presidents are the Marquis de
Dion and M. Henri Menier. Other officers are as follows:
technical secretary, the Comte de la Vallette; treasurer, M.
Andre Lehideux-Vernimmen; members of the administrative
council, MM. Abel Ballif, Comte de Chasseloup-Laubat,
Edmond Recope, and Gustave Rives; secretary, M. Chas.
Ward. The annual subscription is 200' francs, and there are
over two thousand members. Visiting members of the
Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland may avail themselves of certain privileges of the club-house in the Place de
la Concorde for a period of four days on producing a special
card of introduction from their own Club. With regard to the
organising and propagandist work of the Automobile Club de
France, it may be said that this has chiefly been confined to
the promotion of races, the results of which have exerted a
widespread and potent influence in demonstrating the capabilities of the motor vehicle. The races held under the
immediate direction of the Club have been as follows: 1896,
Paris-Marseilles-Paris; 1898, Paris-Amsterdam; 1900, ParisLyons (Gordon-Bennett Cup), Paris-Toulouse; 1901, ParisBordeaux (Gordon-Bennett Cup), and Paris-Berlin. The other
French races, referred to in the remarks in the Appendix (p. 402)
on 'Races and Trials,' have been arranged by other clubs or
various journals. The Automobile Club de France has also held
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a number of competitions as under: 1897, Concours de Poids
Lourds, or 'Heavy Weights,' answering to the motor-waggon
trials held at Liverpool; 1898, Concours de Poids Lourds,
Concours de Fiacres; 1899, Concours de Poids Lourds, Concours de Fiacres, and Concours d'Accumulateurs; 1900, Concours de Voitures de Tourisme, Concours de Motocycles,
Concours de Fiacres, Concours de Voiturettes, Concours de
Vehicles de Petite Livraison (light delivery vans), and Coneours
de Poids Lourds. The last six were held in connection with the
Exposition Universelle of that year. During the continuation
of these trials the competing vehicles are housed nightly in a
building under the surveillance of the Club, and the technical
committee carefully notes the weights of water, fuel, grease,
&c., or the quantity of electrical energy required by each. An
official observer also accompanies each vehicle whilst on the
journey, notes all the stoppages, repairs, and speeds arrived at
on various sections of the road, and full reports are prepared
and printed after the completion of the trials. It should
also be added that the Club has taken a leading part in
the promotion of annual automobile shows in Paris, at
which the latest products of the French manufacturers have
been displayed, and which have attracted visitors from all
parts of Europe.
NORMANDY.-The Automobile Club Normand has its
headquarters at 4 /lis Boulevard d'Orleans, Rouen, near the
Gare d'Orleans and the Place Carnot. It was founded in
January 1900, with M. Ballif, of the Touring Club de France,
as President d'HOllflfur. The chief officers are as follows:Presid~t, M. Bridoux; vice-president, M. Mouy; treasurer,
M. Naltet; secretary, M. Bonnemain. The club premises
include a garage, open day and night, and members of the
Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland may house their
cars at the following reduced tariff 011 presentation of their
cards :-For a car weighing over 400 kilogrammes (8 cwt.),
I day, 1 fr. 80 c.; 1 month, 9 frs.
For a voiturette, 1 day, 1 fr.
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month, 6 frs. 30 c. Cleaning, 3 frs. 15 c. for a car, and
c. for a voiturette.

BORDEAux.-The Automobile Club Bordelais was founded
in May 1897, and its headquarters are at 2 Place de la
Comedie, Bordeaux. Its chief officers are as follows :-President, M. D. Creuzan j vice-president, M. Lanneluc; treasurer,
M. Igusquiza j secretary-general, M. L. Lestonnat; secretary,
M. Puisarnand j librarian, Mr. J. S. Walton. There are
about 250 members. The club conducts races for automobiles
and balloons, and fortnightly tours. The annual subscription
is 50 frs., with a like amount as entrance fee.
NICE.-Of provincial clubs the Automobile Club de Nice
is undoubtedly the most active and important. It was founded
in 1897 as the Auto-Velo Club, but changed its name in 1900.
From its foundation the Club has annually held races, competitions, and tours of an international character, with a view to
popularising the new means of locomotion and improving the
vehicles themselves. The Club was also the originator of the
battles of flowers, concours d'lllgance, &c., which have been
widely imitated. Most of the races are held in the spring, and
the' Nice Week' has become one of the classic events of the
automobile year. The president of the Club is M. Jacques
Goudoin j the vice-presidents are MM. Ernest Sardou and
Paul Chauchard; the treasurer is M. Ferdinand Crossa, and the
secretary, M. Pierre Clerissy. At 5 Boulevard Gambetta the
Club has a villa standing in its own garden, a pavilion
restaurant, and a spacious garage, the background of which
is formed by a panorama of the Bois de Boulogne. There
are 308 members of the club, the subscription to which is
50 frs., and the eJ1trance fee 20 frs. A weekly gazette, the
I Automobile Revue du Littoral,' is issued under the direction
of the Club.
DORDOGNE.-The Dordogne Automobile Club, the full
title of which is Le Vcloce Club Perigourdin et Automobile
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Club de la Dordogne, has its headquarters at the Grand Hotel
du Commerce et des Postes, 8 Place du Quatre-Septembre,
Perigueux. Its officers are :-President, Le Comte F. de
Fayolle; treasurer, M. Louis Didon; secretary, M. H. Soymier.
There are fifty-eight members. Members of the A.c.G.B.I.
touring in this district may store their cars at the V.c.p.A.c.n.
garage without charge, and will be afforded every assistance
by the officials.
BEL(i1nl.-The Automobile Club de Belgique was founded
on May 7, 1896, and its headquarters are at 5 Place Royale,
Brussels. l;he King of the Belgians is its' Haut Protecteur,'
and Prince Alhert of Belgium its honorary president. The
officers for 1902 are as follows :-President, Comte de Henricourt de Griinne; vice-presidents, M1\L de Savoye and de
Limburg-Stirum; treasurer, M. d'Aubreby; secretary, Comte
de Villegas de Saint-Pierre. In various ways the Belgian club
has been active during the past two years. It holds an annual
race meeting at Spa, and also a 'Fete du Cinquintenaire,' while
in 1901 a combined 'Tour de Belgique' was successfully
undertaken. The Club also devotes its efforts to the improvement of the Belgian highways, the securing of a uniform
code of police regulations concerning automobiles, and the
removal of foreign customs restrictions. In. March, 1902, the
Club organised an automobile exhibition in Brussels.
THE NETHERLA:o,"os.-The Nederlandsche Automobile
Club was founded in 1898. As yet it has no quarters, but
correspondence may be addressed to Herr Joannes D. \Valler,
the secretary, at Driebergen, near Utrecht. The other officers
are :-President, Le Chevalier de Nahuys; treasurer, J. P.
B:lckx. The annual subscription is 25 guilders (2/. IS. 8d.)
and the entrance fee ten guilders (1 6s. 3d.). There are 135
members. The Club has over eighty hotels under contract,
and a similar number of benzine depots, of which it publishes
lists.
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SWITZERLAND.-The Automobile Cluh de Suisse has
headquarters at 2 Ruc de Hesse, Geneva, and was founded
in December 1898, and has 424 members. The officers are : President, M. Aloys Naville; vice-presidents, MM. Ernest
Cuenod, A. Terond, and L. Empeyta; secretary-general, M:.
Hermann Potry ; technical secretary, M. Paul Buchet ; treasurer,
M. Franerois Panchaud. The annual subscription is 20 frs.
The Swiss club is a very active body, and is doing its utmost
to increase custom-house facilities and to render homologous
the various regulations in force in the different cantons concerning automobile traffic. It is also extending the provision
of garagts and the sale of petrol among the botels of the
country generally.
GERMANY.-The Deutscher Automobil Club was founded
on July 31, 1899, and has 297 members. Its headquarters
are at Sommerstrasse 4A, Berlin. H.I.H. the Grand Duchess
Anastasie van Mecklenburg-Schwerin is Patroness, and H.R. H.
Duke Frederick Franz IV. von Mecklenburg-Schwerin and
H.E. General von Podbielski, Secretary of State, are honourary members. The president is H.I.H. the Duke of Ratibor,
and the vice-presidents are Major Count Clemens von
Schonborn-Wiesentheid and General von Rabe. The secretary is Baron von Molitor. The annual subscription is 100
marks and the entrance fee 100 marks. Lady members pay
half these amounts.
AFsTRIA.-The Oesterreichischer Automobil Club was
founded on February 6, 1898, and has nearly 500 memhers. Its
headquarters are at Karnthnerring 10, Vienna. The officers
are :--Honorary president, Count Gustav Potting-Persing; president, Count Carl Schonborn-Buckheim; vice-president, Herr
Georg Goebel; secretary, Herr Josef Fellner, Kirchberggasse 7,
Vienna. The subscription is 50 kronen, and the entrance fee is
60 kronen. Members of automobile Clubs with which reciprocal
arrangements arc in force may use the club premises for a period
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of four days on presentation of a special card. The A.c.G.H.I.
is one of the Clubs in question. The Austrian Club has an
active membership, and promoted the Paris-Vienna race of 1902.
lTALY.-The Veloce Club e Club Automobilisti d'Italia
was founded in 1897. Its headquarters are at Milan. The
officers are :-President, Cav. F. Johnson; vice-president,
Signor O. Odorico; secretary, Cav. F. Pizzagalli. There are
974 members, of whom 258 are ladies. The subscription is
40 lire, and the entrance fee 10 lin!.
Al\IERICA.-The Automobile Club of America was founded
on June 7, 1899. Its rooms aft: located in the Plaza Bank
Building, 753 Fifth Avenue, New York, at the entrance to
Central Park. There are 301 active and 63 associate
members. The subscription for active members is 50 dollars
per annum, with 100 dollars entrance fee; for associate
members the subscription is 25 dollars and the entrance
fee 50 dollars. The officers are as follows :-President
Albert R. Shattuck; vice-presidents, Gen\. Geo. Moore
Smith, Edwin Gould, and Harry Payne Whitney; treasurer,
]efferson Seligman; secretary, S. M. Butler. The American
Club has chiefly devoted its efforts to obtaining reasonable
legislation in reference to the use of the highway by motor
vehicles; the carriage of gasoline motor vehicles on ferries;
and the furthering of the good roads movement throughout
the country by the circulation of literature and by the
arduous work of a 'good roads committee' of the Club.
The encouragement by the Club of the manufacture of motorcars has taken the form of two successful automobile exhibitions held in Madison Square Garden in November of
1900 and 1901 respectively; while in September, 1901, a 5°0miles Endurance Contest was organised from New York to
Buffalo over exceedingly rough and had roads. There were
eighty starters, of which forty-two finished at Rochester, some
forty miles from Buffalo, where the contest was abandoned
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owing to the assassination of President McKinley. In racing
matters the Club has formulated a set of racing rules under
which licences for race meetings have been granted to some
ten or twelve clubs throughout the country. The Club has
also assisted in the formation of nearly all of the thirty odd
clubs which now exist in the United States, and has established
reciprocal relations with the leading automobile clubs of Europe.
Fortnightly Club runs are held during the spring and autumn,
and in winter fortnightly suppers and lectures are given at the
headquarters. A library has been established at the latter,
containing all the automobile literature and periodicals of the
world. The privileges of the Club are open to members of the
Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland for a period of
ten days, on production of an official card of introduction.

APPENDIX
AVTOMOBILE LITERATURE
BY C. L.

FREESTON

IF the literature of automobilism is not at present overwhelming
in its periodic forms, it is fast approaching the prolific stage.
The number of weekly and monthly papers in the United Kingdom,
France, and the United States, produced directly in the interests
of the automobile industry or pastime, is already considerable, and
a further increase is foreshadowed by the rapid strides which
horseless locomotion is making all over the civilised world. In
the way of permanent literature, however, the movement can by
no means be described as suffering from plethora, a fact which is
easily attributable to the constantly recurrent changes in the
mechanical evolution of the motor-car.
The most interesting fact connected with the periodical literature of the movement is the prescience of the founders of' The Autocar,' a journal which made its appearance, if not in advance of
automobilism itself, at all events in advance of the passing of the
emancipating Act of 1896. The first number of' The Autocar' was
published on November 2, 1895, or more than a year before the
Locomotives on Highways Act of 1896 came into operation. The
bulkiness of its present form is a testimony alike to its own prosperity and to the growth of the automobile industry. It is well
printed and illustrated, and is published every Friday at threepence
by lliffe & Sons, Ltd., 3 St. Bride Street, London, and Coventry.
The' Automotor and Horseless Vehicle Journal' was also earlv
in the field, its first number having been issued in October 18g6.
I.
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Like 'The Autocar,' it coined a new word for purposes of selfdescription. For five and a half years it was published on the 15th
of each month at sixpence, and was distinguished by the high
technical value of its articles, as well as by its independence of
tone. At the time of going to press with this volume, however,
'The Automotor Journal' is announced to appear in weekly form,
the price being reduced to twopence. The publishers are F. King
& Co., Limited, 62 St. ~Iartin's Lane, w.e.
In less technical guise than either of the for~oing , The MQtorCar Journal,' which made its first appearance on :\Iarch 10, 1899,
has served a useful purpose in popularising the mm·cment. It isa
bright and attractive pennyworth, and a handy chronicle of current
evcnts in the automobile world. The publishers are e. Cordingley
& Co., 39 and 40 Shoe Lane, E.C.
':\lotor Cycling' is the name of a new weekly, specially
devoted to that particular phase of automobilism. The first
number appeared on February 12th, 1<)02, and was found at once
to be a useful compendium for those interested in thc subject.
It is published at a penny by the Temple Press, Ltd., 7 Rosebery
Avenue, E.e.
The latest arrival on the scene is 'Motoring Illustrated,'
which dates from March 1<)02. Its aims appear to be high
as regards the quality of its articles and illustrations. The
price is threepencc, and it is published at 9 Arundel Street,
Strand, \\'.C.
Of monthly organs published in the United Kingdom there are
now two. 'The Motor-Car \Vorld,' price threepence, is issued by
Hay, Nisbet, & Co., of 19 Queen Street, Glasgow. 'The Motor
News,' which came out in the first instance as ' The Irish Motor
News,' is published at threepence by R. J. Mecredy & Co.,
Dame Court, Dublin, and has always been distinguished for the
practical \"alue of its articles from the private owner's point of
\·lew.
Reference should also be made to the' Notes and Notices' of
the Automobilc Club of Great Britain and Ireland, issued at
irregular intervals to members only. Originally this was a mere
circular of official announccments, but it has since assumed quite
formidable proportions. To the private user of a car it is almost
indispensable, and non-members of the Club or of the Motor Union
of nccessity miss a considerable amount of useful infOl·mation.
In the United Statcs the automobile movement has sufficiently
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progressed to warrant the appearance of several weekly and
monthly organs. Naturally, however, they contain a great deal
more about steam and electric vehicles than the petrol-driven
types.
The most important weekly is the 'Horseless Age,'
published at 147 Nassau Street, New York, at the price of 10 cents.
It is illustrated, but the blocks are mostly diagrammatic. Of very
similar type is the' Motor World' (price 10 cents), issued every
week at 123-5 Tribune Buildings, 154 Nassau Street, New York.
A'no.ther weekly, of a more popular type, is 'Automobile Topics'
(10 cents), published at Park Row Building, New York.
Of American monthly otgans the best is the 'Automobile
Magazine' (25 cents), published at 170 Broadway, New York, It
is well printed and illustrated. Other serials are the' Automobile'
(10 cents), 150 Nassau Street, New York, and the' Motor Review'
.(5 cents), 395 Broadway, New York. The last-named makes a
specialty of European correspondence.
But it is to the French press that the English automobilist
may most profitably turn for current information such as may
not be included in home publications. France supports not
only several weekly automobile organs, but two dailies almost
entirely devoted to automobilism and cycling, and of a totally
different character from the 'sporting daily' as understood in
Great Britain.
.
'Le Velo' has been in existence for several years, and when
the editorship came to be undertaken by M. Pierre Giffard, a
prominent feuilletonist, it entered on a course of extraordinary
popularity. Unfortunately, it espoused the cause of "a clique
set in motion against the Automobile Club de FranCf~, and
that body immediately established the' Auto-Velo' as a daily of
similar type. 'Le VelD' is still published, however, at 2 Rue
Meyerbeer, Paris. The price is 5 centimes.
'L'Auto-Velo' (5 centimes) has been a success from the first.
English automobilists who take an interest in Continental racing
turn to its columns daily for the latest information, whilst it also
contains the official communiquls of the French Automobile Club.
The 'Auto-Velo' organises annuall¥ numerous races and trials,
and is conducted generally with great spirit. The offices are at
10 Rue du Faubourg-Montmartre, Paris.
'La France Automobile' is the most useful of the French automobile weeklies to the English reader, as it contains good illustrations of the various races and other competitions, and of new cars
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or other novelties. Its price is 50 centimes, and it is published at
68 Avenue de la Grande Armee, Paris.
, La Locomotion Automobile' (50 centimes) is also a practically
written weekly, published at 4 Rue Chauveau Lagarde, Paris...
Among other Continental organs devoted wholly or to an
appreciable extent to automobilism in its various aspects are
the following :• Le Chauffeur.' Bi-munthly; • The oldest technical journal in
France'; 26 Place Dauphine, Paris.
, L'Industrie Vclocipediqlle et Automobile.' Monthly; 50 c. ; 75 Rue
Vieille du Temple. Paris.
, Automobile Revue du Littoral.' Fortnightly; 15 c. ; 26 A,-cnue de
la Gare, Nice.
, L 'Avenir de I' Automobile et du Cycle.' Monthly; 15 f. per annum;
22 Rue Rossini, Paris.
'L'Automobile Beige.' Weekly; 10 e. ; 70 Rue Dethy, St. Gilles.
Brussels. The ollicial organ of the Belgian Automobile Club.
, L'Automobile IIlustre.' Fortnightly; IS f. per annum; 163 Rue
des Palais, Brussels.
, La Suisse Sportive.' Fortnightly; 20 e.; 6 Rue de Commerce,
Geneva.
'Zeitschrift Automobilen-Industrie und Motorenbau.' Fortnightly;
40 pfennig; 86 Steglitzerstrasse, Berlin.
, Allgemeine Automobil Zeitung.' Weekly; 50 heller ; 3 Steyrerhof.
Vienna.
'L'Automobile.' Bi-monthly; 2 Via Corte d' Appello, Turin.
As regards automobile works of reference, those which appeared
about the time of the passing of the Act of 1896 are now of no
practical value, while several years elapsed before any attempt was
made, in Great Britain at least, to replace them.
The most important book is • Motor Vehicles and ~Iotors,' by
\V. \Vorby Beaumont, published in 1900 by Archibald Constable &
Co., London. The price is two guineas. It is a portly volume of
636 quarto pages, with about 250 illustrations, many of which are
of an elaborate nature. The technical value of this work, more
especially to the designer, is very great, and the volume is a
monument alike to the importance of the industry and to the
ability and industry of its author.
Of other works which possess any current value the following
may be named :• Light Motor-Cars and Voiturettes,' by John Henry Knight, London,
IIifre & Sons, Ltd., 1902; 2S. 6d.
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'l\!otor-C)'c1t:li a.nd How to Manage Them,' by A. J. Wilson j London,
I1iffe & Sons, Ltd" 190r j 2£. 6d.
• The Automotor Pocket-Book,' IC)02; LondoD, F. King & Co"

Ltn. ; Is.
• The Automotor Directory,' IC)02; London, F. King & Co. ; J.S. 6,{,
• The Automobilists' Guide,' by R. E. Phillips, IC)02; London, F. King
& Cu. ; 3s. 6J.
• The Motor-Car ~Iallual,' hy R. l\Iolfal Ford, 1901 ; London, The
)Iotor-Car Co. ; 2S. 6J.
• The De DioD Voiturelte,' by R. J. Mccredy, 1901; Dublin, Mecredy
& Cu.; 6d.
• The Dainiler Car,' by R. J. ~Iccredy, 1901; Dublin, Mecredy &
Co.; 6d.
• L'Automobile (Theorique et Pratique),' by Haudry de Sl\unier ;
Paris, I lI99.
• Annuaire General de I'Automobile, et des Industries qui s'y
rattachent,' 1<)02; Paris, Thevin & Houry.

The following is a list of publications issued by the Automobile
Club, which may be obtained of ~Iessrs. King & Co., 62 St.
)Iartin's Lane :•Judges' Report, Richmond Sbow,' 1899 ; IS. 2d., posl frce.
• Programme and Report of the 1,000 Miles Trial, 1900; IS., post
free.
• Official 100 Miles Trials of the Automobile Club,' reprinted from
• Xotes and Notices' j ¥., post free
• Programme of Glasgow RcliabJlity Trials and Judges' Report amI
A wards' ; 6d., post free.
• Judges' Report of thc Lh-erpoul Trials of Molor \'chides fllr lIeavy
Traffic'; IOS., post free.
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RACES AN V TRIALS
By C. L.

FREKSTON

under the stress of competition are the weak points of a
motor-car most strikingly revealed, and, per contra, its strong ones
emphasised. \Vhatever opinions may be held as to the propriety
of continuing the Continental races now that cars are capable of
tremendous speeds, there is no gainsaying the fact that, without
the influence which the early competitions in France exerted upon
the public mind, and the lessons learned by makers themselves
from the success or non-success of particular vehicles, the industry
in France would not have arrived at the position it now holds ;
nor, for that matter, would the English or German cars have
attained their present degree of mechanical excellence.
Even with the aid of racing, however, the development of the
motor-car has been a matter of slow growth, and by many new
recruits to the pastime it may be learned with surprise that a competition was held in France so long ago as 1894, from Paris to
Ruuen, when the cars of Panhard et Levassor and Peugeot Freres
shared the leading honours, with motors of 3. h.-p. The times
are not recorded. It was not until June 1895, however, that the
fuundation uf a ~eries of classic events was laid by a race from
Paris to Bordeaux and back, '732 miles, when a 3j-h.-p. Panhard
et Levassor car accomplished the journey in 48 h. 48 m. at the
rate of nearly fifteen miles per hour. The good effects of racing
have been abundantly displayed since that memorable event, for
even M. Panhard himself was satisfied with the results, and
progress might have been stayed for an indefinite period but for
the stimulus of competition. The story is vouched for that at a
banquet following this event an enthusiastic, yet prescient, speaker
expressed the belief that the journey to Bordeaux would eventually be covered not at fifteen, but at fifty, miles an hour. Thereupun l\1. l'anhard leaned on~r to the chairman, the Baron de
ONLY
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Zuylen, and whispered a regret that on such occasions there was
'always one person who made an ass of himself.' Only six years
later the course was covered at an even higher rate than was predicted by the after-dinner prophet, and, among others, by Panhanl
cars, though the founder of the firm unfortunately did not live to
witness this startling consummation.
In September 181)6, a race was held from Paris to Marseilles
and back (1,061 miles), and two 4-h.-P. Panhard cars completed
the course at the average speed of 15'65 and 15'55 miles an hour
respectively, with four passengers, as against the two of the
Bordeaux race. :\Iore definite progress, moreover, was soon to be
recorded, for on July 24, 1897, a race was run from Paris to
Dieppe (106 miles), and was won by a 6-h.-p. Panhard in 4 h. 36 m.,
or 23'1 miles an hour. On July 7, 1898, an 8-h.-p. Panhard
averaged 29 miles an hour in a race of 895 miles from Paris to
Amsterdam and back, and by the next year the 12-h.-p. car had
appeared upon the scene, the Paris-Bordeaux race being won by
a Panhard of that power in 11 h. 43 m. 29 s., or 33'30 miles an
hour.
The year 1899 also witnessed the great' Tour de France,' a race
of no less a distance than 1,440 miles, which was won by a 16-h.-p.
Panhard, driven by de Knyff in 44 h. 59 m., or 31'9 miles an hour.
The interesting fact may here be stated that in every race yct
mentioned the first three cars were a1l l'anhards, and the fourth
was invariably a Peugeot, up to the' Tour de Francc,' when a
Dol1ee stepped into the place. The S,lors vehicle, howcver, now
proved a fonnidable rival to the Panhard. In thc Paris-St. Malo
race two 16.h.•p. cars of that make came in first and second, driven
by Antony and Levegh, in 7 h. 32 m. and 7 h. 40 m. respectively,
over a distance of 226 miles. In the l'aris-Ostend race (201 miles)
Levegh on a 16-h.-p. :\Iors, and Girardot on a 12-h.-p, Pan hard,
made a dead heat of it, their time being 6 h. 11 m., or 32~ miles
an hour. Girardot, however, won the Paris-Houlogne race (143
miles) in 4 h. 17 m. 44 s.; Levegh's time was 4 h. 19 m. 20 s.,
the winner's speed being 33! miles an hour. A subsequent race
from Bordeaux to Bayonne (163 miles) was won by Levegh in
4 h. 24 m.
In Il}OO the' Circuit du Sud-Ouest ' race, from Pau over a course
of 208 miles, was won by de Knyff, who made the astonishing time
of 4 h. 46 m. 57 s., averaging 43! m.les an hour, and being credited
on one· stage with 34 milcs in 33~ minutes, He drove a 16-h.-p.
DDa
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Panhard. No other competitor came anywhere near de Knyfl's time j
the Comte Bozon de Perigord was second in 5 h. 33 m. 52% 5.
The Nice to Marseilles race was won by de Knyff on a Panhard, at an average rate of 36'6 miles per hour for the 125 miles,
two other Panhards being close up. Levegh, however, on a Mors,
won the La Turbie hill-climbing race (10. miles) at 33'1 miles per
hour, the mile race at 36. miles per hour, and the flying kilometre
at 46. miles per hour.
Levegh did another remarkable performance in the BordeauxPerigueux-Bordeaux race (195t miles), covering the distance in
4 h. I m. 45 s. The first stage of this race (72 miles) was accomplished in I h. 24 m. 35 s., equal to 51 miles an hour.
The first race for the Gordon-Bennett or International Cup was
run from Paris to Lyons (353f miles), and France had it all her
own way. 'Charron won in 9 h. 9 m. on a Panhard, his speed
averaging 38'45 miles an hour. Girardot was the only other competitor to finish, de Knyff breaking his fourth speed. Winton
(America) and ]enatzy (Belgium) abandoned the race.
An exceedingly unfortunate race was that from Paris to
Toulouse and back; it was run in three stages during a heat wave,
and tyre troubles were numerous. Levegh on his Mors covered
the distance of 838'08 miles, excluding controls, in 20 h. 50 m. 9 s., an
average of 40 miles an hour. Pinson was second in 22 h. 11 m. 1 s.,
and Voigt third in 22 h. 1I m. 5I s., each driving a Panhard.
The Pau meeting of 1901 produced a good performance by
:'I-Iaurice Fannan, who won the Grand Prix de Pau race (205 miles)
in 4 h. 28 m. 20 s. on a 24-h.-P. Pan hard, thus averaging 46 miles
per hour.
At Nice the Nice·Salon-Nice race (244 miles without controls)
was won by Baron Henri de Rothschild (35-h.-P. Mercedes) in
6 h. 45 m. 485. In the Coupe de Rothschild flying kilometre, a Serpullet car made the remarkable time of 35! seconds, or 621 miles
per hour. Four Mercedes cars came next in order, the best time
being 41! seconds. In the La Turbie hill·climb the fastest car
was Baron de Rothschild's Mercedes, its time being 18 m. 6~ s.,or
31t miles per hour. The Serpollet's time was 24 m. lIi s.
The Gordon-Bennett and Paris-Bordeaux races were run on the
same day, and over the same course, in 1901. In the first·named
Girardot wun on a 40-h.-P. Panhard in 8 h. 50 m. 59 s., or 37 miles
per hour. 1'\0 one else finished. A much more interesting affair
was the Paris-Bordeaux race, which was won by Fournier on a
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Mors of 60 b.h.-p., in the splendid time of 6 h. 10 m. 44 s., an
average of 53 miles an hour. Maurice Farman, on a Panhard,
was second in 6 h. 41 m. 15 s. ; and Voigt third in 7 h. 15 m. 11 s.
A still greater event was the Paris-Berlin race, which attracted
the attention of the entire Continent. Fournier repeated his
previous success, winning in the net time of 16 h. 5 m., Girardot
being second in 17 h. 7 m., de Knyff third in 17 h. 11 m., and Brasier
fourth in 17 h. 42 m. The distance, excluding .controls, was 749
miles, Fournier thus averaging 461 miles an' hour over the three
days' course.
Of a very different character from these magnificent displays
of physical endurance and mechanical speed, but interesting, nevertheless, from many points of view, have been the various trials
conducted by the Automobile Club of Great Bntain and Ireland.
Of necessit), they have been tests of efficiency, pure and simple;
the Club has never held a road-race of any description, and its
only speed tests on the flat have been on a private road in \Velbeck Park. Sundry hill-climbing competitions have been held on
the public highway, but in cases where a powerful car has been
aQle to exceed the legal limit of speed, such excess has not been
officially recorded. The Club has also held petroleum spirit
trials, brake trials, and non· stop nms of 100 miles, in addition
to the Thousand Miles Trial of 1900 and the' (;Iasgow \\'eek l
in 1901.
The first important trials of the Club were in connection with
the Richmond Show in 1899, when a number of cars competed in
the ascent of Petersham Hill, the maximum gradient of which is
1 in 9'43.
Few of the cars of that date could do much better
than five miles an hour, but the 8-h.-p. Panhard driven by the
Hon. C. S. Rolls ascended at Sf miles per hour. It also made a
non-stop run of fifty miles on the Oxford Road. Other non-stop
journeys were made by a si-h.-p. Daimler, two Hem cars, a Lanchester phaeton, a Delahaye, a :'tlotor :'tlanufacturing, and a
Hercules car respectively.
The great Thousand Miles Trial of 1900 extended from
April 23 to May 12. No fewer than sixty-five vehicles started, the
majority of which completed the course. The following maintained
a speed of not less than the legal limit throughout :-Section 1.
(:'\o{anufacturers) :-Gladiator, de Dion and \Volseley voiturettes,
Motor :\Ianufacturing Iveagh, n-h.-p. Daimler, Ariel quadricycle,
and Ariel tricycle with trailer. Section 11. (Private Owners) :-
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6.h.-p. Panhard (Mr. T. n. Browne), 8-h.-p. Napier (~rr. E.
Kennard), 12-h.-p. Daimler (Hon. ]. Scott-Montagu, ~I.P.), 12-h.-p.
Panbard (Hon. C. S. Rolls), and 12-h.-p. Daimler (Mr. ]. A. Holder).
In a speed trial at Welbeck Park the following were the best
times for the mean of two tests over a mile course :-~rr. Rolls's
12-h.-p. Panhard, 37'63 miles per hour; ~rr. Kennard's 8-h.-p.
r\apier, 29"6; ~Ir. ~Iark ~Iayhew's 8-h.-p. Panhard, 29"6; Ariel
tricycle with trailer, 29'45 ; Mr. Holder's Daimler, 26'23.
Four hill-climbing competitions were held during the trial. At
Teddington the following ascended at 12 miles per hour or m'er:
Ariel tricyle (Mr. A. ]. Wilson), 12-h.p. Panhard (Hon. C. S.
Rolls), Ariel quadricycle, Ariel tricycle with trailer, 8-h.-p.
Napier (Mr. E. Kennard), and 12-h.-p. Daimler (Mr. ]. A. Holder).
At the steep portion of Shap Fell the Empress tricycle and ~Ir.
Rolls's Panhard were the most sllccessful. On Dunmail Raise the
Napier, Empress tricycle, and ~rr. Rolls's Panhard were' up to the
limit,' while on BirkhiII the Ariel quadricycle, Ariel tricycle with
trailer, Enfield quadricycle, and :\Ir. Rolls's Panhard achieved the
same result. Numerous prizes were awarded at the conclusion of
th!' trials, the gold medal for the best car in any class being"
bestowed on :\tr. Rolls's Panhard.
Less ambitious in respect of distance, but more practical in
other ways, were the (~Iasgow Trials of September 2 to 6, 11)01.
Every car had an official observer throughout, so that each
stoppage was recorded, save those for punctures. The following
rars gained the daily maximum possible of 300 marks :-Class A
(250/' or under), Argyll miturette ; Class C (3501. to 5001.), 8-h.-p.
Arrol-]ohnston ; Class D (over 5001.), <}-h.-p. Napier. A considerable number of other cars came very near the maximum. In the
compulsory hill· climbing trials at Fintry and Gleneagles the
highest awards of marks were as follows :-Section I., Class A,
7-h.·P. Kcw Orleans, 341 marks; Class B (2501. to 3501.),6-h.-p.
1\1.1\I.C., 183 marks; Class C, :\1.c.c. 6·seated car, 321 marks;
Class D, 16.h.-p. l\Iilnes, 1;9 marks. Section 11., :\Ir. WilIiam
Exc's 7-h.-P. New Orleans, 349 marks. The highest totals in respect
of tnlstworthiness and hill-climbing were as follows :-Seetion I.,
Class A, 7·h.·P. New Orleans, 1,807 marks; Class H, 6-h.-p.
:\1.:\1.c., 1,675 ; Class C, 1\1.:\I.c. car, 1,814; Class D, l6-h..p.
:\lilnes,I,(>57. Section 11., ~Ir. Willam Exe's New Orleans, 1,836.
Other points as to which no marks were published, were taken
into consideration by the judges, and the gold me~als were
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awarded to two Wolseley cars, a Locomobile, a 16 h.-p. Milnes,
and a 6-h.-p. M. 'f.e. delivery van.
A petroleum spirit trial was held on April 13, Il)OI, over a
thirty-mile course from Sheen House, on a very unfavourable day
for economical consumption. The best record was one of 7'9 pints
by a 6-h.-p. New Orleans car, a 7-h.-P. New Orleans coming" next
with one gallon.
Another consumption trial took place on May 2, 1<)01, at Dashwood Hill, combined with a hill-climbing trial and a non-stop run
of 31 miles each way between London and the foot of the hill.
The hill was ascended seven times by each car, these representing
a distance of four miles in all and a rise of 1,470 feet. The most
economical consumption record was that of a 7-h.-P. New Orleans
with 1'03 gallon for the outward journey, '33 gallop on the hill,
and 'S75 gallon in returning to town. As regards the ascent, the
Hon. J. Scott-Montagu's 24-h.-P. car and Mr. J. R. Hargreaves's
I9-h.-p. Daimler were up to the legal limit, while the 7-h.-P. New
Orleans did 10'36 miles per hour. Non-stop runs were made on
both journeys by. the Sj-h.-p. Decanville, 7-h.-P. ]\" ew Orleans,
6-h.-p. Daimler, 5-h.-P. Wolseley, and 3-h.-P. Ariel quadricycle.
Another hill-climbing trial, open to all corners, was held at
Dashwood Hill on July 6, 1<)01. Each vehicle was required to
ascend three times, with a full load of passengers weighing not less
than IQ; stones each. The following cars ascended' up to the legal
limit' ;- 50-h.-P. Napier, 16-h.-p. Daimler, and 12-h..p. Chainless in
the petrol-dri"en class, and the Locomobile and \Veston steam-cars
also. On the premise, however, that the best "ehicle is the one
which at the lowest purchase price can convey the greatest number
of passengers at the highest speed, the Trials Committee awarded
the Chainless the highest marks, a 7-h.-P. Panhard coming second,
and a 4j-h.-p. Renault third, the times of the latter two being 10
and 6'3 miles per hour respecti,"ely. In the steam class the Locomobile was placed fir~t.
Several challenge cups having been offered for motor-cyclists,
the Automobile Club has superintended the meetings at which
the trophies were competed for. The 'Autocar' cup was won
by Machin in 1<)00 on a 7-h.-P. Aster tricycle, his record being
39 miles 324 yards in the hour. In 1<)01 the cup was gained by
C. J arrott, on an S-h.-p. De Dion tricycle, the distance covered being
36 miles 797 yards. The' Motor Car J oumal' cup for touring
cycles, handicapped for a five-miles course, was won in 1<)00 by
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A. E. ]. Steele on a Simpson and Strickland tricycle in 11 m. :li s.
The winner in '90' was C. ]arrott, on a :It-h.-p. De Dion tricycle, his time being 10 m. lot s. A ten-miles handicap for the
'Automotor' cup was secured in Il)OO by E. Buck, who won in
'4 m. 2~ s. Jarrott was the winner in '901, his time being '4 m. 47! s.
on th& 8-h.p. de Dion. A one-mile handicap for motor bicycles,
for a cup offered by Mr. Campbell Muir, was won in 1901 by
]. Leonard on a I.-h.-p. Werner, in I m. 53! s.
In the quarterly 100 miles competitions initiated in November
,899, the following cars have made the journey without a stop:3-h.-P. Benz, 5.-h.-P. Daimler, 16-h.-p. Milnes, and 6-h.-p. Simms.
A 2i-h.-p. Beeston tricycle also made a non-stop run. Trials on
which but insignificant stops were recorded were also made by the
:\10tor Manufacturing Iveagh phaeton, 8-h.-p. Napier-Panhard,
6-h.-p. Peugeot, 6-h.-p. Darracq, 5-h.-P. Sirene, 4i-h.-p. De Dion,
6-h.-p. Gladiator, and '4-h.-P. Gobron-Brillie.
Lastly, mention must not be omitted of the interesting brake
trials at Welbeck Park in January '902, with the object of providing trustworthy data for the instruction of the Local Government Board, whose chief engineering inspector was present. After
~ystematic experiments, officially timed and measured"the folio\\"ing were found to be the di5tances within which cars could be
hrought to a standstill ;From 'I to 14 miles per hour in I ~ time the car's length;
From '5 to 17 miles per hour in twice the car's length i
From 'll to 20 miles per hour in 2t times the cal~s length;
From 20 to z4 miles per hour in 3t times the car's length.
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THE LIGHT LOCOMOTIVES' ACT OF 1896
An Act to amend the Law with respect to the Use of Locomoti"es on
Highways.
[14th August 18'16. ]
B~: it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent o( the Lords Spiritual and Tc:mporal, and Commons, in this
present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same as follows :ExeJllptiUII ofLigkt LlIComotiv<sfrom C~rt<lin Statutory Provisions. - I. _. (r. )
The enactments mentioned in the schedule to this Act, and any olher enactment restricting the use of locomotives on highways and contained in an)'
public general or local and personal.\cl in force at the passin(: of this Act,
sh:l.ll not apply to any vehicle propelled by mechanical power If it is under
three tons in weight unladen, and is not used for the purpo!lC of drawing more
than onc "ehicl.. (such ,'ehicle with its locomotive nOI to exceed in weight
unladen.four tons), and is so constructcd that no smokc or visiblc vapour is
emitted therefrom except from any temporary or accidental cause; and
"ehicles so exempted, whether locomotiv,'s or dr"wn hy locomotives, arc in
Ihis Act referred to as light locomotivcs.
Provided that·I..') the council of "n)' county or county borou"h ,h,,1I h"vc power to
make byelnws prcv"ntin" or restricting thc use of such locomotives
upon "ny bridge within their area, when' such council are satisfi"d that
such use would be attended with damage to the brid!:e or danger to
the public:
(6) a hghtlocomotil'e shall be dcemcd to be a carriage within thc m"an·
ing of any Act of Parliament, whether public general or local, :md of
any rule, regulation, or byelaw. made under any Act of Parliament.
nnd, if used as a carriage of any particular class, shall be deemed to
be a carriage of that class, and the law relating 10 enrl'iages of thnl
class shall apply accordingly.
(2.) In calculating for the PUTJ>OSl'S of this Act the weight of a "ehicle
unladen, the weight of any water, fuel, or accumulators, used for Ihe purpose
of propulsion, shall not be included.
Regulatiol/ as to Ligllts.-2. During thc period between onc hour after
sunset and one hour before sunrise, the person in charge of a light locomotive
shall caIT)' attached thereto a lamp so constructed and placed as to exhibit a
light in nccordanc" wilh the rejl"ulations to he mndc hy the Local Government
Hoard.
LlICOJnol;,'rJ 10 Cany <l Bdl. -3. E"ery light locomoti\'e shnl1 caTTy a hell
or othcr instrument capable of giving' audibl" and sufficient warning of tht'
approach or position of the carriage.
Ratr ofSpred.-~, No li!:ht locomotivc shalltTavel along-a puhlic highwny
at a greater spec? than fourteen miles an hour, or than any Icss sp<.~ that
may be prescnbed?y n'g"ulations of thc Local (io\'ernmcnt Board.
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Us~ of P~/ro/~II"', &c.-5. The keeping and use of petroleum or of any
other inflammable liquid or fuel for the purpose of light locomotives shall be
sub/'cct to regulations made by a Secret.'U)" of Stat.., and regulalions so made
sha I haveeR"ect notwithstanding anything in Ihe Petroleum A~IS, 1871 10 1881.
Local G<r.'t!rn_"t Board ReKJIIn/i"n,t, -6.-( I.) The Loea1 Go'..,rnmenl
Hoard may make regulations wilh respect to the uS<' of light locomotives on
highways, anel their ronstruction. and the condition under which they ma~' be

.

~

(2.) Regulalions under this section may. if the Local Government Board
deem it neee.ssary, be of a local nature and limited in their application to a
partieular area, and may, on the application of any local authority, prohibit
or restrict the use of locomoth'es for purposes of tmction in crowded streets.
or in other places where sueh use may be attended wilh dan~r to Ihe
public.
All re~lalions under this section shall have full effect nOlwithstanding
anything III any other Aet, whether geneml or local, or any byelaws or regul:.tions made Ihereunder.
Every regulation purporting to be made in pUTSU.\nee of Ihis section sh:l11
he forlhwith I.'\id lJefore both Houses of Parliament.
Pella/tin.-7' A breach of any byelaw or regulation made under this Act,
or of any provision of this Act, may, on summary convietion. be punishoo hy
a fine not excet.'<!ing ten pounds.
Kreise Dllty 0" Cerlai" !..ocoHlOtives. -8. (I.', On and after the first day of
January next after the passing of this Act there shall be gmnted, ch:U"gcd, and
paid in Grent Britain for every light locomotiv... which is li.'\ble to dUI}' eitbe.as a "-llrriage or as a hackney carriage under section four of the Cusloms and
Inland Revt'nUI' .\ct, ,888, an additional dUI)' of excise at the following r:\lf';
namely --

£

.t.

d.

If Ih" weight of Ihe locomotive exceeds onc ton unladen.
but does not eXI'ecd two Ions unladen
220
If the wei!(ht of the locomotive exceed. two tons
unladen
.3 3 0
(2.) Every such duty shall be paid togelher with the duty on Ihe lic..'Cncc or
11ll' locomoli"e as a earriage or a hackney e:U"ria~, and shall in EngL-uul I...
dealt with in manner directed with respect 10 duties on local ttumtion liccnc..'t"<
within Ihc meaning of the Local Government Act, 1888; and in Scotland be
paid into the Local Taxation (Scotland) .\ecollnt, and be dealt with as part of
the residue within the meaning of seclion Iwo, subsection (3), of Ihe Local
Taxation (Customs and Exeisel ACI, tSgo.
Constr"cli"" of IJ'hrd, "f l.,.·o'noh"..·.t (I" !?Md... -9. Th(' reqnirements of
Sllhseclion (4) o( section Iwcnty..,ighl of Ihe Highways and I.ocomotives
.\mendment Ael, 1878. may be from time 10 time varied by or<!('r of the
Local GO\'ernment Hoard.
,-I,plicalio" to S,·vl/""d.-IO. In the application of this Act 10 Scotland .\
rderenee to Ihe Secretary for Scotl"nd shall be subslituted for a referenc..... 10
Ihc Local G,,,,crnment Board. a reference 10 the road authoritv of an\, count\"
or hurgh for a reference to Ihe council of a county or county'borough. and it
rcfercnee to sub-seclion (4) of section three of Ihe LOCOmOli\'es Amendment
(Scolland) .\ct, 1878, for a reference to sub-section (4) of section twenty-cil(hl
of the Highways and Locomoti\'es Amendment Act. 1878.
A,plimli"" I" /rel""d.-II. In the application of this Aet 10 Ireland a
reference to the Local Go\"Crnment Hoard for Ireland shall be substituted for
a reference 10 the Local GO\'ernment Board. and a reference to the council of
a counly shall be construed in an urh.,n sanit.'U")· district under the Public
Health (Ireland) Act. 1878, a, a reference to the urban sanil:U"\" authori,,',
"nd elsewhere as a referenee 10 the grand jury.
"
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Sltort Til/r and ('Olll'MlU:etIU!"t.-12. This act may be cited as the Locomotives on Highways Act, r8'}6, and shall come into operation on Ihe cxpira.
tion of three months from the passing thereof.
SCHEPULE

E"acl"",,,ts which are "ot 10 apply to Light I,,«omillivn
The Locomotives Act, r86r (24 & 25 Yict. c. 70), except so much of seclion
one as relates to tolls on locomotives, and sections seven and thirteen,
Section forty~ of the Thames Emb..m kment .\ct, 1862 (25 & 26 Vict.
c·93)·
The Locomotives Act, 1865 (28 & 29 Vict. c, 83).
The Locomoth'es Amendment (Scotland) Act, IB78 (4r & 42 Vict. c, 58).
Part II. of the Highwavs and Locomotives (Amendment) Act, 1878 (41 &
.. 2 \'ict. c. 77)'
Seclion s'x of the Public Hel1lth (Ireland) .\mendment Act, 1879 (42 & 43
Yict. c. 57).
THE

F.XISTI~G

LOCAL GOVERl\'MF.NT RO..\RO
REGUI.ATIO~S

STATUTORY Rl'L~;S ASP OROEHS,
~o. 952

rlk}6

LBCOMOTlVE, ESr.L,\:-;O

Tlu Light 1.oc{llllOlh'"

{Ill H~f{ll1tJ1Z.YS Onf<'r,

r8c)6,

Datrd N,r,},'lIw,'r 9, 18<}6

5,520

To the County Councils of the several administrath'e Counties in England
and Wales;
To the Councils of the se"eral County Roroughs in England and \\"ales;
To the Sanitary Authorities of the several Sanitary Districts in the ,\clministrative County of London;
To the Urban District Councils of thc Sl'veral l:rban Dislricts in England
and Wales;
To the Rural District Councils acting as the Highway Authorities in
Rural Districts in England and Wales;
.\nd to all others whom it may concern.
\Vhereas by section 6 of the Locomolives on Highways Act, r8if' (hcreinafter called the Act), it is enacted that• (.. ) The Local Government Board may make regulations with reslx,ct la
the use of Light Locomotives on highways, and their constmetion, and Ihc
conditions under which Ihey may be used.
• (2,) "
All regulations under this section shall have full effect notwithstanding anything in any other Act, whcther general or local, or any hyelaws or regulations made thereunder,'
And whereas by section 7 of the Act it is enacted that· During the period between one hour beforc suuset and one hour before
sunrise, the person in charge of a light locomoti,'C shall carry attachcd
therelo a lamp so constructed and plaeed as to exhibit a light in accordanC<'
with the regulations to be made by the Local Goverment Roard.'
And whereas by section 2 of the Act it is enacted that• A breach of any,
,regulations made under this Act, ' . ,
may on summary conviction. he punished by a fine not exceeding ten
pounds,'
Now, therefore, in pursuance of Ihe powers gi\'en to us hy the .\CI. and
by any other statutes in that behalf, we, the Local Government Board, do

Iir
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this our Order make the following regulations with respect to the use of light
locomoti.-es on highways, and their construction, and the conditions under
which they may be used, and direct that the same shall have effect on l\nd after
the fourteenth day of ~ovember, one thous.'lnd eight hundred and nineh'six: --.
~
AKTICI.f: I.-In this Orderlkjinihon.- The expression' carriage' includes a waggon, cart or other
v{'hicre.
The expression' horse' includes a mule or other beast draught or hurd..n
and the expression' cattle' includes sheep.
.
The expression 'light locomotive' means a vehicle propelled by mechanical power which is under three tons in weight unladen, and is not used for
the purpose of drawin!!, more than one vehicle (such vehicle with its locomotive not exceeding 10 weight unladen four tons), and is so eonstmcted
that no smok,? or visible vapour is emitted therefrom except from any temporary or aecldental cause.
.
In calculating for the purposes of this Order the weight of a vehicle
unladen, the weight of any water, fuel, or accumulators used for the purpose of
propulsion shall not be included.
.
ARTIC1.E ll.-~o person shall cause or permit a light locomotive to Ixused on an)' highway, or sball drive or have charge of a light locomotiVl.',
when so used, unless the conditions hereinafter shall be satisfied, namely,R~'~rs~.-l. The light locomotive, if it exceeds in weight unladen fi,·c
hundredweight shall be capable of being so worked that it may tra.-el ..ither
forwards or backwards.
~Vidlh.-2. Th.. light locomoti.-e ~hall not exCt..'Cd six and a half
f,'Ct in width. su"h wirlth to Ix- nwasured between its extremc proj.'Cting-

i

joint~.

7)",-,. -3. The t)'res of each wheel of the light locomotive shall be smooth.
and shall, wh..re the sanw touchC5 the ground, he flat and of the width following,
l1:lme1v,(Il) if the w{'ight of th.. light locomoti.-e unladen ...xceeds fifteen

hundredweight. hut does not exet..'Cd one ton. uot less than two and a
half illche~ :
(h) if such '\'l'ight l'xC<'t'ds 011" ton, hut does not l'xceed two ton~, not
I{'ss than tbrCl' inc"e~ ;
(t"l if such weight exceed two tons, not less than four inches.
Pro\'idcd that wherc a pneumatic tyre or other t}Te of a soft and {'lastic
material is llsed, the tyre may he round or cun'ed, and there may be upon the
same proj{'ctions or bosses rising above the surface of the tyre if such projections or bosses arc of the same material as that of the tyre itself, or of some
other soft and {'lastie material. The width of the tyre shall, for the purpose
of this proviso. m...an the extreme width of the soft and ...Iastie material on the
rim of the wh..el when not subject to pressure. s...e appendix, ,~z.. Ordl."f of
Local Governm...nt Board re wood blocks in wheels.
Bralus.-J,. The light locomotive shall have two independent brakes in good
working order, and of such efficiency thnt the application of either to such
locomoti\'e shnll cause two of its wheels on the same axlll. to be so held
that the wheels shall Ix- eff...ctually prevented from revolving, or shall ha"e
the same effect in stopping the light locomoth·...s as if sueh whCl."ls were so held.
Provided that in the ens.. of a bicycle this r...gulation shall apply as if.
instl'nd of two wheels on the snme axle, onC' wheel was therein referred to.
COlllrot. -5. Th{' light locomotive shall Ix> so constructed as to admit of

its !.x·ing nt all times under such control as not to cause undue interfl'renCl"
with passenger or other traffic on any highway.
AddYt'.,., Illld W"~I[I" t" n,' Pai"t"d on Good" Vrhirlr.'.-6. In the l'RSC of a
lil1:ht locomoti\'l' drnwin!,: or eOIlMruetcd to draw nnother "..hicle or constructed
or ns",1 for thl' cnrring''' of goods, the nallll' of the owner and th.. 1'1a..e of hi>
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abode or business, and in every such Clll>e and in the case of every light
locomotive weighing unladen one ton and a half or upwards, the weight of
the light locomotive unladen shall be painted in one or more straight lines
upon some conspicuous part of the right or off side of the light locomotive in
large legible letlers in white upon black or black upon white, not less than
one inch in height.
Not to 6e i" " Da"gerous COllditilJll.--7. The light locomotive and all thc
fittings thereof shall be in such a condition as not to cause, or to be likely tu
cause, danger to any person on the light locomotive or on any hi/{hway.
Compete"t Persoll ill Cltarge.-8. There shall 1Jc in charge of the light
locomotive when used on any highway a person competent to control and
direct its use and movement.
LallljS.-9. The lamp to be carried aUached to the light locomoth'c in
pur~uance of Section 2 of the Act shall be so constructed and placed as to
exhIbit, durinl;{ the period 1Jctween one hour after sunset and one hour beforc
sunrise, a whne light "isible within a reasonable distance in the direction
towards which the light locomotive is proceeding or is intended to proceed.
and 10 exhibit a red light so visible in the reverse direction. The lamp shall
be ~ced on the extreme right or off side of the light locomotive in such a
position as to be fme from all obstruclion to the light.
Provided that this regulation shall not extend to any bicycle, Iricycle. or
other machine to which Seclion 85 of the Local Government Act, 1888, applies.
ARTICLE IlL-No person shall cause or permil a light locomotive to be
used on any highway for the puri?Ose of drawing any vehicle, or shall drivc
or have charge of a lighl locomotive when used Cor such purposc unless Ihe
conditions hereinafter set forth shall be satisfied, namely,I. Regulalions 2, 3. 5, and 7 of Article 11. of this Order shall apply as if
the vehicle drawn by the light locomotive was therein referred to instead of
the light locomotive itself. and Regulation 6 of the Article shall apply as if
such vehicle was a light locomotive constructed for the carriage of goods.
Br,rltes Oil TraiJe.rs.-2. The vehicle drawn by the light locomotive, except
where the light locomotive lravels at a rate not exceeding four miles an hour,
shall hm'e a brake, in good working order, of such efficiency that its application to the vehicle shall cause two of the wheels of the vehicle on the same
axle to 1Jc so hdd that the wheels shall bc cffcctually prevented from revolving,
or shall havc the samc cffect in stopping the vehicle as if such wheels were so
held.
Applhatio" 01 Brakes Oil Trailt:rs.-3' The \'ehicle drawn by thc light
locomotive shall, when under the last preceding regulalion a brake is required
to be attached thereto, carry npon the vehicle a person competent to apply
efficiently the brake: Provided that it shall not 1Jc necessary 10 comply with
this regulation if the brakes upon the light loeomotive by which the vehicle
is drawn arc so constructed and arranged that neither of such brakes can be
used without brin~ing into action simultaneously the brakc attached to thc
vehicle drawn, or If the brake of Ihe vehiclc drawn can 1Jc applied frolll the
light locomotive independentl)- of the brakes of the latter.
AKTlCU: IV.-Every person driving or in charge of a light locomotive
when used on any highway shall comply with the regulations hereinafter set
forth, namely,-.
Spud, Reasoflable m.d Proper.-( I.) He shall not drivc the light lo<:omotive
at any speed greater than is reasonablc and proper, having regard to the
traffic on Ihe highway, -or so as to endanger the lifc or limb of any person, or
to Ihe common danger of passengers.
Speed Lilllits.-(2.) He shall not under any eireumslauces drive the light
locomotive at a greater speed than Iwclve miles an hour. If the weight un·
laden of the light locomotive is line ton and a half and does not exceed two
Ions, he shall not drive Ihe same at a greater speed than ei~ht miles an hour,
ur if such weight exceeds two tons, at a greater specd than five miles an hour.
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Provided that whatever may be the weight of the light 1000000otive, if it is
used on any highway to draw any vehicle, he shaH not under any circumstances drive it at a greater speed than si" miles an hour.
Provided also lb.'Lt this regulation shaH only have effect during six months
from the date of this Order, and thereafter until we otherwise direct.
Trawl/i"K BacltU'ards. -(3.) He shaH not cause the light locomoth'e to
travel backwards for a greater distance or tim" than may be requisit" for purposes of saf..ty.
(.J.) He shall not negligently or wilfuHy cause any hurt or damage 10 an~'
pt:rson, carriage, horse, or cattle. or to an)' goods conveyed in any earriag\',
on any highway, or, when on the light locomotive, be in such a position that
he cannot have control over the same, or quit the light locomoth'e without
having taken due precautions against it being started in his absence, or aHow
the light locomotive or a "ehide drawn thereby to stand on such highway so
as to cause any unnecessary obstruction thereof.
(S') He shaH when mectin({ any carriage, horse, or catUe keep the light
locomotive on the left or near Side of the road, and when passing any carriagl·.
horse, or l'altle proceeding in the smne direction keep the light locomotive on
the right or off side of the same,
(6.) He shall not negligently or wilfull)' pre,'ent, hinder, or interrupt the
free passage of any person, carriage, horse, or cattle on the highwa)', and
shall keep the light locomotive and any vehicle drawn thereby on the left 0.near side of the rood for the purpose of sHowing such passage.
(7.) He shaH, whenever necessary, by sounding thc bell or other imtmment reqnired by Section 3 of the Act, gl\'e audible and sufficiem warning of
the approach or position of the light locomotive.
. (8,) He shaH on the request of any police l'Onstable, or of any person
having' charge of a resth'e horse, or on any such constable or person putting
up his hand as a signal for that purpose, cause the light locomotive to stop
and to remain stationary 50 long as may be reasonably necessary.
AKTICLE \'.-If the light locomotive is one to which Regulation (6) of
.\rticle II. applies, and the particulars required by that regulation are not duly
painted thereon, or if the light locomotive is one to which that regulation does
not apply, the person driving or in charge thereof shaH, on the request of any
constable, or on the reasonable request of any other person, truly sbte his
I."mc and place of abodc, and the nallle of the owner, and the place of his
abode or husiness.
.
This Order may bc cited as 'The Light Locomotives on Highways Order,
18<)6. '

Given under the seal of Offil'C of thc Local Government Bonrd, this ninth
clay of :-.'o\·emlx:r. in the ycar one thollsnncl cight hundred and ninet)'six.
(1..5.)

HE:>KY 01.\1'1.1:>,
Pre.rid~"I.

Hl'GlI OIl'EX,
S~crel"ry,

It ilia)' ue useful to notc that the spirit '680 specific gra"ity distilled from
petrolt,um is called by ~Iessrs. Carless, Capel and Leonard • Petrol'; by the
Anglo-American Oil Company, ' Pmt!'s Motor Spirit'; and by the Bowring
Petroleum Co. Ltd, , ' Motor Spirit.'
On account of its highly intlammable nature the railway companies ha\""
clasoed petroleum spirit under the third class in the general classification of
r,ul".ay rates., If less than onc ton gross (equal 2,Jo gallons) is sent in Onc
con&'gnmenl, III orcler to secure its being charged nt the third-class rate. it
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must b., packed in separate cans enclosed in cases, and the minimum charge
for its carriage is,SS. For that amount there can be sent, however :4 cases =84 gallons.

(If the rate does not exceed)

IW.

7
4

42
24

:zo-r.
JO".

3

.8

4ar.

per ton

and so on, according to the mte and quantity sent.
To put this in another way, for the minimum chargc of 5>. there can be
""nt approximately, tcn cases or sixty gallons,. to any place within about
t\\enty-fhe miles from London, thus the cost of ~=riage to such places will
be about a penny a gallon.
To places about fifty miles from London there can be sent about seven
C'lse5 at a cost of three-halfpence a gallon.
In the same way the cost of sending to places about onc hundred miles
from London will be about twopence-halfpenny a gallon, and so on, according to distance.
There is, as a rule, a saving of about one-third in the relative cost of
..:arria~ if as much as a ton (equal 240 gallons) can be forwarded at one time.
This IS because the regullftions allow that quantity to be sent in drums not
enclosed in cases, and consequent'; the dead weight of the packages is much
less in proportion to the quantity 0 spirit sent. There is no economy, howe"er, in ordering a large quantity at a time unless the petrol can be stored in
a suitable place.
The following regnlations were issued by the Home Offi~'C on the 26th of
:\pril, 1900:Oil HighwlIY; Act, 1896
(59 & 60 Vict., c. 36, s. 5)

'-<Kw'IQ/h'e;

In promulgating the following regulations relating to the keeping, con'-"yanee, and use of petroleum in connection with light locomoti"es, the
Secretary of State for the Home Ut-partment desires to direct public attention
to the dangers that may arise from the careless usc of the more volatile
descriptions of petroleum commonly known as petroleum spirit.
Not only is the "apour therefrom, which is given off at ordinary temperatures, capable of being easily ignited, but it is also capable, when mixed with
air, of forming an explosive atmosphere, It is, therefore, necessary, in dcali,pg
with and handling the spirit, to take strict precautions hy the employment of
thoroughly sound and properly closed vessels, and by avoiding the use of
naked lights in dangerons proximity, to prevent Jt>akage of the spirit and the
contact of any form of artificial light with the highly inflammable vapour
which it is always evolving.
Hy virtue of the powers conferred on me by the fifth s.,ction of the
Locomotives on Highways Act, 1896, I hereby make the following regulations
for the keeping and use of petroleum for the purposes of light locomotives.
Save as herein provided, the pro,isions of the Petroleum Acts shall appl)'
to all petroleum kept or used or sold for the purposes of Ii~ht locomotives.
In these regulations the expression • petrol"um spint' shall mean the
petroleum to which the Petroleum Act, 1871, applies, provided that w~en any
petroleum other than that to which the Petroleum Act, 1871, applies, IS on or
in any light locomotive or is being conveyed or kept in an)' place on or in
which there is also present any petroleum spirit as above defined, the whole
of such petroleum shall be deemed to be petroleum spirit.
In th.,se regulations the expression' storehouse' shall mean any room,
building, coach-house, lean-to, or other place in which petroleum spirit for thc
purposes of light locomoti"es is kept in pursuance of these Regulations.
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1. Th~ regulations shall apply only to (Wtroleum spirit which is kept
for the purpose of or is being used on light locomotives, and shall not apply
to petroleum spirit which is kept for sale, or partly for sale and partly for
the purposes of light locomotives.
2. Petroleum spirit shall not be kept, used, or conveyed except in metal
vessels so substantially constructed as not to be liable, except under circumstances of gross negligence or extrllordinary accident, to be hroken or become
deft:etive or insecure: Every such vessel shal1 be so constructed and mainlained that no leakage, whether of liquid or vapour, can take place therefrom,
3, Every such ve~I, not forming part of a light locomotive, when lIStld
for conveying or keeping petroleum spiril shall bear the words 'Petroleunl
spirit-highly inflammable' legibly and indelibly stamped or marked !hereon,
ur on a metallic or enamelled label allached thereto, and shall be of a capacity
not exceeding two gallons.
4. Aeforc repairs arc done to any such "':ssc\, that ",:~l shall, as far as
practicable, be cleaned by the removal of all petroleum spirit and of all
dangerous vapours derived frum the same.
5, Where a slorehouse forms part of, or is altached 10, anolher building,
and where the inlervening floor or partition is of an unsubstantial or highly
inflammable character, or has an opening therein, the whole of such building
shall be deemed 10 be the slorehouse, and no pordon of such storehouse shall
be used as a dwelling or as a place where persons assemble. A slorebow;r
shall ha"e a separale entrance from the open air distinct from that of any
dwelling or building in which persons assemble.
6. Every storehouse shall be thoroughly ventilated.
7. The amount of petroleum spirit to be kept in anyone slorcltOU5C,
whether ur nut upon light locomotives, shall not exceL'tl sixty gallons at an)
OIlC

time.

8, Where two or more storehouses are in Ihe salne oc,:upation and are
,iluated within 20 feet of one another, they shall for the purposes of these
regulations be assumed 10 be onc and the same storehouse, and the maximum
amount of pctroleum spirit prescribed in the foregoing regulation shall be the
maximum to be kept III all such storehouses taken together. ""'here two or
morc storehouses in the samc occupation arc distant more than 20 feel from
onc another the maximum amount shall a\lply to L'ach storehouse.
'J. Any person who keeps pClroleum spirit in a storehouse which is situatl'(\
within 20 feet of any other building whether or not in his OCCUpatiOIl, or of
allY limber stack or other inflammable goods not owned by him, shall gi,-e
n..tice 10 Ihe local authority under the Petroleum Acts for the district in which
he is kceping such petroleum spiril, that he is so keeping petroleum spiril, and
.hall renew .uch notice in the m01l1h of January in each year during the conlinuance of such kcepin~, ilnd shall permit any duly authorised officer of the
local aUlhority 10 inspect such petroleum spirit at any reasonable time. Th"
I'l'gulatioll shall not apply 10 petroleum spirit kcpt under licence, nor to petroleulll spirit kept ill a tank forming part of a light locomotive.
10. The lillin~ or replenishing of a vessel with petroleum spirit sball nol
Le carried on, nor shall the contents of any such "esse! be ex.JlOSed in the
presence of lire or artificial light except a light of such constructIon, position,
or character, as not to be liable 10 i~lllte any inflammable vapour arising f~m
MICh spirit, and no artificial light shall be brought within dangerous pro'inn!)'
of the place where any vessel containing petroleum spirit is ~ing kept.
11. 111 the ea." of all pelroleum spirit kept or conveyed for the purpose of
or in connection wilh any light locomolive, (Il) all due prt:eautions shall be
t:,ken for thc prcvention of accidel.lts by fire or explosion, and for t~e pte,..n·
tlOn of unaulhon.e<1 persons havIDg access to any petroleum spinl kept. or
eunn'ycd, an';! to the ,'csscls containing or intended to contain, or hanng
actually cont~lIle<l.the same; and (6) e~ery person managing or cmployed on
ur ID connection '\'Ith an)' hghl lucomotlve shall abstain from every act "hal-
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ever which tends to cause fire or explosion, and which is not reasonably
necessary, and shall prevent any other person from committing such act.
12. These regulations shall come into operation on the 15th day of May,
1900, from which date the regulations dated 3rd ]'i'm'emher, 1896, arc hereby
repealed.
M. '\', RI1lI.EY.
One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State.
Whitehall, S. W., 26th April, 1900If anyone desires to keep in slore more than sixty gallons of petroleum
spirit (petrol), it is necessary, unless separate storehouses are pro\'ided' (se<'
Clause 8), to take out a licence, which may be granted by the local authorit)"
under the provisions of the Petroleum Acts. If a suitable storage place IS
provided, the local authority will readily issue licences for any rf.'llSonahlc
quantity on payment of a fee of $s. annually.

El::
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C;LOSSARY OF

TER~IS

USED IN

AUTO~IOBILIS~I

FRESCH--c.ERMAlii'-Elii'GLlSH

A 6tliJ..rtnl!nt, F.rniedrigun!\" deprllll-

Aik alUliu, Schmllbentlligel, blade
oC _ _ propeller.

Bion, diminution.
A6ai<1rr,

niedriger

machMl,

to

Aiktk, 7..apfen, wing. t1.&Iltre.
Ajlltagt. OUse. noule.
Akool, Alkohol. alcohol.
A Ibage. Nachbohren. reamin,.

lower.
,160llt, Stoss, end, butt.
"' rirr, St.'\hl, steel.
Aria ti olllit.r, GM'litstahl,

bore oC a C7linder.

tool

A lint, Able, awL
Alhr.., ausdrehen, to bore.
Albitir, Reioohle, reamer.
A li1N'ntatioll,
Sp<'isung,

steel.
.1cir1' dOli r, wcicllM' Stahl, mild

steel.
.1,'it'r fmdu, nr;,'r (0/111, Gu!;!\~t.,hl,
cast steeL
Ac;r1' Irnnpl, tempered Bteel.
•1rdlt'mIrur, B"schlcllni~"r, &Oce·
lerator.
Ardllralmr ,t Irl';"r, ""hel-, lever
n.ooelerator.
Ardllralmr ,; pM,,/(', FlISS., pedal
aooelerator.
A cdllmll'''" , B"schl(,lIniRlm~, 0.0oeleration.
Arridt'lll. fann,', \lissl'rpol7., aoci·
dent.
ArrtJu/,lrlllflll, \'"rl;llpp111n~, "'d1"nkllppllln~, coupling.
,/a'III,ltlllrnl (IIIrtllc/wn a), \fllffl'n.
kllpplnll~, oouplins box.
Arcumultllr"r, ACl'lImlllntor, Sammh'r, aooumulator.
AdJu'rrna, .\clhiision, adheBion.
A'/mi.I'.doll, Einlass, Einfiusz, inlet.
Admi,,,,i"" (.r""/,rtpr a). Siillgventile,
inlet valve.
Af~',,;llt', ~alld. needle, prioker.
.'If~'uil/.' ,I /,"'«"', :\facle!, bodkin.
.'/i/.', )o'U\I'''1. vane, lenf, wing.

feed,

Bupply.
I

A IIlger, erleichtern, to thin. to

reduce (the weight of Bome·
thing).
A /liag_, Legirung, allo;,.
A l/un.fer, to lengthen.
Zllndun!\"
ignition,
firing.
lluln'v"', electrische, electric,

A lIut1U1gt',

fl f, \'aTaus, advance.

OiJfl.lIcr.

".-tard, ti (, Venug, retard.
par tu6_, GlllhrohrzUndung, tube.
rrrll

a, miBBfl.re.

affrt1'ril d', Vorrichtllng, ignition

appa.ratuB.
6of/~

a, ZUndgehliuse, ignition

box.
6tJ6in~

a,

ZlIndspule,

ignition

Zlinder,

igniter,

coil.
A I/"'Mur,

primer.
n~l{lIlalit",

tit (al/umateur, "er·
stellllng der Ztindllng, F.in.tdlung des ZUnuzeitspllnkts,
A 11",.,., Gang, Bpeed, paoe.

GI.OSSAR Y OF TERilfS
.41114rrage, Geschwindigkeit, luh.
faateninlr.
A .,iantt!. Ashest, ubelltoR.
A,lWrrar,' (I1Iot,,"r), Zlindun~, primine.
A morh'JJt!ur, Diimpfungs\"orrichtlln~,
damper. daRh-pot.
Angle, Winkel, anale.
Angle droit, rechter Wink"l, rieht
anele.
An,rle (roue d'), Kegelmd, bevel
wheel.
Annt!au, Ring. rine. hoop.
Anneau tit! cludne, Gelenke, K"ttenschlusglieder, lil\k.
A Nnt!au tie daa'nt! tie rrchange,
Reserve
Keltensch llls~liccl..r,
lI]lal'e link.
A#aYriI, ,\ppamt, \'orrichlung,
apparatua.
Appardl d'aUmmtatioll. \\'ass"rmleitllng. Zufuhr, feed apJ)aratua.
Appardl tlr tlttl'lltt!, ExpansionsSteuenmg, expanllion eear.
A ,-Drr, Welle, shatt. axletree.
Arbre ti mmr, Dallm..nwc11e, oam·
Rhaft; Stl'lIerwelle. . kicking
lIhaft.
A r/Jre ,i 1"ill"bn'lu;" ,i 'lIil1n"'l'rllu,
ar/lre rOI/d!, Kurbclwclle, orank
shatt.
Arbre CafT;, Viereckigwelll', Rquare
Rhaft.
Ar/lrr tit! jr<'ill, Rrcmswcllc, brake
RhaC,.
A r/lrl' tfm,/lra)'a,rr, Kupplllngswelle,
olutch lIh&f't.
Arbrt! tit! relevagt!, Slcllenvcllc, re·
vening
shaft. h&U-lIpeed
Rhaft.
ArDl't! iniermltliair", Vor~elcrgwclll"
intermedial':r Rhaft, counterRhaft.
71r/lre mott!ur, de rOl/du, Trcihwcllc,
mainllhaft.
Armahlre, Anker. armature.
Amm, hinter, utern, backward.
AJp;ration. Ansliugen, lIuotion,
intake.

AJJe~lage,

Verbindung, joint.
Aiel;t!r, \\'erkstitlte, workllhop,
faotory.
At/e1agr, Hcsp:lIl1lung, Zu~, team.
.·Wrlage (dlat"" d'),
Zu~k"lte,
ooupling chain.
.-1I1ou (rol/(' ti), Schaufcl, paddleWheel.
. "'allce (a"gl" If), Vorcilwinkl'I,
angle of lead.
Amni, rn, Vor"",irt', ahead, forward.
A t'" nt!, panne, Hamrie, damage,
breakdown.
A XI', Achse, axill, lIhaft.
A.w tit! manit'dl" KurtX'lachS<',
orank lIhaft.
Axt' ou t.rsirll IIIcJlrllr, TrroilX1chst",
driving shaf't.

ma.

JMd/e, Tl·crtuch. tarpaulin,

I

I

I

BllelU, Hrunncn, hot-well, tank.
Bagut!, Stossring, ring.
Rail/e. Eimer, buoket, tub, feed
tank.
Balt/i, Rlirste, b1'Ullh.
Bt/lt/ndt!r, Ralancier, beam.
B'I1It1ag!, /lande, Radreifen, tyre.
Jhlll/irllr, \'orstadt, RUburbs.
/laqlld, Einwr, buoket.
Jltlril/t'I.
Pumpen'tiefel,
barrel
(pump), small barrel, keg.
BaHr pn,Hi,,,,, Nie'!"rdruck, low
prellsure.
Btlr~ota.re (de.r lI/anh 'd/,'.r), lIplashine in IUbrioating bath. in
crank pit.
IMti, Ge5tcll, frame, bed plate.
Btliierir, Ralt..rie, battery.
Bl'e, Rrcnner, burner. jet.
Jit'qllii!t',
\{,'mmenstange. devil
drag, sprag,
Bidon, Kannc, Dose, can (small).
Jiirtk. Kurbelsl'lngc, conneotine
rod.
Birtl<' Ut' iiroir, Schieherslan~e,
valve-rod.
Bille, Kugel, ball.
Blanc dl' cI,."rr, Rlciwei~~, white
lead.
F.F.2
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Br~k"r (mancAo" ..u), Brenn....htllse.
Eisenblech, iron
burner mantle.
sheetiDc·
Brute, Nebel, foC, hue.
Bloc, de Irn", Bremseklotz, brake
B,,"/tc, Kanne. can (large).
blook.
Buri". ~feissel. oold ohillel.
Bo/;i,,~, Spule, ooil.
BIISJ!, \\" etterloch. noaale.
lJ<J6ill~ de rlsiJta"c~, \ViderSlandsRllllt, Stutz, .top.
spule, restatanoe coil.
triprod,
Rutoir,
Mitnehmer,
R,"'i,,~ de R/nlllllwrf, Funkeninduckioker.
tor, ZUndspule, sparkiDc ooiL
Buil, Holz, wood, timber.
Butf~
tla/l"map,
ZUndgehliuse.
CJlik tk "trIOr'l'U, Bugsierseile, tow
burner box, ipition bOL
rope.
Bott~ a liroir. Schieberkasten, slide
Cadran, Zifferblatt, diaL
Cadr~, Rahmen, frame.
valve ohHt.
Butle aIfll, Feuerung, dre box.
CaiJse,
Kl\lilen ;
Wagenkaslen.
l/orM,
Drahtklemme, terminal,
ohHt, box, oue, bod~.
Cause, a ~all, \\'assel111nk, waterbinding sorew.
/lom/!,
hilkcrig,
battered,
tank.
Ca/c, Unlerlage, weclae.
brutaed.
, Caler, to prop, to IIcotch.
I/OIICllJ!, Offnung, orifice.
/lollclum, Giessstopfen, plug.
Ca/wr~, galiarit. Lehre, template.
l1olleit', Schleife, loop.
CalM, Daumen. cam, tappet,
IJ,,"c, Schmulz, mud.
litter, kioker.
Zflnrlkerze,
Cam;on, Frnchtwagen, LaSlwagen,
11'l/Igic
ti'all"maK~,
IIparklng plug.
heavy four-wheeled wlICcon,
11,,"k, Kegel, ball, knob.
lorry, truok.
11<1111"", Ralzen, Schrauhbolzen, bolt
C""ivea". Rinne. the gutter
pin.
tormed b,. a road...a,. and the
Ilolt/olt <I,' fi",datitm, Befesligungadjoining kerb.
schrauhc, holding down boltll.
C"oll/cAouc, (iummi, tndtarubber.
BOllt dll t/lO)'CII, ~a""nerde, end of , Cnpole, Verdeck, hood.
the nave.
C"rn~, Kanle. edae.
I1ra'luem",t, Sleuerungwinkel, steer('"rnraux d~ ellalldim. Feuerzug1nl( anele, look.
esse, boiler flueL
IIras, Arm, arm, crank, web.
Cam, Quadrat, square.
IImser, hartlOthen, to braae.
Carrifollr, Kreuzweg, road eron.
ing.
l/ride, \'crbindung, flantre, bridge,
olip.
CnrroJSnge (ti'un~ rou~). Stur1z, Ach1I,,'r!,,', Spindcl, Dorn, IIplndle,
senkelslurtz. dillhing of a wheel.
pin.
CarnJJuri" \\'agenwerk, oarrial(e
BrocM, Spiess, broach, tommy.
work.
Rr"l/~t"',
Sehubkarren, wheel·
Car/e, Kartc, map.
barrow.
Car/rr, Gehiiuse, oulng, gear cue,
Bmi/, Geriiuseh, notae.
base ohamber.
IJrilkr, "erbrennen, to burn.
C".<JI/rc, Bruch, traoture.
IIrlUeur, Brenner, burner.
I
Cmdrc, Asche. ash.
IlrlUmr (eha/llrntall de), Brenner,
Cendrif'r, Achsenkasten. &Bhpit.
burner-, litem.
r.'nlr primitif.. Th~i1lcreis, pitch
oircle. . . .
IJrd/cur(/ml/trllt de), Brrnnrrkaslen,
bllrner box.
('trim, Blciweiss, white lead,
mi,,~ ~" I~r,

CLOSSAR Y UF TERMS
C"ain~ ,i

I," Vaucansvn, \'aucallsoll'sche Kette, pitoh-ohain.
Cluzlne a rouleaux, R"n"nkellc,
roller ohaln,
CIuz/umeau, LOthrohr, blowpipe.
Cluzm6nt del mamvdles, crankchamber.
CluznlJl!mentde marclll!, Vmsteuerung,
reverBIng gear.
ChaICgement de vi/nIe, Gcschwindigkeitsiinderung,
\\'echselgclriebc,
ohange ot speed.
Chdpeau (palier), Kappe, Ucckel,
(Lager), oap piece, bearing,
Ch"peau de moyeu, .\ehsenkappe,
axle oap,
CIUlrlNn, Kohlc, charooal or 001101.
CI,,,rge, lklastung, load.
(k"rllit"f!, Scharnier, Hespc, hinge,
joint,
'
Cluzrpe"le, Zimrnerwerk, timber
work or framing.
<"''!Iassis,
VlItergestellt,
underframe.
CIu,udi(rt', cllaudrv'If,ier, Uampf.
kessel,
Kesselmachcr,
Bteam
boiler, boiler maker.
t..:ltau.lage d' un ess;eu

tJu d'tlll

,"0/(5-

,dnd, Warmlaufen einer .\chsc,
running hot of an &Jtle or a
bearing.
Cluzussle, KUllststrasse, highway.
Chemin/e, Schornstein, ohimney,
Bmoke staok.
Cllemise, Kleidung, jacket.
Chbll!, Eiche, oak.
Chevil/e, Schlussnagel, pin, peg,
bolt, plug.
Cke-oIille ouv,i(r~, Rcihnagel, forepin, ot fifth wheel of a oarriage.
C!licaue, baffle plate.
Ciulrt, gebogen, bent.
Circulation (pom,., de), Uruckpumpe,
oirculation pump.
Clopet, Klappventil, valve 011100&.
Clavette, Keil, key, feather.
Clef, Schlllssel, Bpanner, monkey
wrenoh.
Cliquel, Spcrrc, pawl.

.pl

Cvillamellt, FestdrilckulIg, wedging, jamming, binding.
Cvl .tt' cyc"e, Schwanenhals, gooBeneok.
Collet, Rand, neok, oollar.
Cul/ier, fret/e, "vlld, HtUse, oollar.
Collier cfexceutn'que, Excentrikrcfen, exoentric strap.
(,"Iisiu", chct', Stoss, impact.
C","lII,",de, Getriche, tranBmiBBion.
CVIIIll<ldateur, Kommulator, IJ'mschalter, oommutator, two-way
Bwitoh.
Ct/lnptellr, :\Iessapparat, counter,
meter,
C'lfte, Conus, cone, taper.
COlllael (par frotle",ellt), Rei bun gskontakt, rubbing contaot.
CVlltn:-~crvu, Gegennllllter,
lock
nut, cheok nut.
CVI4tre-poidI,Gegengewicht,oounterweight, balanoe weight.
Cuquille, Schale, Bhell.
Ct/rd<lge, Corde. Strick, rope.
evmitre, \\'inkclciscn, angle U'on.
Colt, Scite, side.
CVllde, Krummcr, elbow.
l..:ouliH", Fall., ohannel OT groove.
CvuliJJe de Sle/"t'llsoll, Stephcnson'atesche Coulissenstcuerung,
pheDBon's link motion.
('ouliIIeau, Cileitbacken, sJideblocJr,
croBBhead.
Couper, schneiden, to out.
C,,,,ple,
Drehmoment, torque,
coupling ohain.
'Courant, Strom, ourrent.
CvllrU, gebogen, bent.
CO/lranlle,
Kettcnrad,
Bprocket
Wheel.
Courroie, RiclUcn, belt, Btrap.
CVllrse, Fcrufahrt, race.
Course dt'pistoll, KolbcnhulJ, piston
Btroke.
Court cin:uit, KUrlscbluss, short
oU'ouit.
Coussillet, Lager, bush-bearing.
('o/lure-joil/t, Stossfugc, butt joint.
Crtlcher. electrio mach., to spark
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(brusheB ) ; gaB enllineB, to
fire back.
Crlmaille re, Zahnstan ge, rack.
Cr~ux, HohJung, hollow, depth.
Cric, \Vagenwinrle, jack.
C"ir, Leder, leather.
C"iT're, Kuprer, copper.
Cltla.u~, Cylinderd eckd, cylinder cover.
Culottc ,radmissi olt,
Inductio n
valve cover or chambe r.
C"rJCur, Liturer, Index, slideblock.
eu"e, Eimer, tUb.
L)'Clc, Kreisproress, C7cle.
Cyli"dre, Cylinder, cylinder .

I

i

pcln, to dillenga ge, to di8oonnect.
Dessous, Unler, under, below.
Dessus, Uber, over, above.
Di/mlc, Expansio n, expanaio D.
DifftrC1ltic!,
Different ialgetrieb e.
jack-m- the-box , balance gear.
Direction, Steuergcriit, steering
eear.
Di.'p.>sitij, \'orriclllu ng. IIrrange ment, devioe.
Dis/aluc, Entfernun g. distance .
Dos, RUcken. back.
Douumcn /, langsam, Blow17·
/JoNille, TUlle. Hillsc, lOcket.
Droi/, recbt, right.
Durlc, Dauer, Fortdaue r, duratio n.
Dyna",om Ure ,j resst'ri,
Federdynamom eter. spring d;rnamo meter.

fJCbrayagc, •\usriickvo rrichtung . disengagin g eear.
INcharge, Entladlln g, discharg e.
Dlchel, Schwinden, waBte, 10BII.
Ea" d' i IIja/io" , Einspritzwasse~.
Dldic,
AuslUsungsvorrichtung,
injectio n water.
Slipphake n, Drlicker, trip gea.r,
Ebu/litio n (poi"t d'), Siedepun kt,
catch, trigger.
boiling· point.
Dlcoltfrr,
Durehsch lagen.
to , Eear/eme "tdt'sessi cllx. E",palkm t'"NI.
punch.
Entrernun g der Achscn, wheelDlt10dtag e d'affdag,·. AusrUckcn I
baBe.
dt'r Kuppc)un g, disconn eoting,
EehapfrfRe1Il. Auspuff. exhaust .
dillene6 ging, throwin g out of
R,.Ilarpc, Blattung, lICarf joint.
gear.
Relle/le, Leiter, ladder, lIOa1e.
Dedltlls (e,,), innerhalb , inllide, I Ee/airagc . Beleuchtu ng. illumin awithin.
tion.
Dl.sragement de "apeur, Dampfen tEdisse. Lasche, Stossplat te, flahwickelung, produot ion of lite am.
plate.
Degauchi
(.ie) ,
vollkommen,
Eera" , Schirm. IICl'8Bn.
Btraight , fiuah.
Eerou, Mutter, nut.
fJd",rs, ausserhal b, out, outBide. •
RCllage (des roNl!s), Ecuanleu r. diah
IJllllarra,l {r', Anlassen, IItart.
(of the wheelB) .
DOlt, Ill/hoMe, l,ahn einf's Schran,,"!Or/ de trae/it"' , Zugkraft. drawheng-etriebcs, tooth of a Bpiral I
bar pull.
wheel.
E/,,"ci, ~chlank, thin, Blender.
/it'nl. Rad7.ahn, tooth.
Rle-<Jer, errichten. to ereot. to
Dept!lIs.! d'mtretiCII,
Bckustigung,
raille.
Unlerhalt ungkoste n, expenlle of
Email, Schmelzglas. enameL
mainten ance.
wettlaufen. to race.
Derapagc, Schliipfung, Bide Blip.
Embattag~ (de rowe), beschien en,
Dlm.vcr.
ein Rnd ullshemmen.
tyreing.
take the brake off a Wheel.
l:'lJIbtJf/l,r~ du tROY~/I, ::\'abenlo ch,
/Jlsclllb~a'yer, ausriick"ll, clllkupaxle-box .

E""'"II",
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Rmwuckun!, ~Ilindung, mouth.
E,nlJra;yer, einkuppeln, to throw
in gear.
Emonm.e, neblig, foggy, misty,
hazy.
Elnflaltetntnt,
Radlinie,
wheel
bue.
Enc/anc/u11ufllt, Eintlrucker,locking
gear.
F.1lc/iqUl!tagt!, Uesperrc, Sperrvorrichtung, pawl and ratohet
gear.
Encat:kt!, Aussparllng, notch.
Engorgement,
Verstopfung,
obstruction.
EI/./(renage cflniqut!, Kcge1-Getriebe,
bevel gear.
Engrenage droit, Stirnratl-Uetriebe,
Bpur ....heel.
Eugre"age, Zahnrader, toothed
gearing, cog wheels.
Enrayer, hemmen, to stop, to trig,
to Bkid, to scotch (0. wheel).
Entai/Ie, Schieberloch, notch.
EI/tn:ftr, Luftraum, air gap,
Entre/ien,
Unterhaltullg, maintenance.
EI/tn:tuise de cI"issis, <.!uersproS1>c,
Querbalz, crOBB - bar, crOBBbeam.
Em.oeloppe, Hekleidung, jacket, casing.
.Epaisseur, Starke, thickness, dimenBion.
Epissure, Splissung, splice.
Eponti//e, Stlitze, stanchion.
/:<:preuve, Probe, trial proof, test.
EscarDilles, Asche, uhes, cinders,
Euaronddle, Achsnagel, pin, forelook.
Esprit, Spiritus, spirit.
Essai, Probe, trial, experiment.
Esst!uu, Essenz, ellSence, spirit.
Essieu, Achse, Welle, axle.
Essieu <larrim, Hinterachsc, hind
_le, rear _le.
Bss;eu <lavant, Vorderachse, fore
_le.
Estampi//e, Fabrikstelll pc!, trademark.
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1:'5Iu,/l/i'l/I, Spcrrklinke, DrUcker,
pawl.
Elail/, Zinn, tin.
Etal"", Normalmass, standard.
Etal",mer, aichen, to Btandardise.
Rta/It-he, c1icht, tight.
Elape, tagliche Fahrt, stage.
I:tall, Schraubstock, vice.
Etincelle, Funken, spark.
Etruit, schmal, narrow.
E,'ider, auskchlen, to groove.
I

Faon'mllt,
Fabrikant,
manufacturer.
I-,mal, Laterne, lantern.
I-i,rdier, iJtfene GUterwagcn, Last·
wagen, truck, goodslorr;y.
.-1 Fal/x, falsch, verkehrt, not
properly, the wrong way.
Folie, Spalte, fissure.
j·'er, Eisen, iron.
Fer ,I ,mg/e. \\'inkcleisen, angle
iron.
Fer 01 c//~"al, Hufeisen, hone.shoe,
Fer 01 T, T-Eisen, T iron.
Fa /eui//ard,
Bandeiscn, hoop
iron.
Fer/mldu, Gusseisen, cut iron.
hi, DraIn, wire.
Fi/et de vis, Schraubengewillde,
thread, worm of 0. screw.
Fi/iere,
Schneidkluppen,
die,
Bcrew plat.e.
F/lIstjue, SeitenstUck, fiitch plate.
Flutteur, Schwimmer, fioat.
F""te, Gussstiick, c8llting.
Force centri/ugr, Zentrifugalkraft,
centrifugal force.
Furce de traL'ti"", Zugkraft, traction,
tractive force.
Fura d' un rL'JSort, Tragfdhigkcit
einer Feder, 8trength of a
spring.
Furet, llohrer, drill.
Fuurd,e, Gabel, fork.
FUllrgOIl,
Packwagcn,
baggage
waggon.
FUllrllaise, Ofcn, furnace.
FullY/uall <lIme dlaudih'L', Kcsscl.
(cuerung, furnace of a boner.
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FuurreClu cumpensateur, DehllungssLopfbilchsc, expansion joint.
FUllrrure, Futterrung, fish, lining.
I'll)'er, Feuerkasten, fire box.
Fmis de camiunllage, Rollgebiihren,
porterage, cartage.
Frais d'entrdim, UnterhalLungskosLen, expenses of maintenance.
Fraise, Frilsc, milling cutter.
I'raiser, \'crsenken, to countersink.
I<reil/, Hrcmse, brake.
Fretn
difftrmtiel,
automaLischc
selbstthaLige Bremsc, act-brake
on differential.
Frh.., Esche, ash (wood).
Frelfe, Nabenring, Reifcn, navehoop. shrunk collar.
I'rette de mayell, .'i.usscrcnabellring,
nave-hoop.
I'"ringa/czge, Schltipfung, side slip.
Frottement, Reibung, friction.
Froftement de rou/mu",', rollendc
ReibulIg, rolling friction.
Fllmle, Rauch, smoke.
FIISCtl 11 , Spindel, spindle.
FlIsle, Achsschellke1, axle-journal.

Kupplungsbolzen. coupling-bolt.
Gtlupille, Bo1%en, Stift, pin, cotter.
Goupiller, annageln, to pin.
Gtllille, Tropfen, drop.
Gtlutle
ti goufte,
tropfellwei:.e,
drop by drop.
Grai,. tie 6utte, ,I<' crapaudine. Zapfeulagerpfanne,
Stutzpfanne,
thrust plate of a .tep bearing.
Craisser, schmiilzen, to oil.
Graissettr.
Schmien'ornchtWlg,
lubrioator.
(l,'aisseur comple-gtlutles. graissellT
ti gouttu ~'isiblts, sight feed
lUbrloator.
(ir2/e, Hagel, hail.
(lriffe (ma1lc/wn a), Klau.', Kuppelung, olutch.
Crille, Gitterwerk. grate, grating.
Gnppage, heislaufen das Lager.
seizing (bearings).
Grue. Krall. crane.
Guide, Ftihrung, guidea.
C"ipage, Oberspinllung, braiding,
taping.
GOII}tI" ,

Haie. Hecke, hedge.
Halage, Bugsieren. towing, haulliabarit, Calibre, Schablolle, template.
.
ing.
Halte, HalLcpunkt, station, lItop.
(la/et,
Rolle, friotion roller,
Htlllte pressitll/, Hochdruck, high
pulley.
presllure.
Galopill, Handwagen, hand-truok.
Hr!lice, &:hraube, IIcrew.
(i"rd,'-crulte, Spritzrahmell, splash
, Holtille. Schwankohle, coal.
board.
Huiit', 51, oil.
(iarde (plaql/'.' del, Schulzplatte,
HlIikltr, 5),11. graisseur.
horn plate.
liar,', Stalion, station.
Clarllilllrt, etaupe, Packung, packIgl/ititl" , Entztilldung, ignition.
ing (for glands).
I",permlable, W'asserdicht, waterC"rnit/lre tIIitalliqlle, Metallpackproof.
•
ung, metallic paoking.
I Itclina ison,
Steigungverhiiltnis,
Genouillere, Kugelschamicr, ball
slope, gradient.
and socket joint.
Incru.tatitlll, Kesselstein, boiler
C;IiHt'lIleflt,
Glcill'l1,
~Lh1iipfuTlgJ
soales.
sliding, slipping.
G<J1-ge, Kehle, throat.
I"tii""teur de niveau aeau, v.'asser1lorge d' eHiell, Achsenhals, bearing
slandszeiger an Darnpfkesseln,
neok of an a:de or shaft.
Schauglas, water gauge.
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",ductellr, luduktor, induotor.
butllit, Anker, armature.
burne, Tragheit, inertia.
Ing",iellr, Ingenieur, engineer.
bljecti,m, Einspritzung, injeotion.
I ,,/ensiU, Stromstiirk", intensit7
. (current).
b.terrllpteur, Commutat"ur. AllSsehalter, II'Witoh.
"wersion, Umkehrung, reversal.
fa"te de mue. Felge, felloe, rim.
fallge, Eiehmass. Lchre, lIrauae.
fet, jet.
fell des dents, Spielralllll, baoklaBh
(in gearing).
foi,lt a la Cardan, Universalgelellk,
Cardan,
cardall'sche Gelenkc,
double knuokle, or universal
joint.
foi"t, Fuge, Verbindung, Gelcnke,
joint, link.
foue, jumelle, Wangen, cheek,
flange.

·PS

Limon, Schlamm, mud, .lime.
Linguet, Sperre, pawl.
Lirse, glatt, .mooth.
LocoHl,(llive roul.,"er(·, Strassc1l1oku1110tive, road locomotive, road
enllrine, traotion eJlgine.
I.ollgrine, longeroll, Langschwel1c,
longitudinal, fl'lldJ1e plate, or
81eeper.
l.ullgu"ttr, Uingc, length.
Longuettr de COllrse, Lange d"s Hul»,
length of "troke.
Lottrd temps. nebligcs
\\'cttcr.
mugu, dull weather.
Lumicre. Lieht, Loch, light, hole,
port.
Lunette, Protzloch, pintle-hole.
l.ullettes de chau.!ellr, Staubbrillc,
gOllrgle•.
.Vtlwdam, Kieselschag. macada.m.
Mllcllefer, Herdsehlackc, clinker,
slag,
:Ifllclti/u li tail/a les rvl"'J, I<iidergear-cutting
schneiclma,chiilC,
machine.
llfl1<:hine ,l vapellr, Darnpfmaschille,
steam enllrine.
llfadrier, Bohle, thick board or
plank.
,lfailkchort. Nellsilber, Germa:tl
silver.
.Ifaillon, Kettenglicd. link of 0.
ohain.
Ma/liaIJilitl, Lenksamkcit, Handlichkeit. eue of manallrement.
lIf<l/lomCtre,
Dampfdruckrnes"'r,
"team gauge, water gauge,

Lddlt'r. nachlassell, to Blacken,
let go.
Laisser, Jasscn. to let.
Laiton, Messing, brlWls.
Lame, Klinge, blade.
Lame treau dans les cllaudih'es,
\Vasserwande, water .paces in
boilers.
La",e de plo",6, das Hleiblech, leadplate.
[.,,,,guetle, Scheerzapfen. feather,
tongue.
Leg", leieht, light.
Lest, Bnllast, baUlWIt.
&c.
Levier, Hebel, lever.
lIfallclle, Heft, handle.
Levier de cllallgement de marc/lt,. I MIJ/uhon
d'accouplemoil,
KupU msteuerungshebel,
reversing
plungsmuffe, ooupling box.
gear, revening lever.
, .l~anc/ton (de orlllellr), Brellnerhiilse,
Lim, Band, tie, .trap.
burner mantle.
Ligature, Wickelbund, binding
Man,ho" d'em6rayage d de dlstmjoint.
IJrayage, Kupplung zum Jo:in- und
Lignite. Brnunkohle, brown-coal,
Allsrtickcll, clutch-coupling.
lignite.
,lIa/lchon mobile (r,"flliate/lr), 8li~
Lime, Feilc, flle.
ing sleeve (governor's.
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J/U1U!tl<', H'lndhabe, handle,lever.
•lIaNille, Schiikel, IIhllOkle.
,lIall;'''''le, Kurbel, crank.
,lIallivelle, Schllbsckurbel, spanner,
handle.
,tlalliw/k
'"<IIII/Os'e.
lIIehrfaehe
Ooppelkurbel, double orank.
lUallit'dle de ",ise e" ,,,areM, Anlassungskurbel, starting handle.
Jlar'"Mjtied, Stufe, step.
,lIar/eall, Hammer, hammer.
Mar/eau ,i river. Doppel, rivetm.
hammer .
•tlarieau tk rlsu/ate"r, Regulatorhammer, SQvwnor hammer.
Maslie, Kilt, putty, oement.
A/a/uge, Stauchen, upsetting.
JlaUrid roll/,,,,t, das
rollt,ndc
:\Iatcrial, rolling stook.
J"I"'all;ci~ll,

~laschineuw3.rter,

mechanio, engine-driver.
.If1ea"i1ue tre"ra,rage, Schraubenbremse, skidding gear, .ore....•
brake.
.liteM, Docht, wiok.
.Iadte (fon!/), l3cissel, boring bit.
•lIt/allge, ~fischung, mixture.
.l/mto1l1ut, Daumen, cam.
,lIet/re ell e~;ploitatio", in Hetneh
.etzen, to set at work, to
work.
•IJet/re '" ",ouvC/nell/, ~Ia.schinc
anlassen, to start the engine.
illise tll Irai", ell. "'tln:Ju, CII
route, .\nlassgetriebe, starting
gear.
..'Iise ell Ira;" autofll.lllique, auto..
mutische Anlassvorrichtung, selfstarter.
•II'.II/lte trulle rouk, Stcigung einer
Strasse, gradient of a road.
.Ilorai//oll,
Schliessoleeh,
hasp,
ootter.
.IJouloll de witurr, Vocken, ooach
standard.
,Mot/vef1lmt acc;IIr', beschlellnigt"
flt,wegung, inoreased motion.
J..J,'Y'u, HUlsc, hub.
.1/".','" J'/ill -;.101'1111, l-HiI~, nave (of
aAy wheel).

-"c((e. Schnt:e, snow.
.\'er-o/un!, Rippe, rib.
.V;veau, Horizont, level.
.\'a-Md, Knotensehlag, knot, hitch.
XlIix (a griffes), Gritl".
Klaue,
toothed olutch.
Noyau, "oisseaN, Hahnkcgel. plug
ofa oook.
-"oyau, K"m, oore (foundry).
.\"oyer 'Ill dou, ;l;agel \"erscnkcn, to
oountersink.
.v/'''Ce, Wolke, cloud.
Oh/aLle. das Hindernis. \\'ido:rstand.
impediment.
(Eil trll" boll/,'n, Auge, eye of a

bolt.
Om"i"uJ, d"r Omniow.\\agcn. om·
nibus.
Onde, ""elle, wave.
OrK'l1Ie, \'orril'htung, Theil, part.
Or(aIlCIlU, Ring, ring.
O;ijia, Offn'lng, oriAoe. noasle.
Orijiu ,(<'vacua/;o", Damp(austritbkanal, .\usputrskanaJ, exhaUllt
port.
O,."iere,
Glcis,
Radspur, rut,
groove.
OUlillage,
Einrichtung,
plant,
tools.

1',,/1111, Zu!:win<!c, tIIOkle (liftina).

Pa/ier, horizontale Strecke, Lag"r,
level, bearing.
Pa/i" ,i 6;/kl, Kugellag"r. ball
bearinlr.·
Pal;.:r ,i rllule<lllX, \\'ellenlagcr,
roller bearing.
P"I<lflflier. Schwengel ein...,; ""llgt:ns,
swing bar.
Pm."e, Vn(aU, accident, breakdown.
Pa""ew,u, Hackell, olam~.
Paroi, Wand, plU'titlon.
Pas,
Schraubcngang, Theilung,
pitch.
Passage, Stmssentlbergang, orosl'
ing.
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Pelte", Gleitbacken bei der Steuerkulisse, sliding-blook.
Palillage, Schleifen, Schllipfung,
slipping on greuy ground or
rails.
Patk, Fliigel, lug, hup, braoket,
fastening, ear.
P<lvt, Stcinpftaster, pavement.
PM"Ie, Pedal, Trittbrell, treadle.
Pe"e .i coke, Kohlenschaufcl, fireshovel.
Pelldu" anlehnen, to inoline.
Pellk, ~eigung, slope, deolivity.
Pintures,
.\ufhiingungsbeschlag,
hinges.
Per,t, Sickergraben, ditch.
PesI<', Gewicht, weighing.
Petit
c!lnlal,
Hiilfsrnaschine,
donkey enaine.
Pignon, Getriebe, pinion.
Pile tled,i""e, ga!vanischc Siiu!e,
eleotrio battel'J'.
Pile sidle, Trockenclemcnt, dl'J'
battel'J'.
Pile voltaique, gal\'llnische Hatterie,
galv&nio or eleotrio battel'J'.
Pinee 11IOnsrigtullr, Brech.tange,
orowbar.
Pillets, Drathzange, pliers,nippers.
Pistr, HufschIag(inderBahn). track.
Piste relevl<', banked track.
I
Piston, Kolben, piston.
Plane!ler, Deckc, Fussboden, :tioor,
:tiooring.
Plaque de fondali,'"' Fundament·
plattc, foundation plate, bed
plate.
PMn/), Hlei, lead.
Poids /)rut, Bruttogc"icht. gross
weight, dead weight.
I
Poigllee, Heft, Handhalx', handle,
lever.
Point .fapp"i, I>rehpunkt, oentre
of motion, fulcrum.
oentre-,
Po;uteall,
Spitzpunze,
punoh, needle (valve).
'
PomjJe afeu, a ineendie, Feuerspritze,
:tire engine.
Pompr tfalilllrllfat;,'1I, Speiscpurnpe,
feed-pumi!.
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Po"l, Brtlcke, bridle.
Porle de fu)'e" Fcuerthllr, :tire-box
door.
PrJr/ii're, Kutschcn.chlag, coach
door.
Pot
tfldlllppeJlUllt,
Auspufl"topf,
exhaust box.
P"teau cle pellte, liradicntallT.eigcr,
gradient post.
POllli~, Seilrolle, pulley.
pO'Hsii're, :Staub, dust, grit.
Poutre, Balken, girder, beam.
Prt.'lulre li i,t reJ1l.orqut!, am Seilc
ziehen, to take in tow.
Prl'sse-t!toupr, StopfbUchsc, stumng.
box.
P""ffion, Druck, pressure.
Primalfe, Spucken, priming.
Prise de eourant, Ladekontakt,
wall plug, oharging plug.
Prise de .'apeur, Dampfhahn, steam
valve.
.
Profollclellr, Tide, depth.
RrJ/)illd.; /roiSl'oics, Ureiruhrighahn,
three-way cook.
Ro6iuet de jJurgr, Uurchhlasehahn,
drain·oook, relief-cook, blowofl'oook.
Radialmr, \Vasserabkllhler, water
cooler, radiator.
Rail"'re,
Auskehlung,
gutter
groove.
Rais, rayoll, Spciche, spoke.
Ra,npe, Neigung, slope, deolivity.
Rapport, rais"n, Yerhlillllis, ratio,
rate.
Ra.yolI, Halbme.scr, radius.
Ra)'"" d"/l1( rou." Radarm, spoke
of a wheel.
Rallt/llge (Pi"'"" .I,'), J{eserl"etcilc,
spare parts.
Rldltlliffrur,
\.or\\'armer,
feedwater heater.
Refoulemmt, Compression, I>r..lck,
back stroke, foroing stroke.
Rrfroidissement, Abkllhlung, 0001ing.
N':l{iJtre, boiler soreen.
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par papi/id". itr.,"gkllU"t,
Drol>Selung, throtUinl.
Remise. Remise. ooach·house.
Rendement, Lcistungsflihigkcit. emoienoy.
Renvui dll tiroir. Schit:l",rsteuerung.
valve ge&!'.
Reservoir, Bebalter. tank.
Ressort, Feder, spring.
Ringard, Feuerbaken, poker.
R06inet. Hahn, oook, tap.
Rodf!r(/IIl ar6re), to lap (a spindle).
RodeI' (line "a/w), eillrei bell, to
grind (a valve).
RolUk/k, Cnterlagscbeibe. wuher.
ROllf!. Ra<!. wheel.
Ruue a CMvnJllS, Pfeilzabnrad, Doppelscbaubenmd, double helical
wheel.
RUII~ ,i r<J<llct. Sperrrad, ratchet
wheel.
Roue d·angk. Kegelrad. bevel'
wheel.
Rou~ tkntk. Zahnra<!. Stirnrad.oog
wheel.
Rou~ Mlicuid,', SchmulJcnmd, spiral
wheel.
ROil"",, 11, die \\'aLzc. roller.
ROlltf! ,.zrr,'ss"ble, cllau.rste, die FahrSlrassc. ouriage road, highwa,..

SUMpape, Ventil, valve.
SOllpape a /api/idn, Droooklappe,
throttle valve.
Soupape tU: suretl, Sicherheits\'cntil,
safety-valve.
.
Soule a char~J1I, Koblellbullker,
bnnker.
Surcllalljftllr, Oberbiuer, superw
heater.

Tab/ier. Sebiiru, apron.
Tabu, HOscbung, slope, embankment.
T,"n6our, Trommel. drum, wide
pulley.
Tam!Jour tU frei", Bremscscheibcn,
brake drum.
Ta,,.pu,,, Puffer. buft'er; Slbpsel.
plug.
Temps kall, SCbOUC5 Wetter, Ane
weather.
Temps humide, feucblCS. nebliges
Wetter, damp weather, wet.
weather.
Tendf!ur, Drabtsp;lnner, stretcher
(wire, belt).
Terrain, Erde, ground, earth,
Tige, Stange, rod, spindle.
Tirage, lug, draqht, traction.
T;rant. lugstange, stay. tie.
TinjolUJ,
SebraulJcnbolzen
(fiir
Scbienen). Spitzbolzen,
ooach
Sauot de jrdn. Bremsklotz. brake '
blook or shoe,
sorew.
Tiroir, Scbieber, sUde-valTe.
S"hlTation. satigung. saturation.
Seorie. M,lclleftr, Schlacke. slag.
T<l<". Mitnehmer. dog, oatch.
driver.
S~ct"lIr. Scklor, quadrant.
Tolf!, Sebwarzblcch, sheet-iron.
S''!f"unt de pistM. KollJcnring,
I ToJllri//oll
tlesS;'"II, Achsschcnkel,
piston ring.
azle journal. gudgeon.
Serrc-ji/. Drahthalter. conneotor.
TOllrillo,. a"ne r'OUf!, RadutpCen,
Serrer /e Irdn, brcmscn, to brake.
spindle, pivot of a wheel.
&rrure. Schloss. look.
Siege a U'1f! soupape. \'eutilsitz, seat
Tuunte-.i-gaut:!le, Wendeeisen, tap
or seating of a valve.
wrenoh.
Tournev;s, ScbraulJcnzieher, sorewSiflet. Pfife, whistle.
Si/enciell.\", Damper, silenoer.
driver.
Si/e.•·• Kiesel, :6.int.
Tmction. lug, traction.
Suck,
FussgcSlcll,
Grundplalle,
Train de dessous, Untergestell,
sooket, bed-plate.
under-oarriage.
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Train de dessus, ObergestelI, part
of a oarriage which is above
the frame.
TranJtnission, Obertragung, gearing, tran8mi8sion.
Travt!l"se, QuerstUck, oron tie.
Trlmie, Rumpf, funnel, hopper.
Troppkin, Oberfluss, overll.ow.
Trou, Loch, hole.
Tti~e, luyau, Rohr, Schlauch, tube,
pipe.
Tuyau de tropplein, Oberflussrohr,
overll.ow pipe.
TuyaNlerie, Rohrenwerke, pipin,.
Usine, Fabrik, work8.
USIfrt!, Abnutrong, wear and tear.
Utile, nutzhnr. eft'eotive, u8eful.
Vaporisatellr, Verdunster, 8prayer,
atomi8er.
Ventilate"r, Ventilator,
Kapsel.
geblltse, fan.

Verin, Hebelschraube, 80rewjack.
Ve""u, Riegel, bar bolt.
Vidange, Reinigung, blowing oft'.
Vile~reqllil/,
Drehbohrer,
hand
brace. See Arlre.
Virer, umwenden, turn round.
Vis, Schraube, sorew.
Vis sOl/sjin, Schraube, worm.
Vites.<e, VI/odtl, Geschwindigkeit,
speed, velooity.
Voie {des voilures) , Gleisbreite, tl'ack.
Voiture a courroie, Wagen mit
Riemenbetriebe, belt-driven oar.
Voilure od engrenages, Wagen mit
Zahnradbetriebe,
gear-driven
oar.
Voiture ,i .'apellr, Dampfwagen~
steam waggon.
V"itllre
de
place,
Droschkf',
hackney.
Voitllrede t'rlllise, de 10Noge, oarriage
on hire.
Volont, Scbwungrad, lI.ywbeel.
Volant ti fRain, Handrad, hand
wheel,

ENG LISH -FRENCH-GERMAN

Acceleration, acetllration,
Be- Aahes, oinders, escarMlles, celldres,
schleunigung.
Asehe.
Aooelerator, acetllrateur, Beschleu- , A8h pit, cendrier, Aschenkasten.
niger.
Aatern, backward, en arrirre,
hinter.
Aooumulator, lUcllmulal"l/r, Akku· '
mulator, Sammler.
Atomiser, ser Bprayer.
Awl, aljne, Ahle.
Adhesion, adltlrmce, Adhasion.
Adv&D.oe, ignition, avance ,i r",· Axis, are, Achslinie.
lumage, Vomuszllndung.
Axle, eHiell, Achs" , \VelIe.
Ahead, forward,eT' O'<'onl, \"Orwarts.
Axle, fore, es.riell am'anl, "orderAir gap, entrefer, Luftraum.
aehse.
Aloohol, akool, Alkoho1.
Axle, guard, horn plate, plaqlle
Alloy, allia.fe, Legirung.
de ,/{ard,', Achsenblech.
Apparatus, "ppardl,
Appamt.
Axle, journal or neok, f"sle,
Vorrichtung.
10llrillon d'e.rsiell, Achsschenkel.
Apron, ta~lier, Schllrze.
Axle or bearing, running hot of
Armature, indllit, Anker.
an, by friotion, choudage d'1I1/
Arrangement (devioe), di.rpo.<itif,
~s.ril'u 011 allll c(Jlljri"rl, \'·armlau.
Vorriehtung.
.
fen ei 1I('r Achse.
Asbestos, om;onle, A~hc~t.
Axle or shaft, bearing neck of
Ash (wood), (rhle, Escllf',
a.n, glJr..~t· efl' {CHi,'", Achsenhals.
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Axle, rear, n,il'u aarrirrl', Hinterachse.

Ade-tree bolster, spring flap,
5dldlt a n.riel/, Achssch,·me\.
Back, d1J5, RUcken.
Bacldlre, pala,fr ,falllt/Ra,If", Ruckschlagen.
Backlash,};'" dn dml5, Spielraum.
Back stroke, re/ol/ln"""I, Druckhub.
Baggage waggon, /ollr$On, Packwagen.
Balance (spring), dyna""'lRrtrt' ,;
""5SOrt, Federwage.
Ball and socket joint, ./{tlltlll ,;
ehap,;""'" joill! ,; 1>01/11'1, Kugelgelenk.
Ball bearings, pa/ier ,; billo,
Kugellager.
Ballast, "'.rI, Rallast.
Banked track, pi511' ,; vimge,'
",'1"",15.
Bar bolt, vl'r"", , RicJ(el.
Battel'7 (dry), pill' .rrehe, Trockenelement.
Battel'7 (primal'7), pil,', EIt'ment
(I(almnisches).
Battel'7 (secondal'7),'I't' Accumu-

1ator.
Beam, 1'01/1"" balrl1lcirr, Tlalken,
Ralancier.
Bearing (ball), I'ali..,. ,; billf.r.
,'01/";11<,1,; N/lt.r, Kugellagcr.
Bearing (plain), palier (ordillflire\,
La!:,,','.
Bearing (roller), pali,r ,; ral/le,w.\' ,
"'ellenlnger.
Bearing
(self.oiling),
1'"Iil'r
.lfra;",,,,,r, Lager mil selbsllhiilhiger
Schmierung.
Bearing (aeizedl, flalil'r ,lfr;!,!,t.
Feslgebunden.
Bearing (awivell, fa/i"r ,r ml/lll',
gclenkigc Lager.
Bearing (thruat), pali"r dl' hilt'",
SlUulager.
Belt (endleaa atrap), I'ol/rr"ie ,'n",'
fin. Laufriemen.
Bent, "'1111'61, gcbogen.

Bevel wheel, bevel gear, rrntt
aantr/e. engrma.ft eoniqut. Kegelgetriebe.
Binding joint, 1~If"llIrr, Wicke!bund.
Blade, latnt', Klingc.
Blow-oft' (cock), 1·idQl'gl' (ro!>;,u!l,
RcinigunJ( (Hahn).
Boiler flues, ca mea ".\' de dl;ludi;rt.
Feuerzu~se.

Boiler aoalea, inen"lali,,,,.r, Kesselstcin.
Boilers, water spaoea in, /aINt
arau d"'lJ In dlatldUrt'5, \\'asserwitnde.
Boiline-point, ,,>inl atbullili"",
Siedepunkt.
Bolt and nut, 6tJ"lo" d Ic,,'u,
Schmubbolzen und MUller.
Bolt, holding down, 6tJulon a,'
[01lt(41;01l, RefestiJ(\JIlgschraube.
Bore, a/bagI', Ausdrehung.
Boring, a/bag~. Naehbohren.
Boring bit, mkM, forel, Reissel,
Bohrer.
Braiding, taping, 8"ipo,4[r, ("her,
spinnung.
Brake,/i-ri1l, Rrl'msc,
Brake-block, or shoe, .rnbo/ tfr
/rein, Bremsklolz.
Brake-handle, /roier ar /r<';n,
Bremshebc1.
Brake, to,/ninrr, ,'urn' II' [rein,
Rremsen.
Brake on dift'erential, self.
acting, /rtin ai§trmlie!, aulumnli'lue, aUlomatischt>, selhMIM·
tige Rremsl'.
Brake ahaft. aron' dr fr~i" .
Rremswcl1e.
Bran, /ailon, Messing.
Bra.e, to, bmser, h.1rt!othen.
Bridge, bridge piece, ;onl, bria~,
Brlieke.
Broom, bn,ai, TlUrste.
Brown-COal, ligrli/e, Brnunkohle.
Bucket, tub, 6ail/t!, 1HuJ7Irf, I:f/'I't!
Eimcr.
Buckling, gtJllcllis",.. fI'.
Bu1fer, ItJ"';o", Pnlfl'r.
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Bunker, .","/~ ,i rhar"'",. Kohlenbunken.
Burn, to, "rule,. vl'rhrennen.
Burner, candle, ",III",r. ",.,..
/Iollgie, Rrenner.'
BlUIh-be&ring, !"Ii,.r ,; d"lIi//,..
Lager.
Cam, lifter, cam,.. ",ml,,,,nrl.
Daumen.
Cam-shaft,
mmt. Oauml'nwelle.
Can, Mdon. Iturtlt,.. Kanne, Dose.
Cap (a:l:1e), cha~au dr ""'.1'1'11.
Achsenkappe.
Cap (beariq), Cha~1I de pali,·r.
CapsilSe, to, chavirrr (nalllica/),
umkippen.
Carburettor, mr""ralntr. \'l'rgaser.
Cam. . e road, rlmll'.',',·.
ca ,ro.,s"ltle. Fnhrslr:lsse.
Carriage
work,
mrro.....·rie.
\\'ngenwerk.
OaBing, rarler. Gehiiuse.
Oast iron, ftr /0""", /tmll'. (;11"t'il'Ctl.
Oastina, fi'" Ir. Gussslllck.
Oaulking, cal/alal:l', Knlfalt'rn.
Cell (container), Mr (d'a,ol1nlllaku,), Gefass.
Oell (element of 1\ battery),
Illml'lIl, Z..IIl'.
Oentre of motion. fulcrum,
po;nl aapllli, Drl'hpuJlkl.
Chain, couplina. cha;II" d'altda.([{·.
Chain link, ma;/I,,,,. Kel\l'nschlnssfo:'lit"dt'r.
Chainless, "mlf"l', kt·l\l'nlos.
Ohange speed, chal'.(oll<'l/l dr
viltJu, Gesch\\'indigkt'ilsiind,·rung.
Channel or groove, mllln',',
,a;nlll"t, Fall.
Charcoal, char"on
""i.r, 1I01lkohle.
Charge, charge. IM'ld\lng.
Cheeks. flllll£//"'. j"lIe.r, \\'angt'n.
Ohest, box, m;sse. Kasl"n.
Chimney,
funnel,
rI/l'1IIi",',',
&hornslcin. Rnuchfang.

,,"'re ,;
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Chis.l, ciseau, Slechbeilel, l\Ieissel.
Cirouit-breaker,
,.Ollfr-';,,"il,
Ausschalter.
Olamps, pa""dollJ. B.'lcken.
Clinker, ",delle/er, Herdsehlackc.
Cloud, nllage. ''''olke.
Clutch, cd'le de frictio,,·. Klane.
Clutch, cdne tfe",ltrnyage 1'1 de
,flltraya.(l'. Kupplung.
Coach-door, parl;;re, Kutschen.
sehlng.
Coach-house, ,emise, Remise.
Coach-sorew, lirtfond. SchrauhcnboIl flir Schienen. SpilT-balzen.
Coach-.tandard, "'''lIlon dl'voilllrr,
l.>ocken.
Coach - wrench
(monkey wrenoh), IlhiNng 8PlIDner,
ru/ anglaise, llni\'ers.'llschmubcnschllissel.
Coal, lI<",il/l', Schwarzkohl...
Cock, tap, r"",",ul, Hahn.
Coil, It""ine, Spult'.
Collar, ro/lier.frel"'. ro//d, HUls".
Commutator (d:rnamo),mllrcll'ur.
Kolleclor.
Commutator (.witch), """,mlllalt'IIr, Slromwcndcr. l·msch.'llter.
Cone, 1101'1111 , dillr, Conus.
Conneoiing-rod, lti,.II1'. KlIrht')stang...
Connector, sa,,' ftl, Omhthnltcr.
Cooling, '''froidi.rrrmt'lll, Abkllhlun/(.
Copper, clli,'"". KlIpfl'r,
Cotter, su Pin.
Counter, meter, {wIII"'"r. :\fessappar:ll.
•
Counter.ink, to, lrai.,er, ""-v,.,. ""
dOli.
\'crs('nkcn, cinl'n :-;:l~..1
vl'rscnken.
Counter-weight, balance,
poid.r. Gcgengcwieht.
Coupling bolt,go'qOll, Kupphlnfo:'sbolzcn.
Coupling box, """,cllon aarr",,plellU'"t. Kupplungsmuff...
Cracked, fill. rissig.
Crane, grill'. Kmn.
Crank, ar""" d,. man;"I'II,', Kurb.. !.

,0,,1,.,.·
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Crank ahaft, a~re de "ilebre'luin,
Kurbelwelle.
Crank web, bras, Arm.
Oroaa·bar, croaa.be&Dl, enln·
toiu, Quersprossc, Querbalz.
Croaa-head blook, aUde·blook,
palin, Gleitklotz.
CrOAinC, carr~/our, Kreuzweg.
Crowbar, pince, Rrechstange.
Out, to, cOllper, schneiden.
Cuttllr,lraiJe, Frltse.
Cyole, cycle, Kreisprozess (mech.)
Cylinder, cylindre, cylinder.
Cylinder oover, ct/lasu, CylinderdeckeJ.

Drain-eock, relief-oook, ro/Iintl
de pU'Ke, Durchblasehahn.
Dranght.
traction,
atlel4ge,
hrage, Bespannung, Zu~
Drawbar pull, tractive effort,
et/ort de trtJc!ion, Zugkraft.
Drift punch, poinron, Durehschlal(.
Drill,lortl,l"foir, Bohrer.
Driver, dog, toe, Mitnehmer.
Driving axle or ah&rt, axe, arlr(
ou essieu motutr, Treibachse.
Drum (a.rmature or wide pul.
ley), tambour, Trommel.
Duration, durk, Dauer, Fortdauer.
Dust, grit, poussim, Stauh.

Ea.uy,alowly, dOllutnml, len/cDamage. (ltl(l,.,·~1 Ha\'arlP.
mmt, langs:lm.
Damp weather, wet weather,
Eccentrio rod, lige d" crrrlllrique,
t~//IPS hU//Iid,',
fcuchtes, nasses
Excentrikstange.
\Veller.
Edge, !>ord, ar~te, Kante.
Damper, daah pot, amoriissellr,
Eft'eotive, uaeful, utile, nutzbar.
Dampfungsvorrichtung.
Eftloienoy, ",ndemnrl, LeistungsDepreaaion, diminution, ,,!>aif.fe.
fRhigkeit.
lIll'nl, Niedrigung.
Depth, prolondeur, Tiefc.
Elbow, coude, Krummer.
Devil, apr&g, !>Iquille, Hcmmen.
Electrio battery, pil~ Ikctriqll".
slange.
galvanische Situle, Zelle.
D1&l, cadra11, Zifferblatl.
:t!ln&Dlel, Imail, SchmelzgIas.
lilnd, butt, about, Stoss.
Dift'erentieJ., Jack in the box
Engine, to atart the, _Itn! en
or b&lanoe gear, dit/lrellliel,
Differenzialgetriebe.
fIIanlle,
dlmarrer,
Maschine
anlassen.
Diacharge, dlcllarge, Entladung.
Diaoonneoting,
diaeng&cing, 1 Erect, to, to ratae, /lever. errichthrowing out or gear, dlten.
!>rayoge. Ausrllcken der K uppelEscape of ate&Dl. dlgagemmt de
ling.
vapeur, Dampfentweichung.
Diallnga.ge (to), to diaconnect,
EAence, apirit, esseltCe, Essenz.
dlbrayn-, Busrilckell,
Exhaust-port, orijice d'lfIact/ation,
Diaeng&ging appar&tua, dldic,
DampfaustritlskanaI,
AuspuJfsAuslOsungsvorrichtung,
SlippkanaJ.
haken.
Expansion, expansion, Detente.
Diaeng&ging
gear, dlbm.l'".~e. . Expansion gear, n1parril de
Aus- oder Entkupplung.
dltmle, ,nlca,.isme tie dlunle, ExDiah (or a Wheel), lcuage, F.ellanpansions-Steuerung.
teur.
Expansion joint, joinl comfr".rnDiat&Doe, di.rt'lIIf'·, F.ntfcr;llI11go.
lellr, Dchnungstopfl)Uchsc.
Ditoh,los.'I, Sickcrgorn hell.
Expenae of maintenanoe, or OOllt
Donkey engine, petit dU'ml,
of working, fraiJ rl'mtr-tie",
Hlllfsmaschinc.
l'nlerhaltungskosten.
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E7e of a bolt. tzil d'un 60ulon, ' Full speed. to run at. lancer J
Auge.
loule vilesu, (einen Zug) mit \'oller
Geschwindigkeit ablassen.
Funnel. e1l10n1loir, Irlmie. Rumpf.
Furnace, lournaise, fourneau,
Fan, ventilaleur. Geblase.
Ofen.
Feather. davette noyle. Rippe,
, Furnace of a boiler, joyer d'une
versenkte Keile.
c"auditre, Kesselherd.
Feed apparatus, appareil d'a/imentatilJ1J, Zufuhr der Wasserzuleitung.
Peed-pump. pompe d'alimenlation.
Galvanic or electrio batter)".
Speisepumpe.
pile voltalqu.., galvanisehe Saule
Pell7, felloe,janit' de ruue, t·elge.
oder Zelle.
l!'ile, lime. Feile.
Gauge, gage, jaug.., ca/i6r.. , EichPine weather, kau it'm/s. schones
nlass, Lehre.
Welter.
Gear• ..ngrenag", mtean;sm!', GeFire-box, joyer. 60£Ie a jeu, Feuertriebe.
kasten, Feuerung.
Bevel gear, engnnage coniqu..,
Fire-box door. porle de foyer,
Kegelriider.
Feuerthtir.
Spin gear, mgrenag.. droit,
Fire-engine,pompe ajeu, a incendie,
Stirnrader.
Feuerspritze.
Worm gear, ..ngrenage a vis sans
Pire-shovel, pelte a coke, Kohlen·
fin, Sehraubengetriebe.
schaufel.
Gear box, 60£Ie a engrenages. carler,
Firing, ignition, altumage, Ziindung.
Zahnradergehiiuse.
Fissure,ftnle, Spalte.
Gear (reversing), marche arritn,
Fish. lining.jourrun. FUllerung.
L'msteuerung.
Flange, 6ride. Verbindung.
Flaw, pailit'. filure. Riss.
DUferential, difflnntie/, Diffell'lint, silex, Kiesel.
renziaIgetriebe.
Flitch plate,flasque, Seitenstock.
Running gear. chdssis avu roue,
Float,jIotteur, Sehwimmer.
de tranJlnission, L'nterj(estellt.
Float gauge. indicaleur d flolleur.
Girder. beam, poutre, Balken.
Schwimmerlehre.
Goggles, lunettes de chauffeur,
Flue, carneau, Feuereanalessc.
StauLbriLle.
Goose-neok,
col
Fl7-wheel, volant, Sehwungrad.
de
Schwanenhals.
J'ogU, misty, hU7, e"wruml.
neblig.
Gradient of a road, penle aune
route, Steigung eines \-Veges.
Fork.jourcM, Gabel, GalJelstange.
Foundation plate, base plate,
Gradient-post, /,,,Ieau d,' pen le,
plaque de jondatiun. Grunrlplatte.
Gradientanlciger.
Fracture, cassure. Brueh.
Grate, grating. grill,', GilterFrame. cadre, c"assis. Rabmen.
werk.
Fassung. Gestell.
Grease, axle. grease, ,I{miHe cl
Frame plate. 10ng1'roll, 101lgrill",
voilurts, Achsenschmiere.
Liinjtenstilek des Rahmens.
Groove, rczillure. (re/lx. AlllikehFrietion,jroltmunf, Reibung.
lung.
Friotion (rolling), /rot/ement de
Groove, to, I,'id,'r, aushohlen.
rou/ement, rollende Reibung.
Gross weight, dead weight,
Friction roller, pulle7, ga/d,
. paids 6rul. Brullogewichl.
rou/..au, Reibungsrolle.
, Ground, earth, lerraill, Errlc.
F F
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Gudgeons, goujon, Rudersteven.
Guides, oro.shead guides, gr<it/~,
rlinitrt, Fiihrung.
Hail, grilt, Hagel.
Hammer, ",art~au. Hammer.
Ha..d·braoe, vil6nquin, Drehbohrer.
Handle, ",an~tI~, "'a1UM, "'an/vtl/~, Handhabe, Heft, Stiel.
Hasp, _raillon, Schliessblech.
Heater (feed-water), r«lIautJrur,
Vorwarmer.
Hedge,llaie, Hecke.
Hill;h pressure, lIaut~ prnsion,
Hochdruck.
Highway, cllauJSi~, rout~ carrossa6/~, Kunststrasse.
Hinge,
cllarn/ire,
ThUrband.
Scharnier.
Hole, oriJiu, trou, Loch.
Hollow, depth, enux, Hohlkehle.
Hood, eapote, Verdeck.
Hopper, trimie, Rump£.
Hotwell, 6aille (all eonamuur),
heissc Brunnen.
Ignition,
igIJition,
allumage,
Entziindung.
Impact, oollision, elloe, Stoss.
Impediment on the line. oDslacl~
sur la rOllte, Hiudernis.
Induotor. inauettur, lnduktor.
Inertia, inertie, Tragheit.
Injeotion,
injection,
Einspritzung.
Inside, within, rn t/edans, innerhalb.
Intake, suotion, aspiration, at/mission, Ansaugen.
Iron,/~r, Eisen.
Iron. angle, eonlitr~, /er a ang/~,
W~keleisen.

Iron, houp, fer /euillard, Bandeisen.

Iron, T,/er a T, T-Eisen.
Iron .heeting, 6/intlage
Eisenblech.

~n

fer,

I

Jack (raok), eric, Wagenwinde.
Jaok (sorew), ,'trin, Schraubenwinde, Hebelschraube.
Jsok in the box, dil11rOllid.
Differenlial-Getricbe.
Jacket, cllemise, envdvppt, lIlanlel.
Jamming, coinu",ent, Festdriickung.
Jet, jet,
Joint, articulation. Fuge, Gelenke.
Joint. joint,
aJSem6lage, Verbindung.
Joint, butt, couvrejoint, Stossfuge.
Joint, seam, rapport, Nahl.
Joint (universal) or swivel
joint, join' universe!. joi..t a la
Cart/an, Cardan'sche Gelenke.

·
I
I

Key of a lock, clef, SchlUssel.
Key or feather. clav~tte, Kiel,
Key, wedge. cale, Unterlage.
Knot, ",,,ud, Knolen, Schlag,
Knuckle (double), joint Ul/iverse!,
cart/an, Universalgelenke.

Ladder, kMlle, Leiler,
Lantern, /anal, lant~rn~, Laterne.
LaBhing, fastening, amarrag~.
Zun·ung.
Lead, pl0m6, Blei.
Lead, white, 61a1l<' d~ c1MJS4, Blei·
weiss.
Leather, cuir, Leder.
Length, longu~ur, Lange.
Level, n/v~au, pali~r. Horizonl.
ebenig,
Lever, Imer, ",an~tte, Hebel.
Light, lu",im, Licht.
Light, empty, lig~r, leicht.
Lighting. ignition, ;clairage, 01lumagr, Beleuchtung, ZUndung.
Linchpin, cotter, goupill~, Splint.
Splissnagel.
Link of a chain, ",aillon. Kellenglied.
Load, cllarg~, Belastung.
Loading or laden, ellargtllUtll,
Belastung.
Look, urrun, Schloss.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Looking-ring, 6ague, Stossrinl(.
Loop, 60ucle. Schleife.
Low pressure, 6asse pnsrioll.
Niederdruck.
Lower, to, a6aisser, niedriger
machcn.
Lower a road, to, abaisser ,me
rouU, eine Strasse tieferlel(en.
LUbrioator, lubricaleur, KTa;sseur,
Schmiervorrichtung.
llIacadam, macadam, Kieselschlag.
llIaintenanoe, enlrel;en. Unlerhaltung.
lllanufaoturer, /abricalfl, Fabrikant.
llIixture, mllalfge, ~1!schung,
Mouth, embouchure, MUndung.
llIud, boue, Schlamm.
llIuggy, dull weather, lemps
lourd, nebliges Welter.
Nail, cI"u. NageJ.
Narrow, "roil. s'chmal.
Nave, end of the, boul du m"}'eu,
Nabcnende.
Nave.hole, em60ilure du moyell,
Nabenloch.
Nave-hoop,/re"e de roue, AlIsserenabenring.
Neok, oollar, collet, Rand.
Needle, prioker, a(I{uil/e. Ipin,l{lel/e, Naclel.
Noise, hrui/, Geriiusch.
:Not properly, the wrong way,
a /aux, falseh.
Notoh, uuxhe. AlIssparung.
NOBBle, ajulage, 6u,e. Duse, Wetterloch. '
Nut, icrou, Mutter.
Nut (look), Clmlre-Icrofl, Gegen.
mutter.
Obstruotion, engorgem'·lIl. Yersti;pfung.
Oil, hllife, 01.
Oil, to, huifer, ,(raifS", schmiilzen.
Omnibus, omniblls, Omnibuswagen.
Orlftoe, b"llche. Offnung.
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Orlftoe, nOBBle, orijice. Offnung.
Out, outside, dehors, ausserhalb.
Outflt, ollli//age. 'nal/rid, Ausstattung.
Over, above, deHus, Iiher,
Overflow,lrop.plein. Chertluss.
Paok, to, un6a//er. verpacken.
Packing for glands, Karnilure.
lIoupe, Packung.
Paoking, metallio, garnilllre ml1,,//irJue. Metallpackllng.
Pad, lampon, Schale.
Paddle.wheel, roue cl au6es,
Schaufe1.
Part, partie, orga''', pi;ce, Thell.
Vorrichtung.
Partition, paroi, cloison, Wand.
Paving stone, pavl. PIlaster.
Pawl, eslorJu;a", linguel, Sperr·
klinke.
Pin, ootter, ,I{oupi//e, goujofl. Slift,
Bolzen.
Pin, forelook, e.!Carol/dd/e. cheville
ouvriJre, Achsnagel.
Pin, split, gOIl/'iIIe fendue, Splint,
Splissnage1.
Pin, tommy, brvche. Dorn.
Pinion, p(l{lfon, Getriebe.
PintIe-hole, Iflnelfe, Protzloch.
Piston-ring, segmenl de pislOl/,
KoLbenring.
Piston-rod, oross-head of the,
crosre de pislon. QlIerhaupt der
Kolben.
Piston stroke, cOflrse du pisl"n.
Kolbcnhllb.
Pitoh, bilu_, asphalte, Pcch.
Pitch, pas d'une vi., Stcigung eines
Schraubengangcs.
Pitoh-ohain, chaine d /a I'aucanIon, Vaucanson'sche Kette.

Pitoh oirole, c"de primili/. TIlt'ilkreis.
Plant,olllillage, Betriehsanlage.
Plate (horn), plaque d,' gal'''',
Schulzplatte.
Plate (flsh), "diue. Lasche. SlosspIall...
F F 2
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Platform, perron, estnzde, plateforme, Permn.
Plien, nipperll,l1"as, Die Drabtzange.
Plug, bouc"o", Pftock, Stilpfer.
Plug or a cook, noyau, boisseau,
Hahnkegel.
Plug. IIparking, bougie aallumage,
ZUndkerze.
Poker, tiso""ier, fturgon, Feuerhaken.
Porterage, oartage, frais d,
camionnage, RollgebUhren.
Prellllure, pression, Druck.
Pulley, poulie, Seilrolle.
Punch,poin(o", Stampfe.
Punoh, to, dlcouper, poin(on"er,
Durchschlagen.
Putty. cement. mastic, Kitt.
Raok, cr/nlailUre, Zahnstange.
Radifl.tor. radiateur, Radiator fUr
AbkUhlung des CirculatioDswassers.
Radius. rayon, Halbmesser.
Railway, railroad. cltemin de fer,
voi, ferree, Eisenbahn.
Ratio. rate. rapport, VerhiiltDis.
Reamer, alboir, Nachriiumer.
Rear or hind part, arriele-corps,
HinterftUgel.
Rellilltanoe ooil, bobi"e de r/sistana, Widerstandsspule.
Reverllal, i"Vt1'sion, Umkehrung.
Reverlling
lever,
reversing
handle, levier de c!lange""nt de
marclre, levier de marc!le en arriere,
L'msteucrungshebel.
Right. droit, gerade, recht.
Ring, band, hoop, anneau, organ,au, Ring.
Road locomotive, road engine,
traotion
engine. locomotive
routie,.., Strassenlokomotive.
Rod, /ige, Stange.
Roller,galet, rOllleau, Walze.
Rolling IItock, ma"rie/ ro/llant,
rollendes Material.
Rope. cable, cordage, corde, Sdi, Tau.
Runnin& hot of an &Xle or a

bemn.. by friction, lleising,
c"aut/age aun ,ssi,u 011 aUIl
coussine/, Warmlaufen einer Achse.
Rut, groove, om;;n, Radspur,
Gleiss.
Safety Yalve. sou/ape de sOn",
Sicherheitsventil.
Saturation, saturation, Slittigung.
Soale (boiler), incrustation, Kesselstein.
Boarf, joint, Ic!larpe, Blattung.
Soreen, Icrnn, regis/n, Schirm.
Sorew, "'Ha, ~...s, Schraube.
Screw, worm of a, thread, jilet
de vis, PllsdlJ vis, Sehsaubengewinde.
Sorewbolt, bouton jil,", Schraubenbolzen.
Screw-jaok, v/rin, Hebelschraube,
Wagenwinde.
Seising
(bearingll),
griPJage
(paliers, tourillons), Heisslaufen
(Lager oder Schalen- nnd Zapfen).
Shackle, manille, Sehlikel.
Shaft, &Xletree, arbre, Welle.
Sheet-iron. t61e, Schwanblech.
Short (cirouit), court drClI;t,
Kurzschluss.
Side, c6ti, Seite.
Silenoer. silencieux, Diimpfer.
Silver
(German), maillcc"or/,
Neusilber.
Skidding, or sootohing a ..heel,
e"rayage, Hemmung.
Slacken, to, IQclter, ralen/ir,
nachlassen.
Slide valve, tiroir, Schieber.
Slide Yalve ohest, botte a /iroir,
Schieberkasten.
Sliding block, patin, Gleithacken.
Slipping, lIide Blip. d/rajage,
patinap, SchlUpfung, SehlUpfrigkeit.
Slope, deolivity, }elite, Hang,
Neigung.
Slope,
embankment.
talus,
Boschung.
Sloping, inolining. pendant,
;n,lint, abhangig.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Smoke,.fu,"l~, Ranch.
Smooth, /iss~, glatt.
Snow, lI~ig~, Schnee.
Sooket, douil/~, TUlle, HUlse.
Spanner, c/~f, SchlUsse!.
Spark, i/iIlCd/~, Funken.
Speed, pare, aI/un, Gang.
Speed lever, let'itr tU cllallgmu:nt
d~ vitnu, Schnelligkeithebel.
Spindle, 6roclu,fuuau, Spinclel.
Spindle, pivot of a wheel, touril/on tl'un~ rou~, Radzapfen.
Spirit, ~sprit, Spiritus.
SpllUlh
board,
gard~-crofl~,
Spritzmhmcn.
Splioe, I#ssun, Splissung.
Spoke. rais, Speiche; rayon tl' un.
rou~, Radarm.
Sprayer, atomiser, vaporisateur,
\'erdunster.
Spring, rtSfort, Feder.
Spring, strength of a, fora tl'UJl
nssorl, Tragfuhigkeit ciner Feder.
Spring.balanoe, peso.. ri ressorf,
Federwage.
Sprocket-wheel, couronnc, rou~ a
chaIN. Kettenrad.
Spur. wheel, etlp-enagc droil,
Stirnradgetriebe.
Square, carr!, Quadrnl.
Stage, Ilape, tagliche Fahrt.
Stanohion, lponh"ll~, StUtze.
Standard, Ila/o.. , ~orma!mass.
Sta.rting, dlmarrag~, in Gangsetz.
ung, an!ass..n.
Starting gea.r, miu en lrai.. , miu
.n marchc, Anlassgetriebe.
StatioD, gar~, ha/tc, die Station,
Haltest..lle, Bahnhof.
Steam boiler, boiler-maker,
cnaudilre. chaudro,mier, Dampfkesse!, Kesselmacher.
Steam enl'ine, madtillc J "apeur,
Dampfmaschine.
Steam gauge, manolllttrc, Dampfspannungsmesser.
Steam valve, pn·s,· dc vapeur,
Dampthahn.
Steam waggon, voilure a vapcur,
Dampfwa~en.
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Steel, acicr. Stabl.
Steel, oast, acicrfondu, Gussstabl.
Steel, mild, aci.r doux, weicher
Stah!.
Steering gear,dir~ction,Steuerung.
Steuergerat.
Step, marclu, marclupicd, Stufe.
Stephenson's link motion, CQU·
liss. d. SI.ph.nson, Stephenson'sche
Cou!issensteuerung.
Stop, to, enrayer, hemmen.
Straight, .:fIush, a.!ieurl, vol!·
kommen.
Strap, courroi~, Riemen.
Strengthening-pieoes, fourrure,
conlnfurl, VerbandstUcke.
Stretcher (belt), tendcur, Drahtspanner.
Stroke, length of, /ongu.ur d~
couru, Lange des Hubs.
Stu:8lng-box, 60tu d farnilure,
StopfbUchse.
Stu:8lng-box, gland of a. pressel/oupc, Stopfblichsendecke!.
Switoh, inurrupleur, commulalcllr,
Schalter.
Take in tow, to, prendre ,; I"
r~",orqut, am Seile ziehen.
Tank, 6dcIu, rlun'oir, Rehalter.
Tap, St. Cook, r06ind, Hahn.
Tape, ru6an, Band.
Ta.rpaulin, 6.j<:Iu, Teertuch.
Templet, ga6aril, cali6re, Lehre.
Terminal binding screw, borne.
Drahtklemme.
Thickness (dimension),lpai.<.<eur,
Starke.
Thin, slender, IlallC<', sehlank.
Throat, gorge, Kehle.
Throttle, papilloll, Drosse1klapp...
Throw in gear, to, n,,6ra)',.,.,
einkuppeln.
Throw over, to. jder par-deHus
bord, iiber Bord ",erfen.
Tie, /ien, Band.
Tight, Ilanclu, dieht.
Timber, bois dc cOlutrudioll, Holz.
Bauholz,
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Timber, work or framing, cluzr. 1Cnk, Zimmerwerk.
Tin, Itai", Zinn.
Tommy, see Pin.
Tooth, denl, Radzahn..
Torque, couple, Drehmoment.
Towing, hauling, IIala.~, Bugsieren, Schleppen.
Towing line, rope, rem"'yue
Schepptau.
'
Traok, pisle, vllI'e des voitures, Gleisbreite.
Traction, tractive forae, force de
traction, Zugkraft.
Trade-mark, eslampille, marque dt
fabn'que, Fabrikstempe\.
TranBmiBBioo, transmission, Ubertragung.
Tread (of a waggon), t'oie, Tritt,
Schritt, LauAache eines Rades.
Trial, experiment, eHa;, Probe.
Trial proof, teBt, Ipreul'e, Probe.
Trip gear, Trigger, dl/ente, dlelic,
DrUcker, Gcs pcrre.
Truok, goods waggon, fardier,
Lastwagen, Plateauwagen.
Tube, tube, tuyau, Rohr.
Tyre, bandage, Radreifen der Radreif.
Tyre on a wheel, to put the,
nnbatter "ne rolte, ein Rad beschlagcn.
Unbolt, to, dt'barrer, ausricgeln.
Under, below, dessous, unter.
Under-frame, c/ltiHis, Unlergestel\.
Valve, soul'ape, Venti\.
Valve, claok, dapel, Klappe.
Valve gear, valve motioo, renvoi de liroir, Schicbersleuerung.
Valve
(reduc-ing),
dltendeur,
Expansionsschicbcr.
Valve-rod, I~l[e du (iroir, Schieberslange.
Valve, Beat or seating of a, si~l[e
d'une soltpa/,t', Vcntilsitz.

Vane,lellt', tooth, aile, F1iigel.
Vioe, Itau, Schraubstock.
Waggon, hea.VY four-wheeled
lorry, cam ion , Frachtwagen.
WlWlher, ronaelle, Unterlagscheibc.
WlWlte, 1088, die/ut, Schwinden.
Water gauge, indicatrurde nh'ea"
d'eau,
Wasserstaodszeiger an
Dampfkesseln, Page\.
Waterproof, impermealile, wasserdicht.
Water-tank, reservoir a ral<,
caisse a eau, MCM,
bailie,
Wassertank.
Wa7, road, cllem;n, Weg, Strasse.
Wea.r and tear, usure, Aboutzung.
Wedge, coin, Keil.
Weight, pesle, poids, Gewicht.
Wheel, roue, Rad.
Wheel.bue, Icarle~ntdes rss~ux
empatk~nt, Entfemung de~
Achsen.
Wheel-cutting engine, macbilli:
a tailler ler engrenages, Raderschneidmaschine.
Wheel, fore, 1"lJue de dt:vant,
Vorderrad.
Wheel, rear, roue de derritre,
Hinterrad.
WheelS, to relieve the, decllarger
les routs, Rader entlasten.
Wheelwork, toothed;
cogwheels, engrena~, roue dentle,
Zahnraderwerk.
WhiBtle, sifllet, Pfife,
Wiok. mJCM, Dochl.
Wing, flange, ailet/e, Zapfcn.
Wire,jil, Drah!.
Wood, timber. bois, Holz.
Work, at, en octiviil, im Betriebe.
Work8, usine, Fabrik.
Work8hop,
faotory,
atelier
Atelier, Fabrik.
'
Yoke, CII/(zsse (dynamo), Y<>ch.

INDEX
ACC

ACCELERATOR pedal, use of
the, 128, 324, 328
Accumulator Industries, Ltd.:
type of plate emploYl.'d in
construction of batteries, 290,
291 ; system of electric cars,
298
Accumulators for electric cars,
289, 3°1; lowest point of
discharge. 289; recharging,
290; overloading, 293 ; nesting-boxes for, 294
Ackerman steering-axle, the,
211,212
Agricultural lIall, trade show
of motors at (1900),387
Aluminium paint for engines, 93
Alverstone, Lord, quoted, on
motor appeals, 379
American Clubs, 395, 396
Ammeter, thl.', 300
Arie1 motor-tricycle, the, 312
'Aulocar,' the, cited, 23, 64.
25 2 , 268, 397
Automatic regulator for burners
on steam cars, 248, 249
Automobile Club de Belgique,
headquarters, officers, &c.,
393
Automobile Club de Suisse,
headquRrlers, officers, &c. ,
394

AUT
Automobile Club of America,
headquarters, officers, &c.•
395,396
Automobile Club of Grea't
Britain and Ireland, OrIgm
and progress of, 15; its race
from Paris to Marseilles and
back (1896), 15, 16; 'ils
Glasgow Trial, 43; membership advocated as an economy
to automobilists, 49; Hundred
Miles Hill-climbing lest, 57 ;
Thousand Miles Trial, 333,
375, 386,405 ; demonstrations
of familiarising restive horses
with motors, 358; efforls 10
secure an alteralion in legislation for highways, 382 ; work
done by, 384, 385 ; relrospect
of ils history, 385; officials,
385; fixlure list, 385; amal·
gamation with the Self-Propel!ed Traffic Association,
385; increase of members
(1899), 386; exhibition of
motor vehicles in Old Deer
Park, Richmond, 386 ; brake
test trials on Petersham Hill,
386, 4°5; Dover exhibition,
386; membership in 1900,
386 ; club tours, 386 ; issue of
'Notes and Notices,' 387;
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conversion of the County
Councils undertaken, 387;
invites Chief Constables of
English and Welsh counties
to a demonstration, 387, 388 ;
secures raising of the speed
limit in Scotland, 388; in
connection with the Motor
Union, 388 ; items of work in
latter end of 1901 and beginning of 1902, 388 j publications issued by, 4°1; sum·
mary of trials and races, 405408
Automobile literature, 397-400
Automobile locomotion, oppqsition to, by railways, 2, 3;
report of select commillee on,
3-6; killed by restrictive legislation, 7 ; revivified, 346, 385
•Autc.motor and Horseless Vehicle Journal,' the, 23, 397

llEACONSFIEl.D, Lord, cited,
34 2
Beaumant, Mr. \Vorby, quoted,
- 3 12
Beeston motor tricycle, the, 312
Belgian nobleman, a, fatal accident to, 335
Belt-driving gear, 186, 187,
195, 196, 3[6
Benz car, 40 ; carbureller, 115 ;
ignition for petrol engines,
157; gear, 196
Benzine house, 99, [00, 101
Berger, M. Georgcs, Deputy of
the Seine, 1[, 390
Boilers for steam cars, 252 et
seq.
Bollee, Leon, and Co. : machines
at-the [878 Paris Exhibition,

'CAP

7 ; cars, 8 j omnibus at ParisBordeaux race, 14; carriage
in Paris-Dieppe race, 20
Books on motoring, 400, 401
Boots for motoring, 76
Brakes, 218-223; testing, 332;
using, 333
British Electromobile Co. Ltd.,
electric cars of, 290, 300
Broomfield Hill, Richmond, as
a test for motors, 60-62
Broomhill, Tunbridge Wells,
motor-houses at, 84 et seq.
Brown motor bicycle, the, 315
Bunsen burner for petrol cars,
139; principle, 243 ; battery,
288,289
Burners for petrol cars, 139;
for steam cars, 244- 249, 259
Butler, Mr., on German-built
cars, 368; hon. treasurer of
Automobile Club, 385
Buttemer, Mr. R. W., his
adoption of the belt-driving
system, 195, I C)6

CAIRNS, Lord, on the Mors
magneto ignition, 159
Caniveaux on French roads, 335
Capon Heaton solid tyre, the,
24 1
Caprices of the petrol motor :
refusal to start, 165 ;-- causes :
defects in carburation, 165;
action of cold, 166 j stale
petrol, 166; starting handle
not being turned fast enough,
166; leakage of compression,
167 j no compression at all,
168; apparent excessive compression, 168 j back firing,
169; defects in moving parts,

INDEX
CAR
161) i-road troubles: motor
stops completely through
overheating, 170; causes of
o\'erheating, 170-172; how
tu detect overheating, 172;
what to do when motor heats,
173; dangers of a 'seize,'
173; stoppage through starva·
tion of carburator. 173. 174;
through a flooded carburator.
174; mechanical causes of
stoppage, 174; going by fits
and starts, 175; causes of
motor not 'pulli ng' well or
missing fire. 175-178; how
to find which cylinder misses,
177 ; engine races-defects in
governing gear, 178, 179;
causes of unusual noises. 179,
180; bursting of ignition
tube, 180; advice in general,
181. See Ignition in petrol
engines
Carburetter (petrol engine).
surface, 11 I; Benz, 115;
spray, 116; De Dion, 117;
Longueman:, 117; automatic
for motor bicycles, 319
Carless and Lees' safety benzine
lamps for motor· houses, 87
Carr, Mr., his story of an un·
skilled motor enthusiast, 370
Cattle on the road, anecdote
concerning, 345
Chamois leather for coat lining,
68
Chapelle motor bicycle, the,

317
Chaplin, Mr. lIenry, and the
Light Locomotives Act, 23
Charms of driving in motors.
See under Motor-driving
Charron, M., accident to, in
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CHU
his petrol carriage, in the
Marseilles-Nice-Turbie mce,
18; in Paris·Amsterdam-Paris
and V ersailles- Bordeaux races,
20
Chasseloup-Laubat, Marquis de,
on the history of tbe motorcar, I et seq. ; at the Paris to
Bordeaux race (1895), 12, 14;
at the Paris to Marseilles mce
(1896), 15, 17; on the petrol
motor, 19; his brother's elec·
tric racing car, 308
Choice of a motor-car, 38;
advantages of the petrol
engine, 38; Panhardcarriages,
39; steam cars, 39; electric
carriages, 40; light carriages
and voitureltes, 42; the
7-h.-P. Panhard, 43; mixed
tyres advocated, 45; points
for and against pneumatic
tyres, 45; hurse-power, 46;
care in car keeping, 46, 50;
skill required in driving, 47 ;
side-slip, 47, 48; safety tyres,
48; membership of the Automobile Club advised as an
economy, 49; omnibus for
country-house work, 51; the
Serpollet landaulet, 52-54;
lighting and heating cars, 54;
use of two cars in tourin'g, 54 ;
distance to be covered, 54,
55; luggage-car, 55; shape
of carriage, 55 ; drawbacks to
the use of very powerful cars,
55 ; hill.c1imbing powers, 56 ;
testing speed up hills, 57-62;
paraffin motors, 62; cars for
doctors, 64; second-hand cars,
64, 65 ; motor engineers, 65
Churchill, Lord Ed~ard. his
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daughter quoted on a hreakdown, 375
Circuit du Sud·Ouest race, 403
City and Surburban Electric
Carriage 'Company, 40;
electric cars of, 297 ; electric
brougham, 309
Clarkson's paraffin burner for
steam cars, 249,250,251 ;condenser for engines in steam
cars, 272
Clincher solid tyre, the, 241
Clipper.Michelin
pneumatic
tyre, the, 226
Clubs, English, Continental,
and American, 384-396
Clutches, positive and friction,
191-19.t, 208
Colian oil for belt.dressing, 196
'Collier pneumatic tyre, the,
237
Collinge's hi nges formotor-house
doors, 85
Colnbrook, railway level crossing
at, 336
Columbia phaeton, the, 40
Commutator, function of the,
148 , 155
Condensers, 217, 272
Contacts, 157, 15 8
Continental Cluhs, 3S9-394
Controller for electric cars, the,
295, 29 S
Cordingley, :\Iessrs., their trade
show of motors, 387
County Councils, the, and motor
locomotion, 387

Crompton and Fawkes' heating
apparatus for motor-houses,

Cradle,

96
Crypto or epicyclic gear, 197
Crystal Palace Motor Exhibi·
tion, 367, 369, 386, 387
Cuenod, M., 286, 394
Cugnot, N. J., inventor of automobile locomotion, I; his
steam carriage, I, 2
Cupron battery, the, for electric
cars, 287

DAIMLER petroleum motors, 9;
quadricycle, 10; 22.h..p. car
(English), 39; 4, c)'lindered
motor, 104 ; carburetter, 116;
system of governing, 122;
motor bicycle, 313
Darracq light motor car, the,

42
Dawson ignition, the, for petrol
engines, 154
De Dion, Marquis, his steam
vehicles, 8; meeting at his
house of principal. French
automobilists, 10; race from
Paris to Bordeaux and back,
11; 8·h.-p. light car, 42;
carhuretter, 117
De Dion and Bouton steam
carriage, the, 8; cars in the
Paris to Bordeaux contest of
18g5, 13, 14, 17; petroleum
tricycles in the Paris to Marseilles race of 18g6, 16;

uletal nail·catcher,

steanl carriage in sanle race,

:\tichclin's, 236
Craig, :\tr. A., of Coventry,
against belt transmission, 316
Craig, Mr. A., of rutney, for
belt transmission, 316

17 ; motor tricycle, 312
I>elahaye & Co., of Tours:
vehicles in the Paris to
Marseilles race, 16; light car,
44

Of
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Densitometer for determining
specific gravity of petrol, 166
Deprez, M. Marcel, 11, 390
Derby motor bicycle, the, 316
Deutscher AUlomobil Club,
head-quarters, officers, &c.,
394
Dover, exhibition of motors at,
366
Dress, ladies,' for motoring,
60; for long journeys, 67;
underclothing, gown and
coat, 68 ; head covering, 69 ;
veil, 70, 71
Dress, men's, for motoring, 72 ;
cloth suit lined with punctured
chamois leather, 73; underclothing, 73; overcoats, 73;
dust-coals, 74; waterproof
tent-shaped coat, 74; rugs,
74; coat built to a"oid the
use of rugs, 75; device to
secure dry seats, and avoid
rain, 75 ;" waterproof kilt, 76 ;
snow boots, 76; hats, 76;
gloves, 77; goggles, 77, 81;
warm clothing, 82
Dubrulle mechanical lubricator,
the, for petrol motors, 172
Dundonald, Lonl, and carriage
warnling,54
Duryea transmission gear, 198,
199

EDlSON and Swan Co. 's electric
lamps for motor-houses, 87
Edmunds, }lr. : tale of a sideslip, 372
Electric ('ars, construction of,
276; principle of propulsion,
277; description of the ordinary magnet, 277; effects and
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action of the electric current,
278; magnetic conditions produced by the electric current,
279; production of rotary pull
or torque, 281; 298; current
conveyed to the drum armature, 282; two-pole electric
motors, 283; shunt-wound
and series-wound motors,
284-286; compounrl motors,
284; four-pole motors, 286;
qualilies of the modem electric motor, 287; source of
electricity to .feed motors
and secure propulsion, 287;
primary batteries, 287; description of the ordinary galvanic battery, 288; the Bunsen ballery, 289; proces.' of
the seconrlary battery, or accumulator, in supplying the
motor with electricity, 2&);
lowest point of discharge,
289; recharging the accumulator, 2'}O; pasted plates in
accumulators, 2'}O ; Plante
batteries, 290; process of
manufacture of an accumulator
cell, 2'}O- 293: accommodation
of the battery of accumulators
to power of motors, 293;
overloading accumulator and
motor, 293 ; nesting-boxes for
accumulators, 294; arrangement of running gear of a car,
294 295; the controller, 295 ;
differences of strncture in rnnning' gear and controlling
arrangements, 296; one and
two motor vehicles contrasted,
297; principle of separale ex{'italion, 298; differences of
speed arranged by cell·group-
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ings by controller as one or
two motors are employed, 2gB,
299; development of more
rotary pull by series motor,
299; recuperati,m of cells,
300; provision of voltmeter
and ammeter for driver, 300;
side elevation of the 'Powerful,' 300; running gear of
electric vehicle, 3°2; ills and
misfortunes cars are liable to,
302 ; burning up, 302 ; refusing to work, 3°3; testing the
motor for defects, 304-306;
charging the battery of accumulators, 306, 3°7; position
and prospects of electromobilism, 308
Electric ignition for petrol engines, 106, 1°7, 142; for
motor cycles, 3 I 9. See Ignition
Elcctric light installation, stor·
age batteries charged from,
145
Electric l\lotive Power Co.'s
electromobiles 011 the Plante
system, 290
Elliot, 1\1 r. T. R. H., his
3~-horse-power Panhard, 24 ;
experience with same car,
366
Ellis, the Hon. Evelyn, his 4horse-powcr l'anhard, 2 I, 39 ;
his patriotic adoption of the
motor movement, 22; motorhouse at Datchet, 101, 102;
puts his motor to a police
test, 363; vice-chairman of
the Automobile Club, 385
Enfield motor bicycle, the,
31 5
Engineers for motors, 65

GAR
Engines for steam cars, 262, 264
English terms used in automobilism, 41S' et seq.
Excelsior motor bicycle, the,
with Millerva engine, 314
Eyes, presenatioll of the, 77,
SI, S2

FALCONNET non-slipping tyre,
the, 239
Fire, precautions against, in
motor-houses, 92
Fire regulator, automatic, for
steam cars, 24S, 249
Flash boiler, the, on steam cars,
255
Fletcher's heating apparatus ror
motor-house., 96
French Automobile
Clubs :
Automobile Club de France,
headquarters, officers, race
390;
competitions,
&c.,
Automobile Club Korrnand,
headquarters, officers, &c.,
391 ; Automobile Club Bordelais, headquarters, officers,
&c., 392; Automobile Club
de Nice (formerly the AutoVelo), headquarters, officers,
&c., 392; Le Veloce Club
l'erigourdin et Automobile
Club de la Dordogne, headquarters, officers, &c., 392
French terms used in automobilism, 4IS et seq.

GALLUS lion-slipping tyres, 49,
239
Galvanic battery, the ordinary,
dcscription of, 288,
Garages, 65
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Gauges, water and pressure,
for boilers of steam cars, 261
German terms used in automobilism, 418 et seq.
Giffard, M. Pierre, organiser of
the first meeting of automobile vehicles, 8
Glasgow, trials of motors at, 406
Glengany caps for ladies motor-

power, 80; insomnia mltl·
gated, 80; beneficial effects
of country trips on the brainweary, 81; physical exercise
to be maintained in conjunctioned with motor riding, 79,
81 ; preservation of the eyes,
81, 82; warm clothing to be
used, 82
Heating apparatus for motorhouses, 96
Highway improvements, 350354
Hill.climbing tests for motors,
57- 62
Holden, Lt.-Col., his motor
bicycle, 184, 313
, Horseless Age,' the, 399
Horses, motor· fright of, 356;
grown used to bicyclists, 356 ;
want of consideration of auto.
mobilists to drivers of horses,
356 ; law compelling motor·
drivers to stop when required
by man in charge of restive
horse, 357; training horses
to meet motors, 358, 359;
relationship between motor·
owners and horse-owners,
359; rule of the road, 359
House of Commons Select
Committee (1831) report on
automobile locomotion, 3-6
House steam car, the, 268
Humber motor bicycle, the, 316
Hutchinson, Mr., quoted, 373,
374
Hutton, ~rr., his narrow escape
through brake failure, 219

ing,69
Glossary of terms used in auto·
mobilism, in French, German,
and English, 418-438
Gloves for motoring, 77
Goggles for motoring, 77, 81
Goodyear pneumatic tyre, the,
238
Gordon Bennett, Mr., 11 ; cup,
390,4°4
Gorham fJ. Brice case, the,
cited, 379
Governing, systems of: petrol
cars, 120 et seq. ; electric cars,
295
Griffiths' enamels for motor
carriages, 93 ; transparent
varnish,93
• Guide lI1ichelin,' the, 226
Gurney, Mr., trial trip- in his
steam carriage, 4; heavy
tolls paid by him, 5

HAMMERSMITH Broadway, 351
Hancock, Mr., steam carriage
of, 3, 4; improvement on
Gurney's carriage, 6
Hancock wood wheels, 223
Harrow, brake accident on a
hill near, 334
Hats for motoring, 76
Health, influence of motoring
on, 79; invigoration of nerve

in petrol engines,
138; by a hot platinum tube

IGNITION
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{tube ignition}, 138; Bunsen
burner to bring the platinum
tube to a red heat, 139; petrol
supply to burners, 139; gastight joints, 140; cracked
platinum tubes, 140; soot
inside platinum tuhe, 140;
how to light a burner, 140;
to extinguish a burner, 141 ;
faulty humers, 141; leakage
in plessure-fed burners, 142;
burners jumping out, 142;
spare parts to be carried on
petrol cars, 142; electrical
ignition in petrol engines, 142 ;
importance oftime of ignition,
142; ignition with battery
and induction coil, 143; the
dry battery, 143 ; positive and
negative poles, 144; pressure
of electricity in volts, 144;
flow of electricity {amperes},
144; coupling in parallel,
144; disadvantage of dry
cells, 144; storage batteries,
145; charging storage batteries, 145; finding the poles
of a generator, 145; how to
charge storage batteries from
an electric light installation,
145 ; avoidance of over-discharge of batteries, 146; use
of the switch, 147 ; the induction coil, 147; function of
the commutator, 148; sparking plug, 148; return of the
current to the coil, 148 ;
insulation, 149; defects ilJ
electric ignition; imperfect
insulation, 149; insulation
burnt, 150; insulatiolJ cut,
150; insulation of coil, 150;
insulation chafed, 150; ioose

JOH

connections, 150; dirty connections, '50 ; broken or
defective sparking plug, 150;
dirty commutator, 151; weak
or discharged batteries, 151 ;
magnetic ignition, 151; the
Simms-Hosch system, 152;
possible defects in tbis systern: failure of insulation,
153; failure of magnets, 153 ;
faulty adjustment, 153; the
Dawson ignitor, 154; the De
Dion type of ignition, 155;
the commutator, 155; action
of tbe trembler, 155; adjustment of trembler, 156; removal of moisture, 157;
remedy for short-circuited
battery, 157 ; burnt contacts,
157; loose contacts, 157;
oil on contacts, 158; re·
tardation of sparking, 157;
the Benz ignition, 157, 158;
the Mars magneto system,
159- 16 3
Imperial Institute, exhibition of
motor vehicles at, 22, 367, 368
Instra, the, for warming motorcars, 54

JACKS for carriages, 94
James and Brown's brake, 221
Jarrott, Mr. C., his Panhard
and Levassor car in ParisBerlin race {19<)I}, 45
Jeantaud, M., electric carriages
of, 14
J oel electric motor, the, 287;
controller, 295
J ohnson, Mr. Claude (secretary
of the Automobile Club): detection of injury to motor
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while driving, 204; two road
experiences, 370, 371

KEITH'S heating apparatus for
motor-houses, 96
Kellner, M., designer of touring landaulet with Serpollet
boiler, 52, 53
Kelly automatic fire regulator,
the, fitted to the Milwaukee
burner, 248
Kennard, :\lrs. Coleridge, her
anecdote of a parson motorist,

369
Klinger water gauge, the, for
boilers of steam cars, 261
Koosen, Mr. J. A., his Lutz·
mann car, 21; experiences
with it, 364-366; at the
Imperial Institute, 368
Koosen, 1\lrs., diary of her experiences with a motor, 364366; at the Imperial Insti·
tute, 368
Krieger electric cars, the, 284,
286,297, 301

• LA France Automobile,' 399
Lamps, electric and safetybenzine, for motor.houses,
87; management of, when
night-driving, 339; regula.
tions concerning, 409, 413
Lankensperger, M., inventor of
the Ackerman axle, 212
• L'Auto·Velo,' 399
Law, points of, affecting motorowners, 378; question of
speed, 378; driver's limitations, 378, 379; vehicles
drawing another, 380; light,

380 ; tax on motor mechanics,
380 ; taxes on various motors,
380, 381; non liability of
masters to drivers under
Workmen's
Compensation
Acts, 381; accidents, 382;
wilful obstruction of highway,
382; proposed changes in
highways regulation, 382,
383 ; appeal on questions of
fact from the decisions of
justices of peace, 383; the
Light Locomotives Act of
1896, 409-411; the existing
Local Government Board
Regulations, 411-417; regulation, affecting petroleum
spirit, 414-417
• Le Velo,' 399
Lefevre, Mr. Shaw, and the
Light Locomotives Act, 23,
362
Leicester, motor demonstration
at (1901), 385
Leitner accumulators for electric
cars,

301

Levassor, M., winner of the
Paris to Bordeaux race of
1895, 12, 13, 14. See Panhard and Levassor
I..evy, M. Michel, Engineer-in.
Chief of Bridges and Roads,
France, 11
Vccnces for motor cycles, 312
Lifu
Company's
passenger
brakes, 218
Light Locomotives Act of 1896,
23, 3 12 , 37 8 , 381, 31)6; copy
of the Act, 4°9-411
Lighting burners on steam cars,
24 6
Literature, automobile, 397400
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Liverpool and Preseot Road,
heavy tolls on, in 11l29, 5, 6
Local Government Board Regulations, the existing, 410;
4 11 -4 1 7
Locomobile burner, the, on
steam cars, 244-246; Syndicate vaporiser to enable
paraffin to be burned, 252;
boiler, 252, 253; steam pump,
25 8
Long, Mr. Waiter (President
of Local Government Board),
his remarks on motor·owners
and horse-owners, 359
Longuemare carburetter, the,
117
Lubrication in petrol motors,
17 1, 172, 17 6 , 33 1
Lutzmann car, the, 21

Mellow's patent glazing skylight for motor stables, 84
:'olichelin, M., manufacturer of
pneumatics, 14, 20, 21; his
steam-brake in the ~larseilles
Nice-Turbie race (18g7), 19;
tyres, 226; his necessaire de
voiture, 227; , cradle' or
metal nail-catcher, 236
Milwaukee burner for steam
cars, 246; Kelly automatic
lire regulator fitted to; 248
Minerva motor-bicycle, the,

MACDONALD, the Rt. Hon. Sir
J. H. A., motor experiences
of, 367-372
Magnet, the ordinary, description of, 297
Magnetic ignition in petrol engines, 151
Magneto·generator, the, 151
Magrath, Colonel, his road adventure in Ireland, 374
Manometer, use of, for petrol
motors, 173
Married \Vomen's Summary
Jurisdiction Act, cited, 383
Marseilles·!\; ice-Turbie
race
(1897), steam and petrol cars
in competition, 18, t9
Mayanl, M., 16
Maybach, Wilhelm, 10
Mayhew, Mr. Mark, his experience on winter roads, 48,
337

3 14,3 1 5
Mitchell

motor bicycle, the,

3 15
Moure, Mr. C. Harrington,
Honorary Secretary of Automobile Club, 385
Mordey, Mr., experiments of,
286
Mors magneto system of 4,'Ilition
for petrol engines, 159 et
seq.
Mortlake, railway level crossing at, 336
'l\Iotor·Car Journal,' the, 23,
398
• Motor-Car \Yorld,' the, 398
:'olotor cycles, 311 ; as an educational medium in connection
with automobilism, 311;
regulations concerning, 312;
licences, 312; varieties of
tricycles, 312; petrol bicycles, 313 ; gear, belt, and
Holden systems of driving,
313; position of engine in
bicycles, 3 13, 314, 315;
various kinds of power transmission, 315, 316; experiments in spring frames and
two-speed gears, 317; pre-
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paration for a run, 318; the
surface carburetter, 318, 319 ;
electric ignition, 319: sparking plugs, 319; good compression to be ensured, 320;
detection and arrest of leakage, 320, 321; attention
required, 321
, Motor Cycling,' 398
Motor-driving, practice requisite till automatic perfection
is attained, 322; the first
drive, 323; starting the car,
324 ; first speed, 324; second
speed, 325 ; third speed, 325,
326; how to change speeds
properly, 326-328 ; use of the
accelerator pedal, 324, 328;
overrunning the engine, 328 ;
preparation for starting for a
drive, 329 ; precautions before
starting the engine, 330; lubrication, 331 ; driving backtesting the
wards, 331;
brakes, 332 ; use of the sprag,
J3 2 ; rounding corners, 333 ;
descending steep hills, 333;
using the brakes, 333 ; some
of the dangers met with on the
road, 334; side-slip, 336;
grea.~y roads, 323, 336-338;
ice-covered roads, 337; rutty
roads, 338 ; difficulty in steering when tyre is punctured,
338; cautions on night-driving, 339; fixed habit of careful driving to be practised,
339 ; charms of English
roads, 341-345; exhilaration
on the motor, 341; power
of traversing large areas of
beautiful country, 342; delights of country life en-

hanced, 343; regarded a.~
land·yachting, 344; scenes
on the road, 344, 345 ; dealing with restive horses, 356360 i-influence on health,
79--82
Motor laws as they exist, 409-

4 17
• Motor News,' the, 398
• Motor Vehicles and Motors,'
cited,4OO
• Motoring Illustrated,' 398

NAPIER car, the, 52
Nederlandsche Automobile
Club, secretary and other
officers, &c., 393
Nesting-boxes for accumulators,
294
Netherhall Gardens, Fitzjohn's
Avenue, used to test the hillclimbing powers of motors,
62,63
New Orleans 7-h-P' car, 44
New York pneumatic tyre, the,
23 8
Nice to Marseilles race, 404
Non.slipping tyres, 49, 239
• Notes and Notices,' 337, 387,
398

OESTERREICHISCHER Automobil Club, headquarters, officers, &c., 394
Ogle, Mr., steam carriage of, 4
Oil reservoirs and pump, selfcontained, 90
Oppermann electric cars, 293,
296
Overheating, causes of, in petrol
cars, 170 et seq.
GG
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PAINTS for motors, 93
Panhard and Levassor, controllers of the Daimler patents in
France, 9; builders of the
Peugeot motors, 9; winners
of the Paris-Marseilles and
back race (1896), 15 ; carriage
in Versailles-Bordeaux race,
20; 4o.h. -p. car in ParisHerlin race (1901), 45; 20h.-p. car in same race, 47.
See Races and Trials
Paraffin (petrole ordinaire), 53
Paraffin burners for steam cars,
249, 259; motors, 62
l'aris-Amsterdam-Paris
race
(1898),20
Paris-Herlin race (1901), 45, 47,
4°5
Paris-Bordeaux and back Automobile race (1895), 12-15,
19,4°2,4°4
Paris· Dieppe race (1897), 20
Paris- Marseilles and back race
(1896),15-20,403
Paris-Toulouse race, 404
Paris-Trouville race (1897), 20
Pecqueur, M. Onesime (1827),
his ingenious devices, 7
Periodicals on motoring, Eng_ lish, Continental, and Ameri·
can; 397-401
Petersham Hill as a climbing
test for motors, 57-59, 386,
4°5
Petrol burncrs for steam cars,
244- 249
Pctrol car: the, details of
simple transmission, 183;
variation of the ratio of
engine speed to wheel speed,
184; action ot gear wheels,
184 ; ratio between engine

PET
and road wheels varied by
varying size of ge:lr wheels,
185; belt-driving, 186, 187;
chain-driving, 187; protection of the gear case, 187;
• block' and 'roller' chains,
188 ; bevel gearing and
connecting rod, 18«), 190; use
of Cardan joints, 191 ; skew
or screw gearing, 191 ; friction
clutches, 191, 192; positive
clutches, 193, 194; speed
varying gear combined with
transmission gear proper,
195; the belt-drh;ng system,
195, 196; leather and dress·
ing for belts, 195, 196; the
Benz gear, 196; Crypto or
epicyciic gear, 197, 198; the
Duryea transmission gear,
198 ;
wheel· gearing and
chain transmission illustrated
in I2 h.-p. Daimler, 199-204;
shifting the gear to obtain
reversing action, 2°3; putting
a lower gear into operation,
2°3; lubrication of gear and
bearings, 204; unusual sound
near transmission gear, 204 ;
Renault shaft transmission,
204-206; reversing gear ill
the Renault, 206; full lubrication to be provided in an
gear.driven devices, 206 ;
varieties of design in frames,
207; diagonal staying for
frames, 209 ; wheel.base,
209 ;
springs, 209, 210 ;
breakage of spring leaf, 210;
spring hangers, 208, 210;
axles, 211-213; action of the
differential gear, 213-216;
steering gear, locked and
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direct,
216-218;
testing
steering gear, 218; brakes,
218-222; brakes used by
various makers, 221; ·Automobile brake trials, 222;
wheels, 222, 223
Petrol engine, principle of the,
1°3; internal combustion,
1°5; ilIustra(ed by a singlecylinderedDaimler, 105; force
~enerated
by explosion of
mixed gas and airin combustion
chamber, 106; fired by electric spark or red-hot platinum
tube, 106, 107 ; suction stroke,
106; comprcssionstroke, 106;
explosive stroke, 1°7; ex~
haust stroke, 1°7; operation
shown in a complete cycle,
107, 108; induction valves,
108; exhaust valve, HX) ;
mechanical lift of exhaust
valve, 110; surface carburetter, I l l ; twin trap or mixing chamber, 113, 114; Benz
carburetter, 115; spray carburetter, I 16; systems of
feeding the spray carburetter, 11 7; the silencer,
118; systems of governing,
120; governing by advancing
or retarding the sparking,
120; by exhaust-valve lifler,
121 ; by exhaust-valve closer,
121; by regulating
the
lift of the induction valve,
121 ; by mechanically governing the exhaust valves, 121 ;
the Daimler system of governing described in diagrams,
-122-129; the accelerator,
128; governing by throttle,
129; governing both by ex-

QUA
haust and throttle, 130 ;
motors with more than one
cylinder, 130; movements
of double-cylindered engines
with cranks set at 180° and
360°, 130, 131, 132; watEr
~irculation,
natural
and
forced, 133, 134; radiators,
134; the crank chamber,
135 ; the piston, 135; relative
positions of induction ami
exhaust valves, 136; appliances for starting the motor,
137 ; various types of engine,
137; ignition, 138 et seq.
Sec Ignition in petrol engines
Petroleum spirit (petrol), regulations concerning, 414-417
Peugeot petroleum vehicles, 9,
14, 16, 24; in the MarseillesNice-Turbie race, 19; 8 h.-p.
(i902), 41
Phcebus motor tricycle, with
Aster motor, 312
Phcenix motor bicycle, with
improved Minerva engine,
315; two-speed gear, 317
Plant" batteries, 290
Platinum tube for ignition in
petrol engines, 138, 139
Pneumatic tyres, 20, 45, 49, 94,
226, 237; punctured, 228,
370. See Tyres
Postel-Vinay electric motor, the,
286
, Powerful' electromobile, the,
290,3 00
Pumps for boilers of steam cars,
257

QUAIlRAST

motor cycle, the,314
GG2
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RACES and trials, English and
Continental, in motor "ehides,

Paris-Havre run, 373, 374;
Colonel Magrath's story 01
the old peasant woman, 374;
Lord Edward Churchill and
his daughter's relation of a
sad time, 375; the Thousand
Miles trial (1900), 375, 376
Renault S-h.-p. voiturette, 43;
shaft transmission car, 304:zo6
Richter Oil Economising Co.'s
self-contained oil reservoir
and pump, 90
Ripolin's, Messrs., paint for
motor engines, 93
Roads, diffcrent types of surface
of, 323, 336, 337 ; at night,
339; English, 341-345; the
• nerves and sinews of the
land,' 347 ; their vast importance in the national life, 347 ;
beauties or English, 348;
competition of motor trallic
with railwa}'S on, 348; illustrative case of superiority of
reaching the seaside on ro.'ld
by motor to the use of railway, 349; highway improvements required, 350; decay
of villages arrested by resurrection of the road, 350;
improvement required in the
approaches to London, 351 ;
Roads Improvement Associa·
tion's plan commended, 351,
352; effect of better roads
and cheap and fast motor
traction on town populations
and small agriculturists, 352,
353; value of a good road
system in France, 352, 353 ;
compelling electric tramways,
light railways, &c., to increase

402 -4 08
Railway level crossings, dangers
of, 335
Rain covers, mackintosh, for
cars, 95
Reading system for steam cars,
246; engine for steam cars,

268
Reminiscences of motoring, 361;
mechanical traction on roads
long delayed by obstructionists, 362 ; the Hon.
Evelyn Ellis's introduction of
the Panhard car to England
as a police test, 362, 363;
Mr. and Mrs. Koosen'senterprise, 363, 364 ; extracts from
Mrs. Koosen's diary of experiences with a mntor-car, 364366; Mr. T. R. B. Elliot
on his early motor-driving
days, 366; Sir J. H. A.
Macdonald's experiences on
the motor, 367-372; Mr.
Butler on early motoring,
368; Mrs. Colcridge Kennard's story of parsonic simplicity, 369; Mr. Carr's
anecdote, 370; Mr. Stumley's
confession, 370; an adventure
on the London- Uxbridge
road, 370; a contretemps on
thc road to Glouccstcr, 371 ;
]\f r. Edmunds' hastil1 accredited skill in a side-slip,
370; account of a punctured
solid tyre, 372; Mr. Gmham
Whitc's conduct in an accident to steering-gear on a
long mu, 373; Mr. Rolls'
pertinacity in calamities on a

INDEX
ROA

the melalled surface of roads
they use, 354
Roads Improvement Associa·
tion, plan of road reform,
35 1
Rolls, the Hon. C. S., his 3ih.-p. Peugeot, 24; accident
to, in descending hill, 333;
his courage and pertinacity on
the Paris-Havre run, 373, 374

SAFETY tyres, 48
Salomons, Sir David, Bart.,
his demonstration of motor
vehicles (181)5), 22; aid in
legislation for speed on roads,
23
Sampson, Mr. Lyons, his experience with the belt-driving
system, 195
Savoy Street, Strand, as a hillclimbing test, 59, 60
Scotland. raising of the speed
limit for motors in, 388
Secondary battery for electric
cars, 281) ; lowest point of dis·
charge, 289 ; recharging, 290 ;
overloading, 293
Self-Propelled Traffic Association, amalgamation of, with
the Automobile Club, 3!l5
Serpollet, M., inventor of
instantaneous
vaporisation
boilers, 8; his boiler on touring
landaulet, 52, 53; first steam
tricycle, 245; paraffin burner
for steam cars, 252, 259 j
generator and burner, 256;
water and oil.pumps, 259,
260; engine for steam cars,
270; condenser, 272
Shaw motor bicycle, the, 3' 5
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Sheep at night on the road, 339
Side-slips, 47, 4!l, 3 1 3, 314,
336 , 37 2
Siemens shuttle armature, the,
282
Silencer, the (petrol engine),
118 et seq.
Simms, Mr. F. R., holder of
the Daimler patents in Great
Britain, 22; Vice-chairman
of the Automobile Club, 385
Singer motor bicycle, the, with
Simms-Bosch magneto ignition, 315,316
Sirdar solid tyre, the, 241
Skylights for motor-houses, 84,
85
Solid tyres, 49, 240-242 ; punctures in, 372. See Tyres
Sparking plug in petrol engines,
148, 150; in motor cycles,
3 19
Speed, 388 j regulations concerning, 413
Sprag, use of the, 332
Spray-type automatic carburetters for motor bicycles, 319
Squire and Macerone steam
coach, 5
Stables for motors, 83; requisites,
83; means for examining
machinery, 83; construction,
84 et seg.; skylight, 84, 85 ;
doors, 85; floor, walls, and
roof, !l5; the pit, 85, !l7;
advantages of separate houses,
!l6 ; the wall shelves and
brackets, 86 ; accommodation
of repairing tools, 86, 91;
plans of Broomhill houses,
87-<)0; lighting apparatus, 87 ;
storage of benzine and petroleum, 90, 99; carriage-lifting
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contrivance, 91; duplicate
speci",1 tools, 91- ; ventilation,
91; warming, 92; precautions
ab'llinst fire, 92 ; cleaning and
plinting motors, 93, 94, 95;
preservation of pneumatics,
94; carriage jacks, 94; care
of the clutch, 95 ; rain-covers,
95; the thermometer, l}6;
guarding against frost, 96;
hot-water system, l}6; province of the stable attendant,
96, 97; grinding valves, 97,
9/l; booking and gauging
benzine, 98 ; repairs and rectification of faults in motors,
9/l; preparation for the road,
99; Broomhill benzine storehouse, 99, lOO, 101; Mr.
Evelyn Ellis's motor-car house,
101,102
Steam cars, main essentials of
propelling apparatus, 243;
paraffin and petrol as fuel for
heating boiler, 243; the Bunsen principle, 243; petrol
burners, 244 ; the Locomobile
arrangement, 244, 245; the
West on, !\lilwaukee, and
Reading systems, 246 ; vapor·
ising the fllcl, 246; starting the
Imrner, 246-24/l; automatic
fire regulator, 248; paraffin
burners, 249--252; Clarkson's
paraffin burner, 249; Syndi.
cate vaporiser and Serpollet
burner, 252; generation of
steam in the boiler, 252;
steam at high pressure, 252 ;
the Locolllobile boiler, 253255; water-tube boiler, 255;
Toledo boiler, 255; principle
of the flash boiler, 255;

THO
generator
and
burner, 256; use and manipulation of pumps, 257, 258 ;
Serpollet "ater and oil pumps,
259,260 ; cams, 260; water and
pressure gauges, 261; description of the engine and its work,
262 ; action of the slide-valve,
264-268; piston, steam, and
exhaust ports, 263-266; link
motion, 266, 268; • notching
up,' 267 ; the Reading
engine,
268;
compound
engines, 268; House engine,
27 0 ; Serpollet engine, 270;
piston rings, 27 I; stuffing
boxt:S, 27 I, 272; condensers,
271; the Clarkson condenser,
27 2 ; oil-separator and waterfilter, 272; water-lifter, 273 ;
main advantages of steam
vehicles, 273; art of dri\'ing,
274,275
Sternoline' belt dressing, 1l}6
Stone, Mr., steam carriage of,
4,5
Sturmey, ?tir., starts • The
Autocar' (18951, 23; his
brake confession, 370
Summers, Mr., steam carriage
of,4
Syndicate vaporiser for burners
of steam cars, 252
Serpoll~t

TER~lS

used in automobilism,
in English, French, and
German, 418-438
Test (or Broomfie1d) Hill,
Richmond Park, as a hill·
climbing test for motors, 6062
Thomas motor bicycle, the, 315

,

INDEX
THO
Thompson, Sir Henry, on the
relationship between motorowners and horse-owners,
359
Tonneau, the, 55
Torque, 281, 298
Tour de France race, 403
Touring Club of France, the, 12
Trembler, the, 155, 156
Trials and races in motor cars,
402-408
Tube ignition in petrol engines,
138
Tyres, pneumatic, on motors,
?>lichelin et Cie's, 20, 45, 49 ;
mixed, 45: safety, 48 ;
superiority to the solid for
motor work, 225 ; introduction
of the Clipper.~lichelin, 226;
choice of a tyre, 226 ; covers,
2~6 ;
repairs, 227 ;
the
Michelin necessaire de voiture,
227 ; dealing with a puncture,
228; to remove the tube,
228-231 ; repairing the puncture, 231; repairing the cover,
232; refllacing the tube, 232 ;
replacing the cover, 233;
changing and replacing a
cover, 235; treating bursts,
235 ; general hints respecting,
235-237; the Collier, 237;
the Goodyear, 238; the New
York, 238; non-slipping,
239 ; the Gallus, 49, 239 ; the
Falconnet, 239; the Wilkinson, 240; solid, 240; types of
solid in use, 241

oi motor vehicles, 25 ;
electric and steam cars, 26;
in town, 26; for station work,
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27, 28, 29; in country life,
28, 29, 51 ; for hunting work,
29, 30; in Scotland, 31 ; for
fishing and shooting, 31-33;
household purposes, 33; farming and estate work, 34- 36 ;
transporting farm produce to
London or market towns, 34,
35 ; in Post Office work, 36

VANDERBILT, Mr., 11
Vaporising fuel for burners of
steam cars, 246
Varennes, M., 12
Veils for ladies motoring, 70, 80
Veloce Club e Club Automobilisti d'Italia, headquarters,
officers, &c., 394
Ventilation of motor-houses,

91
Ver!;8il!es-Bordeaux race (1899).
20
Victoria steam carriage, the,
Voiturettes, wheels for, 222
Voltmeters, 146, 300, 305

W AI.LACE, Mr. Roger W.
(chairman of the Automobile
Club),385
Warming motor carriages, 54;
motor-houses, 92
Waste, for cleaning IllQtors, 93
Water gauges for boilers of
steam cars, 26 I
Water·lifter, steam, 273
\Velbeck Park, trial of brakepower at (1902), 388, 4°5,406
Werner molar bicycle, the, 313,
315, 3 18
Westminster Tramways Bill,
cited, 385
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Weston burner for stearn cars,
246; apparatus for starting
the burner, 246, 247; steam
water.lifter, 273
White, Mr. Graham, his acci·
dent thmugh brake failure,
219; pluck on the Thousand
Miles run; 373
Wilkinson non-slipping tyre,
the, 240
Wolseley car axles, 212

Workmen's Compensation Acts
(1897, 19(0), cited, 381
Wul£muller motor bicycle, the,
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